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INTRODUCTION

2 This report compiles the results of the" research- performed under U.S. Army F

Research Office Contract Number DAAG29-82-K-0101, covering the period April 1,

1982 through September 31, 1985. The work is in the area of modeling asynchronous

parallel architectures and computation for applications in the areas of digital image and

signal processing. The work can be broadly divided into three areas:-

1. Case studies of parallel image processing algorithms and tasks, the objective of

which is to study the interaction of parallel processes and parallel architectures;

These are described in Papers 1 through 5 and in portions of Appendices A, B, C,
and.D.

2. Modeling of interconnection networks. 'An important component of any large-scale

distributed system is the interconnection network. Different techniques for model-
ing interconnection networks were developed and are described in Papers 6

through 9 and in portions of Appendices A, C, and E.

3, Aspects of the problem of modeling parallel processes and parallel architectures.

This includes mechanisms for describing MIMD algorithms (Paper 11 and portions

of Appendices A and D), application of a Petri net based modeling scheme to

SIMD and pipeline implementations of example image processing algorithms (por-
tions of Appendices A and F), consideration of performance criteria for parallel

image processing algorithms (portions of Appendix F), matching algorithms with

macropipelined distributed systems (Paper 12 and portions of Appendix G), new

models for the organization of distributed systems comprised of collections of spe-

cial purpose computing devices (Paper 10), and companion features for describing

parallel processes and parallel architectures (portions of Appendices A and D).
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Paper 1

Parallel Algorithms for Computer Vision



From the Proceedings of the 1983 Computer Society Workshop on Computer
Arci itecture for Pattern Analysis and Image Database Management,
Pasadena, CA, October, 1983.

ON

PARALLEL ALGORITHMS FOR COMPUTER VISION

Thomas A. Rice
Leah Jamieson Siegel

School of Electrical Engineering
Purdue University

West Lafayette, IN 47907

Abstract machine typically consists of P processors and M
memories, M > P, where each processor can follow am

An application of parallel processing to the compute.- independent instruction stream. As with SIMD machines,
tionally intensive task of computer vision is presented. there is a multiple data stream and an interconnection
Computational speedups, both theroretical and experi- network. Thus, there are P independent processors that
mental, are derived and presented for the extraction of can communicate among themselves. There may be a
several parameters based upon the SRI vision module andFouierl der ipetrs. God reults R e tin ue d f coordintor unit to oversee the activities of the processors.Fourier descriptors. Good results are obtained for ""

moderate numbers of processing elements. The use of The parallel machine model assumed for the cons,
parallel processing allows easier expansion and puter vision task consists of a set of PEs under the
modification of the vision algorithms as compared with a management of a control unit. The number of PEs is a
hardware approach. power of two: N=2'. Each of the PEs has a unique

"address" between 0 and N - 1. In addition, there exists
1. Introduction an interconnection network to allow the simultaneous

transfer of data among the PEs. For the computer vision
Parallel processing offers the potential of providing task, the transfer patterns required will be uniform

fast, flexible solutions to many computationally intensive modulo shifts and "cube" interconnection functions. In
tasks. In this paper, the use of parallelism for computer a uniform modulo shift, PE j transfers data to PE (j +d) -

vision is described. Theoretical analyses and simulation modulo N for all j, 0 < j < N, given a positive or nega.
results are presented. Considerations for the design of a tive integer distance d. The value of d may vary from
parallel architecture for computer vision are discussed, one transfer to the next; however, for a given transfer, all

PEs will send their data the same distance d. The set of
2. Dellnitions for the Parallel Simulation cube interconnection functions consists of n = log2 N func-

In this section, two general models of parallel corn- tions, cubei, for 0 < i < n 1131. If Po-I p. pi" .. ps is
putation are defined and the specific model used for the the binary representation of a PE's address, then the
computer vision task is presented. The implementation cube function exchanges data between all pairs of PFA
of the parallel simulation is described, whose addresses differ in bit i:

Model cubei(po-I pi p" " o)=P-i ... Pi" Pe-
Single instruction stream . multiple data stream The model assumed here combines SIMD and MIMD)

(SIMDJ machines [41 represent a form of synchronous, attributes. Each PE will contain the same code but will
highly parallel processing. Systems with up to 1,000 full execute the code on a different subimage. However,
processors have been proposed 110, 141; systems with as within each PE, the code can run in MIMD mode. This
many as 9,000 and 16,000 simple processors have been modification to the basic models allows faster execution
built 12, 3J. An SIMD machine typically consists of a on some code than a pure SIMI) model without incurring
control unit, a set of P processing elements (PEs), each a the expense of the full flexibility of an MI machine.
processor with its own memory, and an inlerconnection The gains in speed will occur on the execution of condi-
network. The control unit broadcasts instructions to all tional statements:
PEs and each active PE executes the instruction on the
data in its own memory. The interconnection network where <condition> do <blockl>
allows data to be transferred among the PEs. SMI elsewhere do <block2>
machines are especially well-suited for exploiting the
parallelism inherent in certain tasks performed on vectors In SIM mode, those PEs satisfying the <ondition>and arrays, execute <blockl>. Then the remaining PEs execute :..i:.

adary.<block2>. In the model here, <blockl> ad ..
Multiple instruction stream - multiple data stream '"ok> nth oe ee,<lc[ n<block2> will be executed concurrently, but in different

(MIMD) machines 141 represent asynchronous parallel pro. sets of PE. On the other hand, this is not full MIMI
cessing. MIMD systems with 16 1181 and 50 1161 proces- mode, as it is required that the code in each PE be the
sors have been built; MIMD systems with as many as same. This aids in insuring synchronization and thus
4,000 processors 161 have been proposed. An MIM) helps enforce data coherence, e.g., insuring that a PE .u -

acquires the correct version of a variable from another
PE.

This relerch was supported by the United States Army Synchronization can take place in one of two ways.
Research Ofce, Department of the Army, under grant sumber First, synchronization is required at all data transfer
DAAG29-S2.K-0101. points. This is done because data transfers often involve

CH1929-9/83/0000/0093$01.00 01983 IEEE 
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the same variable for all of the PEs. Thus, it does not value is transferred to the all of the PEs) are similar.
matter if the separate processors take different times to Synchronization is needed at transfer points to insure
execute their code, as they will be forced to synchronize data coherence.
at transfers to insure coherence. Explicit synchronization
will aLso be possible by one of the simulation language The vision software and simulations were run on a
constructs that requires that all PEs finish a section of dual-processor Vax 11/780 [..
code before any can move to the next section of code. .

The motivation for the assumed model comes about 8. Osecti ew of the omputer s*
from two directions. First, for many image processing In this section, an overview Of the computer vision.%
operations, it is natural to consider executing the same agorith S p ided. The pa t desried e
code on subimages of the original image. Each subimage bed on the SRI 'ision module 191 and Fourier descrip-
is a valid image and the same types of operations are
needed on the pixels of each subimage. Second, since the A simple mechanism for entering an image into the
actual quantities of the various operations that will be system was desired. In the method chosen, the user
performed on each subimage may vary, asynchronous employs a terminal with cursor control to draw'sn image
oppration may allow higher PE utilization. on the screen and enter that image into the data

memory. This section of the code used a small subsection
Sl~mulation of the "cuises" 11j utilities available on the test system.

There are two major approaches to the development After an image has been entered into the data
)f paral'1 I ,ftw re. Either the software can be of a gen- memory, the first task is to classify the image. This con-
rail 1,-c:iitive nature to illustrate the parallelism (or sists of transforming an image comprised of edge and

!-.4 theref) inherent in a task, or the software can be non-edge pixels into an image with edge, internal, and
designed to be compilable and testable, either by parallel external pixels. An nternal pixel is a pixel that
executin or via serial simulation. Due to the computa- represents a point on an object, whereas an external pixel
tional intnitY and intricacy of the computer vision task, represents a point external to an object (such as the
tie most rehable way to insure correctness is via testing. external background or a hole in the object).
This %ill guarantee that typical problem cases are being
t~iidi-, (orrectlv by testing the software for a variety of After the inside and the outside of the image have .

,waage- A ut, of test images, some %ith multiple objects, been identified by the classification step, the holes in the
was :sed for iebuging and for analyzing computational image are located. A hole is defined as an area outside the
speodjip. Therefore. the software was designed so that it object. Thus, the background also fits the definition of a
roud t,.. compiled and tested. hole. These holes are identified so that later merging can W

be accomplished easily. This capability is needed since
ooen forsio the pa holes that are initially thought to be separate may actu-'V. l Zu. g. 171 l'his languag- was chosen for the cap&- ally be joined. - -

bliti,< ;t t,:vi'- for developing parallel data structures
4'.; J!, hILh degree to which one can manipulate system The areas of the holes are computed and recorded at

1, ,01A*t ;1sch as memOry areas). The latter played a the same time a the original hole identification, since the
-irt in (he simulating (of parallel data transfers. data search patterns are quite similar. For purposes of

.. .-. :i of the serial 'C' language to a isolating the object parameters, the background is defined -..

S. . 'ag . ' ,1ne Via Macros and support sub- to have an area of zero. ". ', ,'"

' .ftures were tsignd to facilitate the Once the inside of the object is known, the center of
lt parallel code without requiring the user mass of the object if determined. Although in and of

. 1.h 'clfic details of the serial implementation. itself the center of mass is not a particularly useful
, ,- , ,- simply use the macro file without knowing parameter, it is used to normalize some of the perimeter

.,1 ran hen write parallel code. statistics to be derived later.

I h' 's, ,c o>,ii' of this implementation are as fol- To find the perimeter, the edge points that are adja-
Ar't ..f !h" form cpnt to the background are identified. Once this has be

done, it i: a simple matt.r to find the distances from the
i*,k ClA Jc perimeter points to the center of mass. These distances

- ', . i'd 'l.( k of c.de ti each of the PEs. are used to calculate the average, minimum, and max-

prepended to a variable indicates that imum perimeter distance from the center of mass.
The %hra,lu s o,,il to a PE. All other variables are Finally, using the already determined perimeter, a If"
a '.-,,d nt hte Xiobla: (, e., the control unit has one copy description of this perimeter is produced in the form of a
tha %_ate; Gtlobal variables are used for such list of coordinate pairs This list can then be used to

prat, im., v, l)op control and overall conditional testing. determine Fourier descriptors or other similar parameters.
I .-rp Ar also versions of the "in pe" construct that Provisions have been made for the processing of images
alow the c',de to be executed in a imited subset of the that contain multiple (non-overlapping) objects.
,i.'I ' .jse schemes use an address mask 1121, which is a

i;nhing t,.rnlal that the PE address must match for 4. Detailed Description of the Parallel Software
e e utun L, rccur in that 't.. In this section, details of the vision algorithms and of

lnterprrwm-Asr communication is accomplished via a their parallel implementation are presented. Results of
*wransfe-" subroutine the simulation of the parallel algorithms and analysis of

the performance of the parallel vision system are
transfcr(dest ination -addrem,source addrems,offset). presented in Section 5.

The transfer routine uses these addresses along with
information shout the size and structure of the Pt data oibge Initialization
space to simulate the transfer via a memory-to-memory To be able to test the system easily, a simple

.ove Recursiv transfers and broadcasts (where one method by which a user could enter an image into the
system was developed. The user executes the vision pro-" "

94
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ramn and then uses a standard key board to direct the
cleursor and draw an image border. The user also has the--------------%
option of turning the cursor on and off to allow him/her -------------------------------

*to draw unconnected borders (such as an internal border).--- ------------- 2------------------------------ ---- %- *~ %*

The connection pattern for the drawing is an eight neigh.- ----------- ---- 2-2 ----------2 ---------bor scheme. That is, from a given point, the user can---------------2 --2 ---------------- 2-22222-----2 -----
direct the cursor in any of the four horizontal and verti--- ----------- 2 --------- 2-2----2 -2- 2 - 22
cal directions as well as along the diagonals between these ------ 2 ----- 2--- 2--------2-2-------2---- Ln

directions. After the user has created the image to ------ 2-----2-2------------- 2-----2---
his/her satisfaction, an exit command automatically2-----a---------2-- *p:-'

2 ---------------------------------------- _starts the image processing on the given image. ----- 2-2 ----------------- 22222222 --------------- ~- 2- ----
*The produced image can be saved for later testing ----- 2--- 2---------------2--- 2 -------- --2 ---- -. '.

and can be reloaded and modified. The user also has the :-:-2--- 2-------------22222222---------------2--- *.

0 ------ 2 --------------------------- 2 - ---2 --------option of either saving the results in a text file or of sim--- ------------ 2 --- 2------------------2-2 --- 2 -----------
ply viewing the results as they are prodated. ---------2--2-2 ----- 2-2 --- 2---2 -----

For the parallel im lementation, on---------------------- ---------- 2--- 2--- 2---2-------- 2--2----2------

Foh aallipeettin neteiaehs-- ------------- 2-2 --- 2--- 2----------------2---- 2 --------been created, it is divided among the PEs with each of------------------ 2---2-2 --------------- 22------
the PEs having an equally dimensioned stripe (either hor-------------------------- 2--- - -------------- 22 ----

izontal or vertical) of the image. Subsequently, each PE----------------------------------
operates on the section of the image contained in its local
memory, communicating with other PEs when further Fig. Ua. Initial image.
information is needed.

Internal / External Clasailatlon ..ooma--:OOOOOOOOOOOCN

eahAs a result of the internal/external classification, -~ - .. :---:-s--
eahpixel is labeled as being on the inside of the object, ----------- _D000000 2 :. ,.-outside the object, or on the border. The classification 0000000021.1200000000-------------.

*scheme implemented is a two-ps method.0002 Th .'rs 120002 2..: I
traverses the image from the upper left to the lower 0O000000002I I I I I I12000211111112111 I M I l~lI2000M0right. The initial classification of a pixel is based upon 0000000ooccooalaiii1iiii iiiiitiii 11ia,,iaiimzoooos
the two neighboring points (to the left of the current 0000000002 2111111211i1il111111111111111tlillllill11120000M
point and above the current point) that have already iiiiiiiiiiltllitliil2000

been classified. The method tries to classify the new point2.12 I::::000W
*as external if either of the previous points is external. IfM I 11111222=11II III1100000

the adjacent points are both edges (border pixels), then '1111111111tlll~l2OOO

information about the length of the edge and the previ- 00000000000000002i11111221i11111111222212002111120000000M
ous region classifications are used to make the 0000000W1100111000=000111200*
classification. 00000000022002120000000 1120000

00000000.0000000020000000LpI ~ 211i202000000000The second pass traverses the image from the lower- ----------- NOC---- r.00000. -

*right to the upper left (backwards as compared to the -i: - a
*forward pass). This pass uses the four major compass

points in relation to the current point to attempt to Fg b lsiiain ssI
correct any classification errors. Again, the bias is toward
external classification. '

This section of the vision software uses several
schemes to insure robustness. Besides the ability to menfl: ef,: -e-- ?- - -:.

reclassify pints on the second pass, the software also RAW2:- --
looks for the specific cas oftaig an edge. In addition, DOOCON220000000002W0000oooooM
several trouble patterns are checked to prevent major 0000000O2111ll200OOOOC 00000002i ~200002122222000
misclassifications. Figure I illustrates the classification 000000000000021 ':. ii,2000002M222M0iiit Ii aoa 1200 1iiaaoooORopocedure. Figure Ia is the image before classification 0 0 0

o~ooal~,aooIia~~~~aIitI,,,2o

(border only). The edges are represented by '2.' Figures 00000000000211111112021111111111111ilIli2ii,,.Ili. 2 O 0 A*O
lb and Ic are the image after the first and second passes .20,l~IalI2aaammnlii~milooo

of the classification, respectively. Internal points are 0-*0 2"221,1,1:111111000 6
represented by '1' and external points are represented by 000200021111111111111,i11200000002li..........III20

0 0000 0 0'0' An example of a reclassification on the second pmn isOW IIIIIIII11222221111111100000
illustrated by the outlined areas in Figures lb and lc. 000000000RC 000 1 211iii2IliilIISIiiii111 iI2*oooo

In the' parallel implementation, each PE works with 000000000
1

i
1

i
1 2 0 2

111lu1122222222213000211112000000000
its own stripe of the image data. The communication 0000000021001110000200211100000
between PEa is limited to the values of the border ele- :-- :a:-: -:e-6::Oooooooa210000000 - -O 11202000000000o
ments of a subimage. One such transfer will take place _____0___00 _______________________0M
for each border element on one of the sides of the subim- ----- "000000
age. These transfers will be uniform modulo shifts of dis-
tance one. As the results show later, this section of the Fig. Ic. Classification: Pass 2.
software demonstrates good speedup. Thus, the aesump-
6 tio of a two-pass classifier gives a conservative speedup K-~"~"
estimation: if more p asses were used, each pan would
exhibit the same good speedup.'

%9
%S
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* dentlfying Image Holes border, then the statistics for that hole are transferred to
Afte th obecthasbee sepratd fom ts ur- that adjacent PE. This results in each hole being "con-
Afte th obecthasbee sepratd fom ts ur- trolled" by one PE. The information that needs to be

roundings by the classification operation, the holes in the transferred from each PE is placed on a transfer stack.
image are identified. This process consists of two steps: These stacks are then transferred. All of these are -

initial local bole identification within each PE, followed transfers to logically neighboring PE9 (uniform modulo
by merging of holes between PEs. Initial hole labeling is shifts of a distance of one). The amount of information
iitially performed separately within each PE. This is trauirerred is highly dependent upon the actual image.

done by creating a template array in each PE that is of For Purposes Of easy identification and to separate holes
the same size as the subimage in the PE. Each template within an object from the background, the border back-
location contains an identifier that indicates the local hole ground is defined a-s having an area of zero. The process
number for the corresponding subimage point or zero for of me, ging is illustrated in Figure 3. __inon-hole points. Each time an external po*int is located
that is not adjacent to a previous hole, a new bole
identifier is used and entered for that point in the tern-
plate. If the external point is adjacent to a previous bole, PF0 P t PFR Pr a
then the previous identifier is continued. A two-neighbor
scheme is uced for all of the pixels except those on one of
the suhimage borders. Since the points on one edge will
have only points from the previous row (or column, in the INMrAL ROLF:

case of horizontal stie)to, base adecision upon, aoe .w
neighbor scheme is used at the borders. The software
maintains a set of parameters that keep track of merged
holes and their statistics in order to handle the special
case cof an external point adjacent to two different previ.
ow' h'.le identifiers. Experimentation showed that no
a~ua polm were encountered due to the small
niumber ofneighbors used in the classification.

These operations are performed totally within a PE:PE Pa Pa
ncommunication with other PEs is needed. Each PEI

i.wrl the information about its own holes. This informa-
to is transferred to other PEs during hole mnerring

ide-rird laer). Figure 2 shows the intera Ole a&bREMOVED HOLE
identifiers for eahPE Hole identifiers that are adjacent
(e g, lahebs 3. 4, 5, and 8 in PE 2) are considered com-

n) Thai is. only one of the identifiers contains the

1 formati4n for the hole. All of the others contain a _________________

PVnter ti, the "master" information. IPIXE I~ IXEL

PPE P12 PEr3

* Isil I IIll 1iil i1 I III IIlIIIIIIIIIWI PEO PP.1 PE 2_- PE S

ihhhi I it IIhiil

'&Id

'ii': ' /'"'''PR CONTROLS
0IJ F INAL HOLE

3333331 1

'130 2=1 4444444! 1
!1111. 44444 6& .5i. I 4 -

II.'IIII 666666W I I PIXEL I PIXEL

uoooiuo 56 333333W3756M 77777711 oeeape
IIIH 1h~~ 22 566 7 33333333331333 71777771 Fig. 3. Hoemerging eape

M ON07 &W313331333.13333 2 4 7717711i
1! 17 1111:: 7Z22222222 7 3333333333333173 22091999 This method of merging holes across PEs is deter-

lilll~l~l 2222222=27 333333333333333 22222222M2M22 ministic in that the maximum number of pansts needed
can be determined by the types of imiges being exam-

go;@. 641,01,1r3atkoe 2 total bole$ slo ined. For example. the more an object tends to spiral (a
Y~e lll Aeas I spring, for example, a~s compared to a wheel), the more

passes that will be needed. In order to analyze perfor-
Fg2Imghoedetermination. mance, a fixed number of passes (more than necessary for

Fig.2 Iage olethe images considered) was assumed. In simulation, it was
Once the holes have been identified within each PE, found that this section provides r seedup. Thus, the

they are merged across the PE borders. This is done by nersut hefxdroisaino
*tran-ferring the borders of the PE hole template to adj. petroieaunl raivtstmt of the computg um ro pns saatioa

cent proemsors and searching for matching holes. The sproee acnsraupstmt of the algorithm.na
areas are mprged at the same time that holes are joined.

*In the scheme iised, if a hole has only one edge on a PP.

C-f



Computing Iage Hole Areas through an indirection table, all one needs to do i see if
the hole has zero area. When a perimeter point is located

The areas to be computed are tabulated at the same in a PE, a counter in that PE is also incremented so that
time as the hole identifiers are placed in the template in the total perimeter can be determined by a simple appli-
each PE. The area computation is therefore divided cation of recursive doubling to accumulate the total
among the PEs. To handle the merging of holes, either across the PEs.
within a PE of between PEa, an indirection table that After the perimeter has been identified, it is a simplepoints to the actual hole area is used. Atrteprmtrhsbe dniid ti ipe%

matter to find the distances between the perimeter points
Locating the Center of Ma and the previously determined center of mass. This is

After the points that comprise an object are known, done by scanning through the image template looking for

the center of mass of the object can be easily determined. perimeter points. Each PE scans its stripe of the image.
In this system this step is performed by computing the For each perimeter point so found, the radial distance %..

moments in each PE separately and then summing across from the perimeter point to the center of mass is deter-
PEs using recursive doubling [15] (Figure 4). The mined. A running sum is kept of these distances, along

transfers used are the cube i functions, 0 < i < log 2N. with the minimum and the maximum distances. When

This scheme requires that each PE know its absolute the entire image has been scanned, recursive doubling is
position in the configuration since the weighting of one of used to find the average, minimum, and maximum such
the moments in each PE is dependent upon the PE distances. Three stages of recursive doubling transfers
address. For example, if the stripes are in the vertical will be needed, one set for each of the perimeter statistics

direction, the the x axis will be split among the PEs. being gathered. This results in a total of 3log2N

Moments that involve the absolute distance along the x transfers.
axis will depend upon the PE address. To obtain the Figure 5 shows the identified perimeter for an image.
center of mass, 1og 2N sets of transfers will be needed. The perimeter is noted by "B," as compared to "2" for a
After the center of mass has been determined, it is broad- non-perimeter edge point. Figure 6 shows an example of
cast to all PEa since th-" information will be needed at a the overall output of the vision software.
local PE level in later processing. Data Preparation tor FourIer Descrlptouu

As an illustration of some of the higher level func-
tions that can be performed once the basic parameters

E 0 - - - have been extracted, the image can be converted into the
information necessary to calculate Fourier descriptors

- - ---- [17]. This information is simply an ordered list represen-
tation of the perimeter of the object. Each entry in this

PE list consists of a set of coordinates representing a perime-
ter point. Fourier descriptors have been proposed as a
method of performing shape analysis.

*PE 2

--- s urn 'a2"

5E 3 m3 M IN

sBe2 23
S 222222 22215 S 33 3 3 S5 ."""

PE 6 a IS u a
urnssa m ""5.

---------------------------- I 33 • .3~ U s /I'mm'

PE 7I I

cube, cube
2  

TotlI Object PerGFImtr 109
cubes Ceter Of Mss (33.11)

*, Perimeter StimtlItcl E laeeM fIron Coster of 11sl

Fig. 4. Example of summing across PEs using recursive Kim • a. w* 24. AVG 12

doubling.

Perimeter Identification and Perimeter Statistics
Determination

Identifying the perimeter is straightforward once the Fig. S. Object perimeter determination and center of " "

external background hole has been identified. This hole mass statistics.
has area zero by definition. An edge point next to an " "
external hole (or next to another erimeter point) is a
perimeter point. Since the area o holes is determined

97..... . . .

...... ..... ...... ..... .....
97 ". .". " -
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____________________________ ------__ and area identification and merging, and perimeter deter-
____________________________________mination steps described above. That is, the number of

- contours will equal the number of objects in the image
0000000000000000 given that the objects do not overlap and that no object

00000000000000 M 2000000000000000M200000W000000000000 is inside another (Such as a bolt within a wheel rim). The
0000000000000002111200000000000000000212222200000002000000000000itm ca beposed nivulybyroigth

00000002t111112000002222222021111111112000211111112000000 objects corresponding to the undesired contours and
00000000000021111111120 M l002212l2i212ii2ltl20211111112000000 reprocessing the image. This can be done for each object
0000000000021111111 202t221222211222221222222211222112000000 in the image. The individual processing involves all the
0000000000211211 112111111111111122i1121111211111112000000 the previous steps, from classification tLough perimeter
0000000020221 2111211111221222222222 2i2 I111 l22I2 21120000000 determxination and perimeter statistics.
00000000200021211l21111111122000000021221 1i11122222ll200000000 To remove an object from the image, its perimeter C

000000000W 21111alililiili1111111211111100000po0ints (which are known from the contour) are marked to
0000000000000'102 II21111111212111120'2222211200000000000 be0 removed. Two passes are made over the image (simi- -

000000000O000000 1120212211222222'22120002112120000000000 lar to the initial classification) to convert internal,

000000000000000012000 o l2WOOOO000211200000 perimeter, and edge points bordering the removal points
000000..0M.0020W 000002120000000000000000000211202000000000 to removal points themselves. This is similar to the ero-

ODOO ZZZ..t..ZZOOOO000000000000022000000000000 qion scheme used by C1,114 [Il1. A final pans is made
---------------------------- 0000000000000000 over the image to convert all removal points to external

points, effectively erasing the object from the image
bole g.Iermisatioa 2 total bolt$ t age If the program detects multiple images, it will still

total Object Perimeter 109 give the composite results, but it will also sequentially
erase all bilt one of the objects and then process the

Itel 11Hole Area# ? remaining object. This additional processing is identical

Ce-LT ofmas (3311)to the main processing sequence, except the checks for
multiple objects are omitted.

Nit leter statistics distamce fron Cooler ef Mass.a..ee ..
VIN - 3. 110 24. AVG - 12 Aitinai~ll Parameters

Other parameters may be added to a vision system
I hirte)isImgein order to improve the robustness of object

Is identification. Some of these additional parameters are
Fig. 6. Example of vision software output. simply combinations of previous parameters. An example

T1he %iqi. .n software begins this step by forming the of such a parameter is the factor of roundness (how circu- .

perimeter n-" into a multiply-linked list. This is done lar the image is). whichi is computed by dividing 4:r times
I toVi ili'te the removal o~f false perimeter points (spikes). the area by the square of the perimeter. The area of the

1'1, roverti the perimeter into a traceable contour. object could also be calculated at the same time that the
C"t ,ese linked-list,; are transferred to one PE which second classification pass is made. This area could be

'.2~~ sdie prwesng. This requlires uniform modulo combined with the internal hole area to provide a total of
tlf d~ance frm Ito N- I Ths prcesing the areas occupied by the object. The ratio of hole area

.ntl!.-one erting the lists into partial ordered lists and tottlaeessmial banbe
'hl(rl ornbining these lists Other schemes, such as form- There are other parameters that would require addi-
sr.s tbr tI 'Wha lists in each PE separately, were found to tional computation in the main processing sequence. This -

-ih it large amount of overhead in transfers that class of parameters would include such features as second
%-,, rla~s e" in parallelism were losAt. The final con- momnents, ratios of major and minor axes, finding the

'"llr- in the ulnglc l'E are then broadcast to the bounding rectangle, and line fitting. Others could be
-tI~.< fis iii' lE in preparation f,,r the Foutrier added based uponl the specific task at hand.

.1 's r I,~rtt : at Wrls. If the perimeter is equally distri- Finally, one needls to consider the non-ideal cases
aw n the' ,N 1)/N of the pa~rtial ordered %here either mulit iplle objects in the image overlap or the

, 51 i tf,, i transferred. Each of the objects in objects are not entirely contained within the borders.
*;' h,'. l~ts t,2~~t~l5 Ln .ata iels ~to lnk feld Muh information for the latter case can be obtained

f(,r th' linkpd-list AndI eight neighbor pointers). If the from processing the object as usual and then applying t~
e 21otr ., n,)t etlially distributed, then the perimeter statistical methods to determine possible matches with
* idbe g.Athcred intl, the PEF with the largest number of known objects. The other case is not as simple - some

p.'rlITItr point,;, and this will require fewer total type of image redltction would be necessary if it was
transfers. Thuq, if there are I' perimeter points, a max- dfetermined that an object was not known. Such software -.

anm (I (N - 1 )P/,N tranoifers will be needed. could selectively redluce protrusions of an object until a

Multiple Object Images known object was found. W~-

The' soft sare that has been described to this point 5. Anlyi
has treated the contents of the image field as one object.
If there is mt,rp than one object in the image field, the In order to evaluate the use of the parallel architec-

samesofit re an til beuse, bt te rsuls wll e a ture for computer vision, analytical comparisons of the
composile of the information for the separate objects. parallel and serial algorithms were performed and the

However, it is not exceedingly difficult to separate the simulation of the parallel software was compared to the

information for the separate objects. serial implementation. An estimation of the computa-
Oncethecontursof he iagehav bee deer- tional speedups was derived by an examination of the

mined, the so(ftware knows how many separate objects strucueoth palelsfwr.TbeIsm ris

are in the image. This involves the cla.ssification, hole tesedp o h ao loihs h rprin
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Table I
Computational Performance Results

Algorithm Division Approx. Speedup Serial Time Time Proportions .
N(I + N-1)) 15.38 0.3531

hoNes 0  N(N: I)(SPIFAC + 1)) 15.70 0.3830 lo
are (call by holes) N/A N A
center _ N 1.64 0.0377
pstatsO) N 10.71 0.2462

I = Image Border (I by I image) N = Number of PEs
SPIFAC = How many times a section of the object in the image can switch

directions in crossing the image (for example, the letter "Z" would have a SPIFAC of
2). For the images analyzed, SP"FAC = S.

of time required by different sections of the code were
determined by executing a serial version of the algorithm.
The time proportions are used to provide a weighting of
the parallel speedup results. In this way, a section with - -
low speedup that requires only a small fraction of the
serial processing time will not falsely lower the overall Table 2
speedup. Similarly, a section with high speedup that Speedup and Efficiency for 1=64
requires only a small fraction of the serial processing time
will not falsely raise the overall speedup. Using the time N S(N} IEN)
proprotions, the total weighted speedup S(N) can be com- 2 1.37 0.683
puted: 4 2.55 0.638

8 4.88 0.610
S 03531N1 + 0300N 16 017 0.573

I+N-I (N-IXSPIFAC+I 32 16.7 0.523
+ 0.0377N + 0.2462N 64 29.6 0.463

N0353! 0.3830 + 0.2 To be compatible with the "curses" input method,
= N " (N-I(SPIFAC+1) 0. ,images were 64 by 23. The image was divided into 64/Nby 23 stripes.

One measure of the performance of a parallel algo-
rithm is the efliencl E(N), defined to be the ratio of the
speedup to the number of processors 181. Table 2 shows
the speedup and efficiency for the case of a 64 by 64
image. For the example, although the speedup increases
with N, the rate of increase is not proportional to N and
the efficiency decreases gradually with N. that independent processing is occurring. The simulation

The experimental results for the major sections of results can therefore be used as a rough indicator of the
the software are presented in Table 3. The simulations speedup obtained by the parallel algorithms. Both the
were designed to provide a conservative estimate of the analytic and experimental results bear out the observa-
speedup; assumptions about transfer timings and 7n- tion that the speedup will not grow as N, because the

only be approximated he algorithms in which the largest proportion of time is
problem of non-determinism in speedups was handled by spent (classification and hole location) have less thanusing deterministic versions of non-deterministic routines, ideal speedup. (The experimental speedups are somewhat
Again, these routines were designed to provide a conser- less than the analytic speedups due to the conservative .'"m-
vative estimate of the speedup. No overlap of processing assumptions made throughout the simulation and the
and transfers was assumed, although in many situations, non-square image used.) Simulation demonstrated that
inter-PE transfers can be performed at the same time the major problem with the parallel implementation is

Table 3
Experimental Speedup Results

Algorithm Serial Time N=2 Time N=4 Time N=2 Speedup N=4 Speedup .
classification 15.36 9.47 6.02 1.62 2.5S-
holes and areas 15.70 13.47 17.11 1.17 0.02
center 1.64 1.11 0.66 1.48 2.48""
perimeter 10.71 5.61 2.79 1.91 3,84
overall 43.50 29.64 26.80 1.47 1.62
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. 1

basically of one form: the number of transfers needed (3] M. J. B. Duff, "Parallel Algorithms and Their 4.
reduces the effectiveness of the parallelism. This can Influence on the Specification of Application Prob-
occur when the amount of information that is needed to lems," in Multicomputers and Image Processing:
make a proper decision (such as for hole merging) is large. Algorithms and Programs, K. Preston and L. Uhr,
This problem can manifest itself in several forms, such as eds., Academic Press, New York, NY, 1982.
algorithms that are inherently serial or that require data 4] M. J. Flynn, "Very High-Speed Computing 5ys- -. "
from the entire image. Such tasks might better be per- tems," Proc. IEEE, Vol. 54, Dec. 1066, pp. 1901-
formed in one PE or in the control unit. 10.-

6. Arehltectural Considerations 15] G. H. Goble and M. H. Marsh, "A Dual Processor p ,
%. Vax** 11/780," IEEE 9th Annual Srmp. on Comp.

A specific type of architecture has been assumed Arch., Apr. 1982, pp. 291-298.
throughout this simulation and analysis. At this point,
this restriction will be removed and the tasks considered [ A. Cottlieb et al., "The NYU Ultraom uter --
will be examined to explore a parallel architecture Designing an MIMD Shared Memory Padlel Coi-
tailored to the characteristics of the vision task. puter," IEEE Trans. Comp., Vol. C-32, Feb. 1983,

By examining the algorithms, is it seen that a given pp. 175-189.
memory area (the memory assigned to one PE) is not 17] B. W. Kernighan and D. M. Ritchie, The C Pro-
needed by more than two PEs in a given processing sec- gramming Language, Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood
tion If the memory is dual ported, with one write chan- Cliffs, NJ, 1978.
nel and two read channels, then the need for transfers 181 D. J. Kuck, "A Survey of Parallel Machine Organi-
can be virtually eliminated. In such an approach, the zation and Programming," Computing Surveys, Vol.
memory that was previously the exclusive responsibility 9, Mar. 1977, pp. 29-59.
of a specific PE would still be connected to that PE via 191 D. Nitzan et al., "Machine Intelligence Research
the write channel and one of the read channels. How- Applied to Industrial Automation, SRI Report,
ever, the other read channel would be connected to a Menlo Park, CA 94025, Aug. 1979.
memory redirection network that would be setable by the 1101 M. C. Pease, 'The Indirect Binary n-cube Micropro.
control unit when a new type of access pattern is needed. Pese A ThE I renar n -cub Mpcessor Array," IEEE Trn. Camp., Vol. C-26, May
This redirection network could either be bidirectional or " • "--.3
(more practical) two unidirectional networks, one direc- 1077, rp. 4-473.
tion Oeing used to transmit the memory addresses and II] D. E. Reynolds and G. P. Otto, "Software Tools for
the other being used to return the data. The advantage CLIP4," Report No. 82/I, Dept. of Physics and
of using two unidirectional networks is that information Astronomy, University College, London, Jan. 1081.
can be flowing in both directions at the same time 112) H. J. Siegel, "Analysis Techniques for SIMD
without the need for redirection or buffering. This would Machine Interconnection Networks and the Effects
allow the memory to be accessed in an interleaved of Processor Address Masks," IEEE Trans. Comp.,

manner, further improving system performance. When Vol. C-26, Feb. 1077, pp. 153-161.
this scheme is compared with the number of transfers 1131 H. J. Siegel, Interconnection Networks for Large . "
needed i6 some of the processing steps (such as in hole Scale Parallel Processing: Theory and Case Studies,
merging and Fourier descriptor preparation), the possible D. C. Heath and Co., Lexington, MA, 1983.
savings are quite evident. 1141 11. J. Siegel et al., "PASM: A Partitionable - -'

SIMD/MIMD System for Image Processing and Pat-
7. Summary tern Recognition," IEEE Trans. Comp., Vol. C-30,

In this paper, analytic and simulation results for the Dec. 1981, pp. 934-947.
* application of parallel processing to the computer vision

taskhav ben peseted Ingenral ithasbee shwn 1151 H. S. Stone, ed., Introduction to Coemputer Arehitee-tikn p- ure, Science Research Associates, Chicago, IL,
that for moderate numbers of processors, increases in1980, pe. 3.--39
formance* (such as overall speedup) on the order of I for
an I by I image are obtainable. Because of the modular 1161 R. J. Swan et al., "The Implementation of the Cm
de.ign of the software developed, it is quite possible to Multi-microprocessor," AFIPS 1077 Nat'l. Camp.
expand 'he processing sequence to include other common Conf, June I077, pp. US-655.

image processing techniques. From the analytic and 1171 T. P. Wallace and 0. R. Mitchell, "Analysis of
simulation capabilities described, given specific speed Three-Dimensional Movement Using Fourier
requirementq for a particular vision task and assumptions Descriptors," IEEE Trans. Pattern Analysis end
about processor speed, it will be possible to determine the Machine Intelligence, Vol. PAMI-2, Nov. 1980, pp.
number of processors needed to satisfy the task require- 583-588.
ments. This work contributes to the understanding of 18] W. Wulf and C. Bell, "C.mm - A Multi-
the design of parallel systems for image processing appli- mini processor," AFIPS 1972 F. Joint Camp
cations. Cof, Dec. 1972, pp. 765-777
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Chapter Five ,'.'.

Parallel Processing for Computer "
Vision *

Thomas A. Rice and Leah H. Jamieson

1. INTRODUCTION

Parallel processing has the potential of providing fast, flexible solutions to -

many computationally intensive tasks. In this paper, the use of parallelism
for computer vision is described. Considerations for the design of a parallel
architecture for computer vision are discussed.

The vision task consists of a number of different algorithms; several of the" .

algorithms have markedly different computational characteristics. It is
possible to achieve real-time implementations of some sequences of vision
algorithms in hardware. The use of parallel processing allows significantly ."

greater flexibility, both in the types of images that can be processed (e.g.,
gray-level images as well as binary) and in the choice of vision algorithms
used. The work here presents theoretical analyses and simulation results for
a collection of individual algorithms and for the overall vision task. This
paper extends the work reported in Rice and Siegel [1].

2. DEFINITIONS FOR THE PARALLEL SIMULATION -

In this section, two general models of parallel computation are defined, and .

the specific model used for the computer vision task is presented. The
implementation of the parallel simulation is described.

This research was supported by the United States Army Research Office, Department of the
Army, under grant number DAAG29-82-K-0101.
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58 Thomas A. Rice and Leah H. Jamieson.'

2.1 Model

Single instruction stream-multiple data stream (SIMO) machines
[2] represent a form of synchronous, highly parallel processing. Systems with ,.

up to 1 000 full processors have been proposed [3], [41; systems with as many
as 9 000 and 16 000 simple processors have been built [51, [6]. An SIMD "
machine typically consists of a control unit, a set of P processing elements (PEs),
each a processor with its own memory, and an interconnection network. The
control unit broadcasts instructions to all PEs, and each active PE executes
the instruction on the data in its own memory. The interconnection network
allows data to be transferred among the PEs. SIMD machines are especially
well-suited for exploiting the parallelism inherent in certain tasks performed
on vectors and arrays. .'

Multiple instruction stream-multiple data stream (MIMD) machines [2]
represent asynchronous parallel processing. MIMD systems with 16 [7] and
50 [81 processors have been built; MIMD systems with as many as 4 000
processors [9] have been proposed. An MIMD machine typically consists of
P processors and M memories, M P, where each processor can follow an
independent instruction stream. As with SIMD machines, there is a multiple
data stream and an interconnection network. Thus, there are P independent
processors that can communicate among themselves. There may be a
coordinator unit to oversee the activities of the processors.

The parallel machine model assumed for the computer vision task consists
of a set of PEs under the management of a control unit. The number of PEs is
a power of two: N =2 . Each of the PEs has a unique address between 0 and
N - 1. In addition, there exists an interconnection network to allow the
simultaneous transfer of data among the PEs. For the computer vision task,
the transfer patterns required will be uniform modulo shifts and cube
interconnection functions. In a uniform modulo shift, PE j transfers data to
PE (j + d , modulo N for all j , 0 '- j < N , given a positive or negative

integer distance d . The value of d may vary from one transfer to the next;
however, for a given transfer, all PEs will send their data the same distance
d. The set of tube interconnection Junctions consists of n - log 2 N functions,
cube,, for 0 -- i < n [10). If P, " P, PO is the binary representa-
tion of a PE's address, then the cube, function exchanges data between all
pairs of PEs whose addresses differ in bit i:

CUb,(P. I ... P, ... Po) = P.- ' " ,'" Po •.

The model assumed here combines SIMD and MIMD attributes. Each PE
contains the same code but executes the code on a different subimage.
However, within each PE, the code can run in MIMD mode. This
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modification to the basic models allows faster execution on some code than a
pure SIMD model, without incurring the expense of the full flexibility of an
MIMD machine. The gains in speed will occur on the execution of
conditional statements: . b .,

where < condition > do < block I >

elsewhere do < block 2 >

In SIMD mode, those PEs satisfying the < condition > execute
< block 1 >. Then the remaining PEs execute < block 2 >. In the model
here, < block I > and < block 2 > will be executed concurrently but in
different sets of PEs. On the other hand, this is not full MIMD mode, as it is
required that the code in each PE be the same. This aids in enforcing data
coherence, e.g., insuring that a PE acquires the correct version of a variable

from another PE.
Synchronization can take place in one of two ways. First, synchronization

is required at all data transfer points, because data transfers often involve the
same variable for all of the PEs. Even if the separate processors take different
times to execute their code, they will be forced to synchronize at transfers to
insure coherence. Explicit synchronization is also possible by one of the
simulation language constructs that requires that all PEs finish a section of
code before any can move to the next section of code.

The motivation for the assumed model comes from two directions. First,
for many image processing operations, it is natural to consider executing the
same code on subimages of the original image. Each subimage is a valid
image, and the same types of operations are needed on the pixels of each
subimage. Second, since the actual quantities of the various operations that

will be performed on each subimage may vary, asynchronous operation may
allow higher PE utilization.

This hybrid mode of operation may not be suitable for some algorithms.
The requirements for such a mode to be useful are (1) that the PEs contain
and execute the same code, with possible differences based only on the
evaluation of conditional statements, and (2) that the need to synchronize at
data transfers does not cancel the gains obtained by simultaneous evaluation
of conditionals. For the vision algorithms examined here, these requirements
are met.

2.2 Simulation

There are two major approaches to the development of parallel soft-
ware. Either the software can be of a generally descriptive nature to illustrate

-..V.°.
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the parallelism (or lack thereof) inherent in a task, or the software can
be designed to be compilable and testable, either by parallel execution or .

serial simulation. Due to the computational intensity and intricacy of the
computer vision task, the most reliable way to insure correctness is by
testing. This guarantees that typical problem cases are being handled
correctly by testing the software for a variety of images. A set of test images,
some with multiple objects, was used for debugging and for analyzing
computational speedup. Therefore, the software was designed so that it could
be compiled and tested.

Programming was done in a modified version of the C language [ 11 ]. This
language was chosen for the capabilities it provides for developing parallel .
data structures and the high degree to which one can manipulate system
information (such as memory areas). The latter played a large part in the
simulating of parallel data transfers. The actual conversion of the serial C
language to a parallel language was done by means of macros and support
subroutines. These features were designed to facilitate the devclopment of
parallel code without requiring the user to know the specific details of the
serial implementation. Thus, one can simply use the macro file without
knowing its details and can then write parallel code.

The major points of this implementation are as follows. A construct of the
form

inpe { codeblock;

executes the enclosed blok of code in each of the PEs. The prefix "PE."
prepended to a variable indicates that the variable is local to a PE. All other
variables are assumed to be global (i.e., the control unit has one copy of the
variable). Global variables are used for such operations as loop control and
overall conditional testing. There are also versions of the "in-pe" construct
that allow the code to be executed in a limited subset of the PEs. These
schemes use an address mask [121, which is a matching format that the PE
address must match for execution to occur in that PE.

Interprocessor communication is accomplished by a transfer subroutine:

transfer (destination-address, source-address, offset)

The transfer routine uses these addresses along with information about the
size and structure of the PE data space to simulate the transfer by a
memory-to-memory move. Recursive transfers and broadcasts (in which one
value is transferred to all of the PEs) are similar. Synchronization is needed at
transfer points to insure data coherence.

The vision software and simulations were run on a dual-processor Vax

11/780 [13).
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3. OVERVIEW OF THE VISION ALGORITHMS

In this section, an overview of the computer vision algorithms is provided.

The parameters described are based on the SRI vision module (14] and
Fourier descriptors (15).

A simple mechanism for entering an image into the system was desired. In *,

the method chosen, the user employs a terminal with cursor control to draw

an image on the screen and enter that image into the data memory. This

section of the code used a small subsection of the "curses" [16) utilities

available on the test system. This was later expanded to allow other image ". -

formats to be input. The images used here and in the subsequent steps are

assumed to be binary images, although the algorithms can be generalized to

handle gray-level images.
After an image has been entered into the data memory, the first task is to

classify the image. This consists of transforming an image comprised of edge

and non-edge pixels into an image with edge, internal, and external pixels.

An internal pixel is a pixel that represents a point on an object, whereas an

external pixel represents a point external to an object (such as the external

background or a hole in the object).
After the inside and the outside of the image have been identified by the

classification step, the holes in the image are located. A hole is defined as an

area outside the object. Thus, the background also fits the definition of a

hole. These holes are identified so that later merging can be accomplished

easily. This capability is needed because holes that are initially thought to be

separate may actually be joined.
The areas of the holes are computed and recorded at the same time as the

original hole identification, because the data search patterns are similar. For

purposes of isolating the object parameters, the background is defined to

have an area of zero.
Once the inside of the object is known, the center of mass of the object is

determined. Although in and of itself the center of mass is not a particularly " - -

useful parameter, it is used to normalize some of the perimeter statistics to be

derived later.
To find the perimeter, the edge points that are adjacent to the background

are identified. Once this has been done, it is a simple matter to find the

distances from the perimeter points to the center of mass. These distances are

used to calculate the average, minimum, and maximum perimeter distance

from the center of mass.
Finally, using the already determined perimeter, a description of this

perimeter is produced in the form of a list of coordinate pairs. This list can

then be used to determine Fourier descriptors or other similar parameters.
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Provisions have been made for the processing of images that contain multiple
(nonoverlapping) objects.

4. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PARALLEL SOFTWARE l ,-

In this section, details of the vision algorithms and of their parallel
implementation are presented. Results of the simulation of the parallel
algorithms and analysis of the perfomance of the parallel vision system are
presented in Section 5.

4.1 Image initialization

To be able to test the system easily, a simple method by which a user could
enter an image into the system was developed. The user executes the vision
program and then uses a standard keyboard to direct the cursor and draw an
image border. The user also has the option of turning the cursor on and off to
allow the drawing of unconnected borders (such as an internal border). The
connection pattern for the drawing is an eight-neighbor scheme. That is,
from a given point, the user can direct the cursor in any of the four horizontal
and vertical directions as well as along the diagonals between these directions. -,. -

The screen size does not limit the size of the image being created, as the
screen merely acts as a window into the image. During image creation the
current position of the cursor is maintained in the upper left-hand corner of
the screen. Messages and inputs are handled on the lowest line of the screen.
If the drawing gets too near to any of the borders, the window into the image
is automatically moved. The user can also specify a location to which to move
the cursor. If this position is not in the current window, the window is
automatically moved. All borders are strictly enforced: The user cannot draw
beyond the edge of the border under any condition. After the user has created
the image, an exit command automatically starts the image processing on the
image.

In addition, images with 256 gray levels that are stored as character arrays
(e.g., one character per pixel) can be loaded by the system. Simple

t thresholding routines as well as a Sobel operator are automatically applied to I
such images to convert them into binary images. The user is prompted for the
thresholds for each image.

The produced image can be saved for later testing and can be reloaded and
modified. The user also has the option of saving the results in a text file or of 2
viewing the results as they are produced.

... .• ... . . ,
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For the parallel implementation, once the image has been created, it is
divided among the PEs with each of the PEs having an equally dimensioned
stripe (either horizontal or vertical) of the image. Subsequently, each PE
operates on the section of the image contained in its local memory,
communicating with other PEs when further information is needed.

4.2 Internal/external classification

The internal/external classification labels each pixel as being on the inside
of the object, outside the object, or on the border. The classification scheme
implemented is a two-pass method. The first pass traverses the image from
the upper left to the lower right. The initial classification of a pixel is based on
the two neighboring points (to the left of the current point and above the
current point) that have already been classified. The method tries to classify
the new point as external if either of the previous points is external. If the
adjacent points are both edges (border pixels), then information about the
length of the edge and the previous region classifications are used to make the
classification.

The second pass traverses the image from the lower right to the upper left
(backward, as compared with the forward pass). This pass uses the four
major compass points in relation to the current point to attempt to correct .
any classification errors. Again, the bias is toward external classification.

This section of the vision software uses several schemes to insure robust-
ness. Besides the ability to reclassify points on the second pass, the software
also looks for the specific case of tracing an edge. In addition, several trouble ,..
patterns are checked to prevent major misclassifications. Figure 1 illustrates
the classification procedure. Figure 1(a) is the image before classification
(border only). The edges are represented by '2.' Figures 1(b) and 1(c) are
the image after the first and second passes of the classification, respectively.
Internal points are represented by '1,' and external points are represented by
'0.' An example of a reclassification on the second pass is illustrated by the
outlined areas in Fig. 1(b) and 1(c).

In the parallel implementation, each PE works with its own stripe of the
image data. The communication between PEs is limited to the values of the
border elements of a subimage. One such transfer takes place for each border
element on one of the sides of the subimage. These transfers are uniform
modulo shifts of distance one. As the results show later, this section of the
software demonstrates good speedup. Thus, the assumption of a two-pass
classifier gives a conservative speedup estimation: if more passes were used,
each pass would exhibit the same good speedup.

-• ". ,*. - . . .
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Fig. 1(a) Inital image
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Fig. 1(c) Classification: Pass 2

4.3 Identifying image holes

After the object has been separated from its surroundings by the classifica-
tion operation, the holes in the image are identified. This process consists of
two steps: initial local hole identification within each PE, followed by merg .. . .

ing of holes between PEs. Initial hole labeling is first performed separately -; '-*
within each PE. This is done by creating a template array in each PE that is
of the same size as the subimage in the PE. Each template location contains
an identifier that indicates the local hole number for the corresponding
subimage point, or zero for non-hole points. Each time an external point is
located that is not adjacent to a previous hole, a new hole identifier is used
and entered for that point in the template. If the external point is adjacent to
a previous hole, then the previous identifier is continued. A two-neighbor
scheme is used for all the pixels except those on one of the subimage borders.
Since the points on one edge have only points from the previous row (or
column, in the case of horizontal stripes) upon which to base a decision, a
one-neighbor scheme is used at the borders. The software maintains a set of
parameters that keeps track of merged holes and their statistics in order to
handle the special case of an external point adjacent to two different previous 1 -9-J i

.:-.",.,:
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hold identifiers. Experimentation showed that no accuracy problems were 4

introduced by the small number of neighbors used in the classification.
These operations are performned totally within a PE: no communication

with other PEs is needed. Each PE owns the infotmation about its own holes.
This information is transferred to other PEs during hole merging (described *~

later). Figure 2 shows the internal hole identifiers for each PE. Hole
identifiers that are adjacent (e.g., labels 3, 4, 5, and 6 in PE 2) are considered
common. That is, only one of the identifiers contains the information for the
hole. All of the others contain a pointer to the "master" information.

Once the holes have been identified in each PE, they are merged across the
PE borders. This is done by transferring the borders of the PE hole template
to adjacent processors and searching for matching holes. The areas are
merged at the same time that holes are joined. In the scheme used, if a hole
has only one edge on a PE border, then the statistics for that hole are
transferred to that adjacent PE. This results in each hole being "controlled"
by one PE. The information that needs to be transferred from each PE is
placed on a transfer stack. These stacks are then transferred. All of these are
transfers to logically neighboring PEs (uniform modulo shifts of a distance of

one). The amount of information transferred is highly dependent on theIPE 0 PE I PE 2 PE 3
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Fig. 2 Image hole determination
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actual image. For purposes of easy identification and for separation of holes
within an object from the background, the border background is defined as
having an area of zero. The process of merging is illustrated in Fig. 3.%

This method of merging holes across PEs is deterministic in that the
maximnum number of passes needed can be determined by the types of images
being examined. For example, the more an object tends to spiral (a spring, -

for example, as compared with a wheel), the more passes are needed. To
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analyze performance, preliminary tests assumed a fixed number of passes
more than necessary for the images considered). In simulation, it was found

that this section provides poor speedup. Thus, for this step, the net result of
the fixed large number of passes is again a conservative estimate of the
computational speedup of the algorithm. A refinement of the algorithm was
also tested. By using only the required number of passes, appreciable
improvements in speedup were obtained.

4.4 Computing image hole areas

The areas to be computed are tabulated at the same time as the hole
identifiers are placed in the template in each PE. The area computation is
therefore divided among the PEs. To handle the merging of holes, either

within a PE or between PEs, an indirection table that points to the actual hole
area is used.

4.5 Locating the center of mass

After the points that comprise an object are known, the center of mass of

the object can be easily determined. In this system this step is performed
by computing the moments in each PE separately and then summing across
PEs using recursive doubling [17] (Fig. 4). The transfers used are the cube,
functions, 0 - 1 < log2 N. This scheme requires that each PE know its
absolute position in the configuration because the weighting of one of the
moments in each PE is dependent upon the PE address. For example, if the
stripes are in the vertical direction, then the x axis is split among the PEs.
Moments that involve the absolute distance along the x axis depend on the PE
address. To obtain the center of mass, log 2 N sets of transfers are needed.
After the center of mass has been determined, it is broadcast to all PEs,
because this information is needed at a local PE level in later processing.

4.6 Perimeter identification and perimeter
statistics determination

Identifying the perimeter is straightforward once the external background

hole has been identified. This hole has area zero by definition. An edge point
next to an external hole (or next to another perimeter point) is a perimeter
point. Since the area of holes is determined through an indirection table, all
one needs to do is see if the hole has zero area. When a perimeter point is
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PE 0

PE I 4

PE 2

Pt 3 +

PE 4++

PE 5 +

PE 6 4

PE 7 44a

cue0 cube, cube2

Fig. 4 Example of summing across PEs using recursive doubling

located in a PE, a counter in that PE is also incremented so that the total
perimeter can be determined by a simple application of recursive doubling to
accumulate the total across the PEs.

After the perimeter has been identified, it is a simple matter to find the
distances between the perimeter points and the previously determined center
of mass. This is done by scanning through the image template looking for
perimeter points. Each PE scans its stripe of the image. For each perimeter
point found, the radial distance from the perimeter point to the center of
mass is determined. A running sum is kept of these distances, along with the
minimum and the maximum distances. When the entire image has been
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Fig. 5 Object perimeter determination and center-of-mass statistics. Total object
perimeter is 109; the centre of mass, (33, 11); distances from center of mass to
perimeter, mn 3, max 24, average 12
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scanned, recursive doubling is used to find the average, minimum, and..,.,
maximum distances. Three stages of recursive doubling transfers are needed, -. .
one set for each of the perimeter statistics being gathered. This results in a ..
total of 3 log2 N transfers. 7 *,-'-,'

Figure 5 shows the identified perimeter for an image. The perimeter -= "
(border) is noted by "B," as compared with "2" for a nonperimeter edge

point. Figure 6 shows an example of the overall output of the vision software. -'-:

4.7 Data preparation for Fourier descriptors -'":

As an illustration of some of the higher level functions that can be r

performed once the basic parameters have been extracted, the image can be -..
converted into the information necessary to calculate Fourier descriptors-'-"

'." [~151. This information is simply an ordered list representation of the"" '?

perimeter of the object. Each entry in this fist consists of a set of coordinates" -.. "
representing a perimeter point. Fourier descriptors have been proposed as a "'. "
method of performing shape analysis. '

The vision software begins this step by forming the perimeter nodes into a - ..
multiply linked list, which facilitates the removal of false perimeter points• -''-
(spikes). This converts the perimeter into a traceable contour. Next, these i .

linked lists are transferred to one PE which completes the processing. This .'.".

requires uniform modulo shifts of distances from I to. N - 1. This. ."
processing includes converting the lists into partial ordered ists and then

combining these lists. Other schemes, such as forming the partial lists in each 3'...'
PE separately, were found to induce such a large amount of overhead in .
transfers that any advantages in parallelism were lost. The final contours in5""

the single PE are then broadcast to the remainder of the PEs in preparation,:-...
for the Fourier descriptor calculations. If the perimeter is equally distributed a-.,.

among the PEs, (N - i)/N of the partial ordered listings need to be
transferred. Each of the objects in one of these lists contains ten data fields ..

(two link fields for the linked list and eight neighbor pointers) If the
prmeter is not equally distributed, then the perimeter could be gathered
into the PE with the largest number of perimeter points, and this requires

fewer total transfers. Thus, of there are P perimeter points, a maximum of

(N - 1) PoN transfers are needed. he

4. Multiple object images

The software that has been described has treated the content of the image

field as one object. If there is more than one nonoverlapping) object in the
image field, the sasi software can stll be used, but the results will be a

multily lnked istwhichfaciitate theremovl0offalseperieter oint

(spiks). his cnvers th perieterintoa traeabl conour. extthes

linkd lits ae tansfrredto ne P whih cmplees (e pocesing.Thi
requies uifor modlo siftsof dstanes fom Ito_ -lIlThi

procesingincldes onvetingthe istsintopartal odere liss an the

combningthee lits. the schmessuc as ormig te patialliss-ineac

PE sparaelywerefoun to nduc suc a lrge .oun.of.verhad.i

for. the. Fourier2" decrptr:alultin.,I h ermtri equall.distrbuted.--, ,-
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composite of the information for the separate objects. However, it is not
exceedingly difficult to separate the information for the separate objects.

Once the contours of the image have been determined, the software knows
how many separate objects are in the image. This involves the classification,hole and area identification and merging, and perimeter determination steps
described above. That is, the number of contours equals the number of
objects in the image, given that the objects do not overlap and that no object - -

is inside another (such as a bolt in a wheel rim). The items can be processed .
individually by removing the objects corresponding to the undesired con-
tours and reprocessing the image. This can be done for each object in the
image. The individual processing involves all the the previous steps, from
classification through perimeter determination and perimeter statistics.

To remove an object from the image, its perimeter points (known from the
contour) are marked to be removed. Two passes are made over the image
(similar to the initial classification) to convert internal, perimeter, and edge
points bordering the removal points to removal points themselves. This is
similar to the erosion scheme used by CLIP4 (181. A final pass is made over
the image to convert all removal points to external points, effectively erasing
the object from the image.

If the program detects multiple images, it still gives the composite results,
but it also sequentially erases all but one of the objects and then processes the
remaining object. This additional processing is identical to the main proces-
sing sequence, except that the checks for multiple objects are omitted.

4.9 Additional parameters

Other parameters can be added to a vision system to improve the robust-
ness of object identification. Some of these additional parameters are simply
combinations of previous parameters. An example of such a parameter is the
factor of roundness (how circular the image is), which is computed by
dividing 4n times the area by the square of the perimeter. The area of the
object could also be calculated at the same time that the second pass in the
internal/external classification step is made. This area could be combined
with the internal hole area to provide a total of the areas occupied by the
object. The ratio of hole area to total area is similarly obtainable.

There are other parameters that would require additional computation in
the main processing sequence. This class of parameters includes such
features as second moments, ratios of major and minor axes, finding the
bounding rectangle, and line fitting. Others could be added, based upon the
specific task at hand.
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Finally, one needs to consider the nonideal cases in which multiple objects
in the image overlap or the objects are not entirely contained within the
borders. Much information for the latter case can be obtained from proces-
sing the object as usual and then applying statistical methods to determine .

possible matches with known objects. The other case is not as simple: Some
type of image reduction is necessary if it is determined that an object is not
known. Such software could selectively reduce protrusions of an object until .

a known object is identified.

5. ANALYSIS

To evaluate the use of the parallel architecture for computer vision,
analytical comparisons of the parallel and serial algorithms were performed,
and the simulation of the parallel software was compared to the serial
implementation. An estimation of the computational speedups was derived
by an examination of the structure of the parallel software. Table I
summarizes the speedups for the major algorithms. The proportions of time
required by different sections of the code were determined by executing a
serial version of the algorithm. (The serial algorithm does not incur any
overhead for operations such as transfers or processor disabling.) The time
proportions are used to provide a weighting of the parallel speedup results. In
this way, a section with low speedup that requires only a small fraction of the
serial processing time does not falsely lower the overall speedup. Similarly, a
section with high speedup that requires only a small fraction of the serial
processing time does not falsely raise the overall speedup. With the time

Table I
Computational performance results

Algorithm division Approx. speedup Serial time Time proportions

Class) N(I/(I N - W 15.36 0.3531
Holes() N/((N - I(SPIFAC- +W 15.79 0.3630
Areas() (called bV holes) N/ A N 'A
Center() N 1 64 0.0377
Pstats() N 10.71 0.2462

NVote: I = Image border JI x I image); N =Number of PEt;.SPIFAC number of times a
section of the object in the image can switch directions in crossing the image for example, the letter Z f W
wod hale a SPIFAC sf2, For the images analsed, SPIFAC 6.
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Table 2 '.

Parallel simulation: expermental results ,64 x 64 image)' , ".,

Algorithm I PE 2 PEs 4 PEs 8 PEs '- '
Avg At-g Norm Avg Norm Avg Norm

Class 40.25 42.25 21.13 50.25 12.63 58.67 7.333
Holes and areas 48.75 79.75 39 88 183.0 45.75 642 0 80.25
Center 5.25 6.25 3.125 6.5 1.625 7.0 0.875
Pstats 14.75 15.25 7.625 12.75 3.188 15.33 1.917
rune subtotal 109.0 71.76 63.19 90.38

Partial speedup 1 1,52 1.72 1.21
Chain ! serial 64.75 23.75 23.75 28 28 27.67 27.67
Chain parallel) NA 76.75 38.38 139.25 34.81 272.33 34.04

Total tme 173.75 133.89 126.0 152.09
Overall speedup I 1.30 1.38 1.14

Effciency 1 0.65 0.345 0.143

Times I W1h seand

proportions, the total weighted speedup S(N) for processing an I x I image
using N PEs can be computed:

0.3531NI 0.3630N
S(N) N + + 0.0377N + 0.2462NI + - 1 (N - )(SPIFAC 1) -"-+

J 0.35311 0.3630 0.2839]SN 4 0.2839"'.'" "

S (N - I)(SPIFAC + 1)

The experimental results for the major sections of the software are
presented in Table 2. The columns labeled Avg give the average time the
serial simulation took for each step of the algorithm. The columns labeled
Norm give the conversions of the average serial times to the average par-
allel times. This is the normalized execution time. The Time-subtotal
row indicates how much time the first four component algorithms
,internal /external classification, hole identification assuming a fixed number
of passes, center of mass and perimeter statistics) required. The speedup that
these partial times indicate is presented in the Partial-speedup row. The final
algorithm step, formation of the chain code representation of the perimeter,
is represented by two rows in the tables, because it has both a serial and a
parallel component. Finally, the Total-time and Overall-speedup rows
indicate the time that the entire proc sing operation needed and the speedup
reflected by this time.

One additional measure of the performance of a parallel algorithm is the
efficienty EN), defined to be the ratio of the speedup to the number of

%..........
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processors [19]. Table 2 also shows the speedup for the case of a 64 x 64
image. For the example, although the speedup increases with N, the rate of - - -

increase is not proportional to N, and the efficiency decreases fairly sharply
with N.

The simulations were designed to provide a conservative estimate of the
speedup; assumptions about transfer timings and synchronization delays
were approximated. The problem of nondeterminism in speedups was
handled by using deterministic versions of nondeterministic routines. Again,
these routines were designed to provide a conservative estimate of the
speedup. No overlap of processing and transfers was assumed, although in
many situations, inter-PE transfers can be performed at the same time
that independent processing is occurring. The simulation results can, there-
fore, be used as a rough indicator of the speedup obtained by the parallel
algorithms. Both the analytic and experimental results bear out the observa-
tion that the speedup will not grow as N, because the algorithms in which the
largest proportion of time is spent (hole merging and chain code formation)
have less than ideal speedup. (The experimental speedups are somewhat less
than the analytic speedups due to the conservative assumptions made
throughout the simulation.) In particular, the discrepancy between the
theoretical and the experimental results is primarily in the holes and areas

section. In this section, the theoretical results take into account the number
of times the merging must be performed but do not take into account the
overhead incurred by the transfers required by the merging. This overhead '
turns out to be a substantial portion of the algorithm, to the extent that it
destroys the effectiveness of the increased parallelism. It appears that having
subimages less than 16 pixels wide is counterproductive.

To address the problems with the hole merging algorithm, a new version of
this algorithm was constructed that performs only the required number of "- " ..

hole merging steps (thus removing one of the earlier conservative assump-
tions). The algorithm is divided into two parts, which correspond to :"::

single-sided hole merging (such as was illustrated earlier) and multiple-edged
hole merging (which handles ringlike holes such as the background hole).
Each of these stages proceeds until the number of holes merged in each PE is
zero. This has the advantage of eliminating unneeded overhead as well as
having the capability of dealing with pathological cases that might require
additional merging steps.

The results for this software with this modification included are in Table
3. Note that with this modification, for 64 x 64 images, eight processors
still provide speedup gains, whereas previously only two or four could be
used before the results deteriorated due to the overhead of the parallelism.
With eight processors, the stripes in each PE are only eight pixels wide, so
the proportion of time spent in overhead to coordinate between PEs is

L :.- '
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Table 3""..-?
Non-determintstiw merging parallel simulation results (64 x 64 image )O

I PE 2 s 4 PS8PEs
.Algorthm Avg Avg Norm Avg Norm .A vg Norm-

Class 40.25 45 25 22.63 49.0 12.25 58.67 7333
Htoles and areas 48.75 83.0 41.5 121.25 30.31 249.0 31.13
Center 5.25 6.5 3.25 6.75 1.688 6.67 0.8334
Pstats 14.75 15.75 7.875 14.0 3.5 15.33 1.917
Time subtotal 109.0 75 25 47.75 41.21 --
Partial speedup I 1 45 2 28 2.64
Chain 'serial) 64.'5 24.0 24.0 28.0 28 0 28.33 28.33
Chain 'parallel) N,'A 81.0 40.5 144 25 36.06 272.67 34.08
Total time 173.75 139.76 111.81 103 62
Overall speedup 1 1.24 1.55 1.68
Efficiency I 0.62 0. 388 0.210

Times in 1/60th second

substantial. Thus, simulation demonstrated that the major problem with the
parallel implementation is basically of one form: The number of transfers
needed reduces the effectiveness of the parallelism. This can occur when the
amount of information that is needed to make a proper decision (such as for
hole merging) is large. This problem can manifest itself in several forms, such
as algorithms that are inherently serial or that require data from the entire
image. Such tasks might better be performed in one PE or in the control unit.

6. ARCHITECTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

A specific type of architecture has been assumed throughout this simulation
and analysis. At this point, this restriction will be removed, and the tasks
considered will be examined to explore a parallel architecture tailored to the .-

characteristics of the vision task.
By examining the algorithms, one can see that a given memory area (the

memory to be accessed in an interleaved manner, further improving system
processing section. If the memory is dual-ported, with one write channel and
two read channels, then the need for transfers can be virtually eliminated. In
such an approach, the memory that was previously the exclusive responsibil-
ity of a specific PE would still be connected to that PE by the write channel im,.-

and one of the read channels. However, the other read channel would be
connected to a memory redirection network that would be setable by the

i' 
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control unit when a new type of access pattern is needed. This redirection - -

network could be either bidirectional or (more practical) two unidirectional ' %- ., ,
networks, one direction being used to transmit the memory addresses and the .. r
other being used to return the data. The advantage of using two unidirec-
tional networks is that information can be flowing in both directions at the .L
same time without the need for redirection or buffering. This would allow the
memory to be accessed in an interleaved manner, further improving system
performance. When this scheme is compared with the number of transfers
needed in some of the processing steps (such as in hole merging and Fourier
descriptor preparation), the possible savings are evident.

7. SUMMARY

In this paper, analytic and simulation results for the application of parallel
processing to the computer vision task have been presented. Because of the
modular design of the software developed, it is possible to expand the
processing sequence to include other common image processing techniques.
From the analytic and simulation capabilities described, given specific speed
requirements for a particular vision task and assumptions about processor
speed, it will be possible to determine the number of processors needed to .

satisfy the task requirements. This work contributes to the understanding of
the design of parallel systems for image processing applications.
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A PARALLEL ALGORITHM FOR CONTOUR EXTRACTION:
ADVANTAGES AND ARCHITECTURAL IMPLICATIONS L W I
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West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Abstract investigated by Mitchell, Reeves, and Fu [16. A process-
ing scenario (composed of serial algorithms) which pro-Contour extraction is used as an image processing duces interpretation results from digitized imagery using

scenario to explore the advantages of parallelism and the lues i etio n esl mdited a eru ing
architectural requirements for a parallel computer system, set o d As been i nted at Purd e nie-
such as PASM. Parallel forms of edge-guided threshold- sity on a VAX 11/780. In this application, image size-

ing and contour tracing algorithms are developed and are typically 5000-by-5000 pixels (picture elements). The
analyzed to highlight important aspects of the scenario, image is analyzed in 256-by-256 pixel subimages which.

are processed independently. To insure that each objectEdge-guided thresholding uses adaptive thresholding to wihhas a maximum dimension or 127 pixels) will e

allow contour extraction where gray level variations (which ha
would not allow global thresholding to be effective. ciplet,,ly contained wthin at least one subimage, it is
Parallel techniques are shown to eliminate some types of necessary to overlap the suhimages.
overhead associated with serial processing, offer the possi- The serial method of 1161 yields good results, but is

cormputationally intensive, incurring long execution times.bility of improved algorithm capability and accuracy andprocessing scenario can
hdecrease execution time. The implications that the paral- e reduced by exploiting its inherent parallelism. In this

lel scenario has for machine architecture are considered.Various desirable system attributes are established. w hr a llws thenroo lem tobe-ompltedwit
rithms which allows the problem to be completed with" 1 ""

significantly reduced executi,,, time is considered. In
addition to decreasing the processing time, the parallel

I. Introduction rcenario does not place a limit on the maximum size of
Image processing has long been an application an object Once it has been constructed, requirements

viewed as suited to parallel processing t3l. Many indivi- the parallel senario imposes on the architecture of a
dual image processing algorithms and their formulations parallel computer system such as PASM [24] are studied.
for parallel processing environments have been studied, A parallel computer system model is given in Section
such as image coding( 171, image correlation [1,251, image II In Section III the object shape analysis problem [161 is
segmentation [61, two-dimensional FFT [1,1, histogram- defined and the parallel scenario is overviewed. In Sec-
ming [241, and line segment generation [261. lowever, lit- tions IV and V the parallel algorithms which compose the "

tIe work exists in considering a scenario as a whole for scenario are presented, and they are evaluated in Section
parallel processing. One such scenario is contour extrac- V1. The implications the scenario has concerning system
tion. Contour extraction is a key tool for use in applica- architecture are considered in Section VII.
tions ranging from computer assisted cartography to .0'-
industrial inspection. U. SIMD/MIMD Model

In the past, edge information has been used to An SIMD/MIMD machine (e.g., CAIP [121) consists "-'A-
improve threshold selection [151 in the contour extraction of a control unit, an interconnection network, and N pro-
process. A new scheme for determining threshold values cessing elements (PEs), where each PE is a
has been developed by Suciu and Reeves [281. This processor/memory pair. This is shown in Fig. . An
scheme has been incorporated in an image shape analysis SIMI)/MIMT) machine can operate in either SIAMD (single
method directed toward classifying small well-defined instruction stream - multiple data stream) [81 or Mll!) -
regions, such as buildings and airplanes, which has been (multiple instruction stream - multiple data stream) [8-

This research was supported by the United States Army modes and can dynamically switch between them. When.. .
Research Office, Department of the Army, under grant numbers operating in SIMD mode, the control unit broadcasts
DAAG29-81-K-0088 and DAAG29-82-K-0101; the Defense Mapping instructions to all processors and each active processor
Agency, monitored by the United States Air Force Command, Rome " t i " d"
Air Development Center, under contract number F30602-C-0193; and executes the instructions on data in its own memory.
by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems The same instruction is executed simultaneously in all
Command, USAF, under grant number AFOSR-78-3581. The United active processors. The interconnection network provide
States Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints interprocessor communication. When operating in MMfll)
for Governmental purposes notwithstanding any copyright notation mode, each processor fetches instructions from its own
hereon memory and executes them on data in its own memory.

t D. L. Tuomenoksa is now with American Bell, Holmdel, New In MIMD mode, the control unit may coordinate the --

Jersey 07733. activities of the PES. A partitionable SIMD/MIM)D sys-

t ft G. B. Adams III is now with the Research Institute for Ad- tvin (e.g , PASM [241, TRAC [11,201) can be dynamically
vanced Computer Science, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett reconfigured to operate as one or more independent
Field, (alifornia 94035. SIMI)/MIMI) machines of varying sizes. In this paper
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cope with the example image processing scenario dis- Tbe PCI. is organized as shown in Fig. 3. A pair of
(ls in this paper. In particular, PASM's capability to memory units is used for each PCU memory modlule so

be. partitioned to opcrate as many independent that data can be moved between one memory unit and
*SIl)/1MIMI) machines of varying sizes is not needed for sepondary storage while the PCLJ processor operates on
*this scenario, data in the other memory unit (double-buffering). Each

The rest or this section is a brief overview of PASM memtory unit is of substantial size (e.g., 64K words). A
1t) prov ide background for the following sections. A procenssor and its associated memory module form a PCU
tblovk diagratin showing the basic comp~onents of PASM is P'E. The PCU PEs are addressed (numbered) from 0 to
givvin in Fig. 2. The System Control Unit is a conven- N-I. The interconnection network provides a means of
6 ~ imal machine, ,uch as a PI)P-11, and is responsible for communication among the PEs. PASM will use either an
I ihe overall ri-rdtiiation of the activities of the other com- Extra Stage Cube type 12,221 or Augmented Data Mani-
1* [orits or I'ASM The Parallel Computation Unit (PCVJ pulator t pe 114,211 of multistage network. The Memory

niN N:- 2'~ processors, N memory modules, and an Management System controls the loading and unloading
Iitcrcoiiniection network. '1he PC!' processors are of the PCU memory modules from the multiple secondary

*iw~r(procv.ssrs that performi the SIMI) anid MIMI) com- storage devices of the Memory Storage System.
itatins Tihe I'CU memory module. are used by the The Micro Controllers (MC'.) are a set of micropro-

'I.I proCeSSors (or data storage in SIMI) mode and both cv-srs which act as the control units for the PEs in
![;0a ainl instrurtion storage in MIMID mode PASM is SIMI) mode and orchestrate the activities of the PEs in
dujrg designed for N =1024. An N =16 prototype MIIMI) mode. Control Storage contains the programs for

* ia.ed on Motorola MC68000 proccssors is planned 113[. the MCs.

Ill. Image Processing Task

.4 Problem D~efinition and Serial Algorithms
The first stage of the shape analysis scenario of 1161

%itli MOR WNritii. is to identify boundaries of potential objects using edge-
N.( 1AI ONTROL 1'0 sIt A G E guided thiresholding 1281. Edge-guided thresholding

Y ST Eml 1,N) uses adaptive thresholding to allow contour
extraction where gray level variations would not allow
global thresholding to be effective. The image is seg-
niented lby selecting several gray level thresholds and
tracing the resulting contours. Classification is accom-

%it MRV pished by comparing the contours with prototype object
)M AV Ii. IA I' %II COINRO iidels usiig either Fourier descriptors [301 or standard

SYSTI-M IN IT LENMS momenlti~is 110,20).
An overview of the serial image processing scenario

follows (further details are given later in this section).
Mugrnitation is simplest when there is little background

4 information, i.e.. the objects of interest cover a significant
Fig. 2. Block diagram overview (of PASM. portion of thle image. To achieve this with a very large
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image, the image can be divided into subimages. A ,,2eXELS
subimage size twice the largest dimension of an object is e. ."% '

coeand each subimage is processed independently. '','

Subimages art located so that they overlap neighboring P.''
subimages 50 percent in both the horizontal and vertical "IX 1 1 , elD.
direction This insures that an object will be completely .. '.
contained in at least one block. However, it is necessary phi P, 

to perform the image processing computations four times
for each pixel. The advantage of this method is that it PIK-I.5 I r l. , PIIPL-.
eliminates the need to trace contours across subimage P.."
boundaries (simplifying the algorithms) and significantly 111, __1_!

reduces the amount of main memory required (subimages i" -
are discarded after processing).

Potential thresholds for a subimage are selected r
using edge-guided thresholding, which selects thresholds Fig. 4. (a) Data allocation for a 5120-by-5120 image
based on an edge-matching criterion. Using the Sobel using 1024 PEs.
edge operator [71, an edge image is generated in which (b) Data transfers needed to apply Sobel edge
gray levels indicate the magnitude of the gradient. A operator.
figure of merit which indicates how well a given thres-
holded gray level image matches edges in the edge image
is then computed for every possible threshold. Using reduction in execution time because the multiplicity of
thresholds with high figures of merit, a requantized ver- processors allows all of the subimages to be processed
sion of the gray level image is generated. A median filter simultaneously. Since the parallel contour tracing algo-
[9 may then be applied to remove isolated noise artifacts. rithm is able to trace contours over subimage borders, it
The contours for all potential objects not touching the is not necessary to overlap the subimages, and each pixel
subimage boundary (i.e., completely contained within the is processed only once. The parallel algorithms can result
subimage) are extracted for further shape analysis. Very in improved information extraction since the subimages . --.-

short and very long contours may not be retained if they can be smaller (assuming a large number of PEs), yielding
represent objects outside the range of interest. The a better choice of thresholds within each subimage. In
boundary'of each object (contour) is stored as a sequence addition, the parallel algorithms do not require an object
of x-y coordinates, to be contained in a single subimage.

The parallel scenario could be implemented on a
B. Parallel Scenario serial computer system with virtual memory [41. The

In this section a parallel formulation of the contour disadvantage of this approach is that when a contour
extraction scenario is presented. This parallel scenario spans more than one subimage, the linking of partial con-
will be used as an application example for determining toturs residing in different subimages requires that a
the execution environment which must be provided by representation of the subimages, as well as any contour
the architecture of an SIMD/MIMD parallel processing information, be accessible. This may result in significant
system such as PASM. The specific context of the con- delay due to paging subimages into primary memory.
tour extraction scenario would depend on the application. Paging overhead does not occur on a parallel system since
The contour extraction scenario may be preceded by the entire image is stored in primary memory. Thus, it is
image processing such as rectification. Subsequent use of (he multiplicity of primary memories in a parallel system
the extracted contours depends on the particular end such as PASM (the large primary memory space) that
application. Highlighting contours of an image requires Makes the non-overlapping subimage approach practical.
essentially no further processing, while shape analysis and
classification may involve significant additional calcula- IV. Edge-Gulded Thresholdlng
tion beyond contour extraction. The first major procedure of the example scenario is

An M-by-M pixel image is represented by an array of edge-guided thresholding (EGT) [28], which is used to %
M2 pixels, where the value of each pixel is assumed to be identify boundaries of possible objects. Edge-guided
an eight-bit unsigned integer representing one of 256 pos- thresholding selects threshold levels based on an edge-
sible gray levels. To implement contour extraction on an matching criterion instead of the classical technique of
SIMD/MIMD machine of 1024 PEs, assume that the PEs image histogram local minimum values [19. Frequently,
are logically configured as a 32-by-32 grid, on which the E-GT gives better results than the histogram method

lM-by-M image is superimposed, i.e., each processor has because it is able to detect small regions not discernibly
an M/32-by-M/32 subimage (see Fig. 4(a)). For represented in the histogram [28].
M = 5120, each PE stores a 160-by-10 subimage. Each The E(.T algorithm operates on each subimage
pixel is uniquely addressed by its i-x-y coordinates, where independently, and consists of three major steps. First
x and y are the x-y coordinates of the pixel in the subim- an edge image is generated. Then a figure of merit is
age contained in PEi. computed for every possible threshold. Finally, local

Two important parallel algorithms of the contour maxima (peaks) in the figure of merit function determine
extraction scenario are edge-guided thresholding and con- the threshold levels.
tour tracing The edge-guided thresholding algorithm, The Sobel edge operator is used to generate the edge
discussed in Section TV, is used to determine a set of image in the example scenario. SIMD parallelism is the
optimal thresholds for each subimage The contour trac- most advantageous form of parallelism for the Sobel algo-
ing algorithm, which is considered in Section V, uses the rlihm. This can be shown by analysis of the operator
set of optimal thresholds to Segment the image and trace itself Let the image I be M-by-M and l(x,y) be a gray " -''

the contours, generating an i-x-y sequence for each con- level image pixel, where 0 < x, y < M-I. The Sobel - -
tour. procedure (ignoring image edge pixels for clarity) is the

The parallel aigorithms described yield a significant following.
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for x I to M-2 do daries and the edges detected by the Sobel operator. lo
for y = I to M-2 do avoid the assignment of a high figure of merit to a small , 4.

sx(x,y) =1-[(l(x-l,y-l)+2*l(x-l,y)+l(x-l,y +1)) number of noise pixels, a bias can be added to the
4 denominator when calculating the mean. This has the

-(l(x + I,y-I)+ 241(x + I,y) + l(x + Iy + I))] effect of lowering the figure of merit if only a small %.% -4

number of pixels are above the threshold. The gray lev- . .'.
sylx,y) - l1(x-I,y-1)+21(x,y-lI+lx + l,y-I els associated with local maxima (peaks) in the figure of

merit function are chosen for image segmentation. Typi- A
-Jl(x-l,y + 1) + 2*l(x,y + 1) + l(x + l,y + ))l cally, three to six levels are chosen. The next step of the

gx,y) = /sx(x~y + sy(x y)l scenario is contour tracing.

The value g(x,y) represents the gradient at pixel (x,y), V. Contour Trang
and these values form the edge image. The M-by-M In this section an approach to performing contour
image in the Sobel operator definition corresponds to a tracing using MIMD parallelism is presented. Initially, ,
subimage within a PE for the scenario, each PE contains a list of threshold values, 4Ti,T2 ,...,Tj,

The algorithm is particularly well suited for SIMD for its subimage which have been selected using edge-
parallelism because all pixels are processed identically, guided thresholding. The number of thresholds for any
This complete synchronization aids the PE-to-PE com- given PE is denoted by t and can differ for each PE. The
ijunication necessary when subimage border pixels within contour tracing algorithm has two phases. In Phase I,
each I'E must be processed. In the case of this algorithm, the subimage is segmented within each PE and all local
transmission delays incurred due to PE-to-PE data contours (both closed and partial) are traced and
transfers can be overlapped with data processing to recorded. In Phase lI, the partial contours traced during
reduce total execution time. All PEs will simultaneously Phase I are connected.
request the same border pixel relative to their subimages. A contour table is constructed in each PE containing
For example, when processing begins (with the upper left an entry for every contour, whether partial or closed,
corner subimage pixel) all PEs will request (from the PE which is located in the subimage associated with that PE.
to their upper left) the pixel immediately above and to Each contour table entry contains the following fields: (a)
the left of their upper left corner pixel (if this pixel is a contour identification number, (b) the threshold value
within the complete image). This transfer of data from which generated the contour, (c) the number of pixels in
upper left neighbors can occur for all PEs simultaneously. tlh contour, (d) a flag indicating if the contour is closed
A total of 4*(160 + 1) = 644 parallel transfers are or partial, (e) a pointer to the array containing the i-x-y
needed for a 5120-by-5120 pixel image, as shown in Fig. sequence of the contour, (f) a flag indicating whether the
4(b). The candidate interconnection networks for PASM partial contour has been connected (for use in Phase H),
(an support these parallel transfers from any neighboring (g) the physical address of the PE which linked the con-
I'E. The result of the Sobel operator is the edge image. tour, (h) the physical PE address and identification
high edge image pixel values indicate the presence of an number denoting the partial contour blocking extension
edge. of the contour, and (i) a locked/unlocked semaphore. %

The next step of the EGT algorithm is to compute a Contour table entries g, h, and i are discussed below.
figure of merit value ror each possible gray level. The Each PE also contains a partial contour list. This list has .
!igure of merit is a measure of how well the edges gen- an entry for each partial contour containing the i-x-y
erated by a given threshold match the edges detected by coordinates of its two end points and a pointer to its con-
the Sobel operator. Specifically, the figure of merit is tour table entry.
determined as follows. In Phase I there is no PE-to-PE communication.

I. The local maximum and minimum pixel values Each PE considers its threshold values Ti, I < i < t, .. .
over a 3-by-3 window are determined for each independently. Its subimage is segmented using each
gray level image pixel, threshold level T i. To create the segmented image for

threshold Ti, pixels in the original image which have a2. For each possible threshold value (i.e., all gray value greater than or equal to T are assiped a value of
levels) the center pixel of the 3-by-3 window is
tested to see if it is an edge point. It is an edge one, while those which are less than the threshold are
point if the threshold is greater than or equal to assigned a value of zero.
the local minimum and less than the local Contour tracing begins by scanning rows of the seg-
maximum. mented image beginning with the top row. Scanning

stops when a pixel with value one is found which has a
3 The mean of the edge image pixels corresponding zero-valued neighbor to either side. This pixel is marked

to the gray level image pixels found to be edge as the start point of a new contour, and its i-x-y coordi-
points at a given threshold is the figure of merit nates are stored. Consider this pixel as the center pixel of
for that threshold. the 3-by-3 window in Fig. S. The contour is traced in a

The figure of merit calculation has portions suited to counterclockwise direction generating a sequence of i-x-y
bith SIMI and MIMD parallelism. Steps I and 2 can he coordinates. Beginning with the neighboring pixel inI ,,h SII) nd MMD aralelis Stps !and2 ca be position five (see Fig. 5} and incrementing by I modulo 8 ."
done efficiently in SLMD mode since all pixels are pro- pd
cessed similarly Step 3 is executed only on the gray level to determine the next pixel, the algorithm looks for a p.
image pixels which are edge points. To do this, the PEs pixel which has a value of one. The algorithm stores the -operate in MIMD mode, each sequencing through the direction, p, of this new pixel and appends its i-x-y coor-edge points in its subimage. Since the number of such dinate to the contour sequence. Treat this new pixel as
pixels may vary, some PEs may complete Step 3 before the center point of the 3-by-3 window in Fig. $. The
others algorithm then looks for the next pixel in the contour

The greater the mean of the edge points in Step 3, beginning with the pixel in position (p + 5) modulo 8 (to

the better the match between threshold-generated boun- produce a counterclockwise trace). Tracing continua
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indecision at pixel (0,3,0). After the clockwise trace, the
first pixel in the i-x-y sequence describing the contour is '.-.
(0,3,9) PE 0 resumes scanning at pixel (0,3,4) and finds
no ther contours in its subimage. Note that, for exam-
pie, pixel (0,4,4) is not a start point for a new contour - v
since it was marked during the trace of the first contour. \i

4. . Similarly, a partial contour is located in PE I with (!,7,0) jI
as the first pixel in its i-x-y sequence. Once a PE has
scanned the segmented image generated by threshold T,, . V
it repeats the process for threshold Tj+ 1. After all thres-

* 7. hold values in a PE have been considered, Phase I is com-
plete.

In Phase 11, each PE attempts to connect its partial
contours to partial contours which are located in neigh-

Fig. 5. Naming convention for the neighbors of the boring PEs. There are two alternatives for determining
when a PE can enter Phase ff. With the first, PFs arecenter pixel in a 3-by-3 window. allowed to start Phase II processing after all have com-
pleted Phase I. With the second, a PE enters Phase Ii - '

until the start point or a point of indecision is reached. If immediately after completing Phase i. However, it can
all of the neighbors of a start point are zero, that pixel is only attempt to extend contours into subimages of PF' .

an isolated point and is ignored. which are also in Phase D. If all neighboring PEs are still
A point of indecision occurs when information from in Phase I, the PE must wait. The latter approach may

an adjacent subimage is required to determine the direc- reduce the total scenario execution time since the " 1'
tion of the contour. When a point of indecision is with the longest Phase I time may well not be the one
reached, it is recorded as an end point, and the algorithm with the longest Phase H time. The first alternative
returns to the start point to trace the contour in a clock- requires time equal to the sum of the longest times in .e'"

wise direction until another point of indecision is reached, each phase.
When tracing in the clockwise direction, the new contour Since multiple PEs can contain portions of the same
pixels are inserted onto the front of the i-x-y sequence, contour, there must be a rule to determine which PEs
Each pixel in the contour is marked in the thresholded have priority to attempt to close a contour. The rule is
image so that the contour will not be retraced. each PE attempts to extend only its partial contours

Consider the following contour tracing example which have both end points bordering subimages to the
based on Fig. 6. A 10-by-20 image is divided into two left and/or above. For example, in Fig. 7, partial con-
l0-by-10 subimages; each subimage is loaded into one of tours A, B, C, and D are considered by the PE, while E,
two PEs. The local threshold value T, is applied to the F, and G are not. For each given partial contour (gen- "
subimage in each PE. Each PE i begins scanning its erated by a threshold T-), the PE attempts to extend it
respective subimage at pixel (i,0,0), for a one (indicated into the neighboring PP, from the counterclockwise end
by a dot) with a zero on either side. PE 0 locates the point (as described below).
edge of a segmented object at pixel (0,3,3). Pixel (0,3,3) In order for a PE to extend a contour, it must be
is the start point for the new contour. PE 0 traces the able to access and modify contour tables which are
contour of the object counterclockwise to a point of inde- located in other lPEs. As a result, a mechanism to
cision at pixel (0,7,0), which is recorded as an end point, prevent one PE from using a contour table entry while
Pixel 10,7,9) is a point of indecision since pixels (1,6,0), another PE is in the process of using that entry must be
(1,7,0), and (1,8,0) of the subimage in PE 1, which could provided by the system and used by the contour tracing
extend the contour, are not in the subimage contained by algorithm. Any section of code which modifies a contour
PE 0. PE 0 then traces the contour in the clockwise
direction beginning at pixel (0,3,3), reaching a point of

• I I I ,- ' "

PEn PE,

(0,8,) (0,8, ) C
S.............. ................ 0 - -. .-.. ,

. ........ 0-" - B "E"
0...........o E, -.
004 000000-

(0,4,4.0 . ... . . FC

o Start point -.-

0 Countereloekwise trace mark ' -.

0- Clockwise trace mark -,

4 End point (counterclockwise) ,-" "
b- End point (clockwise) ,

Fig. 6. Example of Phase I contour tracing for a 10-by- Fig. 7. Phase II connection precedence. Partial contours - - -

20 image. The triple (i,x,y) represents the i-x-y A, 11, C, and D are considered by the PE; E, F, -..-: -
coordinates of a pixel, and (; are not. ..
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table entry is a critical section 151. The only table entry threshold T, PE i dynamically thresholds pixels as
fields which can be modified by another PE are the flag needed. This contour generation using T is done since it
which indicates if the partial contour has been connected is possible that the partial contour in the adjacent PE
and the physical address of the PE which linked the con- was not located in Phase I because different threshold
tour (fields (f) and (g)). While a critical section is being values were used, or th. contour fell along the edge of the
executed on a given table entry, that entry is locked, so subimage (see the split between PEs 2 and 3 in Fig. 9).
no other processor can modify it. Once PE i locates a partial contour in an adjacent

A semaphore is a variable whose value indicates subimage which continues the given contour and has
whether or not a critical section can be entered 5. stored the concatenated contour in its contour table, it
There is a semaphore for each contour table entry whic repeats the process, if necessary, by following the contour
can take on a value of zero or one. Before a PE enters a to the next PE until the contour is closed or cannot be
critical section (for a given contour), the processor per- extended. A limit is placed on the maximum contour : ,.,

forms a P-operation 151 on the given contour to determine length to guarantee algorithm termination in the event of
if it is unlocked. If the semaphore for the contour table a pathological image. A0
entry is one, the processor sets the semaphore to zero Consider the example in Fig. 8 where a 12-by-12(locking the contour table entry so that no other proces- pixel image is divided between four PEs. After Phase I,
sor can access it) and enters the critical section, free to
modify the contour table entry. When the processor __._._____

completes modification of the contour table entry (i.e., rF A PEI
the critical section ends), it performs a V-operation 151 on
the semaphore for the contour, setting the semaphore to C
one. The contour table entry is then unlocked. On the .......
other hand, if the semaphore is initially zero, the proces-
sor receives a message indicating that the partial contour
is locked. (0,4) (,4,0 " -

If the end point of a given partial contour is not at a
corner of its subimage, there are three pixels, located in (0,5,3) • 4(0,5,3.
the adjacent subimage, which can possibly extend the
contour. The PE accesses the partial contour list for the 0.o.1 (2,0.3)

adjacent subiniage (see Section VII). Considering the
possible extending pixels one at a time in counterclock-
wise order, the PE checks the partial contour list to D
determine if any partial contours in the adjacent subim-
age have the possible extending pixel as an end point. If
such a partial contour exists, the PE performs a P-
operation on the contour table entry pointed to by the
partial contour list. If the contour was unlocked, the i- PFE_ PEI
x-y sequence for the contour is transferred (discussed in D Pixels traced in Phase I
Section VII to the PE containing the given partial con-
tour and then concatenated to its i-x-y sequence, forming
a new, extended partial contour. If there is more than Fig. 8. Example where two PEa attempt to close the
one partial contour with the same end point which can same contour. End point coordinates are given
extend the given contour, the partial contour which was where (i,x,y) represents the i-x-y coordinates of
generated by a threshold value closest to that for the the pixel.
given contour is selected.

If the end point of a given partial contour is a corner PlE 0 contains partial contours A with end points (0,1,5J
point of its subimage, there are five pixels located in and (0,5,1) and B with end points (0,4,5) and 0,5,3,; PE
adjacent subiniages which can possibly extend the con- I contains partial contour C with end points 1,4,0) and
tour Since these five pixels are located in three different (1,1,0); and PE 2 contains partial contour D with end
subimages, the PE attempting to extend the given partial points (2,0,1) and (2,0,3). Since both end points for con- ---
cintour must check for continuation in each of the tour C border the subimage to the left, PE I attempts to
,ipper-left adjacent subimages (in a counterclockwise extend contour C in Phase fl. Similarly, PE 2 attempts
,, r'her) to extend contour D since its end points border the

Note that regardless of where partial contour end subimage above.
points lie, the search for pixels to extend the contour can PE I attempts to extend C in the counterclockwise
he widened beyond the three or five pixels here to allow direction, i.e., from pixel (1,1,0). It first locks its contour
for threshold value discontinuities at subimage bonn- table entry for C. it then examines the contour table of
,larihs. Thresholds could be interpolated across subimage PE 0 and'determines that A can be linked to C. If the
boundaries to allow partial contours with non-adjacent table entry for A is unlocked (i.e., the semaphore value is
end pmoints to be joined one), PE I locks it (performs a P-operation) and appends

A.ssume that PE i has a partial contour which it is the i-x-y sequence of A to the i-x-y sequence of C. It also
respo,nsible for extending. If a continuation of the partial sets the flag which indicates that A has been linked and
cnltour is not found in the partial contour list for the records that PE I performed the linkage.
adjacent subimage, PE i probes into the adjacent subim- Independently of the actions of PE 1, PE 2 attempts
age to determine if an extension of the partial contour to extend contour D (from pixel (2,0,3)). As did PE I
can be generated by the threshold, T, it (PE i) used to with A, PE 2 appends B to D. If PE 2 attempts to
trace its partial contour. If so, PE i extends its partial extend the result, DB, while PE I is in the process ofcontour by accessing the data from the adjacent PE. extending C into PE 0, it will find C locked. PE 2 then,"
Instead of creating an entire segmented subimage for the abandons its attempt to close the contour, since PE I is
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also attempting to do it, and unlocks partial contour DB. Deadlock with multiple contours cannot occur since
This allows PE I to access DB after it has appended A to each PE considers only one contour at a time and does
C. Therefore, the closed contour CADB is ultimately not abandon the attempt to extend that contour until
traced completely and stored by PE i. If PE 1 had corn- that PE has closed the contour or has relinquished con-
pleted linking A to C before PE 2 completed linking B to trol to another PE to close that contour.
D, the closed contour would have been completely traced When Phase i of the algorithm is complete, the i-x-yby PE 2. Deadlock is the situation when each of two or sequence for each contour in the image will be contained
more PEs are halted while waiting for the other(s) to con- in exactly one of the PEs which contained part of the
tinue 1271. If a PE is blocked due to a lock then (I) not contour originally. In the example given in Fig 6, PE I .',-
allowing a PP to wait for access to a locked contour table will contain i-x-y sequence for the contour.
entry of another PE, and (2) requiring the blocked PE to As a final example, a 30-by-20 image is divided into "
unlock its affected partial contour prevents deadlock, six 10-by-IO subimages, each subimage is loaded into one , -.

If PE I and PE 2 had completed their first linking of six I'Es. In Figs. g and 10 the results of Phase I and If
operation simultaneously, both would have abandoned processing are shown, respectively. Even though thetracing the contour (i.e., no PE would link the contour entire object in PE 5 was located within the subimage,
CAI)B). To insure that the linking of a contour will not the left edge of the object was not traced in Phase I since
be abandoned by all PEs, the following protocol is used. IE 5 could not determine whether the object continued
Assume PE i is blocked from extending a contour X by into the next subimage. On the other hand, a closed con-
PE j, which has higher positional precedence (i.e., i < j)- tour was found in Phase I for the object in PE 4 since the
In that case, PE i unlocks contour X and sends a message object did not include any border pixels of the subimage.
informing PE j that PE i has abandoned its attempt to
further extend contour X. If PE j had also abandoned VI. Algorithm Evaluation
the contour, this message would cause PE j to try again.The message sent from PE i to PE j contains the Subimage size for the serial algorithm is chosen to be ,-
identification number of contour X and the value i. After twice the maximum allowed object dimension so that
receiving the message, PE j searches its contour table to overlapping of subimages guarantees that each object 2
determine if it abandoned X. To do this it uses field (h) appears in iti entirety in some subimage. With this pro-
of the contour table. For the above example PE 2 would perty, partial contours never need to be considered; all
link the partial contours since it has higher precedence. objects are fund as closed contours within a subimage.

PES PE I  PE0  PE.

0G~00-0'4'0 Oe 0 0000000000
. . -. .. ." .. . .

4 .. .... . . ... . . . . . ' 0..e. . . . ...... . . . .. 0.. ,.., '

......... .... 0............ .
.o o~ .• . . .. . .. . . e :::..

". . .€ ." . ". . . ..
0' 0. -

PE" PEO . . . ""- "

-0 .. . . . . .. ... "

00. .. 0
440 b'0'G0 o- • oooo-"--:

0'0OO0' -0 00

-0 ...0 . 0 ... .0 00000
. . 0 St r t0 pot. 0

- "0 rowere k 0 '0 00000

0- Courlockw ae trace mark 0 Pixels traced in Phase I

4 End point (counterclockwie) 0 First pixel in the x-y mquenee of the contour

W End point (clockwise)

Fig. 9. Results of Phase I of contour tracing for a 30.by- Fig. 10. Results of Phase HI of contour tracing for a 30.
20 subimage. by-20 ubmage.
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The advantage of the serial approach (Section Il.A) over sidered. Probably the most basic need for the system if it
the parallel approach (Section 111.11) is that partial con- is to support the scenario well, is to be capable of dynam-
tour extension is not necessary. The disadvantages of the ically switching between SIMD and MIMD operation, as
serial approach when compared to the parallel approach can PASM. With only SIMD capability, vast inefficiency
are threefold. First, the maximum size of an object of would occur in later stages of the scenario. Having only
interest must be established so that subimage size is MIMD mode is a less serious handicap, but will lengthen
known. This choice is constrained by the fact that EGT execution time for the Sobel operator and determining -

performance tends to degrade with increasing subimage local maxima and minima, due to the need for explicit
size. Thus, there is a practical limit on the maximum synchronism and data sharing. Thus, the capability to
object size. Second, each pixel is processed for contour dynamically switch between SIMD and NUM modes is
extraction four times. Finally, thresholding (including important so that each subsequent portion of the scenario
E(T) tends to perform less well when objects are small can be executed in the most appropriate operational
relative to the image (in this case, subimage) size. The mode.
parallel algorithins do not limit maximum object size, An interconnection network is needed to perform
process each pixel just once, and may improve threshold permutations involving eight nearest neighbors in SIMD
accuracy by allowing ready use of small subimages. mode. In MIMD mode, it is used for eight nearest neigh-
Tlhus, parallel systems can allow the full benefits of adap- hors and for somewhat arbitrary one-to-one connections
tive thresholding via EGT to be more readily realized. (when transferring partial contour information between

Speedup is the usual rationale for employing parallel non-adjacent PEs). Both types of connection needs must
procjssing techniques, and the example parallel scenario be performed efficiently by the network. The networks
ha.s the potential for significant speedup. However, the proposed for PASM can do so.
speedup is data dependent. This is because the PE work- The PE-to-PE transfer of information must be
load nay be highly varied during contour tracing due to efficient, or the parallel algorithms will be slowed. One
uneven distribution of contours throughout the image method to perform PF-to-PE communication is by using
being processed While it may be possible to implement direct memory access (DMA). DMA is a method for stor-
load sharing for this portion of the scenario (with certain ing or retrieving data without processor intervention.
overhead costs), inequities reducing actual speedup are There are several ways to implement this capability. In
almost certain to remain. one, a PE extending a partial contour sends an interrupt

Overall, the parallel algorithms presented are strong to the remote PE containing the extension of the partial
contenders to replace serial methods in some applications. contour along with the identifier of the needed partial
One such is quality control inspection of printed circuit contour. The remote PE then enters a DMA handling
boards. In this application, large object handling capabil- routine. This routine computes the local memory address
itv is needed for following long circuit traces, and range of the requested partial contour i-x-y sequence and
sutlicient speedup is necessary for timely response. Other seids this information along with the requesting PE
applications involve military environments where real- number to special DMA hardware. The DMA hardware
time processing is crucial. then autonomously retrieves the information from local

memory and performs necessary network interfacing to
VII. Architectural Implications send the data to the requesting PE. DMA hardware %

The study of a parallel formulation of an image pro- accesses to local memory can be via cycle stealing. .,-111
cessing scenario involves both the design of individual Another implementation of DMA capability is through an v .

parallel algorithms and the determination of a method to intelligent network interface unit (NfU). Requests for
tutegrate them into a single job. This leads to an under- data from remote PEs would be received, interpreted,
standing of necessary and useful hardware attributes for and discharged by the NIU without local PE processor
a parallel machine intended to execute that scenario. For intervention. The NIU would combine DMA capability . '
the example scenario, aspects of each algorithm which with network protocol support. VLSI technology may
have an architectural impact other than those pertaining allow ready fabrication of sophisticated NIUs. Such a
to the processors will be listed. Processor specific con- capability would be worthwhile to include in a system
idurations (e.g., instruction set) are not treated because such as PASM.

they are similar for serial and parallel machines. • •u"r
The Sobel edge detection algorithm step of E(T Vm. Summary

r-quires data that is, by vast majority, local to each PE. Considering an entire scenario in the light of parallel-
WAh,en non-local data is required, nearest neighbor PEs ism is a useful approach for matching image processing

oiprtise the set of data sources. Local maxima and tasks and parallel architectures. A number of observa-
niinima calculation on 3-by-3 windows mimics the charac- tions were made and conclusions drawn from the example
if-ristics of the Sobel operator, but with more memory image processing scenario. In particular, the parallel
r,,ferences. Edge point detection is similar in these scenario was found to embrace both SIMD and MIMD
regards to the previous steps. subtasks, involve significant PE-to-PE data transfer, and

The figure of merit calculation for ECT is different contain both nearest-neighbor and non-adjacent PE com-
in kind from the previous steps. Only local data is nunication patterns. Parallel formulation of the algo-
required, and processing time is data dependent. MlIMD rithms lead to several advantages including speedup,
i,peration is preferable to SIMD, even if edge point detec- elimination of object size constraints, and potential for
tn and figure of merit calculations are merged into a improved accuracy. These observations indicate that l
One-pass operation. parallel contour extraction could be useful in industrial

Phase I of contour tracing requires only local data, inspection and military applications. They suggest desir-
but execution time is data dependent Phase I makes able system architecture features, including STMD/MIMD .- -

heavy use of non-local data and has data dependent exe- capability with dynamic mode switching, dedicated PE-
cution time. Both phases are suited to MIMD mode. to-PE communication support hardware, and arbitrary

Now the architectural requirements for a parallel PF.-to-PE interconnection capability. These requirementsmachine performing the example scenario can be con- are consistent with the capabilities of PASM.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Parallel processing has been successfully used to reduce the time of computa-
tion for a wide variety of applications. The processing of large amounts of
data, the need for real-time computation, the use of computationally
expensive operations, and other demands that would make a task too
time-consuming to perform on conventional computer systems have forced
computer architects to consider parallel/distributed computer designs. Ap-
plications that have one or more of these characteristic demands include
image analysis for automated photo reconnaissance, map generation, robot
(machine) vision, and rocket and missile tracking; digital signal processing
for speech understanding and biomedical signal analysis; and vector process-
ing for the solving of large systems of equations. To date, a variety of
special-purpose machines has been constructed to speed the processing of
select groups of algorithms. Examples are special-purpose digital signal
processors such as the APS-II [1], array processors such as the AP-120B
(Floating Point Systems, Inc. Portland, Oregon), and supercomputers with
vector/pipeline operations such as the Cyber 205 [2].

Our goal is the design of a flexible parallel processing system that can be
dynamically reconligured to meet the particular processing needs of a large
variety of applications in the image and speech analysis domains. The system
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being designed is a PASM, partitionable SIMD/MIMD machine. In this
chapter, two algorithms used in parallel contour extraction are given as an "
image processing scenario to explore the advantages and implications of using *-. -.

the PASM parallel processing system and to motivate the inclusion of its
important architectural features. These features will help to identify the -.-

attributes of a custom-designed VLSI processor chip set for PASM. In
particular, the architectural features that could be incorporated into a VLSI
chip set that will match the needs of parallel algorithms in the image and '.-'\.
speech processing domains will be explored. Using algorithm characteristics ,*'

to drive the design of PASM will lead to a machine that has the necessary
flexibility for executing image and speech processing algorithms.

In the next section, the parallel processing model and an overview of the
PASM architecture are given. Section 3 outlines two algorithms of the
contour-extraction task. The first algorithm, edge-guided thresholding, is
discussed in Section 4. Section 5 describes the second algorithm, contour
tracing. The architectural implications of these algorithms are explored in - "
Section 6.

2. SIMD/'MIMD MODEL

Two types of parallel processing systems are single-instruction stream-
multiple-data stream (SIMD) machines and multiple-instruction stream-
multiple-data stream (MIMD) machines [3]. A SIMD machine typically
consists of a control unit, an interconnection network, and N processing
elements (PEs), with each PE being a processor/memory pair (Fig. 1). The

PEO0p P IS PE2 .. PE •pl -

PROC. I PROC 2 ... PR

. MEW 2 ....

INTERCONNECTION NETWORK

Fig. I Model of an SIMD/MMD machne.

A- .
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MEMORY SYSTEM CONTROL
STORAGE CONTROL STORAGESYSTEM/ UNIT -

MANAGE- PARALLEL MICRO

MENT (,: COMPUTATION CONTROL- - -

SYSTEM U NIT LERS ." -. .

Fig. 2 Block diagram overview of PASM.

control unit broadcasts instructions to the processors, and all active (enabled) '-

processors execute the same instruction at the same time. Each processor
executes the instructions with data taken from its own memory. The
interconnection network allows interprocessor communication. A MIMD
machine has a similar organization, but each processor can follow an
independent instruction stream. As with SIMD architectures, there is a
multiple data stream and an interconnection network. The control unit may
coordinate the activities of the PEs in MIMD mode. A SIMD/MIMD
machine can operate in either mode and dynamically switch between them. A
partitionable SIMD/MIMD system (e.g., PASM [41; TRAC [S,[61) can
be dynamically reconfigured to operate as one or more independent
SIMD/MIMD machines of various sizes.

PASM is being designed using a variety of applications problems from the
areas of image and speech analysis to guide the machine design choices. It is
not meant to be a production-line machine but a research tool for studying
large-scale SIMD and MIMD parallelism.

A block diagram of the basic components of PASM is given in Fig. 2. The -"

heart of the system is the parallel computation unit (PCU), which contains
N = 2" processors, N memory modules, and an interconnection network.
The PCU processors are microprocessors that perform the SIMD and MIMD
computations. The PCU memory modules are used by the PCU processors for
data storage in SIMD mode and both data and instruction storage in MIMD
mode. The intrconnecion nemork provides communication among the PEs. .'.,
PASM will use either an Extra Stage Cube type or Augmented Data

Manipulator type of multistage network [7].
Ile PCU is organized as shown in Fig. 3. Each processor is connected to a

memory module to form a PE. A pair of memory units is used for each

................... oo,..... .- ,. .= . . .,.... .. • -.-. ,. ° ° -- ° ..
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activities of the PEs in MIMD mode. Each of the Q MCs controls a fixed
group of N/Q PCU PEs. By combining the effects of multiple MCs, virtual
machines (partitions) can be created. Control storage contains the programsfor the MCs. PASM is being designed for N =1024 and Q =32. An
N =16, Q =4 prototype based on Motorola MC68MO processors is under
development [8).

This brief overview of PASM provides the needed background for this
chapter. Further details and a list of papers about PASM can be found in
Siegel [91.
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3. EXAMPLE TASK

Many individual image and speech processing algorithms and their formula-

tions for parallel processing environments have been studied, such as 2-D ?-

FFTs 110],111], Hadamard transforms 1121, image correlation [131, histo-

gramming [4], resampling [141, one-dimensional FFTs [1S, inear predictive

coding [16], and dynamic time warping [17]. However, rarely is a complete

scenario considered as a whole. Consider the situation in which the results of

one algorithm are used as input to another. In the parallel environment, this

may strongly influence how each algorithm is structured. For example,

results calculated in one PE might need to be communicated to another PE

for use in a later algorithm.
Contour extraction is a key tool for use in applications ranging from

computer assisted cartography to industrial inspection. Two algorithms from

a contour extraction task will be used as an application example for

demonstrating the architectural features that must be provided by PASM to

have an appropriate execution environment. It will be shown how computa-

tional attributes of a parallel implementation of this example SIMD/MIMD.

scenario influence the hardware design choices, including those features that ....
would be desirable in a custom-designed VLSI chip set.

The two algorithms to be considered are edge-guided thresholding (EGT)

and contouw wacing. The EGT algorithm, discussed in Section 4, is used to

determine the optimal threshold for quantizing the image [18). The contour-

tracing algorithm, considered in Section 5, uses the set of optimal thresholds

to segment the image and trace the contours. These two parallel algorithms

are based on those developed in Tuomenoksa et at. [19] and are summarized

here because their processing demands are quite different from each other.

As will be seen, the EGT algorithm is best suited for SIMD mode, whereas

MIMD mode will be used for the contour tracing algorithm. Also, the EGT

algorithm will have inter-PE communication needs that are different from the

communication needs of the contour tracing algorithm. Other aspects will be

discussed in Section 6. For this task scenario, the ability to partition PASM is

not used; i.e., all N PEs are employed.

4. EDGE-GUIDED THRESHOLDING

Consider an M x M pixel input image to be processed by the two algorithms.

The value of each pixel is assumed to be an 8-bit unsigned integer

representing one of 256 possible gray levels. UsinLthe PASM model, assume

that the PEs are logically configured as a IN x fN grid, on which

the M x M image is superimposed; i.e., each processor has an
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MIIN x M1A/N subimage. For M =4096, N = 1024, each PE stores a

128 x 128 subimage. Each input image pixel is uniquely addressed by
its i-x-y coordinates, where x and y are the x-y coordinates of the
pixel in the subimage contained in PEE.

The EGT algorithm consists of three major steps. First, the Sobel edge
operator [20] is used to generate an edge image in which gray levels indicate
the magnitude of the gradient. A figure of merit that indicates how well a
given thresholded gray-level image matches edges in the edge image is then .

computed for every possible threshold. Finally, the maximum value of the
figure-of-merit function is chosen to determine the threshold level. This is
done for each subimage independently; thus, the threshold levels may differ
from one subimage to the next. The complete EGT algorithm is most easily
formulated as the SIMD procedure given in Fig. 4. Let the subimage
SI be M/JN x M//'N and SI(1,x,y) be a subimage pixel, where
0 :s x,y < M/, , 0 i < N. The algorithm is performed for all of the
subimages (all i) simultaneously.

Referring to Fig. 4, the first for statement clears the sumedge and nedge WI
counters (to be described) for each possible threshold value. The next pair of

nested for statements contains statements to calculate quantities associated
with each pixel in the subimage. The Sobel operators, sz and sy, represent
weighted pixel value differences in the x and y directions, respectively. The
value g(i, x,y) represents the gradient at pixel (i, x,y), and these values form
the edge image. The presence of an edge is indicated by high edge image pixel
values. Next, the local maximum and minimum pixel values over a 3 x 3
window are determined for each gray-level image pixel. Note that the same

image pixels necessary for the calculation of the gradient can be re-used for
the determination of the local maximum and minimum. The center pixel
of the 3 x 3 window is an edge point if the threshold is greater than or equal to
the local minimum and less than the local maximum. Running sums of the
edge image pixels (gradient values) corresponding to edge points at each
threshold (sumedge) and a count of the number of edge pixels for each
threshold (nedge) are updated in the innermost for loop. In general, each PE
performs this for statement using a different localmin and localmax and thus
performs the statements in the loop (updates the sums) various numbers of
times. This implies that each PE has the capability of maintaining its own
loop index values. PEs are disabled when they finish their looping, because
PEs must remain synchronized in SIMD mode. The total time to perform the
Lnnermost for loop is the maximum time taken by any PE. -.

The mean for each threshold (sumedge/nedge) is known as the figure of
merit (merit) and is calculated in the final for statement using the accumu- "
lated sums. High figure of merit values indicate better matches between
threshold-generated boundaries and the edges detected by the Sobel oper-

. . . .. . .
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for thresh = 0 to 255 do
sumedge(i, thresh) = nedge(i, thresh) = 0

for x = 0 to M/IrN - 1 do begin

for y = 0 to M/,/W - I do begin

sx(i,x,y) = 4(SI(i,x - l,y - 1) + 2*Sl(i,x - l,y)
" SI(i,x - 1,y + 1)) - (SI(i,x + Iy -1)
" 2*SI(i,x + I,y) + Sl(i,x + I,y + 1))]

sy(i,x,y) =[(SI(i,x - l,y - 1) + 2*S[(i,x,y - 1)
+ SI(i,x + ly - 1)) - (SI(i,X - 1,y + 1)
+ 2*SI(i,x,y + 1) + SI(i,x + l,y + 1))]

g(i,x,y) = sx(,x,y)2 + Sy(i,x,y)2

localmax(i)
- max(SI(i,x - Iy - 1), S(i,x,y - 1), Sl(i,x + l,y - 1),

SJ(i, x - 1,y), SI(i, x,y), SI(i, x + l,y),
Sl(i,x - Iy + 1), SI(i,x,y + 1), SI(i,x + l,y + 1))

localmin(i) - -

- min(SI(i,x - 1,y - 1), Sl(i,x,y - 1), Sl(i,x + l,y - 1),
SI(i,x - l,y), Sl(i,x,y), SI(i,x + l,y),
SI(i,x - l,y + 1), SI(i,x,y + 1), SI(i,x + l,y + 1))

for thresh = localmin(i) to localmax(i) - I do begin

sumedge(i, thresh) = sumedge(i, thresh) + g(i, x,y)
nedge(i, thresh) nedge(i, thresh) + I

end

end

for thresh = 0 to 255 do

merit(i, thresh) = sumedge(i, thresh)/nedge(i, thresh)

Fig. 4 EGT algorithm.

ator. The gray level associated with the maximum value of the figure-of-merit
function is chosen for image segmentation.

The EGT algorithm is particularly well suited for SIMD parallelism
because all pixels are processed similarly. This aids the PE-to-PE corn-
munication necessary when a PE must process pixels not in its subimage (i.e., r
in a neighbor PE). All PEs will simultaneously request the same pixel relative
to their subimages. For example, when processing begins (with the upper left
corner subimage pixel) all PEs will request (from the PE to their upper left)
the pixel immediately above and to the left of their upper left comer pixel (if

* o - -
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this pixel is in the complete image). This transfer of data from upper left
neighbors can occur for all PEs simultaneously. In the case of this algorithm,
transmission delays incurred due to PE-to-PE data transfers can be over-
lapped with data processing to reduce total execution time. A total of
4(M/,fN + 1) parallel transfers are needed for a M x M pixel image. The
candidate interconnection networks of PASM can support these parallel
transfers from any neighboring PE.

Since PE-to-PE communications in MIMD mode require explicit synchro-
nization between the two processors for each data transfer, SIMD mode
transfers should be used to provide each PE more efficiently with the
one-pixel-deep border points of its subimage (from its neighbors). However,
once each PE has all of the data it needs to perform the EGT algorithm, the
calculations could proceed in MIMD mode. Although MIMD mode would
make the execution of the innermost for loop more efficient (because no PEs
would be disabled), this advantage must be weighed against the extra time
involved in switching from SIMD to MIMD mode and requiring that each
PE perform its own control flow operations for the outer two for loops.
Control flow operations include initialization and incrementing of loop
counters, evaluation of conditional expressions, and branching. These opera-
tions are performed by the MC in SIMD mode for the outer two loops and
can be overlapped with the PE operations. The next step of the scenario is
contour tracing.

5. CONTOUR TRACING

A contour tracing algorithm using MIMD parallelism and based on the one
given in Tuomenoksa et al. [191 is summarized in this section. Initially, each
PE contains a threshold value T for its subimage, which was calculated using
the EGT algorithm of the previous section. The contour tracing algorithm
has two phases. In Phase I, the PEs segment their subimages based on the
threshold and all local contours (both closed and partial) are traced and
recorded. In Phase II, the partial contours traced during Phase I are . * V
connected.

A contour table is constructed in each PE, containing an entry for every
partial or complete contour in its subimage. Each contour table entry
contains bookkeeping information such as the threshold value that generated
the contour and a pointer to the the i-x-y sequence of the contour. Each PE
also contains a partal contour list, which has an entry for each partial contour
containing the i-x-y coordinates of its two end points and a pointer to its
contour table entry.

, ".. .*oo"°
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In Phase I there is no PE-to-PE communication. Each PE uses its
threshold level to segment its subimage. To create the segmented image for
threshold T, subimage pixels that have a value greater than or equal to Tare -.*
assigned a value of one; otherwise, the pixels are assigned a value of zero.

Contour tracing begins by scanning rows of the segmented image begin-
ning with the top row. Scanning stops when a pixel with a value of one is
found that has a zero-valued neighbor on both sides. This pixel is marked as
the start point of a new contour, and its i-x-y coordinates are stored. For edge
PEs, i.e., those on the edge of the IN x N grid of PEs, no image points fie
beyond the edge; thus, all points in the leftmost (or rightmost) column of the %
subimage of the PEs in the leftmost (or rightmost) column of the grid of PEs
are potential start points. For all other left and right subimage edges, it is
assumed that the pixel in the neighboring PE is one-valued so that spurious
start points are not chosen. Bypassing a potential start point (e.g., a left
subimage edge with a zero-valued neighbor in the PE to its left) is not a
problem because (1) contours have multiple potential start points within the
subimage and (2) the partial contours will be connected in Phase II regardless .
of the start point chosen.

The contour is first traced in a counterclockwise direction (CCW) if the
start point has a one-valued point to its right and is first traced in a clockwise
direction (CW) if the start point has a one-valued point to its left. If there are
zeroes on both sides, the initial direction chosen does not matter. Consider .

the start point pixel as the center pixel of the 3 x 3 window in which
direction 0 is east, 1 is northeast, and so on [211. The CCW algorithm is
stated as follows. Beginning with the neighboring pixel in direction five and
incrementing by 1 modulo 8 to determine the next pixel, look for a pixel that
has a value of one. When it is found, store the direction p of this new pixel
and append its i-x-y coordinate to the contour sequence. Treat this pixel as a
new center point of the 3 x 3 window. Then continue by looking for the next
pixel in the contour beginning with the pixel in position (p + 5) modulo 8.
Tracing continues until the start point or a subimage boundary (point of

indecision) is reached. The CW algorithm is similar, but scanning begins
with the pixel in position zero and decrements by 1 modulo 8 to determine
the next pixel. After a point is found, the pixel in position (p + 3) modulo 8
is scanned. Horizontal edges that span a subimage are also recognized;
however, they are treated as a special case because no start point would have
been identified. An implicit assumption is that all contours to be traced define
regions that have area. Examples of illegal contours that would not be traced
are one-pixel-wide lines or isolated points.

,4 " A point of indecision is reached when a pixel from an adjacent subimage is
needed to determine the next direction of the contour [191. When a point of
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indecision is reached, it is recorded as an end point, and the algorithm returns
to the start point to trace the contour in the opposite direction until another
point of indecision is reached. When tracing in the CW (or CCW) direction,
the new contour pixels are inserted onto the front (or back) of the i-x-y
sequence. Pixels in the thresholded image are marked so that the contour will
not be retraced. %

As an example, a 30 x 20 image is divided into six 10 x 10 subimages;
each subimage is loaded into one of six PEs. The result of Phase I processing ..
is shown in Fig. 5 where a dot indicates a one-valued pixel. Even though the
entire object in PE 5 was located within the subimage, the left edge of the
object was not traced in Phase I, because PE 5 could not determine whether
the object continued into the next subimage. On the other hand, a closed
contour was found in Phase I for the object in PE 4, because the object did
not include any border pixels of the subimage.
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Fig. 5 Results of Phase I of contour tracing for a 30 x 20 subimage. (Based on '-'- -
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For the example in Fig. 5, the local threshold value T is applied to the
subimage in each PE. Each PE i begins scanning its respective subimage at
pixel (i, 0, 0,) for a one (indicated by a dot) with a zero on either side.
Depending on the start point found, tracing will proceed in either the CW or
CCW direction. For example, contours A, C, E, D, and G are traced in the
CCW direction first, whereas contours B, F, and H are traced in the CW
direction first. In the example, PEs 1 and 3 have found two start points and
have produced two traces. Once a PE has scanned the segmented image "

generated by its threshold, Phase I is complete.
In Phase I, each PE attempts to connect its partial contours to those

located in neighboring PEs. In order for a PE to extend a contour, it must be .
able to access and modify contour tables that are located in other PEs. As a
result, a mechanism to allow access to a contour table entry by only one PE at
a time must be provided by the system and used by the contour tracing r
algorithm. A semaphore [22] associated with each contour table entry is used
to indicate whether or not that entry is locked so that no other processor can
access it. Semaphores are used to prevent variable access and updating
problems due to interrupts. Details of these problems are beyond the scope of
this paper.

For the example of Fig. 5, PE 0 might try to extend the CW end point of --
partial contour A by considering the possible extending pixels in PE I one at
P. time using the CW algorithm. To do this, PE 0 first locks the contour table
entry for A. Then PE 0 requests that PE I check its partial contour lists to
determine if any partial contour has the possible extending point as an end
point. If such a partial contour exists, PE I locks the contour table entry
pointed to by the partial contour list signifying that this entry is to be linked.
In this case, PE 0 determines that A can be linked to B; thus, PE I locks B's
contour table entry so that only PE 0 will be allowed to connect the partial
contour. The i-x-y sequence for contour B is transferred to PE 0 and
concatenated to the i-x-y sequence of partial contour A, forming a new,
extended partial contour AB. If PE 0 found the contour table of partial
contour B to be already locked, it will not be allowed to connect the contour.
The extension of comer points is handled similarly but involves communica-
tion with more than one PE. Note that the use of semaphores prevents
another PE, i.e., PE 3, from using PE 1 to access B's contour table entry ....

which PE I is in the process of modifying for PE 0.
Once PE i locates a partial contour in an adjacent subimage that continues

the contour and has stored the concatenated contour in its contour table, it
repeats the process, if necessary, by following the contour to the next PE
until the contour is closed or cannot be extended.

Independently of the actions of PE 0, PE 3 might attempt to extend
contour D CCW to form the partial contour DC. If PE 3 attempted to extend

.2 - .. ..
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Fig. 6 Results of Phase II of contour tracing for a 30 x 20 subimage. (Based on
Tuomenoksa, a at., [19j.)

the result, DC, when PE 0 is in the process of extending A into PE 1, it will "
find A locked. PE 3 then abandons its attempt to close the contour, because
PE 0 is also attempting to do it, and unlocks partial contour DC. This allows
PE 0 to access DC after it has appended B to A. Therefore, the closed contour
ABDC is ultimately traced by PE 0. Alternatively, if PE 0 had completed
linking B to A before PE 3 completed linking C to D, and PE 0 finds D
locked, it would unlock AB. Thus, the closed contour would have been
completely traced by PE 3. Not allowing a PE to wait for access to another
PEs locked contour table entry and requiring the blocked PE to unlock its
affected partial contour prevents deadlock.

Occasionally, some contour tracing operations must be performed in Phase
II before certain contours can be linked. Figure 6 shows a situation in which
PE 2 traces contour E along the subimage boundary in Phase II before
linking it to contour F. The subimage boundary pixels of contour H are also
traced in Phase IU.

% ..
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These examples demonstrate the basic ideas underlying the algorithms.
The actual parallel algorithm details that ensure proper interaction of the PEs
are complex and are not examined here.

When Phase II of the algorithm is complete, the i-x-y sequence for each
contour in the image will be contained in exactly one of the PEs that

contained part of the contour originally. The result of Phase II processing for
the example for Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 6. Since each PE tries to connect its
contours independently, the number of the PE that finally closes a given
contour is nondeterministic. Although this may not be desirable in a few
cases, in general the lack of a specific protocol determining which PEs can
close contours equalizes both the processing load of each PE and the number
of closed contours that eventually reside in each PE.

6. ARCHITECTURAL IMPLICATIONS

The study of a parallel image processing task leads to an understanding of

necessary and useful hardware features for a system such as PASM. For the
example algorithms, aspects of each that have an architectural impact will
be listed. Processor-specific considerations (e.g., instruction set) are also
treated, because they can have a profound effect on the performance of the
algorithms.

Although only two closely related algorithms were presented in the
previous sections, the two could hardly have been more different in their
processing demands. As discussed in Section 4, the EGT algorithm is best ... -.

suited for SIMD mode. This is because the algorithm requires data that are
mostly local to each PE. Also, there are approximately (or exactly) the same
number of pixels to be processed in each PE, and all pixels are processed
similarly.

When nonlocal data are needed in the EGT algorithm, the eight nearest-
neighbor PEs comprise the set of data sources. The PE-to-PE transfer of
information must be efficient, or the parallel algorithms will be slowed. In its
simplest form, this communication would be handled entirely by the PEs;
each PE would control the network settings (through the use of routing tags
[71) and perform all of the network protocol support (e.g., buffering, error ." ": '"
detection). Each word transferred and each new network setting would , .'
require processor instructions. A more efficient method of PE-to-PE com-
munication is by direct memory access (DMA). DMA is a means by which data
can be retrieved from one memory location and stored in another without
processor intervention. The DMA hardware usually operates on a cycle-
stealing basis so that a PE's access to its memory is not severely affected. In
its basic form, PEs in SIMD mode would enter a DMA handling routine.

.- . . . .
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This routine computes the local memory address range of the points to be
PEs then would compute the destination address of the PE that is to receive

the data and set the network accordingly. The DMA hardware then would
autonomously retrieve the information from local memory and perform the
necess&y network interfacing to send the dat, .., the requesting PE.

Hoeethe PE would still be responsible for checking the incoming data
(after the transfer is complete) for transmission errors and so forth. A more
advanced implementation of DMA capabilij is the use of an intelligent 4.

network interface uni (NIU). Requests for data from remote PEs would be
made to the local NIU, which would interpret and satisfy the request by
coordinating with a remote NIU. The NIU would combine DMA capability
with network protocol support. VLSI technology may allow ready fabrication
of sophisticated NIUs.

As discussed in Section 4, M/, 'N pixels come from each of four neighbors.
For the sake of example, let M = 4096, N = 1024, and M/N = 128. ..- " -
Rather than involving the source and destination PEs in the individual
transfers of these points, one of the DMA modes just described would be of
great use. If pixels were stored in PEs by row (rows numbered 0-127), and
the transfer from PE i to PE I + ,N was selected, the DMA hardware of PE
i would be instructed to transfer 128 pixels starting at the address of row 127
of the image. The DMA hardware associated with PE i + IN- would be set to
read 128 pixels from the network and store them beginning at an address
representing row - 1. When data are transferred from a PE i to PE i + 1,
the situation is more complicated in that image data to be transferred are not
contiguous. Conventional DMA hardware only supports physical block
transfers of data. Here, a strong case for an intelligient NIU is made: the NIU
could accept more complicated instructions such as "transfer 128 pixels
starting at address X, taking every 128th pixel."

The processing requirements (instruction set) for the EGT algorithm are
not out of the ordinary. LSI technology already allows the fabrication of
complete microprocessors having all required arithmetic and data manipula-
tion operations on a single chip. Recent designs (e.g., Motorola 68000 [231)
handle a variety of data formats including bit, byte, 16-bit word, and 32-bit
long word types. Floating point and special arithmetic function (e.g., square
root, trigonometric) capability abounds in the form of coprocessor chips.
Although the EGT algorithm involved only one special function (square root)
in the calculation of the gradient, other algorithms such as image rotation,
parallel root finding, and FFTs for speech processing make heavy use of
special functions. Since many of the special arithmetic functions are calcu-
lated by iterative procedures, a strong case is made for including hardware to
perform these operations rather than performing them in software. Software

% ' •..
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procedures in which the number of iterations required is data-dependent are
especially troublesome in SIMD mode, because processors must be disabled
as they complete the desired number of iterations. Also, the total time to
perform an operation is the maximum time required by any processor
(because the PEs are synchronized). There is a slight advantage to having
special-purpose arithmetic functions on the same standard CPU chip in that
data to be processed need not be moved between the two devices. VLSI
technology should make such combined CPU-specialized arithmetic proces-
sor chips a reality.

The processors must be capable of operating in SIMD mode efficiently.
Although designs for using off-the-shelf microprocessors as SIMD/MIMD
processing elements have been developed, some external hardware would be
required to enable, disable, and synchronize PEs and get them to operate in
slave mode, i.e., to accept instructions broadcast by a control unit rather than
to take the instructions from their local memories [8]. This external hardware
could be easily incorporated into a VLSI chip.

The EGT algorithm has been simulated for N ranging from 16 to 256 and a '-'
total image size of 64 x 64 pixels. A special-purpose SIMD simulator
developed to evaluate the MC68000-based PASM design described in Kuehn
et al. N j was used to perform the simulations. Although the details of the
simulation results are not presented here, the general trends of the results will
be described.

As the number of PEs (N) decreased, the subimage size increased because
a fixed-size total image of 64 x 64 pixels was used. For large subimages, the
ratio of subimage edge pixels to total subimage pixels is low, making
processing very efficient. This is because inter-PE transfers make up only a
very small fraction of the total processing time. A speedup factor (serial
execution time/parallel execution time) approaching N was obtained for
arithmetic operations for this case. (A speedup of N is optimal.) As N was
increased to 256 PEs, the subimage size decreased to 4 x 4. Here, the ratio of
subimage edge pixels to total subimage pixels is very high, and inter-PE
transfers make up a large percentage of the total processing time. Although
the total processing time is minimized as N increases, the speedup factor
decreases. The simulations imply that N should be as large as possible for the
EGT algorithm to minimize the processing time. However, this would make '-'

contour tracing (the next algorithm of the scenario) inefficient, because few "'.
contours would be traced in Phase I, and heavy use of inter-PE communica-
tion would be needed to close the contours in Phase II. Thus, the scenario
must be considered as a whole rather than as a sequence of individual
algorithms.

Turning now to the contour tracing algorithm of Section 5 we note that
both phases of the algorithm are suited to MIMD mode, because they involve

.. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ...,
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data-dependent execution times. Phase I of contour tracing requires only
local data, whereas Phase II makes heavy use of nonlocal data. Phase I
imposes no extraordinary requirements on the system, because there are no
special arithmetic operations and no network transfers to be done. Phase 11,
however, with its arbitrary one-to-one connections (when transferring partial
contour information between nonadjacent PEs), use of semaphores, and
special signaling protocols imposes many new architectural requirements.

The interconnection network and any DMA or NIU hardware would be

heavily used in Phase 1I processing when PEs extending partial contours
probe remote PE memories that may contain the extensions of the partial ,- .

contours. As in the EGT algorithm, NIU hardware would be of great use,
because it could process queries about possible extensions to partial contours
without interrupting the remote PE. There would be a combination of short
and long messages between PEs during this phase. A short message would
occur when a PE, extending a partial contour, requests information about
possible extending pixels from a remote PE. If a connecting partial contour is
found, a long message, consisting of the i-x-y sequence of the partial
contour, would be sent. Thus the interconnection network should support a
variety of message sizes so that the efficiency of sending either type of
message is high.

Since semaphores play a large part in ensuring correct linking of partial
contours in Phase I, processors must be equipped with test-and-set or similar
operations to facilitate a correct semaphore implementation. Most modem
microprocessors already have some semaphore capabilities.

If the system is to support the execution of the two example algorithms
well, it must be capable of dynamically switching between SIMD and MIMD
operation, as PASM can. With only SIMD capability, the contour tracing
algorithm would be executed with huge inefficiencies, because there would
be varying numbers and lengths of contours and arbitrary one-to-one corn-
munication patterns. A machine having only MIMD mode would be less ....
seriously affected but would lengthen execution time for the EGT algorithm,
due to the need for explicit synchronization for each data transfer step and
the overhead of loop counter processing which is done concurrently by the
MCs in SIMD mode. Thus, the capability to dynamically switch between
SIMD and MIMD modes is important so that each algorithm can be executed
in the most appropriate mode of parallelism.

Since PASM is an SLD/MIMD system, the interconnection networks
proposed for PASM would be capable of operating both synchronously and
asynchronously. The proposed networks are of the multistage type and can
perform both the nearest-neighbor and arbitrary one-to-one connections.

The design of a multi-microprocessor system that could be used as a
building block for PASM is discussed in Kuehn et al., [8). This design uses
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the Motorola MC68000 as the heart of both the PE and MC components. The
4 extra hardware needed for SIMD/MIMD mode processing and communica-

tion was described. It was found that most of the extra hardware was inv *ved

in the enabling/disabling, synchronization, and instruction broadca.ung for
SIMD mode and in getting the PEs to switch from SIMD to MIMD mode
and back again efficiently. The design highlights are described:

MC CPU. The MC CPU is a Motorola MC68000-series processor.
Fetch unit. This unit fetches instructions from MC memory in SIMD

mode, determines whether they are control (MC) or data processing (PE)
instructions, and broadcasts them either to the MC CPU or PE CPUs. Each
instruction word in the MC memory is tagged to allow the fetch unit to
determine its type. The tags are generated at assembly time.

Masking operations unit. This is specialized hardware, under the control of
the MC CPU, that produces a mask (pattern) used to selectively enable or
disable PEs (used in SIMD mode).

MC/PE interface. This is specialized hardware to queue PE instructions
- and enable signals broadcast to the PEs. The queue has been shown to

increase the amount of program overlap between the MC and PEs. This
interface is for SIMD mode; there would also be a MC/PE communication
bus for MIMD mode and error-handling messages (which is not discussed
here).

PE CPU. The PE CPU is a Motorola MC68000-series processor. .
SIMD/MIMD mode switching logic. This is a specialized address decoder

that generates instruction requests to the MC/PE interface in SIMD mode
and causes local PE memory to be accessed in MIMD mode.

Netmwrk interface unit. This unit handles DMA and network protocoL
VLSI technology should be used to combine the components listed above

only when some speed or complexity advantage is gained. For example, the
PE CPU and SIMD/MIMD mode switching logic should be combined into a
single component so that the PEs can operate equally well in SIMD and
MIMD mode. This action would result in very little additional silicon area
and at most a few additional pins being used. Taking this one step further,
one could also fabricate the DMA and NIU hardware on the PE CPU chip.
However, to allow communication on the CPU data bus (with, for example,
the local memory chips) and the NIU-interconnection network bus to occur
simultaneously, pins for a complete NIU bus interface would have to be
added. The technology at implementation time would determine the max-
imum pin count and thus the suitability of this scheme.

Similarly, the MC CPU and fetch unit should be combined on one chip so
that MC operations such as fetching SIMD instructions and branching are
done by the same unit. The masking operations unit could easily be made a
part of the MC CPU since it is not too complex; however, the number of CPU
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pins would have to increase by N/Q. For the PASM design goal of N = 1024
and Q = 32, N/Q = 32. Again, the desirability of integrating this unit is .

dependent on pin count limitations. The MC/PE interface is also a
candidate for inclusion on the MC chip. It would not require much silicon
area, but its pin requirements are high. Since the interface queues both
enable signals jnd instruction words to be broadcast to the PEs, an additional jl
N/Q + 16 bits would be required on the MC CPU package (for MC68000
16-bit words). Thus, assuming that the number of pins that the MC CPU
alone requires is P, if the masking operations is integrated with the CPU,
P + N/Q pins would be required; if, in addition, the MC/PE interface is ~
integrated, P + N/Q + 16 pins would be required (the masking operations
unit output pins to the MC/ PE interface would now be internal to the chip).
As has been discussed in McMillen and Siegel (241, VLSI implementation of

interconnection network functions is most promising, both from a functional
standpoint and a design standpoint due to network regularity.

In summary, based on our prototype plans and the expected execution " -

needs of the contour extraction task and other image and speech processing
algorithms, certain desirable system architecture features have been iden-.:._.tified. These include dynamically switchable SIMD/MIMD capability,

support for PE-to-PE communications using DMA and intelligent network
interfaces, and special arithmetic function hardware. These requirements are
consistent with the capabilities of a VLSI implementation of PASM.

7. SUMMARY

Contour extraction has been used as an image processing scenario to explore "'-
the advantages and implications of using the PASM parallel processing
system. Use of these parallel algorithms leads to several advantages, notably
speedup. Analysis of the algorithms has motivated the inclusion of several
important architectural features. These features were used to discuss possible
configurations of a custom-designed VLSI processor chip set for PASM. The .,'..

use of algorithm characteristics to drive the design of PASM leads to a
machine with features that provide the necessary flexibility for executing .. -.

image and speech processing algorithms.
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ABSTRACT

Normalized Fourier descriptors provide an effective but computationally
intensive method for performing object identification and tracking. Parallel
algorithms to comiipute normalized Fourier descriptors are presented. The task
includes suih-algorit hms for conversion of chain code inputs to X-Y coordinates, - -

filtering, resampling, Fourier transform, and normalization. MIMD and SIMD
formulations are considered. The algorithms are analyzed with respect to
computational complexity and communications requirements. For typical problem
sizes and appropriate choice of machine size P, speedups of O(P) are achieved.

1. INTRODUCTION

Image processing algorithms are growing more complex as research is conducted.
Performance demands are also increasing steadily. The major factor fueling these
advances is increased speed of computer hardware. Practically, speed of computing
hardware has some limitations. In the future, gains in speed may not be as
dramatic. Even today, certain tasks cannot be performed because of computational
bottlenecks and real-time requirements.

Clearly, a solution to these problems lies in the replication of available
computing hardware. A challenging part of this field lies in the development of
parallel algorithms for varied image processing tasks. In this paper, an
implementation of an image processing algorithm is presented. It is representative of -4'
a wide cla.s of image processing algorithms since it is composed of several sub- . '.
algorithms, each with different characteristics. . ,

2. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

Given the contour of an object in a two dimensional plane as input, a series of
frequency domain coefficients which describes the image is computed. These are the
Fourier descriptors, which are further processed in a normalization procedure so that
they can be compared to a library of these descriptors. Output of the algorithm is
the identification of the object as well as a reasonable estimate of its orientation in
space I9]. The algorithm has been proven effective in identifying and tracking
aircraft in flight [lOI.

Input to the program consists of the chain code representation of the contour of
an image in a two dimensional plane. In practice, chain code inputs typically
contain froin 64 to 20*18 points. This chain code input is then converted to X-Y
coordinates of the image. After optional smoothing, the image is resampled at
equally spaced intervals on the contour. Then a complex Fourier transform is
performed on the resampled points. This produces a Fourier descriptor (Fl)).

TI %econd logical division of the algorithm normalizes this descriptor. The
goal is to mcale and orient the contour by rule such that the FI) from an unknown
cont,,ur %%ill always normalize t the correct library representation. l)iferent
noIrniat, ims i have been proposed . Wallace's algorithm 1g1 is investigat ed here.

This material ib baed on work sui)plrted by the I i. Army Research Office under Con-I ~tract I)AA(;2u-82-K-0101, 76
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To achieve further iaralltiim, the tasks could be pipelined to increase throughput
For real-timie applications.

3. MACHINE MODELS

1iwo ioduls lf asyrinh,, p"ila h:irallel processing and one model of synchronous
parallel prwicinig %Aill b~e use-d III the algorithivs. The asynchronous models will be
NIINI) (NNI ildt lInlst ructioni St ream~ - Miultiple D~ata Stream) machines; the
symichr.ii u ii,.,li will be an SII) (Single Instruction Stream - Multiple Data

The lthii allilill.¢l for an SIID machine will be a set of Pl processing
elvilits [ i-mrli -l prim 'sor with its own memory; a control unit; and an
iTitrco liIi ' e't wi ir The coI rol unit broadcasts instructions to all l Es, and
vea1ch active I'l executes th- ilistruction on the data in its own memory. The
intercnection network allows data to be transferred among the PEs. Examples of

his 11i11lvl are kII'I1 (M~assively Parallel Processor) Ill and Siegel's PArtitionable
Slii)/Nllili) (P.'SnI system Iri. An NIMin machine will be assumed to consist of

l'1 ' is NI Iill-lirics mid1 an ilercilnnelimi nulIet work Each processor can
CAitIriV "lii riil1 u1ldent itltilim sireill. In the Shared enory IMI model,

livi lnt i-'incilo Ii ti' nwi Irk i, sed1 tol allow all processors access to all oif memory.
whihl'f this iilII0,0 Iclude tile NYI lt ra-ompuler [.11 and ('mnp 131. In the
I rs te Nlvmjr NNRII model, tlere is l global store, each procesor has a local

Iility(NI =lP), atid Ithe intercotinection network provides commlunications among
sepaIraute IIr'iocssi irs. All ex amnple (If this. is I1ASNI 151.

S -vicomunilication is a critical part of parallel algorithms, the types of
f,',r1f111,111litlis needed by each ir te algorithms will be analyzed. This will be a

Ttii- ill jf i' riah in whic tihe' data is distributed among the processors/lnelories.
i" e 'ri,'r a givr Iaalllla a illi, tile precise comunications requ irei ents can
h ),WlhIti ilif-inr sl,%l) antld irilte Niearnory INIi systems. These will be expressed
ill111 4.l h a i fililili titliiiiictioi functions. in S ta) mode, the transfer will
'Ilai' silIII~taii.tiei1 i s: r all ict pir('isors p. 0 < p < P its a Private Memory
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%111)na m.fit~i~-rol itoo, sfromt onieI'V tot obtaiitta fronI
L: ~aii'ilivr Il'I ittiti- ot (In SliNII) aigri lins it i, re conini to on'i,vtr

distinci o to i ll nti iniat Icr. It ilt rtonnio~n funci(t ioln needed % ill I)e:

(I) flit- tLL55N (t shifjt funct ionis, where shift ± d transfers data fromt I'U. p) to IT"'.

(2) (Itl- 'a of cube fuinctiomn,, where if r igJtand 1), Pi 11 iso
flit- loiitr) rviorc utatitfi tof 1p 0 < 1) < V' thtn

4. DECOMPOSITION INTO PARALLEL ALGORITHMS

Ill t hi Nton parallel aig it hi are de*sc ribed for eac h or the suit:s k s
required ror generating normalized F~ourier descriptors. 'the algolrithmts are for
conversion fromt chain cotde tol X-Y coordinates, filtering, resaiipliitg. Fourier
transform calculation, arid F!) normalization.

41Int will e assume that the contour of the image is entered in chin code
repirt-ri t t ill. Figure- la slitws a ty pic al rep rese ntat ion for an 8 nearest neighbor.
chaint code. lThe locaio f poin 1) sipideiuoih Pit ilthog
The hotrizotntal and vertical segmoents (0.2,1,6) have length I, the diagonal segmients
(1,3,5t,7) have length 42.

An ex amtple 2-poiiit contour with its chain code reproesen tatIion is given in
Figure 11). Chain code iniputs of practical use contain from a few huindred to a few
thousand points, This is a variattle niumbiler which depends (in the relative size,
sitape, and perspec tive orfit- e(l~jt-ct being iden tilied. Tlhe niumbier (if chain code
inptt %oill be assuilted to he C

Chlaini rodie iipit is inhleretiily serial since each inpuit is mterely an Itisit front
tlet previous inplut. ToootI JitralIl algorttiill for this normally serial t:as %%ill b-
dlescrib~ed. Initially assumte that V PV Thus, the C inputs call lbe divided amtong
1, I1's and vach 1 %toill be responlsible for X4 chain code iniputs. This ciii be
illustrated by forming the input logically inito a two dimensional array. The array of
input poinits will be denoted as (Vin(0.(.-t). Figure 2 shows tile division (If the
coittour iintt segmtents anti arrage each segnvient intot a line oif the array. We can
then define parallel operatiotns in) which each 111 acts on a row tor column o~f this
array.

The firt tparallel algo r ithlin uses the S hared kMemt ry K11I Ni) intdel In itiAly
eaeh rI tt, o f tlite input is prottessetl by a separate I 'l Ihis is eui valvit to d(iv itdin g
the ct tfit (into ) t ot ~nt iguous segnienit s i it h each 15F respo nsi ble for (tile, segment.
Fach tEcan thieii assume that it has the "first" segitent (If the conitotur and assigin
the coordinates (0,0) to the first poiit It can then (-(ipute the X-Y cootrdiinates oif
the rest tof i, poitt starting front this reference. (,iven V/U chail vocle inputs in
each segintiti each IL ;iasiltes fte irst pttiit thlen generates X- Y voitrdtttates fotr
VZ atddtititti pits T.hus, the last point gtnerated in PV 1 ctorresptontds to fte
first potinlt f tr II, I +I ( t he p'ointt prev ioutsly assu med to he (0tt)) X-'t co ord in ates r -

for all the intpu t points htave no% beelitn gener at etd, hotwev er each rowI5 of thIe squtare
(each segino .it ttf the con toutr) has a d ifferent origin in fte X-Y p lant-. Now a
correct itn istp is eniplo y td. D ent e the X- V coord iniat es of input pot ti as
XY(i), 0 < K C. Since the origin is arbtitrary, set it at the point XY(0), that is
XYl0) 10,0) TIhen th(e pritis step ctorrect ly cotfthted the coo~rdinates tof XY(O)



1P--

3 2 1 XY(20)

a XY( I)

0,0,7,7,0,

0,1,2,4,5, b - .%
4,4,2,4,2, )CY(O),. ,....
4,6,7,6,5

56 7

) (lb)

Fig. la. Typical chain code representation
Fig.FlI. ' Example 25-point chain code and contour

CCln(0) CCln(L) CCIn(2) ... CCIn(P-I)
((in(P) C(In(P + l)

('in(21')

C('In((P-)P)" CCIn(p 2 -I1)

Fig. 2. Division of chain code points

thrmgl, XN l') ,, correct tie c,,ordinates of XYIP) through XY(2P) in the second
segmient, we nimit add to each of these the coordinates of XY(P) computed in the
first segment Subject to memory access constraints, these P+ I corrections can be
done concurrntly. Then to c,,rrect points XY(21) through XY(3P) in the third
segment we mu.st add the {newly corrected) XY(21) from the second segment. All of
the segment S can be corrected in parallel, however, segment S must be corrected
before segnient S 4 I, for I < S < P-I. This correction must be done in order, for
each row of the square.

This algorithll| can easily he generalized to any number of input points by
ssignin, !c "I'l consecutive points to each of the first P - I processors, and
('-(l'-IJ( :/I points to the last processor. Some efficiency will be lost if all
processo irs do viot contain the same ioumber of points.

li order i( e.stilnate the alaount of computation performed, some a-sumptions
al,,ut the nuluibtr and types of statements will be made. Initially, synchronization
overhead and niemory conflicts will not be considered. The basic operations
performed in the parallel algorithm are the conversion from chain code input to X-V
c(ordinates hImsed on an arbitrary origin and the correction of the X-Y coordinates to
the corret origm Assume that the functions CtoX() and CtoYO convert one chain
code input it) th(- proper increment in the X or Y direction. This can be done with a
siml)le c' . statement or a conversion table in which each of the 8 possible chain '* .'
code inputs maps to the appropriate X and Y increments. Then the coordinates for ..*.:
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XY(i+ I) can be obtained from XY(i) and the i-th chain code input by the pair of
statements:

X(i+l) - X(i) + CtoX(CCIn(i)

Y(i + 1) - Y(i) + CtoY(CCIn(i))

This can be considered to be 2 additions and assignments using real arithmetic or
one addition and assignment using complex arithmetic. The serial algorithm consists
of C calls to the conversion functions, C complex additions, and C complex
assignments. The parallel approach execute- in the time for v/?" calls to the
conversion functions VC assignments, and VC-! complex additions for the initial
conversion, plus /'-I complex additions and assignments for the correction.
Assuming the domiinant operation is the additions, the speedup on computations is
approximately

2_ C C 2_ 2 " ASK

For P = V S P/2. ,A3.1.2. 2
Consider the memory references required in the above algorithm. If the data is

viewed as a matrix with P data points on a side, each processor operates on a row
and then a column of that matrix. In a parallel system with global memory, the
store is typically divided into several memory units. Optimum efficiency comes
about when each processor is accessing a different memory unit during a given
memory cycle, since each memory unit can deliver only one word per memory cycle.
An obvious way to distribute the data is to put each segment of the contour (row of
the matrix) in a separate memory unit. During the first half of the conversion, each
processor acts on a row, so the memory system operates with ideal efficiency. During
the second half of the conversion, every processor acts on the same row
simultaneous ly. This creates a large bottleneck at the memory unit containing that
row. Kuck discusses this problem in jKuc77j and suggests skewed storage techniques
that eliminale these bottlenecks at the cost of more complex address computations
in array accesses. There is an overhead involvtd in every array access, thus reducing
the speedup.

In the SINI) or Private Memory MIMI) model, it is assumed that accesses to the
local memory can occur without contention from other processors. Consider
rewriting the algorilhm to use only local memories. The initial step of the algorithm
is unchanged: each PE obtains X-Y coordinates for one segment of the contour,
assuming an arbitrary origin. Then recursive doubling is done to produce correction
values for all the segments of the contour at once. Recursive doubling is a method
of computing accumulated sums across processors 181. To show this in a program
segment, assume a call to rec-dbl(val) uses the value val and takes care of all the
communications to perform the recursive doubling. If val(i) refers to the value of val
in PE i, then for all PEs p, 0 < p < P, rec.dbl(val(p)) will return the partial sum:

rec_dbi(val(p)) --\"val(i)-" ' "
i=o

An example of recursive doubling is shown in Figure 3.
For the Private Memory algorithm, the restriction that P = v is relaxed. The

only assumption made is that there are D input points in each processor's local
memory in the array ('(ln(O..I)-I). This algorithm stores a segment of the contour
in each IE's local memory. Initially, each PE computes coordinates based on the
assumption that its first point is at the origin (0,0). Knowing the relative
coordinates of the last point in each segment, the absolute coordinates of the
beginning of each segment. can be computed as follows. The correction for PE I is
given by the coordinates of the last point in 'E 0; the correction for PE 2 is given
by the sum of the coordinates of the last points in PEs 0 and 1; in general, the
correction for PE p is the suim of the coordinates of the last points in l'Es 0 through
p - I. Recursive doubling is used to compute all the needed sums simultaneously.
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AI %J

*4 0

0 0 0
0 00+

2+ 0+1+2\

2+ 0++ +42++ F--NS

4% 0 +J+2.+3+

6 0+3++3+3+
a-S 0 *4+46+6

o (1+1++3++46+

Step I Step 2 Step 3

Fig. 3. lte('uriive doubling examnple for 8 PEs

()Ili I 4i;ji'h I'1 hj;j Iii.' :11)-i coiirditiatt's for its first point, it can corre'ct The rest
of it wal.Il Tl. te %'i ll be done concurrently in ail Pl-ls. IThe algorithm

ILocal variable dulinit ions
/* Number of processing elements .

I)/ Numitber of data points in each p~rocessor *1
(lIn 101)-1) /* Input chain code for one contour segmient .7
X(( I1 4MXcodntsfrthscnorsget*

)j /* X coordinates for this contour segment .
0Ait /0 PataY umo l coordinates ohscnorsegmen

sunbyx 1* Partial sum of all Y coordinates /-

,x(0) )-Y(?

/*i.tpiite X-Y coordinates for all points 4
FOR 1-O THROUGH I)-l DO

BEGIN
X(i + I -xl +(Io:X ((In

Y + --Y i + (N (A~ i
END .*a*.-

/* ( iie correct ion facto rs iii parallel *
slintsx rc.tlXl)) /*lg.-it tra n sfur steps c
Slilow( -01111 -Nil1) s ny coinsidler offset from previous segments *
Still ttli(~ /* log. ' transfer steps e
S u II Sit Iny -V) i Only consider offiset from previous Segnments .

, Crrect tarit st itI -ll v.1l
1011 1--1THRO8UH I- b

11EG I N

NDYIt-Y(i) +-Suoty

F~ig hil 11131o-nersioht algoritlint for a Private Miemory NIINII) miachinie
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Ilivrv It In iumber 'if ili'l pints is C Psi). 'The overall compuj~ltattional
comphexit) is prlportioilal I.I oi.If the assumption is kt'1 it that C =1P2, then- * *
1) = P =VC, anld thei co AtIesitv is '.~+Igv(,compared with a coniplexity
proportional to C for thei serial algorithmt The operations in the fir,( part of the
algoril lina (i.e., the local chain code to X-Y coordinate converseinsf are te samne as ~*
those used in I he serial a lgt rit h iii but are perfo rmied in ( /1 steps inrstead of C Th e
remainder of the parallel algi r it n is all overhead The rectarsii e dou iu hug requires
logY Comiplex addition1s atad assignments. It also requires o, l points of _______

synchronaizat ion. Thle local correct n step takes time piroportionaf to (/If'. in ~ e~er.
each operation is simlpl) a (cmpllex addition. %hich takes less timte tht fte Original
chain code to X-Y coo rdiiiate converseiin step. TIhe time is therefore d loinmt d by
the original conversion step. An O(P') spee(Iip is e~pectedl accouniiting for fte *etraL
steps, an actuoal spee-dup of P1'2 is conserviative.

Sumiimartiing, two algo rithinx ftor thle inpu ~t co nvers ion have. been present id ..

Bot h met hods are fairly regular and could be done on an SIMI) mnachiiie The first
met hod is well suited fo r a Shared Menmory MlI ml)nach inie, a iid thle seconil tnet ho d
works weill with either MIMI) tmachine model. The first method effectively uses
broadcasts (by placing values iniinory ). while the second nihod uses. shift 4 2'
fu nct ions, 0- i big.,P, fior t(he recursive doubl hIin g. C onsid er rilireselltin g thie
coin Ile\ it N of the algo r it hm as being p roport io nal to a( 71 + Ii g2h

t . 1'he actual
choice trit %%x~ill ill general be i e liaseil oil speed coniistrain ts of I the applic at ion and
the ranige of oua il. of c . Ww iii!d like Io est itiite P..5, the largest "reasonable"
value for P. As an arbitraryi iviaslrt, if we saiy that we want the coA, of the
computation tot domlintate (i.e., aC/I' > liigh' aii(l let a = 2, then for small
contoiurs (C P,,,,,,a 16, andi for large contours (C 2048), 'mx 25i6.

4.2 Filtering

The filtering of the imiage is an optional step to remove some of the
quantization noise. Typically this is a smnoothing operation, in which each poinit is
replaced by the (possibly weighted) average of itself plus W neighboring points. This
Given a filter in!g willdoi w w~itlt i W., each p ro cesso r will neeid to access (W /2)- I points
from each adjoiniing sect ion. This could be accomplished by at most, W transfer
steps. If a lii'liitry s)Acell is used xx here, accesses tti adjacent mnemttries art' allowed,
it is impoiirtanit that "wrap-ariluld" can occur. That is, P' P'-1 shoulid be' a

neighboi r" to PE' 0. Ftor mo re d isc ussioin oif the filt ern ig proiblem in genetral , see 171.
Overall, in this portion of thei algtirithnm speedups oin the order of IP can be

expected ftir small valuies of W. For large' W, the number of accesse's to data in
adjacent processors may he significant. Then, properties of the parallel system will
have a greater effect cn the total p~rocessing time. These properties include methods
of memory accesses and interconnection between p rocessors/ memory.

In ft(e filtering step,. only shift ±1I communication is needed. The number iif
usable l'FS is related tCi (he number of points per PIF and the width W. Speed
constraints may dlictate how Many pints miust be filtered by each PE. Speedup can
be increased by iitcrea:aitg P. On the other hand, for large W, the re-lative effect o~f . 1

the transfers can be reducid by decreasing P and thus increasing (/lt. Since -
filtering is a regular operatiiin, it could be done easily on SINJ) as well as MIMI)
m~ac hiines.

4.3 Resampling

'fhe inpuat outlite needls to be resamplt'd since the Fourier descriptor algorithmn
requliires equ11al distances bet ween inpui lt samllpes. F roit chain code input , the d iagton al
segmien ts are Ii ger by a fac to r fV2.

r:7 le basic atpproach tio rvilofilig is t comfpute t(ht length tif the ititire ( -pilint
contour, thenl rtsatnlli it to It evenly spaced ptoints The length withintc PE~i ' can -
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be computed with a speedup of P and the partial and total sums across the l'Es can
be co iiputud in hg(2l' sttps using recursive doubling. After the total length has been
obtained, the contour is divided into P groups of points such that all groups have
equal length. Each PE will compute the resampled points for its own group. In the
conversion and filtering stages, each PE held the same number of points. Here the
PEs hold equal length groups of points, and the number of original points between
two groups may diler by as much as %12. Once the boundary locations between
groups have been deteruniaied, contour points may have to be moved between
adjac.,nt IPE',1 to achieve the diviion into equal length groups. Once the appropriate -
poins are collected into a P'., it can compute the resampled points for its own
group .Since 'h Pli's group ha.s the saiie length, each PE will compute the same
numlbelr ,,f rvamipihiled points.

I),aro0ig 0hi r,.I lig, .a'h Ilrvc, .ar operat(s primarily on local data. The
iiily I I'' , r ii ,n-h,,'al hat a ,,ur. l the ils of Ihe colitour segaiIenis. The
a..,ait of 11oi- biol (IA ri"luired de,.eids on (ie resanipling techinique employed.

Sinlce Iiio)t data is local, iiemory access is not a problem. During the recursive
douliing, ilhe iitlrc,nneliin network will be used. Thus, any architecture in which
the conilii calitons facilities can easily support nearest neighbor (shift ±1) and -

recursinv, dul,hiji (shift +2') transfers should run this algorithm well.
-%l hiigh SIMI) machineis 'an he usid for resaipling Ill], NIMI) execution is

tnmore tl:il h' ri i.,cau , if lhi li,,ssible irregularities in the distan ces between the
(irlgial -ainpl- l:jth,.r MIMI) miodi should perform well. Again, Pr is chosen so
that tIh' i ilii-ir if iiiii., in ah IT: ia large enough so that the amount of work is - -

sign ili,;ianit ,niparid to I I parallel overhead. The range of 1'm~, as a function of C
will be alPrxinii al,'ly til l salue :is for the input conversion algoritlnm.

4.4 Fourier Transrorm

The Hl) is obtained bly coinuting the first 32 points of the DFT on the R-point
resalled contour. IHere an FF' algorithm utilizes the PFs well. Since the number --
of contiur points may e as large as 2018, but only 32 frequency domain coefficients
are re.quired fir thW Fl), it may seem that a DFT, computing only the 32 coefficients
neded. could provide similar speedups Unfortunately, the DFT suffers from the r...
need to briadcast all It points to all PEs, and does not approach the low .. .

compulalio nal cost of the FFT for the range of It of interest. , -

Using the iarallel FF' algorithms in 6, a radix-2 R-point FFT can be

compuiiutedi i P iricessors (P a power of 2) in -log 2R complex multiplication steps,
2P

-Il comleh~x addition steps, and R--log2 P transfer steps. If, for example,

P = 32, then each 'E will hold R/32 input samples, and the execution is dominated
by Ig.,R compex multiplications and -og 2 R complex additions. In addition,

32
-it tranrfr steps are needed. These transfer steps represent the overhead of

parallel executiiin and could account for execution overhead near the time required
for the multilcation and addition steps. Even so, for R>>P, the speedups are no
worse than P/2, thus the asymptotic speedup for this portion of the algorithm is
O11)). In order to accimplish these gains, a communications facility is required to
transfer the data at each hoint of synchronization. Because of the high degree of
synchronizA lul reituired,. the h1''l is best suited for SII rather than MIMD
impleientat ion 'h dat a transfers art cube, functions, 0 < i < Iog 2P, and are
done fre('iue ily An MIMI) machine of either type would be slowed by the large

namunt of comiuniiation and synchronization.
Iior an l?-liiit radix-2 point FFT, as many as R/2 PEs could be used.

lhi,,eer, it %ill lie practical to use the same number of PE's as were used in the
prax ions alg,,rlhin (resampliig), so that data reallocation is not needed.
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4.5 Descriptor Normalization

The remaining step normalizes the coefficients by rule so that they can be "

compared to a library of contour coefficients. The number of coefficients is N which
is typically 32. Suppose P = N = 32. To normalize the coefficients, A(O) is set to 0and all values are scaled by I A(I)j . This requires one broadcast and one paralhlel" ,'.

division. To find which coefficient is largest, the magnitudes can be computed in
parallel, then the comparison can be performed in 10921' (=5)transfers and
comparisons u.sing recursive doubling. The speedup would be o n the order of only,
|'/log,' 6.2 for this small section. Then depending on parameters of A(O) andA(k}, the starting point and origin are shifted appropriately. This is done once it k '"""
:2, othermise it is done I k- I[ I time. Speedups can b siae rn h

operations invo'Ill ri ed in shliftig the origin or starting points. Either of these can be : . '- :

computed ea.sily by multiplying each coefficient by a complex factor. This factor is
the same a(cr)s all processors for the origin adjustment and it is computed
individnally for the starting point adjustment. No communication or
synchronization is needed, so any MIMI) system should handle these well. The
speedups then %ill be S P = 32 for these shifting operations.

When more than one of these normalizations are done, the "correct"
normalization is computed as the one with the maximum sum

j IN RefA(i )l | ,IA I.ifl I
i=N/2 + I

These terms can be computed in parallel with optimal speedup. The sum can then
be formed in log2N steps and compared on a single processor to each of the other
normalizations.

Instead of dealing with a few hundred or a few thousand data points of varying
number, this procedure deals with only N (N 32) data points. Thus, care must be
observed in estimating speedups since synchronization overhead nmay be a significant - -.
factor in execution speed. For this part of the processing a SIMD system may be
more efficient. MIMD systems would need to have efficient synchronization
mechanisms to perform well. Overall, however, a somewhat lesser speedup in this 77...
section will not significantly affect the execution time, since the number of data
items has dropped from several hundred to 32, and the complexity of the operations
performed in this step is not high. Since each P[' could contain as few as one point
each, PM could he 32.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The use of a parallel machine could speed up the normalized Fourier descriptor
algorithm significantly. For practical contours, the number of I'is that can be
effectively used is approximately 16 or 32. The types or transfers required are the
cube,, shirt ±I, and shift +2' functions, for 0 < i < log.|. Some sub-algoritihms
are better suited to MIMI) architectures, others to SIMI) architectures. Together,
the collection of algorithms that comprise the FI) task demonstrates a variety of
techniques in parallel processing and shows that substantial speedups mian be Ii he
ac hie ved using parallelism.
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Absteet Problems that will benefit from precise analytical
methods include:

Most research in interconnection network analysis (1) the use of system A to emulate system B (three
ha been based on topologically regular (uniformly different degrees of strictness of emulation are dis-
structured) networks. As hardware becomes less expen- cussed);
sive, more and more distributed algorithms will be (2) fault tolerance/reliability (achieved by multiple
implemented by special purpose multiprocessor systems. mappings of the same problem into a system); and
In this paper, a formal graph/algebraic model of special (3) partitioning of a system.
purpose (topologically regular and irregular) networks is Some work has been done on these problems for regular r -

presented. These analysis techniques can be used for interconnection networks, for example for (I)"quotient.-.
(a) system emulation; (b) fault tolerance; and (c) parti- networks" 151 and for (3) partitioning theory [20, 21).
tioning of systems. The methods developed here will allow a well

defined comparison between topologies of systems. For
example if system A is related to system B, and system
B is related to system C, then it may be possible to say

I, Intcoduetlon something about the relationship of system A to system
Most research in interconnection network analysis C. The similarity measures are of three basic types,

has been based on topologically regular interconnection with each one stricter than the previous one.
*networks such an the ILLIAC 131, Shuffle [II1, multis- The material is presented as follows: after each

tage Cube [II, single stage Cube [101, STARAN [21, major definition or theorem a brief example of its appli-
ADM 1131, Mesh 1141, and PM2l 1181. As hardware cation is given. In this paper it will be assumed that .- MR
becomes less expensive, more and more distributed algo- the reader is familiar with basic graph theory 14, 01 and - -

rithms will be embedded into special purpose multipro- basic abstract algebra IS, 10).
cessor systems [15, 16, 171. A system informally con- in section 1 some basic concepts are defined. The
sists of a set of devices, an interconnection network, model of interconnection networks to be used is given in
and a rule which defines the usage of the network. A section I1. In section IV the definitions of a system and
device will be assumed to have two ports: one input ad three types of subsystems are presented and their pro-
one output. A typical device might be a perties analyzed. The concept of a "quasimorphism" is
processor/memory pair, a processor only, or a memory explained in section V. Its usage in analyzing the emu-
only. Distributed algorithms for multiprocessors may lation and other problems is exemplifed. Finally, in
give rise to special purpose irregular interconnection section VI, the global conclusions of this paper are di,-
networks. Some effective modeling and analytical cussed.
methods to study these irregular networks are needed.

n. Bask Definltions

Tb.s ressarch was supported by the U.S. Army Research Office, In this section, basic definitions needed an back- -
Department of the Army, under comtract number DAAG2g-8-K. ground for the rest of the paper are given. A general -. -,'-
0101. model of an interconnection network is shown in Fig. I.

CH20214/84=,0025WI.0001994 IEEE
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A B C Definition 2. 7:
Let A be a set, then P(A) ( (S SCA) is the

I.tpower set. m
DEMUX Definition 2.8: 4* - .

Let 0 be a map from A to B. Let E;A then

O(E) _ (bEllI 0(s) b, SE} i the image of E
under P.

MUX MUX II. Interconnection Network Model r

In this section, a formal graph/algebraic model of
an interconnection network is presented. This model .'

D E will be used to define a system in section IV.
Graph models for analyzing networks have been

used by other researchers. For example, in 16, 7, 12, 221
they are used to analyze Banyan networks, and in 151

C, = ((A,D),(BiE)} they are used to study the partitioning of regular net-
C 1 = {(AiE),(C,D)} works. The model presented here differs from 16, 7, 12,
V, = (A,B,C) , V o = (D,E) 221 and [51 by being cbmpletely general so that it can be

used to describe an arbitrary (including topologically
Fig. 1. General model of an interconnection network, irregular) interconnection network.

Definition 8. 1:
I/0 representation of network.Definition .1: (1) V, - set of input vertices

Let VI be the set of input labels of a network, and (2) VO - set of output vertices
let Vo be the set of output labels of a network (3) C - set of 1/0 correspondences C, where
such that:
vnVo =0, V o0, V of0, where 0 is C mVIXV
the empty set. (4) VCm E C, where C. has the property of ...nondestructivity ,""""
Then C M C V1 x V O - ((v.,vb)I v&EV,VbEVo} nodSuciVIty
is called the !/0 correspondence of V, with V0 . (5) S(C) = VO

theI/OV 1 (6) D(C) V0(Physically, Cm represents one state of a "K" will be used to denote a network.
reconfigurable network). Notation: K = (C) = (IC.)) = ((((v.,v)})..

Defbiiion 2.2: Definiton . :(the notation ((v.,vb) } indicates a set of one or •.

Let C_ C V~xV 0 be an I/O correspondence, then ( n i v ncs t om ore pairs or vertices).-. .'.: .'
S(Cm} i {v.J (v.,vb) E Cm) is called the source moepiso'vrie)
el ofC,. Physieal implication.: (v.,vb) IE C. represents network

Definition 2.8: moving data from input v. to output vb when the state .

Let C_ C V1XV0 be an I/O correspondence, then of the network is Cm. C represents the set of all posi-

D(Cm) 4 (VbJ (V.,Vb) E C.) is called the destin., ble states of the reconfigurable network.
tion set of C..

Definition 2.4: IV. Systems and Subeystm. "

Let (C.) be a set of I/O correspondences, then In this section, formal graph/algebraic delnio'-
S((Cm)) G_ U S(Cm). of a system and three types of subsystems are discussed.

m Also shown are basic properties of the three types of
Definition 2.5: subsystems. Some theorems about subsystem are

Let {C,) be a set of I/O correspondences, then presented and brief examples of their applications me
D({C,)) 4 U D(C.). given.

The mathematical definition of system given in this
LDefintion C.: section can be used to model the following object. It
Let C_ C V1KV0 be an I/O correspondence. can be interpreted as a parallel computer system, where
If vb 00 vd V(v.,vb), (V,Vd) E Cm then the the vertex v.EV I corresponds to a device output, vbEVO
correspondence has the property of nondestrue. corresponds to a device input and C. to a state of a
tiity. physical network.

257V
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Definition 4.1: Definition 4.4:
CF - feedback eorreapondenre. Let Equality of systems. Let S() = (C(M, C )) and
K = ({{(V.,Vb)) be a network. If the usage of S(2) = (C(2 ), C 2)) be two systems. If (I) '. --

the network is such that data outputed at vyEV O  V l , V '} = Vh"; (2) C-, = Ct", and (3)
can be fed back in vtEV I, then (v.,vy)ECF. C(II = C (2) then SMi) is equal to St2).

Physiral implications: This describes the situation where Notation: S(') = S(2).

a processor or any other device is connected to both v1  Physical implication: S0 ) and S(M) are completely inter-
and v.. The device inputs data into vEV I and receives changeable.

data at vEVo. Thus if (v,,vy)ECr then the same dev- Theorem 4.5:
ice is attached to v. and v:. If (v.,vy) CtF then a Sufficiency condition for equality of systems. If (3)
separate device is attached to each of v, and vy. Since holds in Def. 4.4 then (I) holds.

it is assumed that. each device has only one input and Proof. -V1=1
one output, and that a vertex can have at most one (a) Show: (3) - VP) = VP).
device connected to it, CF. has the following properties: Vil ) = S(Ctt1 ) = S(C{2)) = V12

(a) if (v,,vy), (v.,v,)ECF then v'. = V.; (b) Show: (3) -*VRP = V)(b) if (v.,v,), (v,v,)ECr then v= = v,; D(CM1 ) = D(C(2 )) = VR).

(c) CF C V xV. 0 l.
T Corem 47 The implication of this theorem is that to check two

Cr is map, 1:1, onto from X to Y, where XCV i  systems for equality it is only necessary to examine C Fsad Y VO.  - and C. ". . ."

Proof: The definitions 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 describe three
Obvious by definition of Cr and properties (a), different types of subsystems: a, b, and c. They are

presented in order of increasing strictness.
(b,(c).

0 Definition 4.6:"
Definion 4.3: Subsystem type a. Let S1) = (CM1 , Ci')) and

System. Let K = (C) ({Cm)) be a network, S(2) = (C(2), C2 }) be two systems.
with V, and V 0, and let CF, be a feedback if (1) Vil ) C V12), VR)' C V 1);

correspondence (CFCVjxVo), then S = (C,CF) = (2) (7') C (421; and
Cm Fr) is called the system. (3) V C(" E"

Physical implications: The CF precisely describes the a C(2 C(2 1 3 C(1 ) C C(12 ) U C" "

usage of a network in a system. If S(CF) = V, and then SDi) is subsystem type a of S12 ). ("s" means

D(CF) = V0 , then the system is fully recirculating. If "such that")
CF 0 0 and either S(CF) it V, or )(C1 .) ;f V o (or both), Notation: S11 Ca SM .

then the system is partially recirclating. If C . = o Example of subsystem type a.
then the system is "onre tirelvi(ing. Let
An example of a system is given in Fig. 2. SP) = (C(2l, (t{,l) be a system.

V12, = 4ve, v, v" 
'

= 1", uV, u2)
V91 = (' , U I(v, U ,(v 2, u2)'

VI I [ .. c )= 1cK2 , ('f2, c' 2l)}(; 2l = (v o, u0 lv o, U),lv 2 , u2))
(2)= {(v I ,),(v2 , 2 )).

Let
L) = 0/0 v) u .. h'

V ') = (110, u,)

c0 = ((vo, u0),(v, i,)) .".-

C10 = ((v0, u,)).

Fig. 2. Example of a system.
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Then (1) (C1' , C ') is a system (denoted SM). c (2  = e) 21 c 2

(2) (a) Vill C Vp, Vgl C vg) C21 = ((v, U0),(Vo, U,),(V2, U2 )}
(b) Cb"C C, c121 = ((v,, u,),(V, U2))
(C) Ce'1 C CP ) C C,42) U C(2) , CJ2 = ((v2, u,),(v 2, u2)).

c1') C c2) C c42) U c(2)  Let
S~l) 8, (2).Vill = (VI, V2)

Definition 4.7:- VV1 )~2 = (Ut1, U21Subsystem type b. Let SM() = (CM1), Cpl I) ad Ci -') = Iv,, u,)-

S(2
) = (C( 2), C)) be two systems, Cll )  (C, ), Cl))

If (1) V11) C VJ2), VRs) C V-) ; CV) = I(M,, u,),(,, U2))
(2) C l.) C CP); and Cl') = {(' 2, u,)(V2 , u2)).
(3) VC,) EC(') CC) EC( 2) C,}CC, 2) Then (1) (C), CU) is a system (denoted S01 ).
then S1') is subsystem type b of S(2) .  (2) (a) Vj') C V1), Vs') C V)

Notation: S '1 Cb S(2).  (b) Ckl) C_ C 2)

Example of subsystem type b. (c) Ch') = Cl 2), Cl') - C } . '
Let - SO) CC S(21.
S =1 -C( 2), C, 2)) be a system. Theorem 4. 9:
VP) 0 (, v,, v2) Sufficiency condition for subsystem type a. ..
V9 ) 

= u0 ,, , U2) If (2) and (3) hold in Def. 4.6 then (1) holds.

C42) = V, u0),(v,, u,),(v2 , U2)} ITool.
C(2) = {c 2 , c12), C 2)) (a) Show: (2), (3) V /) C vill.

= {(v0, Uo),(vg, u,),(,, 2 , u~)} vp') = S(')) = S(U C))

%(12 = {(V,, u,),(,, U2)) C S(U (C. (2) Ucq'))
= ((V2 =,U),V2, U2)). since S1I) Ca S(2) - VCl')Ed)

3 ('1(2 )EC(2 ) a C I ) C e12) U Cl.
V1') = {,0. uI S(U (C(,2 U C(2)) C s(U (C 2) U C0,))
V9) = {U0, v,)F
(411 = {V0, uo),(v,, ud)) i : C,) E C12).

c = 1 C)", Cll,) s(u(cl,) U C2)).
INc = ((Vo, uo)) = .1) U s wc )) Vi.

1 IN = {(vo, Uo),(V o, u,)). 1 ) -C" V
'I'he (I)ThereforeVnen (2) (C0 1), c 'l }) is a system (denoted S(')). Vee ) V/Z).

( a) V11) C V12), V W C V" 
- -

(b) Cl,') C e421 (b) Show: (2), (3) - V')C V ).
(c) C4') C C42 , C '1 C C 2)  Similar to (a), with S(C(')) and S(C0)

S( ) Cb S(2).  replaced by D(C(')) and D(C(M), respectively.

Definition 4.8: .
Subsystem type e. Let 51 ) =(C(', Cl) and Theorem 4.10-
S(2) = (C(21, Cl, )) be two systems. Sufficiency condition for subsystem type b.
If (1) V/i ) C V2 ), V t) C V 2 )  If (3) holds in Def. 4.7 then (I) holds.

(2) CW') C (O; and Proof:

(3) V C'" J E CM 3 C 2 ) E C(2) 3 C1)1 = e n2 ) Analogous to proof of Thin. 4.0 (note that (2) is
then SM) is subsystem type C of S(2). not needed since C . is not part of (3)).

Theorem 4. 11:
Example of subsystem type e. Sulliciency condition for subsystem type C.
Let If (3) holds in Def. 4.8 then (I) holds.
S(2) (C121, C 2)) be a system. Proof:
V12) uv(, Vt, v2} Analogous to proof of Thin. 4.10.v) NO {u , u2) 0 :.:-:-
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Theorem 4 It Let SM = (C', C')) ({CMO), CO.')
Let S") = (CO), Cj")) and S(2) = (C(2), C. 2)) be = ({{(vv)} {(v 1 ,vy))); and
two systems. S2) = (C(2). cp)j = ({(C2)), Cp))

(1) If S0 = S2) then S(I Cc SM. = ({{(w.,wbl)}, {(w.,wY,)} be two systems. %

(2) if S(1) CC S12 ) then S{') Cb S2) If 3 = (01, 0o) such that .'

(I) 1: V1I V2 ) is a map
(3) If 1 b S2) then S(1) Ca SJ). (2) -0o: V ) - Ve) is a map

Proof. (3) t,: {S} - {S) is a map such that:
Obvious, follows from definitions of subsystems. 1S") = V({(v,Vb))}, ((v.,v)))

0 ({((4',(v,), 4 (Vb))), (V.), o(V0Y))-
Theorem 4. IS: C (a,b,c) S(2),

Let S(i) = (C11, Cj.)) and S(2) = (C(2 ), Cp2 )) be two then 0 = (01, 0o) is qvasimorphAism tye (s,b,e)
systems. from S(') to S(2).
if (I) S11 CCS2), and (2) S121 CeS5l), then

S(11 =S(2) Physical implications of quaatmorph em: Given two sys-
Proof: tems with arbitrary vertex descriptions, if there exist to -

Show: (I) Vi) = V12), Vl ) = V/2); (2) CkI = C 2); type (a,b,c), that is, a 01 and 0 with the proper con-
and (3) C0) = C42). straints from S{1) to S(2), then S{M) and SM) are similar in
Remork: From Thm. 4.11 it is known that (3) a topological sense. The loosest similarity is * type a.
"* (1), so only (2) and (3) have to be shown. The strictest similarity is 0 type c. The 0' (1, #0o)
(a) Show: C') = Cp). precisely describes how to handle the following prob-

SI') c€ c2) S -0 C }  C .2). lems: (I) emulation of systems; (2) identifying
SM( cc SM} -0 Cp2) _ C '). -C = Cp ).  equivalent systems; and (3) partitioning of a network.

Additional auxiliary maps based upon 0 and 0o
V(b) E C 01  

are defined to facilitate later analyses.
~ unique C.{'1 E C1) 0 = C,). Definition 5.2:

Similarly VC, ) E C'2} map.
Let S(11 = (C(0),CP}); and S(2) (C(),CP)} be two

3I unique C-(')pE Cf. C () C (1) systems.

let 01: V/') -V2) be a map; -o: V/) -. V)
be a map.
Define: 01,o: V11' x VRI) -- vIV x V&)-

V. QaulIMOuphism
In this section the main results are presented. A 0IO ((v,,vb)) -( 'l(v.), #o(vb) • -

new similarity measure between systems is defined that Definition 5. 8:"

allows a comparison between arbitrary (regular and P map.

irregular) systems. This measure is called quasimor- Let S{) = (C(i), Ck')); and S{(} = (Cl ), C?)) be

phism and is completely specified by two mappings two systems.

called #1 and 00. The quasimorphism will facilitate the Let 01,: V')xV1- /2 x V/,2) be a map.
analysis of following problems in parallel processing: Define: p: P(V/'M x VR)l) -- P(Vj2) x Vg))
(a) system A emulating system B (three different p({(v,vb)))- {,,o((v.,vh))}.

degrees of strictness of emulation are discussed); Lemma 5.4:
(b) fault tolerance/reliability (achieved by multiple If 01, 00 are 1:1 maps then #,o is 1:1 map.

mapping of same problem into a system); Proof•
(c) partitioning of a system. Follows from definition.
The concept of quasimorphism provides an analytical 0
method to study network properties that are implemen- Lemma 5.5: " +-

tation independent, such as emulation and partitioning. If Ot O is 1:1 map then p is 1:1 map.
Defiition 5.1: Proof:

Quesimorphism tlype (a,b,c); where (a,b,c) means Follows from definition.
one of aor bore. 0

.. 4'...
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DeJ'mstion 5.6: Proof:
Alternate nsotation /or quasimorphium. For (1): To show reflexivity, need to show
Let S( = (CI, CP.') = t v,.vb))) Uv,.v,))) be (St',Sl') E R-tP(a,l:I) V SlI)E(S). Let .. -

a system. (01,0o) be such that 01,0o are identity maps.
Then: iMS11) = t/(({{(vavb))), ((v1.V)))) The rest is straightforward.
= ({p(((v.,vb), p(((v,.v,)})) For (2): show R-0(a,1:1) is not symmetric.

= ({#0o((S,Vb))), {(z.((VV,)))). Must show (SE'), S(21) E R-,A a,1:1) does not imply

Lemma 5. 7: (S(2 ), SI')) E R-V(a,1:l). '

Let S(I) = ({(v ,Vb))), ((v.,vj)) be a system. Outline: Constructing an example of S('3 and SM)

Let p: P(VjI) x Vs')) -_ P(Vj2) x Vg)). such that (s 0),S(2)) E R-'a,I:I) and

Let 0: (S} --* {S) be a quasimorphism. (SI2), SM) R-a,:l). Although an example

=(v.where V PMIl) P'.V 
2 ) would suffice more

It # is 1:1 map then , is 1:1 quasimorpbism. interesting example is given. -'..-.
Proof: Let"

Straightforward, but tedious.Si)=(',C'),-:-:-:
VP) =0'.0,, V01 = IN-,d) '-:'':

Theorem 5.8: CP'1 = {((v,U), (Vb,Ud))
Let P = (01, 0o) be a quasimorphism. CM'| = (Ci ll, C111)
If , and 0o are 1:1 maps then 0 is 1:1 quasimor- CV) = {(Vb,Ud)),

phism. C)" = UvaUo),tV*,Ud)).

Proof: Let
It) #!, #0 1 # 1:1 (Lemma 5.4). S = (C', C,).

(2) #jO 1:1 -p 1:1 (Lemnia 5.5). VpI = (wB,wb), VY) = (X.,Xd)(3) p I:A - 1:1 (Lemma 5.7). CL) = ((w.xe),(Wb,Xd))

0 C(2) = (C42),C..))
PhyAical implications: Suppose there is a 011) such that C42) = ((Wb,X),.
01)(S11)I = S(2) and p(l)(S 3) = S(2) and VA'S is 1:1. First, C12) = (W.,X,(w.,Xd)).

this means that s01 = SM) since 001 is 1:1. Second, and Then 0 = (01.00) with 01(.) =W,, 0(V) = Wb,
more important from an engineering point of view, the * 0(uj) = xc, #o(ud) = xd is qusaimorphism type
11 guarantees an efficient emulation of SMI) by S(2). a,I:l from S(1) to Si2), but there does not exist
That is, if all VI were connected to processors and VO  quaimorphism type ,1:l from S('M to SM .

to memories, the emulation would be such that the pro- For (3): show R-*(a,I:I) is transitive.
"cessing work of one processor in S(1 ) would be exactly Must show (s('l,s(2) g  -
equal to the processing work of one processor in the (S(2),S( 3)) E R-*(a,I:I) (S('),S(3)) E R-Ial:l).
image of SM in Sl2). Also, the amount of data stored in Otline: Transitivity will be shown by exhibiting
a single memory unit in Set) would be exactly equal to *(,1:1) from S(') into S(3 }.
the amount of data stored in memory unit in the image (1): Let SI = ,C~.)); Sia = (d),Cz2 ); ad
of S1 l in S(M). In other words, the mapping is regular in S 3) = (CI(),CJ.)) be three systems.
some sense. Analogously, the load balancing and utili- (2): (St'),SJ 2)) 6 R-V aI:I)
zation in the image of S(') in S(2) will be identical to - :: p: Vi') --. V 2  1:1

that in SM'}. ad3J.).I .11

Definition 5.9: and 3 -OR) : VV) - VR), 1:1.
Let {S) be a set of systems. (3): (2) and Lemma 5.4

Define the relation R of type a,l:I) on (S) (2) and lenma5.5
denoted by R-tX&a,l:t) - follows.: - 3 #,): P(V/') X V0) -. p(VP2 X V9),
(S1 0,S12)) E R-(a,:1) iff 3 a quasimorphism 3:l.

= (€1, o) type a, 1:1 from S(II to S(21. ()

Theorem 5.10: o): Vill - ll .-.
Let R-%a,t:t) be as in Del. 5.9 then: and 1 : V :) .. V 1:1. ..

(1) R-*(al:l) is reflexive,
" (2) R-*(a,l~l) as not symmetric, (5): (4) and Lemma 5.4 -(2) ..100sntymtic 0. V12) Xv/2) V13) X, vt) 11

(3) R-V•,I:I) is transitive. -V V :
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(4) and Lemma 5.5 This type of emulation always exists if the ( ) sys-
-• 3 llH2:pv2 9 ) - ( ) xV3) ern is partially or fully recirculating. If the network in .

!:.S is partially or fully recirculating then

(6): Define: 01 = 02 1 o i) VI I -- V131. ("o" is 3 (v,,vy) E CF21. Then using maps (vi) = v.

composition of maps) V vi E VI, *o(vj) = v, V vi E V) will satisfy the

Clearly: 0! is map, 1:1. necessary conditions for quasimorphism type a. This N. Ni

(7): Define: o = 0) o ') : Vg)-- V). however will result in very poor load balancing. Great

Clearly: 00 is map, 1:1. improvement in load balancing optimality will result if %

(8): Define: ihO 01% o 44 : the qua.simorphism is 1:1. Then each device in %1S111)
V Io : Vi) x Vg-. Vt X V ).  (the image of S(11 under 0C) will have same amount of

Clearly: 0hO is map, 1:1. computation (data) as the corresponding device in SN). '

(2): Define: p = ;Ao (2 ) ' . Definition 5.11:

S: P(V'l') x Vg)) -. P(V13) x V)). Let (S) be a set of systems.

Clearly: p is map, 1:1. Define the relation R of type i'b,l:1) on (S) *.

(10): Claim: 0 = (=1,o) is quasimorphism from SMl  denoted R-O(b,l: l) as follows:

to S(3), type all. (St i),S2)) E R-L'b,1:1) iff 3 a quasimorphism

(11):Show: p(Ck.)) C Cp$). = (01,0o) type b, :1 from S(s} to S(M.

(S(I),s [2 )) E R-V(a,l:l) p(')(C lU) C Cp2). Theorem 5.1:

(S11
0S13 ) E R-44a,:l) "= p(2kCl2 ) C Cp'. Let R-V,(b,l:l) be as in Def. 5.11 then:
• pt2)(p1 )(C .'})) C C .31  (I) R-V,(b,i:1) is reflexive,

- 2p)s} o P(0)(Cl}-)= p(cl)) c cp. (2) R-V(b,I:l) is not symmetric,
(12):Show: E C1) 3 CP)I ( CW31  (3) R-V,(b,l:1) is transitive.

a: tI() g M-Cl- U For (I): Reflexivity: similar to proof of Thin. 5.10.

(a): (S11 ( 2 E R- qa,1:1)
VC: S}Ct

1  3 C( (R - E 2) For (2): Show: R-i(b,l:) is not symmetric.
V C (1) E C C( )  Must show (SI1),st21) E R- 4b,1:1) does not imply

3: P ,) (C )) C C n(2) U C 2 . . (S t2 ,S(' ) E R -dob,l:m).- .y

(b): (5C2 ,SI ) ) E R-Va, 3:) Outline: Constructing an example of SMl and S)2

V C(2 C(2) a C(3 C(3)  such that (S("),St t) E R-Xb,t: 11 and PAE
2: 2 )(C.(2)) g C(3) U Cr3). (S(2},S(1)) € R-V(b,l:l).

(c): (a), (b) -0 VC(1) E C"l) Let

C(314 E C(3) 3: p(2)(p(I(C ))) S') = (C(1),.'l) = "- )--)
( p2)(C 12) U Cl. 1  i)={ 1 vjV( /[ ( n

2  
C

' )  VP
I  

- V.,Vb) , V9
I |  

(U,,Ud} )''''''

= P())(C( 2 ) U p(Cp) c) = ((v1 ... )-
(C U C)3j) U p(2) (Cp2 ). 0') = {C'),cl'))

(d): (c) and CP) D pt(2(C 2)) cS') =((.,, ))

• .- M)(l)) = (pt21 o pt '))(Cm)) (t' ) = {(vb,ud))
p(CM)) g CM3) U Cl).5 C. = {(vC,?.)). I

(13):(11) and (12) -0 = (01,0o) is quasimorphism Let
type a. S(2) = (C(2),Cp2 )

(14):(9) and Lemma 5.7 - 0 is 1:1. VJ2) = {w.,wb},V) } = (xC,xd)

(I5):(13) and (14) - (S},S3)) E R-ok(a,l:l). C2) = {(w.,xj)

(16):Conclusion: (15) -0 R-Aa,1:l) has the pro- C(2) = C2),Cj2)"
petty of transitivity. Ch l = {(Wxd),(WSXc).

0 Cl2 ) = ((wb,xd)}.
Phsiel implications: If V'(S (l )) C a S(2) then the system Then 4) = (01,0o) with 011V.) = w., NVb) = wb,

SMs } can emulate system SM1. The movement of the and 0o(U) =x , *o(Ud) = xd is quasimorphism
data is accomplished (a) by using the network (C2)} type b, 1:1 from S Il  tS), but there does notS(2)

correspondences, and (b) by using the feedback or inter- exist quasimorphism type b, 1:A from S(2 } to SM'l. A d
nal connection of the device connected to both input For (3): Show: R-V(b,l:l) is transitive.
and output of the network. Must show: (St'),S(2)) E R-,(b,1:l),
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(S12),S (3)) E It-%(b,I:I) (2) t-k(c,:lj) is not symmetric, .-..-.

iS('1 .Se)) E R-C4b,1:l). (3) R- ,(e,l:1) is transitive.
Outline: Transitivity will be shown by exhibiting Proof:

V(b,1:l) from SIIJ to S(3).  For (1): Reflexivity similar to proof of Thin. 5.10.

I)): Let S 11 M (tl,C ,tl); S( 21 = 1C t CP); and For (2): Show R-0c,I:I) is not symmetric.

S(3) = (C(.,Cp)) be three systems. Must show, (S'1),S(21) E R-O(c,1:1) does not imply
The proof is similar to the one of Thin 5.10 part (S(21 ,S111) E R-(c,:).

3, steps 2 through 11 except replace ia,l:l) by Outline: Constructing an example of S') and S(2) *.

¢fb,l:i). such that (S('),S(2 )) E R-10,:3) aad
(12): Show: VCW E C1  3 C(3) E C(3) (S(2),S()) € R-,'(c,1:).

M(Cl) C 3 Let

(a): (S(I),S 2 }) E R-q(bI. S1 )- (C(),C )

-V jc ') E c 1 ) 3 C.( 2 c( vl) = {C(,2),v,' = (ud.

In(c') C c . cP) ={(VbUd)-
(b): (S(2),S(3)) E R-'(b, 1:!) C( = ,.

- vc 2 E c12 ) 3 C3) E C 3) (V.,),(,,))
S11)(C. 2)) C c3). C1') = {(Vs,)}.

(c). (a), (b) Let
)vc e (' 3 y C(3) ) E cl s1 = (C(2),Cp))

S(2)(pil)(C11))) C p(2)(C(
2

) C Cf
3

). V 
2
* . {Wi,Wb),V4

2
- { tc,Xd,

(13):(!1) and (12) . = (O~, O) is quasimor- C2) = {(wb,xd. .

phlIm type b. C 21 = (Cj I2 ,c),Cj2 ))

114):(g) and Lemma 5.7 "* is 1:1. C~2) = {(W5 ,xc))

(15): (13) and (14) -* (SI',SP') E R-(b,1:1). Cl2 ) {(W&,Xd),iWbXc))

(16); Conclusion: (15) - R-Vib,j:l) has the pro- C. 2 ) = {(Wb,Xd)).

perty of transitivity. Then 0 = (01,0o) with #l(V.) = w., N(Vb =wb,
03 and 0ou,) = X, -O(ud) = Xd is quasimorphiasm

Physical implication: If V'S 1 )) g b S(2) then the system type c, 1:1 from S(1) to S(2), but there does not

SM can emulate system SM. The movement of the exist quasiniorphism type c, 1:1 from S(2) to S(M).

data is accomplished by using the network correspon- For (3): Show R- c,:1) is transitive.

dencem (CJ21) . This type of emulation is harder to Must show: (S(I),S(2 )) E R-(c,1:1),

achieve than the type a since the C1 , contribution can- (S12),S131) E l-'c,1:l) (S('),S(3)) E R-sei:I}.

not be used to move the data. Again, as in type a, the Outline: Transitivity will be shown by exhibiting

load balancing optiniality will greatly increase if the 0c,1:l) front S() into S(3).

quiasimorphism is 1:1. If the quasimurphism is 1:1 then (I): Let S0)s = (C('),CkI)); S(2) = (C(2),Cp)); and

the load balaucing as well ab utilization in the image of S(31 = (C( 31,CfPl) be three systems.

SI) in S(2 ) will be identical to that in SM". The proof is similar to the one of Thin. 5.10 part

The qusaimorphism can be used to map multiple 3, steps 2 through 11 except replace V(a,l:l) by

copies of system SO) into S(2). where ic,l: 1).

to(Sl')) n it2)(S11 ) = 0 i necessary additional con- (12): Show VCM(I) E CI") : C 3I E C( )

straint. This will allow tandem crosschecking of partial 3 p(C(1)) = C (3).
results of a computation and therefore can be used as (a): (S 11,s (12 ) E R-V(c,I:I)

error detection for fault tolerance. VC 1 E C ( ) 3 C.12) E C)

,ef:eas, ion 5. 13: .,c)) = C.,").
I.et (SI be a set of systems. jb): IS(2I,S(3)) E R-0-c,1:1)

Define the relation R of type p(c,1:l) on {S) VC }(2  C(2 ) 3 C(3) E C(3)

denoted R-o(c,1:t) a follows: 3: p 2 (Cl')) = C13) .':"- "

(S111,S12 ) E I-1(c,l:l) iff 3 a quauimorphism (el: (a), (b)
- (01,0O) type c , 1:1 fromn S

411 to S(2). VCM(1) E C(I) El C(
3
) E Cl

3

Theorem 3. 14: Let R-,(c. 1:l) be as in Def. 5.13 then: 3./( 2)(p()(C(l)) = p(2)(C(2 )) C(3).
(1) R-t'c,1:1) is reflexive,
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(13):(11) and (12) -0 = is quasimor- ditions for partitioning of a system and studying multi-
phism type c. level quasimorphisms for analyzing systems involving

(14):(9) and Lemma 5.7 i is 1:1. multiple networks.
(15):(13) and (14) -* (S('I,S (3 )) E R-tc,l:l).
(16): Conclusion: (15) - R-jc,I:I) ha the pro-

perty of transitivity. Reference,
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From the Proceedings of The 5th International Conference on Distributed
Computing Systems, May 1985.

ANALYSIS OF PARTITIONABILITY PROPERTIES
OF TOPOLOGICALLY ARBITRARY INTERCONNECTION NETWORKS N_

Robert R. Seban .
Howard Jay Siegel '.d-

PASM Parallel Processing Laboratory %,*- *
School of Electrical Engineering

Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA

Abstract In this paper the properties of network composition,
As hardware becomes less expensive, more and more decomposition, and partitinnability are analyzed. An

distributed algorithms will be implemented by special algorithm is developed which will output one of the fol-
purpose multiprocessor systems. An important com- lowing: -
ponent of such a system is the processor interconnection (1) The network is not partitionable.
network. A general model of interconnections is used to (2) The network is partitionable into subnetworks with
formally study composition, decomposition, and partitio- common control signals and the combination of the- -
nability properties of networks. For the reasons of imple- of the subnetworks will exactly generate all intercon-
mentation efficiency and reliability, these properties of nection patterns of the original network.
networks are salient factors. Three different types of par-
titionability are distinguished and described and their {3) The network is partitionable into subnetworks with
properties shown. An algorithm is presented and proven separate control signals and the combination of thepropetiesshow. Analgoithmis pesened ad prven ubnetworks will exactly generate all interconnection '' '
correct that will accept as its input an arbitrary intercon- ubtors wil t exaly enete a'. ec.neti
nection network and will produce one of four possible
outputs: (1) the network is not partitionable; (2), (3), (4) The network is partitionable into subnetworks with
and (4) the network is partitionable in one of the three separate control signals and the combination of the
types of partitionability described. subnetworks will generate a superset of interconnec-

tion patterns of the original network.

The partition ability property of interconnection net-
I. Introduetiom works for parallel computer systems is important for the

As hardware becomes less expensive, more and more following reasons.
distributed algorithms will be embedded into special pur- (1) If the network is partitionable then the resource
pose multiprocessor Systems (e.g., g, 10, 121. Most allocation of only a subset of the total resources is
current research on interconnection networks is specific to possible. This can be used as follows.
a single network or a single class of networks; it consists
of defining a model for the network or class to be (a) The allocation of only a subset of the totalresources is possible so that a user can use
analyzed and using it for the analysis 1161. This method only a small part of the machine for program
suffers from the following drawback: the model usually development and to use the whole machine
holds for only the network or class in question and there- when the program is developed.
fore the analytical results are useful only for that network
or class. A solution to this problem is to define a com- (b) In a multiple user environment the partition-
pletely general model as was done [Ill. By using this ing provides a natural protection among users.
model, analytical results are applicable to most clases of (c) In a multitasking environment the partition-
networks. The model was defined and used in {Ii to ing provides a protection among independent
analyze the emulation properties of networks, tasks.

(2) If the network is partitionable the fault tolerance of
the system increases as follows.

Tis reearch was sappoted by the U.S. Army Reswwcb Oice. (a) A method of graceful degradation is possible by
Departmen t of the Army, *der eotract msmber DAAG242.K- sp r tn the "
0101. ad te Purdue R.eweb Foodaton Dasvid Ron Grast separating the faulty section from the correctly
1084/S mmber 0857. operating ones.
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(b) If in addition to being a partitionable network, <',> - delimiters for n-tuple.

the sections are isomorphic, then an increase of " ," " used as defined in context.

reliability may be realized by multiple map- Definition 2.1: Let Cm C CV, x Vol, then Cm is an m/0
pings of the same task onto the multiple sec- correspondence over VI x V0 .

tions and tandem cross checking of partial Definition !.2: Let C. C (V x Vol such that

results. <V,,Vb>, <vc,vd> E Ca, - v b ; Vd, then the

(c) It is possible to construct a fault tolerant net- Cm is a nondestructive correspondence. (Physi-

work using a partitionable network as a core as cally, Cm represents one state of a reconfigurable

will be shown in future work. network).

13) If the network is partitionable, then there is an Definition .. Let CfV' x V (Cm [V1 x VoJ C_
efficient implementation in terms of hardware and is nondestructive}. Then C[V1 x Vol is called the
control. The network can be implemented as a set C-set over V1 x VO
of network components each with its own set of Definition .4: Let Cm E C[R' x Vol, then

inputs .nd outputs. s(Cm) {v.1 <vl,Vb> E Cm) is the source set of

(a) If an input/output belongs to the input/output C.

set of a component network then it does not Definition 2.5. Let Cm E CfV, x Vo], then
belong to a different component, and the rout- d(Cm) {vj <vCvb> E C*} is the demna,,
ing of the data paths on a VLSI chip or on a set of C..

printed circuit board will be simplified. Definition 2.6: Let

(b) In addition, only the subset of controls that C = (C, I ml,2,...,n) g C[V, x Vol, then

affect a particular partition will be connected s(C) U s(C) is the source set of C.
to it, therefore the control lines routing may be Definition 2. 7: Let

simplified. C = {C, I m 1,2...,n) g C[V x Vol, then

- The results presented here are applicable to all network d(C) U d(Cm) is the destinution set of C.

topologies. It is assumed here that the reader is familiar
with basic graph theory [1, 61 and basic abstract algebra HI. Interconnection Network Model

i , iIn this section, a formal graph/algebraic model of an
The paper is organized as follows. In section 0 the interconnection network is presented. Graph models for

basic concepts are defined. The definition of an intercon- analyzing networks have been used by other researchers,
nection network with an arbitrary topology is given in For example, in [3, 4, 8, 151 they are used to analyze reg-
2ection Ml. In section IV three different types of partitio- ula- SW-banyan networks, and in [21 they are used to
nabiity of interconnection networks are described. In study the partitioning of regular networks. The model
section V an algorithm is presented which determines if a presented here differs from [3, 4. 8, 151 and [21 by being
aetwork L partitionable, and if it is, differentiates among completely general so that it can be used to describe an

thr.e types of partitionability. arbitrary (including topologically irregular) interconnee-

tion network.
[I. Basic DefinitionsIf. uleDefnitoneDefinition 3. 1: Let K < <C> be such that: '

In this section, basic definitions needed as back- D
ground for the rest of the paper are given. (1) C _ C['VtXVo[.

Let the set of input labels of a graph/algebraic (2) V, = s4C).

structure be denoted by V, and the set of output labels (3) Vo = d(C).

of the structure be denoted by Vo . All graph/algebraic (4) I > 2.
structures defined in this paper over V, x V0 will assume Then, K = <C> is an 1/O representation of a
that V, n V0 = o, V, s O, VO  o, where 0 is the reconfigurable network over V, x VO .
emptV set and Vt x Vo = (<v.,vb> , V1, vb E VO). An example of an arbitrary interconnection network and ' -

The following notation will be used throughout this description of it using this notation is shown in Fig. 1.
paper. The symbols are enclosed in a pair of double quo- Physical implicaions: <va,vb> E Co, Ca E C represents
tation marks. the network moving data from input v. to output 'b

"," } - delimiters for set. when the state of the network is C.. C represents the

"1' "function application and grouping of operations. set of all possible states of the reconfigurable network.
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A B C Proof: (I): Show V?' C V?.
(V C.' E C') (C. E C")(C.' C c )

•, .A
-(V CM E C') (C' 9CC'M .-

DEMU- (VC,' E C') MsC.~) C s(C2.)))
-(U ,(c1) g U ,(Cg-.) _

U s(C MI) 9 U s(CR) V11C V?. -

(2): Show VAc . """"
MUX MUX Similar to (1) except replace the s set by the d set. -_

Theorem 3.7: Let K' E K[V1 xV ], K' = <C'>, and
D E K2 E K[V xV8l, K2 = <C'>, be two networks.

If V C. EC' 2C! E C 5: C = C2, then
C = (Co, C,) K' Cc K2... -'-

Co = (<A, D>, <B. E>} Proof. Show V' 9 V2 and VS C VS. L

C, = (<A, E>, <C, D>) The proofs are similar to proof of Theorem 3.5. 0 -

V, = (A, B, C), Vo ={D, E)
Theorem 3.8: Let K' E K[V,'xVo], K' = <C'>, and """"-

," Fig. 1. Example of an arbitrary interconnection net- K2 E K[VroxVSI, K 2 = <C2 >, be two networks. .
work. if C1 = C2 then K' = K= .

•P roof.- (11 : S ho w V II V 2 .L - ') ' -

Definition 3.: Let K[V~xVo] _ (K I K = <C> is a P ( So ' = V..

network over V x Vol. Then K[VlxVoI is called C C, s(cl) s(Cl) V1
1  Vr.

the K-aet over V, x Vo . (2 ):Sow...0.
Defmition 3.3: Let K' E K[V,'xV ], K' = <C'>, and C' - C- d(C') = dIC2 ) V = V3. 0

K2 E K[V1 xVA], K2 = <C2>, be two networks
such that: IV. Composition and Decomposition of Networks

(1) V11 C V12, Vo g Va. This section describes a "horizontal* composition
(2) V C -1 E C1 C,2 6= C2 3: C - C g C,2. and decomposition of networks. The discussion here is
Then K1 is subnetwork of type 4 of K1. Notation: presented for the composition of two networks into one
K' Cb K2, and the decomposition of one network into two. How-

Definition 3.4: Let K' E K[V,'xVA , K' = <C'>, and ever, it can be generalized into the composition of n net-
K2 6c K[VxVa], K2 = <C2>, be two networks works into one and decomposition of one network into n, .
such that: n > 2. What is meant by the horizontal composition of -

(1) V1 CV Vol C Vs. two networks K' and K2 is that V 'Vi =0 n v-.=oand
(2) V C'I E C' 3 C2 E C2 3: C -' = C.2. V(, n V3 = o. Similarly, the horizontal decomposition .

Then K' is subnetwork of type e of K1. Notation: of K into two networks K' and K2 will result in
K' Cc K .  Vi nl V2 = 0 and Vofl Vs = 0. Two types of compo-

Note: The reason for referring to these subnetworks as sition (decomposition) are described. One, the fr-
* types b and c is to make this notation consistent with the composition (decomposition) corresponds to the physical
* definitions of subsystems in [i1. situation where the controls of the individual subnet-

Definition 3.5: Let K' 6 K[VII x VS!], K' = <C'>, and works of the network are independent. The other type is
K "2 6 KfVI x VS)J, K2 = <C2 >, be two networks the r-composilion (decomposition), which corresponds to .

such that: the physical situation where the controls of the individual
(I) V = V?, vs = V-. subnetworks of the network are dependent upon one
(2) C' = C2. another.
Then K I is equal to K. Notation: K' = K2.  This section conceptually consists of two parts. In

Theorem 3.5: Let K' E KjV,'xV&], K' = <C'>, and part one the definition of the a-composition is given and
K2 E KIVxVgI, K2 = <C'>, be two networks. some of its basic properties are presented. In part two .. , ,

if V C.1 E C' 3C.2 E C' 3: C' C C, then the definition of the ?-composition is given and its proper-
K' b K2. ties are described.
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Definition 4.1: Let K' E K[V,' x Vol, K' = <C'>, and (4.2): C,' U C;2 0 C' U C', p is ofr t -, all
K' E K['? x V21. K = <C2 >, be two networks C.3 are distinct.
such that: (V,' u Vc,) n (v? u V.3) = 0. Define (4.3): (4.1), (4.2) - IC = IC' -IC1 2 -2 = 4. -.
a-map as follows: K' a K2 = <C'> a <C2> 0 '

<(C, UC I CLemma 4.4: Let K' E K I x V&, K2 EK[V AV, x V02,
This describes the composition of two networks where the and K1 E KfV1 x Vo31 be three networks such that

controls of the two networks are independent from one (Va u Vs) n (V b U V) = 0, a A b, a,b = 1,2,3,
another. then (K1K)uK3 =3K (KuK 3 ).

Lemma 4 .: Let K' E KjV,' x Vol and K2 E K[V, x V02 Proof: Obvious from the definition of u-map and the -
be two networks such that: associativity property of set union.
(v,1 U v') fl ,' u va) = o. 0
Then K' . K2 = K2 u K. Definition 4.5: Let KEK[V x Vol be a network. Let

Proof Obvious from the definition of a-map and commu- {K',K 2 . K" K'EK[Vi x V~J} he a set of net-
tativily property of set union. works such that: K 1K'K " K'. Then -

T (1) K' a K 2 • -• K' is called a u-decompositionTheorem 4.3." Let K tE K[ /Itx VoI). K '= < C '> , and o .. ' '

W2 E K[R!X K2 = <C2,>. be two networksofK
K.K. n(2) {K', K....K) is called a u-decomposition et

such thbt: (V,, U Vol) n IV u V23) = 0. Then of K.
K' u K( E K((V 1 ' U V?) x (VA U VK)1. (3) K' is called a a-decompoaition element offK.

Proof. Let (C,' U Cr I C E C'. C C2 ) = C3 , (4) K is the a -composition of K' a K2  
K'. -

Cam E C3. and CI(VI' U VI) x (V, U V2) = C'. Definition 4.6: Let K E K[V I x Vol be a network. If the

(I): Show CCC. only possible a-decomposition is K = K' then K is
"Clearly C C j(V,' u V?) x (V+ u V.)I. called a u-prime network.

Must-sho odstrctiityDefiition 4.7. Let K E KM/! x Vol be a network and let<u,,ub>, <uc,u > e C_ three . K = K'. Then K' is called the trisalt u-<uUb>, <u,,ud> E C' deeomposition of K.
0114: <U.,Ub>, <utud> E C Lemma 4.8: Let K E K[VI x Vol be a network. Then K

C(1 2 Cu -u, u * Ud ' has a u-decomposition.
(1.2). <U,'Ub>, <u,,u,,> E C1' Proot" Let K = K' be the trivial u-decomposition of K.

C,' E C2  =" u . 0- "

(1.3): <u, ub> E C;,, C' E C1, and Defiiteoan 4.9: Let K E KV, x Vol be a network. Let K
<uc,ud> E C,. CE C2. =K K' u ... K' be a u-eomposition, where
(V1i y V6) n (V? U VS) = 0 V j, K i  is a u-prime network. Then
"*V lVA= -ub ud. K K ... K is called a e-compoiti primeC." of K.

(1.4): (1.1), (.2), and (1.3) EC 6 C" -K.
C3 C C.. This decomposition can be used as a canonical form of a

(2): Show s(C 3) = V1I U V?. network. Notice that this implies V, = anJVj ad
(C 3) = (({C' U C21' C ', C, E C'))
=(s(C,') U s(C2)IC,'6C,, C,} = Vo = UtV 0 (where the notation D =A U B means

(s(Cp') I C,' E C') U {s(C,2)1 C, C') = D =AUB and ArlB =0).
s(C') U s(C') = VIt U Vt Theorem 4.10: Let K E K[VI x Vol, K = <C>, be a ,

(3): Show d(C 3 ) = VS U VS. network. Let K = K' u K' u ... K s be any a-
Similar to 2 except replace the s set by the decomposition. Then: n < log2 I C1.
d set. Proof Let Ki = <C)>.

(4): Show f C31 > 2. (1): Ki is a network ICI > 2.

(4.1): I C' = (2): I1 HCI 2'.l C' u c? 3t c' E C', c;2 E C211 j=, ol
(3): n 109n2 2 < ,l t 0C
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This can be used as an upper bound on number of net- (2) K'TaK 2 -<Ct> r.<C2> <C C,2  - .

works in a a-decomposition set. (Cpk) = C:, Cp 1E C', Ci EC2 }>. . ,'.

Theorem 4.11: Let K E K[VI x Vol, K = <C>, be a d-to i w-h-

network. This describes the composition of two networks where the
controls are dependent in the sense that choosing a C' in(1) IfK has anontrivial e-decomposition thenV.XVN

() f aantiludc psin e C' means o(C,') must be selected in C2. Thus, the a.- ,

Sis not a prime number. map exactly specifies how the controls are dependent.

(2) If IC I is a prime number then K does not The basic difference between the a-map and rt-map is as

have a nontrivial u-decomposition. follows. Suppose K' = <C'> and K: = <C'>.

Proof: Follows from the proof of Theorem 4.10. 0 If K3 = K' or K2 , K' = <C 3>, then
This counting principle can be used as a necessary condi- (a) IeC3 = I C' " IC2 and

tion on a ur-decomposition of a network. (b) Cp is a subset of I C2 1 correspondences in C".

Theorem 4.1M Let K' E K[VI' x VAM, K' = <C'>, and If K = K' r. K2 then

K2 Ek[V2 x V2 , K2 = <C 2 >, be two networks (a) IC31 = IC'j = I C2 and

such that: (V,' U Vo) n (V" u Vs) = o. Let b) C1' is a subset of one correspondence in C',

K3 = KI' u K2 be a a-composition. specifically C1 U &(C 1). -

)IfOcEC' then K' Cc K3 where 0, is the Definition 4.14: Let KE KMt x Vol be a network. Let
(h) IfK, K . .. . . .K n I K'E [Vx ViJ) be a set of net-

correspondence consisting of no edges, i.e., no 0

connections between the set of inputs and works such that: K °= K'r '". K. Then

the set of outputs. (1) K' r. K4- r . -"K is called a r-decompouition

(2) IfO 2  then K' Cb Ks, but notofK

K' Cc K. ( (2) (K', Kl,...,K
n) is called a r-decomposition set

3 Kof K.
(3) if Oc E C' then KW Cc K3. (3) K' is called a r- decompoiton~ element of K.

(4) If O C' then K2 Cb K 3, but not (4) K is the r-composition of K' r. K  -2 K  K.

K 2 Cc K3.  Definition 4.15: Let K E KVi x Vol, K = <C>, be a

Proo: network. It there exist K' E K( ' x VJ J,

Ceas 1: Show K' Cc K 3.  K' <C'>, and K2 E KVO x VoJ, ..

(1): K3= K' u K2 V CM' E C', V E C K 2= <C 2 >, two networks such that:

BC3 6 C3 9: C3 = C - u Ca. (1) V' UVi" = V1, and (2) VA UVS = Vo, then: -

(2): (1) and OcEC' (t) If K' r. K2 = K, then K is a r-partitionable -.

- VC 1 EC1 3C C 3 3:C" = C network.

- K' Cc K3 . (2) If K' u K 2 = K, then K is a striefft a-

?aane 2: Show K I Cb K3 but not K' Cc Ks .  partitionable network.

(1): Same as Case 1. (3) If K'uK 2 uK and K'uK 2 DeK, then K
-C 3 C3 is a u-partitionable network.

(2): (1) and Ocf*C2 -(VC.I E C' 3  E C
9: CI C C3) and WC-. ' 3c, 4 Note that strictly u-partitionable implies: IcI = ..

C .=C)'b ndoK K3 . I C'11IC21 and C = C.' UC.21C'EC', C,2EC 2 ). In
Pm -C) .. K' Cb K3 and not K I _eK .  contrast[ C a -cZpartitionablean C im p lie s : 2 I C t I < c I f C a2 -I C ' an. _7

Case S and 4: Same as Case I and 2 by the commuta- I C I C'- " C2 aC C(C' UC [,'I C.'E , C 2EC -2}.  If K is a r- ..
ti ity of the a-composition (Lemma 4.2). 0 C

Defmiiion 4.1: Let K' K[V1 ' x VSI, K' = <C'>, and partitionable network then it is also a u-partitionable. It " "

vf V 0ex"Ae ,, , K ,2<C , be two networks is not strictly u-partitionable because it is strictly a-

such that: partitionable only if IC' I I C2 1 =I C1 and it si --

(1) (ve u' Vo) n (v? u vs) = 0, and partitionable only if I C1i = I C11 = I C1, which implies
UVI Il(C'V =0 anCd =I C l = 1; however, ICI, IC'1, ICl ? 2,

(2) 1 C'j = I C21.
Define ra -map as follows: by Definition 3. 1. Also note that if there exists a u-prime

composition of K, then K is a strictly u-partition able net-.
11) Define a: C'-C2, map 1:1 and onto. work.
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V. Partitionaibility Algorithm pith from each node to every other node and there is no
In this section an algorithm is presented that has an path between any two nodes from different components.

input any general network (with an arbitrary topological Clearly GlV x Vol = U B', U V1 = V1, and U Vo = VO.• ~~~r r I ' ''

structure) and which produces one of four possible out- Definition 5 3: Let I ol be the underlying graph of
puts. K E K[ ' x Vol, K = <C>. Let C, E C and let 4,
(1) The network is not partitionable. B' be a component of G[V1 x Vol. Define the pro-
(2) The network is r-partitionable. jection p of C,, onto B' as follows:

(31 The network is strictly u-partitionable. P(Cm,Br) 4 (<v,,vb> E CI <ia,vb> E B).
(1) The network is o-partitionable .Lemma 54: Let GIV x Vol be the underlying graph of

KEK[V1 x Vol, K = <C>. Let C.EC and letThe engineering interpretation of the four outputs is as (B,B 2 .... B" } be the set of all componets of

folows: G[IV x Vol. Then

(1) The network is not partitionable into disjoint sub- C = p(C,,B') U P(C,B) U ... p(C.,Ba).
netwofks. Proof-, (1): Show

(2) The ntwork is partitionable into subnetworks with
common control signals that are dependent upon one
another and the combination of the subnetworks will (1.1): p(Cm,B) n P(Cm,B) P o "
exactly generate all interconuection patterns of the <v.,vb> E p(C.,B),
original network. <v,vb> E p(Cm,BJ).

(3) The network is partitionable into subnetworks with (1.2): <V,,Vb> E P(C.,B')._
independent control signals and the combination of <Vvb> E C", <vI,,'b> E B'.
the subnetworks will exactly generate all intercon- (1.3): <voVb> E p(C,B) -"
nection natterns of the original network. <V,,vb> E C,, <Va,v-b> E Bi.

(4) The network is partitionable into subnetworks with (1.4): <v-b> E Bi,<v0, b> E Bi, and
independent control signals and the combination of G[V I x Vol = U B' Bi = Bi.
the subnetworks wil gesertate a superset of intercon- r
nection patterns of the original network. (2): Show C. = U p(C.,B').

The algorithm can be programmed on a computer (2.1): Show C. C U p(C.,B).
and if the output of the algorithm is (2) or (3) then it will <v,> E C, <Vab> E GfV1 x
produce a more efficient implementation of the network B <vv--> E Bi  -
n terms of data path hardware and possibly control <v,,v> E p(C,B) -0
implementation In case (4), even though a superset of <vv>E U p(C,,B).
the states of the original network is obtained, the imple-
mentation produced by the algorithm will be efficient in (2.2): Show C, D U p(C.,B').
most instances. The following definitions are needed to
discuss the algorithm and prove its correctness. <v.vb> E U p(C.,B )  3 B",

Definition 5 1: Let K E Kr' 1 x Vol, K = <C>. Let <v.,vb> E p(C.,B') - <,,vb> E C,.
C, E C and <v&,vb> E C. be an edge (directed). (3): (1) and (2) - C, = U p(C,,B,).
Denote the undirected arc associated with the

directed edge of <v,,vb> by <v,,vb>. Let Definition 5.5: Let GV 1 x Vol be the underlying
G[V, - Vo] _ (<vv- > < ,> E undirected graph of K E KV 1 x Vol, K = <C>.

VCm CE C). Then G[Vt x Vol is the underlyin Let B' be a component of Gi x Vol. Define the
undirected graph of K. residue set modulo B' as follows:

Definition 5.2: Let G[V1 x Vol be the underlying IB) {P(Cb,Bi) I VC, E C).
undirected graph of K E K[V1 x Vol. Then the Theorem 5.6: Let B' be a component of the underlying
connected subgraphs of GV I x Vol are called graph G[V x Vol of K E KV, x Vol, K = <C>.
components of G1 VI x Vol. Let r(B') be the residue set modulo Br, BI over

Notation: Components are denoted by B', Bl,...,B ". V( x V6. If I r(BIY > 2 then <""")>
Denote the vertices associated with B' by V( and V6, E K(V( x V61. <r(B')> is called a eomponent
V' C V1, Vo C VO. In a component B' there exists a network of K denoted by K(BI).
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Poo: (): Show C, E r(B') - ,E C(Vf x vol. Proof (1): 1 r(Bi)I = 3 i

E, O W(Bt) = {P(C.,B') BE C. E C) This is necessary and sufficient condition for

SC E C, C, = p(C,,B') -. the existence of a.

t,. CIV! x V6l. p(C,,B') s p(CyB'), V C,,Cy E C, x y, V r. -

(2): Show s(rfB t )) (2): <C3> K(B) r. K(B2)

(2.): Show s(rp(C,,Br) 3 C C)) = C{. C3 = (p(C,,B') U P(Cb,B 2)I a(p(C.,B') =.( uE: Show ((p(CB) a C, C ) CE . P(CbBz), C.ECCbEC).U. • s((p(C.B') BE C. E C}) "- a CbeC pE B') C.•C C }.'"

<u ,ub> E Cb, <U,Ub> 6 B . (3): Let . ,,."

a, E v(. a: (p(C&,B')I C. E C) - (P(Cb,B:)I Cb E ), -

(2.2): Show s({p(C,,B') a C. E C)) W v. -p C,,B p(C,,B)UpC, 1
a. E VI - <U.,ub> E Bt  3Cb E C, (4): C,•C C=p(C.,B')Up l C,,B2).
<U.,Ub> E Cb <U,,Ub> E p(Cb,B') (5): (2), (3) and (4) C, E C' C C Cs. 0

u. E s((p(CB') B C. E C)) s(r(B')). Lemma 5.8: Let (B', B 2 be the set of components of the

(2.3): (2.1), (2.2) - s(r(B')) =V'. underlying graph GV, x Vol of KeKIVI xVo],

(3): Show d(r(B')) =V'. K = <C>. Let I rB')I IC, Vi. Then 3 r-
Same as (2) except replace the s set by the such that if

d set. <C 3 > = K(B') r, K(B 2) then C3 C C.

(4): Show I r(B')j > 2. Proof. (1): (1), (2), and (3) from Lemma 5.8 proof.
By Theorem hypothesis. (2): C2C' C, = p(CB') J p(C,,B).

(5): (1), (2), (3) and (4) - <r(B')> (3): (1) and (2) - C. E C CC. C3.

E K[V x Vol.

" Given an arbitrary network it is possible that Theorem 5.9: Let (B', B ) be the set of components of

10 1 r(B') = I for some B'; that is, p(C.,B) = p(Cb,B'), the underlying graph G(V ! x Vol of %

VCCb E C. Then rB') does not constitute a KEK[VlxVo,K = <C>. Let jlB')[=IC1,

reconfigurable network as defined. To handle this case Vi. Then B r. such that K(B I) r, K(B2) = K. : "

from an engineering point of view, do the following. If a Proof-' (1): Let
network contains such a Bt, that part of the network is : {p(C.,B') C, E C) - (p(C.,B')I C., EC),
constant, that is, it has a single state only. So to remove a(p(C1 ,B')) = p(C.,B2). ..-a~p(CB') p(C..B'.

this constant part from the network K = <C> do the Let K(BI) r. K(B2) = <C3>.

following. .****

(1) Construct separately the constant part (2): Lemma 5.7 C C C'.
rfBr), VBr 3 I r(B')j = 1, as a set of nonreconfigurable (3): Lemma 5.8 C3 C.

links. (4): (2). and (3) - C = C.

(2)l _ <C,-<v,vb>I C, E C,V<vy> 6e, (5): Theorem3.8 C=C

SVB e I r(B')I = 1)>. K(B')r.K(B ) =K.
K' then contains only the reconfigurable links. In the fol- Lemma 5.10: Let {B', B2) be the set of components of
lowing it is assumed that the constant part of the net- the underlying graph G[VI x Vol of
work has been removed already. KEKVzx Vol, K = <C>. Let

If GV 1 x Vol = B1, then K = <r(B')>. In this case, K(B') - K(B2) = <c>. Then C C C'.

K is a u-prime network and is not partitionable. Proof: (1): C1 6 C C* = p(C.B') U p(Cm,B2).

The following Lemmas and Theorems are shown for

the case of GV, x Vol having two components, B' and (2): <C'> = K(B') u K(B2) = <(p(CB')
B2, for reasons of simplicity. They are all applicable to C. E C)> u <(P(Cb,B) I Cb E C)>

the case of BI,32,...,B', n -_ 2. C. E C3 C C C3. a 70

Lemma 5.7: Let (BI, B2) be the set of components of the Theorem 5.11: Let (B',B2} be the set of components of
underlying graph G[V i x Vol of K E KV x Vol, the underlying graph G[V I x Vol of
K = <C>. Let r(i)j =I C(, Vi. Then 3 r. K E K(VM x Voj, K = <C>. Let K(B') a K(B).
such that ift <C3 >. Let CrB')j I r1B)j = jej. Then
<C3> = K(B) r, K(B2) then C C C'. K(B') u K(B') = K.
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Proof, ,, Ry Lemma 5.10 C C C3. ( r (B)Ii = IC IT I 
By Theorem hypothesis r(B')II r(B2)i izi

SI c1 = IcI - c = C3. then return 3).

(-I) By Theorem 3.8 and (1) - K(B') a (0) Else return (4).

K(B = K. 0 Proof of correctness: The proof is directly implied by

Theorem 5 1-. Let 11332) be the set of components of There 5.9. 5,1. and .
the underlying graph G(V! x Vol of K E The outputs of the algorithm can be used in the fol-"'

KNV x Vo1, K = <C>. Let KB') a K(B) = lowing ways. If the output is "' (not partitionable),
<C'>. Let I rIB')I - I r(B 2) > JCJ. Then K(B') then the system designer will know that the network can-

a KI1) ]2c K and K(B') a K(B"1 4 K. not be divided into individual subnetworks. It the output

!'rOOf I : By Lemma 5 12 C C C. is -3 (strictly a-partitionable), then the network can be

Theorem hypothesis r(B )j I [r(B2 )[ - partitioned and the composition of the component net-

I C 31 > IC -- C C C3
,  works will produce a set of correspondences identical to

) Theore 3.7 C C3.that of the original network. Note that if a network is
12-): Theorem 3.7 and (1) - K(B') a K(B-) strictly u-partitionable it is not r-partitionable nor a-

Dc K. and Theorem 3.3 and (1) K K(B) partitionable. If the output is "4" (a-partitionable), then

UK(13
2) # K. the network can be partitioned and the composition of

C3 the component networks will produce a set of correspon-

Note that by definition K(B'). Vi is a u-prime net- dences that is a superset of that of the original network.

work. If the output is -2", the network is r-partitioaable. Any

Defindtaon 5. 13 If B',B-,..B" are the components of network that is r-partitionable is also a-partitionable.
G["V x Vol, where GjVj x Vol is the underlying However, if a network is r-partitionable then I r(BV)l =

graph of K, then KIB'), K(B ") ....K(B") is a prime I r(BJ)j = I C1, I < i.j < a, which is not true in general

decomposition of K. for a a-partitionable network. Since

Th,- prime decomposition of K is unique and can be used I rIBl = riBA)l = I C , I < i, j < n, the number of

a canonical form of the network, correspondences in each component network <r(B')> is
the same (I C1 ) for i. I < i < n. This property means

The i lrve thm is presented below. The input is an that the same control decoders can be used in all network
irhitrary network K E K[V1 x Vol. K -<C>, with the copnnsin a r-atib network. '. _

components ina -partiionae ntok
constant part removed. The output is )ne of (1) K is not ..

partitionable. (2) K is r-partitionable, (3) K is strictly a- The output of the algorithm applies only to the .

partitinahle. 4) K is o-partitionable. In cases (2). (3), reconfigurable part of the network because partitionabil-

and (t) the algorithm also produces the component net- ity is defined in terms of a decomposition into

works KIBi), K(B)....KB"), in step (). "reconfigurable" network components (I r(Bi)l > 1). If

4lqo~thmthe original network had some B' such that r(B')I
Input K E KIWI x Voj, K = <c> then those constant component(s) should be added to the

network component(s) generated by the algorithm in

Output: IlU: K is not partitionable, order to reproduce the original network.

or (2): K is r-partitionable, There are less strict definitions of partitionability
or 13): K is strictly a-partitionable, than the one used here. Future work in this area

or (.11: K is a-partitionable. includes the study of the partitionability of networks if

* I) (?onstruct the underlying graph G(V1 x VoJ of K. some of the network correspondences are not used, e.g.,as can be done with the cube network 113, 141.
12) Find -omponents B.B..B" of G[V r x VoJ.

(3) If (n=) return (1). V1. Conclusion

(41 Find p(C,,B'), VCm E C. i = 1.2.. In this paper the interconnection network properties

(5) Find r(B') = (p(C,, ...n of composition, decomposition. and partitionability were

(6) Construct K(B') <riB')>, i = 1.2 analyzed. The partitionability property of interconnec- - .

tion networks for parallel computer systems is important
If r(B = Ci, r = 1.2...n for (1) resource allocation, (2) fault tolerance, and (3)

then return (2.).
efficient hardware implementation as discussed in the

• . . .
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The interconnection (it a large number of processors and other devices it) form at

paralleldistributcd computing system is a research area receiving a great deal of

attention. One method is to use a multistage network. This paper comopares% two

cralized Cube and the Augmented Data Manipulator. The t~ko topologies are com-

pared using a graph model. By interpreting the graphical representations of the

networks in different wavs. different but functtonally equivalent implementations

result. The costs of the vanrous impletmentat ions are compared taking VLSI consid-

erations into account. Finally, the robustness (fault tolerance) of the different net-

wiorks is measured and contrasted. -'s .4s A,,k~n Pic'.. in,

I INTRODUC7It)N

The interconnection of a large number of processors and other devices to
form a parallel/distributed computing system is a research area receiving a

great deal of attention. Many different approaches to the interconnection
method have been proposed and discussed including the use of buses 1471,
hierarchies of buses 1441, direct links 113), single-stage networks 12 1j. mul-

tistage networks 19, 22. 30. 381. and crossbars 1491. An important aspect ot
this research is the evaluation and comparison oft the proposed approaches

16, 16, 40. 451. The conclusion most often reached is that the best scheme to
use in a particular design depends highly upon the intended application.
performance requirements. and cost constraints Once a connection tmethod
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80 MC MILLEN AND SIEGEL

is chosen (e.g.. single-stage network), a specific design must he decided upon
and then implemented. During this phase of a system's specification, it is
important for the designer to understand fully the differences and similarities
between candidate designs.This work is motivated by an ongoing study of methods to model distrib- ":1-.F

uted systems and an examination of networks suitable for use in the PASM .-.
1411 and PUMPS 1101 systems. Two classes of multistage networks that have -..-,,
been considered for use in these and other systems. cube type and data

manipulator type, are investigated in this paper. Specifically. graph models
are used to quantity the diffcrence between the Generalized Cube and Aug-
mented Data Manipulator (ADM) networks in terms of cost and robustness
(faul tolerance). Graph model, are used because they are unencumbered b"
implementation details and are an excellent tool for representing an essential
characteristic of a network: its topology. They also facilitate comparison of
this work with other studies (e.g., 15, 191).

The Generalized Cube and ADM networks are defined in Sec!ion 11. Their
relation to other multistage networks described in the literature is also dis- -

cussed. Using a graphical representation, the networks' topologies are con-
pared in Section Ill. In Section IV, two functionally equivalent imple-
mentations resulting from two different graph interpretations are examined to
compare the cost of each network. Here, using VLSI chips is considered and
costs are compared relative to the traction of a stage that can be implemented
on one chip Finally. Section V contains an analysis of the robustness each
network exhibits.

II IFi (NR.1;Ri ) ('E A'i; *\",) ADM Ni|rwoRKS

The Generalized Cube network is a multistage cube-type network topology -..-

that was introduced as a standard for comparing network topologies 1391.
Assume the network has N inputs and N outputs: in Fig. I. N = 8. The
Generalied Cube topology has n = log, N stages. where each stage consists
tfa set of N lines connected to N, 2 interchange boxes. Each interchange box
Is a two-input, two output device. The labels of the input-output lines entering
the upper and lowcr inputs of an interchange box serve as the labels for the...
upper and Iomer Ltluts. respectively Each interchange box can be set to one
of the four legitimate states shown 1221.

The connections in this network are based on the cube interconnection
tuntt, i 35. 1. Let P p p p be the bmary representation of an
arbitrary I () line label. Then ihe n cube interconnection functions can be
defined as

r'uhc,t I,., , pi. = p,, - "p..l •p p pp,,.

where (1 - - n. 0I --P N, and p. denotes the complement of p,. This

-,

.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .- . . . . . . . . .. -.- -
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0 0 0 ,.0,. 0 0
1 4 4 2 2 '-" -1

N 3 5 U -

P

T U '" -'

5 6 T 1

STAGE 2 I 0

STRAIGHT EXCHANGE

LOWER UPPER
BROADCAST BROADCAST

FIG. I. Generalized Cube network for N 8 1371 The four legitimate states of an inter-
change box are shown.

means that the cube, interconnection function connects P to cube,(P). where
cubei(P) is the i/O line whose label differs from P in just the ith bit position.
Stage i of the Generalized Cube topology contains the cube interconnection
function. That is, it pairs 1/O lines that differ in the ith bit position.

The ADM network is shown in Fig. 2 for N = 8. It is based on Feng's data
manipulator 115. In this network, a stage consists of N switching elements
or nodes and the 3N data paths that are connected to the inputs of a succeeding .'.

stage. Each node can connect one of its inputs to one or more of its outputs.
At stage i of the ADM network. 0 < i < n. the first output of node j is
connected to the input of node (j - 2') mod N of the next stage. the second
output is connected to the input of node j; and the third output is connected
to the input of node (j + 2') mod N. Because (j - 2 ) equals (j + 2" ')
mod N. there are actually only two distinct data paths instead of three from
each node in stage n - I (in the figure, stage 2). There is an additional set
of N nodes at the output stage.

Both of these networks are based on the i'M21 iflter(oninetion functions
1351. There are 2n of these functions defined by PM2.,(j) = j + 2' mod N

.. '.I-.:
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b f,''':

S..

I J..l

STAGE 2 0

FIG. 2. Augmented Data Manipulator network ,br N 8 1371. CLowercase letters represent :::-:-"
end-around conn..ections .

N = N - x mood N. (Note PM2+II

A number of systems have been proposed and/or built that use multistage .'-
k
~  networks (e.g.. 1"7, 8, 24. 34, 411). Among the networks that have been .
-- ~~proposed are the ADM 1381, baseline [481, binary n-cube 130], data manip- •"e:

ulator 1151, Gamma 1291, Generalized Cube 1391. inverse ADM (IADM) : :.';
127]. omega (221. STARAN flip 1.l and SW-banyan 1191. Studies have l.-
shown that the baseline, binary n -cube, Generalized Cube, omega, STARAN .-

flip, and SW-banyan (S = F = 2) networks are all topologically equivalent :.

7~ .. ..

[31, 36, 37. 42, 481. Differences between these networks are due to proposed :,. .,
control schemes, whether or not a broadcast capability is included, and the

method used to number input and output ports. All of these networks belong -. a-"

STAGE 2 0 ' -"- -?I

to the general class of cube-type networks. Because of the similarities among
these networks, a designer is not faced with choosing between six different :networks rather te hie i eer or not to use a cube-type network.

Th data manipulator, ADM, ADM. and Gamma networks are topo- ."-
logically identical. The differences between these networks are the controlscheme, order in which stages are traversed, and switch complexity. The

-",switches in each stage of the data manipulator are divided into two groups.
Each group receives an independent set of contrl signals and all switches in
a group respond identically. Each switching element of the ADM. IADMand Gamma networks is controlled individually The stages of the IADM and

Gamma networks are traversed in an order opposite to that of the ADM and
data manipulator Also, the Gamma network's switching elements are 3 x 3

scheme.~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ore in whctgsaetaesd adsic opeiy

_: ".. . .

a gru reson idntcaly Each swthn lmn°fteAM A

"". . . . . .-.... .

and Gam n.. .. ... .. ... .. is cotole indivduall . , stages. ofC~ the I n

.0,°o x- -o
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crossbars (as opposed to selecting one input at a time). One property that these
networks have is that for all nontrivial source/destination pairs (i.e., source
address * destination address) there are multiple paths through the network.
For that reason, none of the networks is a member of the general banyan class
1191.

The capabilities of the Gamma network are a superset of the ADM and
IADM networks. It has been shown in turn that their capabilities are a
superset of all the cube-type networks as well as the data manipulator network
[36. 37, 421. Data manipulator-type networks, however, are more complex ., .
than cube-type networks. .

A common feature of all cube-type networks is that there is exactly one .

path through the network for each source/destination pair. This property
makes control schemes simple but any single failure of a link or switch will .

disallow the use of any path requiring the failed component.
Thus there exists the classic trade-off between cost and performance when

choosing between the two network types. In this paper, the network types are -

compared, using one representative network from each type: the Generalized
Cube and the ADM. Both networks have the same number of input and output -

ports and individual switching element control. Routing tag schemes are *...,

available for the networks 122, 28, 38, 391, so it is assumed that they are used "" "'.'

to implement network control.
Some aspects of the Generalized Cube and the ADM networks have been

compared elsewhere. The ability of the ADM network to perform all the
functions a Generalized Cube can was demonstrated in (421. In 111, the total
number of unique permutation connections each network can perform was
compared. In [5, graph models were used to study multistage interconnection
networks which have the "buddy property" (cube-type networks have that
property) and other networks including the ADM. In that paper emphasis was
on comparing the networks' permutation capabilities. This paper is concerned
with comparing cost and robustness or inherent fault tolerance. Cost is exam-
ined from two points of view. The first is the common method of counting
links and switching nodes. In this case, the graph model with a consistent
interpretation (two are possible) is used to ensure a "fair" comparison. The
second point of view is oriented toward VLSI considerations. Modules for
each network requiring roughly the same number of pins are compared. The
change in relative cost is also examined when as much as one whole stage is .

placed on one chip. Robustness is measured by calculating the average num- ..

ber of network inputs and outputs affected by the removal of a single link or
switching element. The calculations are performed for both of the graph
interpretations to be defined. *. -e"41

Ill. GRAPH MODELING: A COMMON BASIS FOR COMPARING NETWORKS

Graph models have been used by Goke and Lipovski (191 as the basis for
defining a class of networks called banyans. The graphs used to represent

- . . . . . --. . . . .... .... , .:<::
,.......:;-:.2-.;-:.. -.......-.... ...... :... ... ..... -.... -.. ................... -. . .

k" " " '-- " a. -.
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\~~ .4. ..

-~~~ ~~ 1 ., (z'

6 6

COLUMN 3 2)

STAGE 2

FIG. 3. Graphical representation of the Generalized Cube network for N 8.

these networks consist of nodes connected by directed arcs. By definition, in
a banyan there is one and only one path from input to output 119]. In this paper
the arcs are undirected and there is no restriction on the number of paths from
input to output.

It has been observed 120, 23] that the Generalized Cube network (Fig. 1)
has the graphical representation shown in Fig. 3. This graph also represents - - -

an SW-banyan (with S = F = 2). The graph can be interpreted a number of
different ways. One is to treat each node (vertex) (a circle in the figure) as a
switch and each arc (edge) (a line in the figure) as a link. To model the
network's behavior under this interpretation, the switch (node) shown in Fig. -

4a should only connect one of the input links, a or b, to one of the output
links, c or d. An implementation based on this interpretation, for an N -

input/output network, would consist of n + I stages of N switches, with 2N
lines between stages. The TRAC reconfigurable, multimicroprocessor system
contains an SW-banyan constructed from switches of this type (but that have -

two incoming and three outgoing links, i.e., S = 2 and F = 3) [321. .'

A second interpretation of the graph in Fig. 3 is to treat the nodes as links
and the arcs as forming interchange boxes. For example, the thickened lines
in Fig. 3 can be considered to represent the interchange box with inputs 2 and
6 (compare this to Fig. I). In this case the SW-banyan implementation would
have the same structure as specified here for the Generalized Cube (assuming
a bidirectional network). This interpretation is illustrated in Figs. 4b and c.

7- T ' -
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r -- ." - -,-

S,.C b) "(I"""

I ( )

;. ~~C-.'%---

FIG. 4. (a) A node from the graph representing the Generalized Cube network. When equated
with a switch, input a or b can be connected to output c or d. (b) Four nodes from the graph.
When the arcs, a, b, c. and d are equated with switches, a 2 x 2 crossbar is obtained. (c) The
components of a crossbar that correspond to the graph in (b).

Each of the arcs labeled a through d in Fig. 4b acts as a crosspoint switch in
Fig. 4c. When viewed this way, the portion of the graph within the dashed
lines of Fig. 4b behaves as a 2 x 2 crossbar or interchange box. If a and d -
are "on," the straight setting is obtained, b and c "on- corresponds to ex-
change; a and b "on" corresponds to upper broadcast: and c and d "on"
corresponds to lower broadcast. Conflict occurs if a and c or b and d are on
at the same time. It will be shown in the next section that implementations
based on the first and second graph interpretations are functionally equivalent.

A third possible interpretation of the graph in Fig. 3 is to equate nodes with
2 x 2 interchange boxes and arcs with links. In that case. Fig. 3 would
represent a size N = 16 Generalized Cube network. This interpretation will

• .not be discussed further in this paper.
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"r

STAGE A I

FIo. 6. Implemntmation of the Augmented Data Manipulator for N =8 when the graph of .-- :'.:.

Fig. 5 is interpreted with arcs equated to switches. ._......

implementation is examined in f43J, where LSI packaging of network build- .- ',
ing blocks is discussed.

Though the same ADM network is represented. Figs. 2 and 6 look rather : :..,.
different. Depending upon which representation is chosen, a comparison with
the Generalized Cube in Fig. I could produce different conclusions. Corn- "-'.-"
paring Figs. I and 2, one mirht conclude that, in addition to having an extra \,..-
column of switches, the ADI has twice as many switching nodes and three ",.,"
times as many links as the Generalized Cube network. It would be easy to
decide that the ADM network is considerably more expensive. On the other .• -
hand, comparing Figs. 1 and 6, it appears the only difference is N extra links •. i-
that interconnect switches within each stage of the ADM network. The latter---.,-
comparison is more accurate because the network depictions of Figs. I and . .- ""
6 are based on the same interpretation of the networks' respective graphs. :-, -.
Thus when making comparisons, it is important to compare either graphical Iq [
representations or consistent interpretations of those graphs. In the next sec--.•--
tion, the latter is done for both interpretations, so that the resulting imple-,--:!'..|
mentations can he compared as well.

IV COST COMPARISON

A. Introduction.' :

The purpose of this section is to compare the cost of the Generalized Cube -.-...--
network to that of the ADM network. To do this, implementations of each

. . . . .. - . ° -

imleenato is exmie in13, whr 4 akgn fntokbid

4 *44 4 '4 . .**. ... . .-.... *,*'. .. -

..,.....,,, ~in blocks is discussed-.-. .. ..- ,, . .. - . . . .,.. , . ,. --.. .,.. - .-. ... --- ..:-: " , -.., :': : -
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network are examined. Two different criteria are used in the comparison. J..

First, hardware requirements are examined. Since two basic implementations --

are possible for each network, to be fair, only implementations corresponding
to the same graph interpretation are compared. Then, since VLSI imple-
mentation is being considered, the total number of data pins available on a '
chip is held constant and chip counts are compared for all the different
implementations. It would be desirable to compare the gate densities required
for each chip; however, that requires having a detailed design for each. In lieu %
of such details, the attempt was made to compare chips with comparable
major architectural features (e.g., queues) which presumably require the
same amount of logic and which can be compared at a gross level.

Although the discussion presented here is in terms of integrated circuit ,.-,,..
chips, it is not restricted to any particular technology. It is only presumed that . -'

a network is constructed from modular elements with I/O facilities (ports)
proportional to that portion of the network graph (with an appropriate inter-
pretation) intersected by the boundary of the module. For example, in the
future, an I/ port may consist of a laser diode and a single optical fiber
instead of many parallel wires.

B. Hardware Realizations .. °.,.

There are two basic ways to implement multistage networks. They can be
circuit switched or packet switched. In circuit switching, a complete path is
established from input to output and must be held for the duration of the
communication. Circuit switching is often used when processors are con- ..-

nected to the network inputs and memories are connected to the outputs.
Designs for circuit-switched interchange boxes have been discussed in 11, . ..-

26, 431. In packet switching, messages are decomposed into packets which
each make their way from stage to stage until the output is reached. This
method is often used in configurations that connect processing element
(processor/memory pair) j to input j and output j of a unidirectional network. "
Packet-switched network switching element designs have been discussed in
114, 26, 461.

In the remainder of this paper, implementations will be discussed primarily
in terms of packet switching. Circuit-switched versions can be obtained by
replacing any queues shown with buses. Other than this, remaining differ-
ences are in the control logic; however, the logic is shown only at the block
diagram level. Only key elements of the implementations to be discussed are
included since many variations of the basic designs are possible. For more
detail see 114. 26, 461.
C. Generalized Cube

Figure 7 shows two designs for a Generalized Cube switching element. "
Figure 7a results when switches are equated with nodes in the graph (this . -
corresponds to Figs. 4a and 3). One of the two inputs is selected depending

.. . . . . . . .. . . .
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QUEUE-

ONRLCONTROL CNO'rR/)L"' " -
COCONTRRL

SIGNAL SIGNAS

II

QU EU E :; -iux ''2',

H 0. *

CONTROL ~ -CONTROL

S IGNALS CSTO - SIGNALS

L (b)

FIG. 7. Implementation of Generalized Cube switches. (a) Node switch interpretation. (b)
Arc = switch interpretation.

on the requests (if any) received by the (left half of the) control logic, which
handles any needed arbitration. A single output link is shown, but it is to be
connected to two other switches as shown in Fig. 8. A bit in the routing tag
is examined by the control logic, which then determines to which switch a
request for access should be made. The (right half of the) control logic
maintains the queue, interprets the routing tag. generates access requests, and
receives grants for access requests. Switches that implement nodes in column
3 of Fig. 3 only contain hardware to the right of the dashed line in Fig. 7a. .r "e
Switches that implement column 0 nodes only contain hardware to the left of
the dashed line. A detailed design of this type is discussed in 1321.

If arcs in the graph are equated with switches, then four arcs form a 2 x 2
crossbar or interchange box (see Figs. 4b and c and I). An implementation

..-.... C.

N - N .. , . - . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . - - . . N.- . N N *: :
* . • . . °.- - .*. . ° - ° % % .N . - . . -.* -N- " % % . % " " % . % - * ,* N. % . ' . " " . ' . . . % -
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... .. . .. ....-

*5 II

-I-

Ftc. S. Four switches from Fig. 7a combined to form one sic2h (within dashed lines) --- '
equivalent to that in Fig. 7b." """"" :

for this is shown in Fig. 7b. Here two input queues are required. As long as .
a given queue is not full, incoming packets for that queue will be accepted. --
Logic is required to handshake with other interchange boxes, maintain two ::-
queues. and interpret the routing tags at the head of each queue. This logic I

only interprets the tags in order to request the desired settings for the multi- "-
plexers. Logic asociated with the multiplexers performs any necessary arbi- "•..
tration. It also makes appropriate requests of other interchange boxes once the
multiplexers are set Different protocols and design variations for this type of -"'"

,,witching element are discussed in (26,l. Thc perfornnance of networks imple- .'..,-,
mented with these interchatnge boxes has been studied in 13. 14, 25).

The equsalence of tswo netxxorks implemented with the tx,,o kinds of ,.-,.,,
"'. ',, ~sitching nodcs is illustrated in Fig 8. Four of the switching elements shown ".....
" ,n~~ Fig. 7a arc connected as prescribed by the graph in Fig 3. it can be seen...-,
"" ~that thc hardware within the dashed lines is identical to that shown for the ". .

r. ~~~interchange box in Fig 7b. The handshaking lines (directed dashed lines) '"".
shown connecting control units i,,. equivalent to internal connections be-
tween the tag interpretation and queue control logic and the arbitration and :.
output request logic in the control unit of Fig. 7b. It is thus apparent that the
same total amount of hardware is required for either implementation. but that ,*.. -." .-

.. *-,.. .- .

% ....O

.. . ..£ £ , .. L ..,€ , ..-................. . ... .. ..... ... .. . . . . . . . .. . .

FIG.8. our withesfromFig 7acombnedto or-i on s~itch(wihindashd lnes
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CCONTRO
S IGNALS INL

(a)

INTRA-STAGE BUSES

CONTROL CONTROL
CONTROSIGNALS -- SIGNALS

INTRA-STAGE CONTROL S IGNALS

(b)

FIG. 9. Implementation of Augmented Data Manipulator switches. (a) Node switch inter-
pretation. (b) Arc switch interpretation.

the two graph interpretations lead to different network building blocks or
packagings for the components.

D. Augmented Data Manipulator

Two implementations for the ADM network are shown in Fig. 9. Figure
9a results from equating the nodes of Fig. with switches. In this design, the
multiplexer selects from among three input links and the output link is con-%
nected to three other switches. The control signals shown on the output side
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in Fig. 9a are used to determine which of the switches is to read the data from
the output link. A broadcast is performed by selecting more than one switch.
The basic routing tag scheme for the AI)M network 1281 requires the routiag
tag logic to examine two bits, so it is slightly more complex than that requiredin the Generalized Cube. As with the Generalized Cube. the switches imple-

menting nodes in columns 0 and 3 of Fig. 5 only require the logic to the left
and right, respectively, of the dashed line in Fig. 9a. This was also observed
in 1151.

If arcs are equated with switches, an implementation similar to the inter-
change box is obtained as shown in Fig. 9b. Here, however, the outputs from P .

the queues must be connected to multiplexers in two other switching elements -.-

(as shown in Fig. 6) via itrastage hu... Similarly. the two multiplexers

shown here must accept connections from the queues of two other s% itching
elements. Two control signals must also accompany each of the intrastage
buses.

E. ( omparison,

An approximate cost comparison between the Generalized Cube and theADM network can be made by comparing their respective switching ele-

ments. Since the choice is arbitrary. Figs. 7a and 9a will he compared. Both
require a single queue If the cost of the queue and its associated control logic
dominate, the cost of the switching element, then the ADM switch will cost
only slightl more than a Generalized Cube switch in a discrete imple-
mentation On the other hand. for a circuit-switched implementation. the
multiplexer and control logic in an AI)M switching element will cost about
5017 more than that required in a Generalized Cube swkitching element. - -

The perspective changes somewhat when implementing these four designs
in VLSI is considered. Input/Output (1/O) requirements and logic:pin ratio"Jim
become important considerations. For constructing a Generalized Cube net- . . .
work. the interchange box in Fig. 7b is a better choice than the switch in Fig.
7a. The interchange box (Fig. 7b) has approximately 33(:,; more pins but
approximately l(X)4h more logic than the switch (Fig. 7a). For the ADM
network, the logic pin ratio is nearly the same tor both of the designs in Fig.
9. The design in Fig. 9b has approximately twice as many pins and twice as
much logic ias that shown in Fig. 9a. The extra links that give the ADM
network its superior capabilities over the Generalized Cube require a larger
number of pins on the VLSI chips being considered.

The design of I-ig. 7h and that of 9a have approximatcly the same number
of pins. If this number of pins (due to the data path width) is near tech-
nological limits (and thus the design of Fig. 9b will not lit on one chip), then
the Generalized Cube interchange box is superior due to the logic'pin ratio.
Assuming the cost of two chips with the same number of pins is about the
same. an ADM network would be more than twice as expensive as a Gener-
allied Cube network of the same size (when realized with these two re-

ij
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spective chips). The logic/pin ratio of the AI)M chip (Fig. 9a) can be ii-
proved considerably by implementing extra capabilities the ADM network is
known to support 127. 281. These capabilities include dynamic rerouting of
blocked messages and stage look-ahead with rerouting for blockage predic-
tion. None of the additional features requires any extra pins. The additional
capabilities are possible because of the extra paths between input and output
and thus are not available for the Generalized Cube network.

The cost difference between the two implementation,; of each network due
to pin limitations can be further quantified. Assume that one switching ele-
ment is implemented on one chip and that the chips are bit sliced. For the sake
of modularity, in the node-equals-switch implementation of both networks.
this means the chip will be more complex than necessary for the switching
elements in the input and output columns (3 and 0 in Figs. 3 and 5).

Let D be the number of pins available on the chip for data path connections .
and P be the number of 1/0 ports required by the switching element (see Figs.
7 and 9). The DIP is the number of pins available per port. It is assumed that
data pins dominate the total pin count and that the chip has the capacity to
accommodate the small number of control and power pins also needed. If the
network data path width is W, the W. P)/D is the number of chips required to
construct one switching element. Multiplying this by the number of switching
elements needed to implement the network gives the total chip count. The
expressions for the chip count for the four implementations as a function of
W, D, N. and n are given in Table I. A crossbar is included for comparison.
The arc-equals-switch (interchange box) implementation of the Generalized
Cube gives the lowest count regardless of the values of W. 1). and N. As an
example of the number of chips required in networks of size N = 16 and
N = 64. assume the network path width is W = 32 bits and there are a total
of D = 64 pins available on the chip for data connections. The resulting -.

counts are shown in Table I.

TABI.E I
COMPARISON OF CHIP ('OUNTS FOR TwO IMPi.I MINI 11i)N, OF (ii Ni RI I1/1 (1) i H -\N

ADM Ni rFARKS-

w-32.D

Network Implementation P ('hip count 16 V 64

Generalized Cube Node = Switch 1 (, 1) I %'(n I 1 21) 672 ' -
Arc Switch 4 2(W. 1) i4 384 6A,

ADM Node Sw itch 4 41ti 1) N(, Ii 160) 846
Arc - Swsitch 9 41 i4 WXV 12 768 .,

Crossbar (?rospoint linking 2 24, IN,," 256 4096
two buse"

'P is the number of I 0 ports per ,, lchmg elcmcnt. t i, the nctsork path ", tdth. D iv, the
number of data pins per chip, andt n log. V

° ° a

.qo -"
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As advances in packaging technology continue, the cost difference be-
tween the Generalized Cube and the ADM will narrow considerably until the
ADM is more cost effective. To see this, examine Fig. 6. The larger the
number of switching elements (of the type in Fig. 9b). in the same stage, that
can be placed on a single chip, the more intrastage buses can be internalized.
This reduces the I/O overhead of the extra links. If a whole stage can be
placed on one chip, then the ADM network requires the same number of chips
and connections between chips as the Generalized Cube network The as-.'..
sumption here is that the chip circuit density is not sufficient to support a * -.'.

crossbar but it will accommodate more logic than one stage of a Generalized

Cube requires. The ADM network's structure thus tills a gap between the
cube-type networks and crossbars. Until very large portions of an inter-,.
connection network can be placed on a single chip, it is clear that the ADM
network will be more expensive to implement than the Generalized Cube.
though the difference will continue to decline. Thus, it is important to deter-
mine the networks' cost effectiveness. It has already been pointed out that the
ADM's capabilities are a superset of the Generalized Cube's. Another factor
that i,, becoming more important as the construction of enormous systems is
considered will be discussed in the next section: robustness of inherent fault
tolerance.

, -w ,t,. i ,I A ()N.ARISoN of- DLGRADATION UNDER COMPONENT

FENItI UR E

In hi, 'c,n,)n. the r bustn,s of each network is measured by removing a
-t'l~lc oninel i d lnk or ,witch) and counting the number of input and

Lwtput ,-%rts that are affected An input port is considered affected if it cannot
"",ed me,",age to all output ports. An output port is considered affected if
there i, at least one input rort from which it cannot receive messages. Since
rhc nti thcr t 'rts affected varies with the location of the removed corn-
Pne.'nt. asenage, arc computed. Calculating the averages for the Generalized
Cube network is relatively straightfor%%ard. Calculating the averages I.,r the

DI)N1 net, ork i,, complicated considerahly hb the varying numbers ot multi-
pie path, btwecn pots of the ne'twork L-xtcnsie use of and extension to the
ineoretical iesult in 1281 were required to obtain the closed-form solutions
piesentcd here. Uo streamline this presentation. however. most of the math-
emati':al deri ations appear in the Appendix.

The average number of affected ports is calculated for both imple-
mentations of each network. These calculations are performed using two
different rules tor counting affected ports. The first rule requires all 1 0 ports
to be considered. Under this rule, it has been shown that some permutation

FWD.. . . . .-.-
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connections can be routed around a faulty link in the ADM network, but this
is not true in general 138).

The second rule allows "severely" affected ports to be disabled and thus not
included in the count. It is implemented as follows. Referring to the graphs
in Figs. 3 and 5, if a straight (or horizontal) arc at level j is removed, then
input portj and output porti are disabled. If links are equated with arcs, one
pair of 1/O ports is disabled. If switches are equated with arcs, since two
straight arcs are included in each switching element (Figs. 7b and 9b). two I
pairs of I/O ports are disabled. Thus, in Figs. I and 6, the I/O ports whose
addresses correspond to the output labels on a given switching element are
disabled if that switching element fails. 7

This second rule takes into account a practical system response to a network
fault: the disabling of some components so that operation can continue, but
in a degraded mode. This is feasible if the network is used for asynchronous
communication by cooperating processors (MIMD mode 1181). If the network
is used in a synchronous mode to establish permutation connections (SIMD
mode 118)) disabling some components is not feasible. However, if the ,:

system is partitionable so that subsets of the processors, called submachines,
operate synchronously but independent of other submachines, then certain .- >. *,

submachines can be disabled when a fault occurs. PASM 1411 and TRAC 1341
are systems with this capability.

Since robustness is useless unless it can be exploited, it is implicit that ... ,,
faults can be detected and diagnosed and that the system can continue to
function once a fault is detected. Detection and diagnosis have been in-
vestigated in [4, 17, 33. 391. The latter requirement implies that measuring .
robustness is only meaningful for MIMD and partitionable SIMD environ-
ments.

The results using the first rule are shown in Table II and those using the
second rule in Table II1. Two examples of how to calculate the expressions

TABLE If
AVERAGE NUMBER OF AFEurED 1/O PORTS IN TiE (iENi.RAi.Izi0 Ct Hi ENo ADNI

NETWORKS WHEN LINKS AND Swii(ilES ARI- RIMoVED",

Node Switch Arc Switch

Failure Link Switch Link Int. boux

GeneraliedCube 2N - 2 4N 2 4N-2 4N-- 4
n nl I n+I n,

ADMN + n - I 2N + n + n 7N-
AM3n n T f4 1 2n

Cube/ADM 6 2 -2 I 14 9- ....

'All ports are considered. Node - switch inmplcmcntation correspionds to Fig% 3 and 2
Arc = switch implementation corresponds to Ftigs I and 6

.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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TABLE III
AVERAGE NUMB-R Oi AFi-Ft-iI) 1/0 PORTS IN 111E GI:N[.RAI-Ii i) Ct III AN[) ADM

Ni-TrORK, WiIIIN LINKS i S~iI(-Ius AR RiMO ,[I).

*Nodle -S~itch Arc -=Swkith

Failure Link Svikt.h Link Int. box

G eneralized ( ube . - - ' . .. 4
Sn 4i n + I i 4

3N.xDM o0I 2n- 3

(ube:ADM X X X3

"Severel,, attected p,.rls are dabh.d and not countcd.

in Table I1 are shown in the next subsection. The remaining derivations for
both tables are presented in the Appendix. It should be noted that the entries
in both tables under the "Node Switch" column for a switch failure and
under the "Arc Switch" column for a link failure are identical. This is
because both situations correspond to removing a single node from the graph-
ical representation. Removing a link troin the node-equals-switch imple-
mentation corresponds to removing a single arc from the graph. whereas
removing an interchange box from the arc-equals-switch implementation
corresponds to removing four or eight arcs from the graph. considerably
different situations.

B filt E/t (I Anahs.is Counting ,.All 4.frncd Ports

Here the effects of a link fault are analyzed in detail for the Generalized
Cube network and then for the ADM nc , ork. For the former, assume there
is a link failure in stage I. the lirst rule applies, and the network is imple-
mented b cquatin nodes with swkitches (Fig 3) To see which inputs are
affected, start %kitli the failed link and move backward toward the input.
tracing all links that are connected to the failed one The number of affected
inputs corresponds to the number of traced links in stage I - I . In general
this number is 2"' For example, if the link at level 4. stage I (Fig. 31, fails.
inputs 0 and 4 are affected, The nunber of affected outputs is calculated b
tracing links fronm the failed one to those to which it is connected in the last
Arage. Ic.. stage 0. This number is expressed as 2'. For examplc, failure of
the link al ieel 6. stage 2 (1ig. 3). affects outputs 4. 5. 6. and 7 To calculate
the ,.icrage nunbcr of affected I;O ports. given a single link failure, a sum
()I these t%o terms taken over all stages is computed:

S2') 2

\' t2'N' 2........

I-L

- . . . . . . . • . .
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As a second example, consider the case of a link failure in the ADM ".
network, using the first rule. and implemented by equating nodes with
switches (see Fig. 2). A property of the ADM network is that there are at least .'

two paths between every nontrivial (input address output address)
input/output pair 1281. One of the existing paths consists of plus and straight
links only and is called positive dominant. There is another path that consists
of minus and straight links only and it is called negative dominant. The
portions of the positive and negative dominant paths that are distinct depend
on the relationship between the addresses. If they agree in the low-order i + I
bits, then the paths converge at the input to stage i and follow the same set
of straight links in stages i through 0. (The paths will be distinct in stages
n - I through i + I.) Thus if a nonstraight link fails, none of the 1/0 ports
are affected because there will be a distinct path of the opposite dominance
that avoids that link. (Routing schemes have been proposed that allow mes-
sages to dynamically switch between positive and negative dominant paths as
they traverse the network 127, 281, allowing them to avoid busy or faulty links " "
and switches.) If a straight link in stage i at levelj fails, then all the input ports
whose low-order i + I bits agree with output port j's low-order i + I bits
will not be able to send a message to output j. There are 2" ' ' such input
ports. The other input ports can communicate with output port j since their
paths to j do not converge until reaching a stage less than i. No output port
other thanj is affected by the failure. To see this, consider output port k * j.
All input ports must be able to communicate with k. They can be divided into
two classes: (I) those whose addresses agree with V's in less than i + I
low-order bits. and (2) those whose addresses agree with 's in at least i + I
low-order bits. In the first case, either a given path from the input to output :-
k does not include the faulty straight link (in stage i. level j) or if it does, there
is another path of opposite dominance that does not. In the second case, in
stages i through 0 the required path uses straight links, however, they are all
at level k. Thus all inputs can communicate with output k so k is unaffected.
As an example, suppose the straight link in stage I. level 4 (in Fig. 2), is bad
(i = I, j = 4). Consider three different situations: communication from in-
puts 0 and 4 to output 4, from input 0 to output 5. and from input I to output
5. Output 4 will be unable to receive messages from inputs 0 and 4. since 0
and 4 agree with j in the low-order i + I bits (2 bits). All the other output
ports are unaffected. Consider connecting input 0 to output 5. Even though
the positive dominant path, +2. straight. +2', from input 0 to output 5
includes the bad straight link. a message can simply take the negative domi- . ,..
nant path. straight, -2'. -2. Input I agrees with output 5 in the two
low-order bits (bits 0 and I) and therefore requires straight links in stages 0
and I. However, the required links are at level 5. and thus the faulty straight
link is not required.

The average number of I/O ports affected by a bad straight link, under the
first rule. is calculated by adding the number of affected input and output ports

° - . , -.
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bt. %; ..

(as a function of the stage in which the fault is located) and summing over all -'

stages: %
% ".

+ I) i (2 - N + n - I
1 (2"' + 1) - (2' 1) =

n _n ?It. ..

Since the failure of a +2' or a - 2' link does not affect any 1/0 ports. if link

failures are equally likely, then the average over all links is one-third of the
above value.

In Table 11, the ratio of the average number of affected I;O ports in the
Generalized Cube to those in the ADM is computed Regardless of network -

size. in the node-equals-switch implementation, a link failure in the Gener-
alized Cube network affects six times as many ports, on the average, as a link
failure in the ADM. A given switch failure affects twice as many ports. In the
arc-equals-switch implementation, a link failure in the Generalized Cube %r
network affects twice as many ports as the same failure in the ADM network.
An interchange box failure affects 1. 14 times as many ports. - -

C. Discussion of Fault Effects with Some Disabled Ports

The measurement using the first rule is a very conservative indication of the
robustness of the ADM network. Table III shows that under the second rule. ..

the ADM network is very robust. When the pair of 1/O ports connected to the_- .
network at the level of the failure is disabled in the node-equals-switch
implementation, none of the remaining ports is affected by a link or a switch
failure A failure can only eliminate one of at least two paths that are always
available between the enabled 1/0 ports (as illustrated in the example above
connecting input 0 to output 5). In the arc-equals-switch implementation, link
failures have no effect on enabled 1/0 ports. because (as pointed out earlier)
the situation is equivalent to removing a switch in the node-equals-switch
implementation However, "interchange box" failures do affect some enabled
ports. The reason this is the case is that there are situations in which both paths
between input and output ports pass through the same box It so happens that
these situations only occur in networks larger than size N = S. The full details
are presented in the Appendix.

The entries in Table II for the Generalized Cube network are calculated in
a fashion similar to those in Table II. The derivation for each entry is given
in the Appendix

The 'interchange box" implementation fault analssis for the Generalized
('ube and AI)M networks considers only the worst case: i.e.. the entire box
is faulty. Whether both paths are acutally blocked due to a single fault in a
real implementation depends on the nature of the fault. Assume that one
interchange box is implemented on a single integrated circuit chip. If two data .- " -.
lines internal to the chip and coming from the same input become shorted, this
will have no effect on the other internal data path and it is not necessary to

.- ft.. .ft.-
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assume that the whole interchange box has fhiled. On the other hand. a
mechanical failure could affect enough of the chip to render the entire device
unusable. From a reliability point of view, this analysis shows that the
implementation in Fig. 9a (which corresponds to the network in Fig. 2) is to
be preferred over that in Fig. 9b (which corresponds to the network in Fig. Ma
6). Since the logic/pin ratio is roughly the same for both implementations.
nothing is lost. However, the total component count will be higher. leading
to a less physically compact implementation.

The robustness measures for the ADM network are equally applicable to
all the data manipulator-type networks with individual switching element --

control since all the properties used to derive them apply to each of the
networks. Similarly, all the measures for the Generalized Cube network are
applicable to all the cube-type networks that have individual switching ele-
ment control.

The results presented here are for the basic cube-type and data manipulator-
type topologies. It should be noted that variations on these topologies which
are more fault tolerant have been proposed 12. 12, 271.

The above analysis assumed that the failure of one component was inde-
pendent of the failure of any other component. If :ll or a large part of one
stage is implemented on a single chip, this assumption may or may not be --

valid. If it is not, then the networks can be reanalyzed using the techniques
presented here to account for the new failure pattern exhibited.

VI. CONCI.LXSIONS

This paper has examined two classes of multistage interconnection net-
works for use in parallel/distributed systems: the cube type and the data
manipulator type. This was done by comparing a representative network from
each class: the Generalized Cube and the Augmented Data Manipulator
(ADM). This paper has attempted to quantify the difference' in imple-
mentation costs by considering comparable implementation models tor both
networks. It was found that a discrete, circuit-switched implementation of the
ADM network costs approximately 50%' more than the same type of imple-
mentation of the Generalized Cube network. For discrete, packet switched
implementations. assuming the packet buffer cost dominates. the two net -"
works cost about the same amount (A)M would be slightl. higher) If the

networks are to be constructed from VLSI chips. assuming the netwkork's

building block chips are to have nearly equal numbers of pins, the AI)N " " *
network requires more than twice as many chips as the Generali/ed ('ube --.

Both networks can benefit from VLSI implementation Each can be par
titioned into complex building blocks that have higher logic:pin ratios than
partitions of simple building blocks. Though the AI)M building block re-
quires more 1/O ports on a chip than a Generali/ed ('ube building block.
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present and future predicted pin capacities are sufficient for the ADM
network's needs. Using bit slicing, arbitrarily wide networks of either type
can be constructed.

Using a graph model as a basis. twko quantitative measures of .omparative
robustness were applied to the networks assuming they are used in MINID or .'

partitioned SINID environments. Appling the measures to two different
(functionally equivalent) implementations of ea.h net ,,)rk under different
faults it was found that the ADM network is always more robust- Using the
first measure, the Generalized Cube netvwork %aried from hauing I 14 it 6
times as man, affected 14) ports due to a single failure as the ADM network
t sing the second measure, in which sonie It) ports arc disabled, one imple-
inciltation ol the ADM netwrork ywas show n to he able to fulk support
con1ilnicaton among the remaining enabled I() ports

In summary, a graph model has been used as a basis for quantfil Ing the
differences between cube and data manipulator-t)pe netwAork,,. Both imple-
mentation costs and robustness ha,,e been compared.

APPENI)IX: DI.RIVATIIONS oi- RowtistNLSs Riisi iis

The following are derivations of each of the results in 'Table, 1i and Ill
(excluding those alrcady presented in Section V. B: the average number of
affected l1() ports in the Generalized Cube and A)M networks when links or
switche,, tail Iwo different implementations and two different rules for
disabling I (O ports are considered. Recall that a port is affected by a failure
if it cannot send a message to all of the other ports or if it cannot receive a
mies'age from all oft the other poits.

I Rule I: When a link or a switch fails. no 1O ports are disabled.
, Implementation: Node = Switch (Arc - Link).

I. A single link fails. This case was considered in Section V of
the text.

2 A single switch fails. Under this implementation there are
n - I columns of switc (see Figs .3 and 5) so summations
in the average are taken from 0 to n.

a (cncrali/cd (ubc
S iirg at the failed ,%kitch. trace hlnks and ss, itches back
to the input it, determine the number of affected inputs
[his nunbtr i, 2" it the tailed switiih is in column .
Using this samte mthod, but tracing to the output, the
number of affected output ports is 2'. [he average num-
her affected is thus

I 2(2.V - )
n -t I -rn I "n + I -

, - .-.' -

a %" "i

. .o . .. . .

• = . .I . . . . • - . . - ,a .
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b. Augmented Data Manipulator
The same reasoning discussed in the text (Section V) -' 

applies here. There are 2" ' affected input ports and only
I affected output port. The average is thus

n" + I -

2N- 1 2N+nS- I- .--...-
,i+I i +'

B. Implementation: Arc = Switch (Node = Link).
l. A single link fails. This case is completely analogous to I.A.2

above.
2. A single interchange box fails. The effects of this are deter-

mined by examining Figs. I and 6.
a. Generalized Cube

The effects of a failed interchange box in stage i are
determined by tracing both input links to the box back to
the input and the two output links to the output. The
number of affected input ports is 2' 'and output ports is
2" '. The average number affected is

I n-1 2 n- I
(2 ' + 2"') n 2' n 2'

n n.. n n

b. Augmented Data Manipulator
In this implementation, the straight arcs (from Fig. 5) that
are paired at stage i (for the network in Fig. 6) are p,,
. P,,PP " p0 andp. .p• • "p,,,p, I p.

The logical "'distance" between these links is 2'. Thus. if
j = p • p,. Op, • p, is the address of the upper
input to an -interchange" box in stage i, then j + 2'
pn I p,+Ilp, i - p, is the address of the lower - . -

input. For example, in Fig, 6. the second box from the
top in stage I has inputs with addresses 4 and 6. In binary
the addresses are p2Op,, i(M) and p, Ip,, - 110. respec-"- "
tively. Notice that each box has two other inputs from "" ""-""
nonstraight links. To consider all of the inputs that possi- .'-'-
bly could be affected by the failure ol a box with inputs ..- .
j and j + 2' in stage t, trace links backward from each
box input to the input of the network. The easiest way to
do this is to use Fig. 5. Start with the nodes at levelsj and
j + 2' in column i. For the example above, these are

I. * * . ,**-
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nodes 4 and 6 in column I. Trace the three links hack- 
%ward to column i + I and mark the appropriate nodes. %

Repeat the procedure for each marked node. There will
be 2" ' inputs marked in column n. so this is the upper
bound on the number of affected inputs. For the example. . --
nodes 0, 2, 4, and 6 are marked in column 3 ot Figure 5;', o..

This translates to inputs with these numbers in I-ig
None of the other inputs can be aftected bx the failure of
this box because theN hase no phosical connection to it
All of the marked inluts are aftcc ted. This is because an',
input whose low -order i I bits match either, (bits
Op, l,,) or / 2 (hits l -po %A i require
straight connections in stage,, i through (0 ai le\cl / or
j 2' when these inputs commou11calitcle ,Ilit ouluput 1 or

j 2'. The, will be forced to use the fault. interchancge
box in stage i. Cakulation show,, that there arc 2" ad-
dresses that meet this t ritcron so the numbetr (if atccted
inputs equals the upper hound

To determine which outputs are affected requires twko
observations: ( I ) inputs that can reach output j or 1
of the faultv interchange box can on]\ get to leiels in

stagc i of the form j ' h2' mod N. h) any integer. and (2)
regardless of the path taken in stages n - I though i.
when the path reaches the output of stage i. it must be less
than a distance of 2' (i.e..- 0 to 2' -- I ) of the destination
I) Observation I is a result of the fact that the inputs
agree with j in the i lo\x-order bits In stages n I
through i the smallest increment by which a path can
change le,,ets its 2' Thus all the levels it can get to in stage
i agree with j in the i low order bits. Observation 12) is
a result of the fact that the aximun distance stages

- I through 0 can change a path is 2 , 21.
Now consider fie caes regarding the relationship be-

tw een 1). /. and 2' First. note that any interchange
hi\ in stage ni i that tails \&ill affect all the outputs
since none of them can r,:ccivc rnessages from inputs j

jind - 2" ' . as sum . I

Caw I 1) Output ,' is the onl, output from the
faulty box less than a distance of 2 from 1). therefore (as
shown in the affected inputs anal\sis input,, that agree
with / in the lo, -order i hits cannot lon munltatg with 1)

Case 2 1 ) ' 2' The argument is the same as for
Case I thus 1) is affe.ted

_- ! l I,.

- .-. - - .. ,- -
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Case 3. j < D < j + 2'. The only outputs in stage
less than 2' from D are j and j + 2'. Thus bo~th potential
paths from an input that agrees with j in the low-order
bits must route through the faulty interchange box. so I) ___

is affected.

Case 4. 0 i - D <Kj(iftj =0 D see Case I). IfI.D is
a distance of 2' or more from j. it is completely un-
affected because there is no physical path from the faulty
box to D. If D is a distance of less than 2''' from j. the
only outputs from the faulty box less than 2' from D) are

I

j - 2' andj. One of the paths to outputj - 2' comes from
the faulty box. However, it is known that there are at least
two ways to get from an affected source to output j - 2'
in stage i (which is input j - 2' of the next stage, stage
i- 1). This follows from the facts that (1) there are at

least two paths between every nonequal network input
and output 1281, and (2) the only way to reach network
output j - 2' from an affected source is to go through
inputj - 2'from stage i - I and then "straight" through
the rest of the network. Therefore, there are at least two
physical paths from an affected source to input j - 2' at
stage i - I. Thus, every affected input must be able to
communicate with D through the other path to input
j - 2' in stage i - 1. Therefore, D is unaffected.

Case 5.]i + 2' < D - N - I (ifji + 2' =N - I=
D see Case 2). This case is completely analogous to Case
4. If D is a distance of 2"' or more from]j + 2' then it
is completely unaffected. Otherwise, the only outputs in
stage i less than 2' from D are j + 2' and]j + 2"'. Thus
D is unaffected.

To summarize, if i = n 1 , two inputs and all N
outputs are affected. For 0 i < n ~- 1, the outputs
affected have an address D such that] j D - j + 2'. -
There are 2' + I such outputs. The inputs affected agree
with]j in the low-order i bits. There are 2 ' such inputs.
The average number of affected 1/O ports is

n-2(2n + 2 + I) +- N +2

na

... .,

+es + 2' + + N -- 2. 2n th I.

i s a f c e . - - - - - - - - - - - --

n--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.

a disanceof 2" or ore fom j it i comletel un-. .. '7

%fetdbcueteei opyia ahfo h aly:'';,",
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IL. Rule 2: If a straight link or switching element at level j fails, disable
input j and output j. If an interchange box with inputs j and k fails,
disable inputs j and k and outputs j and k,
A. Implementation: Node Switch (Arc =Link).

I.Asingle link fails.
a. Generalized Cube

When a straight link in stage ifails there are 2 - 1 *~

affected inputs and wAhen a nonstraight link fails there are
2 affected inputs, (since noi ports are disabled) Sim-OF.r

ilarly there are 2' 1 and 2' aftected output-,. re-
spectiv'ely The a~erage is thus

If ~ (2 In staih lin 2t l2e al.tcoRotu on .

2 Tis ,-Y2 ~ hr 2ni

. \ichmene rta alloupultoSmrly hnaclm

swtfis the inlnotpttha cannot bemuict re\he ish oupthne
ont idatced tod t fale thhe veaged iupuse th

Ninput or output links s arefected. Teraoigi
2,Asnl wtocas IAI. fa ~ic ee fails.th

a, Genralizd Cub

"\ itc ca reach- all oupus Siiary whe a-- -- coum 0
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only affected Output port is that connected to the faultx . r
switch by straight links, namely. output,

B. Implementation: Arc = Switch (Node = Link).
I. A single link fails.

This case is completely analogous to case ll.A.2 above.AW
2. An interchange box fails.

a. Generalized Cube
This is similar to case I.B.2.a except that two less inputs
and two less outputs are affected. Also, the failure of an
interchange box in stage it - I or 0) has no effect on an *-

inputs or outputs. This is because when a stage it - I box
fails, any input other than those entering that box can
reach all outputs. Similarly. when a stage (0 box fails, the
only outputs that cannot be reached are those attached to
the failed box. The average is thus

b, Augmented Data Manipulator
This is similar to case I. B.2.b except that two less inputs
and two less outputs are affected. As in case If.B132.a. the
failure of an interchange box in stage it - I or 0 has no
effect on any inputs or outputs. Therefore, the average is

*2 n2 3
(52 + 2' -3) - (3 -2' 3) =- 3
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Iii s~ard laiy siiigl
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Purdue I iiirmiI

Vi'ist Lafayette, IN 17U07

Abstract

A variety of fault-tolerant miultistage ihtefrcoyincoiiii nit %irks fir 1jaraiill Jiroiiislg

systeilis that have beecn proposed in the Ihtcire~ nare siir%, v A Ant t%%ork i, tI'ilt-
to)ler'ant if it can continue to meet its fauilt toli-riice criterion* III II( lie ricicc (if one( or
fibre failures of tilt t~pv(s) aIIov~i(l by its faiult ioodi. 'sigiiilic-ii illcreiics Ii, t;aijit
models and fault- tolerance criteria exist anion.g srioi, fattelcrit nit sork,. 'I his
miakes direct comparison of these networks djlliiilt. III aiiin/Ii lilt- iiitork'., tisl
paper comoparcs the various moidels and asse-sse thle 0lfi c t (if c-loi i ii i a codiiii ill rill]

and criterion. Network characteristics such as degrve (of fault toleranrce, routing control
inethod, and permutation capability are discussevd. Th'le nit sorks -ir vyvd anid conl-
pared toI the Extra Stage Cube are the Modified I tseline, Aiigiiient id I )et1a, h-norwIrk.
Enhaniced Inverse Augmented Dat Manipulator, G~ammiia, laat''II- litIie', and
,1-networks.

1. Introduction ain aim of this paper is to compare these int%%orks with
he E'xtra Stage Cube network, thle fauilt toli-raaice of

A numibier of rao lt-toderant miuilt ist(age in terconn c tion v i ich is a consequcce of its topo lo gy. otIi cr nieth Iids
nitvtocrk de.,igns have been discussed in the literature for enhancing network reliability such as using error
ri-cen tly. 1'lie interconnect io n netwocrk is ;tii imipocr tanit ciorrectinrg codes with e x ist in g in terconniiection in iet works
complonent of large-scale parallel atid distributed com have been investigated 1101 hut are not considered here.

- liit r systems since it is tlhe mech ian ism foir in fo rmiiatioin
ransi fer a moong thel compuiiitat io n n i des a nil miiiiiirivs. B a sic t erinnolougy is delinted in Sect io n 2. Si'ct ii n 3

- Assuriiig acdequate reliability for such largie syteiiis is a describies the networks and their characterist ii' ruiyaiit-
% ignificarit task. ''liiis, a crucial practical aspi-ct of an tio fault tilerance. The netwiirks are evaltuivil in Sec- -

S ilit i-rioiiition net work usid to iieet voiniii iatiiin iiin -ii andii compared to thet E-xtrat Stag(- ( 'ubv III Set ii i
neeids is fault tolerance.

T Ihis piaper surveys of a number of faiilt-tiiherant niult is- 2. Deflitions
t~,e iinterconnecticn networks which have apgiiarud in

ticI literature. Included are the Extra St age ( iie nit- Intercconnection net wiorks which can cinitnue, In~ at le'ast

work 11, 21. the Muclilied Ilasiline ni-twiirk 1211), the Aig somie cases, (ci providec scervice when thvy cri:imn fiuilt V

ieunt id I)elta netwcork (I61, th [i' - network (5)., h'nhianrie coniponents are known as fault-f ei A nlt cork is
Inve-rse- Augmented Ilata, Saniiu lator J ill, tilie ( :i flria t ermeil qingle fault toleraint if it can funct ion ini p~it v iif a
1ic-Iork 1131, the Fault-TIolerant Bive nit %ork 13, 171, 'iniglc fault, If upI to i faults can lie tolerate cilivii the -

anrd ,I-netwcirks 114) Only networks withI t 1111 li gios iiitwork is i-fault tolerant. A network will tbe teriiied
ii unitd to provide fauilt tolerance are i ricliicl bl sc. robuset if it can tolerate some i nstan ces o~f i fauilts, lbiit is

-- iiit i-fault tolerant. A fault is hard if it is not of ai tran-
'I bi,4 r.eu-archi was suppocrted by the U. S Army Itc.i4v-t titii' sivit nature. All faults are assurried hard fir thle pur-
lepjirtnient of the Army, under Countract D)A AQ.-2-tN-0III anid poses of this paper.

teNational Science Foundation under (Crant I"C', 80IGtI~8I.
It is conly meaiiingful to speak of a network ca i-fault

t G It. Adams Ill is now with the Research Institute riir Advanced tolerant with regard to a particular fail-hplrance
Ctomputer Scence NASA Ames Research Center, Mo~ffett Frlul, CA rnod-l. A fault-tolerance model consists cit two
9~110.114. ci ilimlilnents. 'Ile fi rst, a fault trodel, definies the( niature

268
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* F~ all faults that are assumned to occur in a netwo. k-
The fault model for a given network may or may not*. .

-rre,;porad closely to actual or predicted ex perienace with
ha rd,4are In particular, fault models are often choe

*t, have characteristics suited for performiiig an analyss
if 1 L-ir ci' ark' te riod lk do niot ex act ly rulltet realt~

* I . ~ ri~ mq-rtit ii, I he fa ull-tolerore crateri '.1 ,

* iii~ ii that nwt lw nmat for tIle! netvoork to be.*
i.i .,1aii i.4i-act a gisall fault, or faults Tni
k i-frn iaitw~,rk to iiaarwrk (lue too drltecences ]in it
''.,f Alltt ~-0tIte~i functiolialit) for a g"1

* r-, 'W l [I is allih oovd). \ *

4a lats.. (uk r- deter Itiri (I by N'ar
ir,. 1iidlair tla he si fault Inkiodd and faut

1 111r; nwa a htjioa of fault m~ode-l, howver
do 1-) -f ,Ilk' ins .: a ilii the at 1 I The Lxi ra s)tage ( ut7e rittwork %ith N ~8

i I t k. I~ifi-rea i hoices can lead to
i, %"Ill iis fr tha fault toleratice of a nat-

* - :,,arra ar~.. ,loi.~ f falt-olernceUn- 3.1 Extra Stage Cube. '
lliii llt'r( 1l,1 fault ta'lv.%c e capiabilities The Ex tra Stagie Cube (ES(; jI1, 2) is fornled from the --

-fult- t' 1afiei nilf is a>.senflt . to ui i(117 Generalized Cube by adding an extra stage of switchin g
...................- hoo a ult 1i1 nm va.a cajalilitias aleti-nls along with a numbier of mnultiplexers and.k-, ifferent fault-tolcar~ dcilnultipia xkrs. lihus, the E'SC ha., ra-lato/ely 4,o4 inelC-

* r ...,,~u t i tit torks, soime care mu~t iiuciital cSt o,,cr the Generalized ( uhe net work. LS('
It iq:r~<r ng kt-tol)erant lletviorks. network Atructure is illustrated in Fig. I fur N=z8

1 :0 aAI irfoin teir iaatervoinneci al ach stage of t ha [,.SC contains N/2 interchange buzei,
I -a,1 4 udrthing riemneaits (,,witeha'-J or '.-.ilput/'.aautjaut switches. Let the upper input and

F f I. .t li(Is m the netiomirk, as ibis output lines of an interchange box be labeled i, and the -

O- -Ai v.e I: aietiiints T'he switrhing alio- lower lines, j. Then the siraight setting connects input
V Ank,, to output I and input j to output j. The exchange set-

tinig coninects input i to output j and input j to output
A broadcasl connacts an input to both interchange box

k Je prtiorss and Fault-Tolerance outputs. ESC switching elemients are capable of straight
NI ~ie~and elichang- connections and broadcasts from either

input to both outputs.
I ill tills -cl 11 fall inlto follr ga-n-

T! i, 'e Fxira Stage(-abe Auignaanted The connectioni between stages in the ESC are based on
l&ii'ani i -. etwo-rk forin a gr- up the cube interconnection functions 118). Let

* i>. '-inr~~a:,-I ll nitwork It!] lh. The 11 r) 1 h e the binary representation of an arbi-
If it.- r,,,6 ~:t Oaleanc by aliog, an trary 1/0 line label. Then n cube interconnection func-

-- a -! tA, to.~i, i a.K iaitvirk Wili~ I I n- tiens can be defimia-d as
:iPr ii' 1 Cut-e The [-net Aork g siw, Calbe,(p5 1. lpiPo) Pn- -- Pa +tPA I. -pip*

a! I ol, a . a k~encralize' (Cube twtork where 0 < r < 1), 0 < P < N, aiid Pi denotes the cumn-
- *.sL laitanl ansplemi-tnt of Ii This means that the cube interconnection

0 , L an.ii tc (91 ca., of na 4 .s,4o rk is functinn cosinet is P to cubelli", where cubei(P) is the

ha Ii' ihiianal Iniearse Augnina-tad D~ata 1/0 line whose label differs from P in jutst the itb bit

Ii.). i i, 1\1%i wq,t k u*r s aaditioaaial links, arid the
aIaI. fia rk owa.. uiiacra-su sviitching elemen'it (,n- Stage 1 0 < I < i of the ESC topology contains the cube,

\. ra Ta1Z~e ralt tolaerance. Intercnnectiola fuinction, i.e ,it pairs 1/0 lines w~hose
addresses difler in the i' bit position. It is the only

1 tlk I all I-I (oil ralit lara- inetwoark is a third type of stage which can map a source to a destination with an
Sit ii,, ~i I ..i ga' of switii.ag clemennts anlt addre-ss differvrnt from the source address in the i'h bit

K 1 i aI--. lolt ali iir t oavial fault talur- position When an interchange box in stage i is set to
itio Ia it, n A~aga-s of swkitches iii a (u-rai- exchange, the daia items input to that interchange box

oz s.s ri-r N - zf' IS t(lie ii iinitir (if inputs 'I'li. are transferred s specified by the cube, interconnection
1, rith .0, pay af sit-twork is ra-prvsented by 3-netvoiorks function When set to straight, data items input are a

-,F, d f ill 1w (rks Iui a widle range (of Ilolf'gius transferred accordi ng to the identity function, whereA
0" k- aa-fult tI-irlarc tiroaugh an ope-rationial ta-r adentityip,, I p") 11 to- Since each interchange

P,
1  boxa is itndividiilally coantrulled, each stage i may perform
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the cube i interconnection function on all or some subset tn ...tit0 = T = SOD. In the case of faults, bit posi-
of the data items depending on the settings of the inter- lions a and 0 of the tag 'V' may need to be altered, so
change boxes. The extra stage of the ESC. stage n, is actual tag values depend on whether the ESC has a
placed on the input side of tie network and implements fault as sell as source and destination addresses, but are
the cube0 interconnect ion function. Thus, there are two readily computed 121. At each stage i the switching ele-
stages in the ESC which can perform cube0 . ment examines the i'h tag bit. If the bit is a 0, the

s%itch is set to straiglit, if it is a i, it is set to exchange.
Stage n and stage 0 can each be enabled or disabled
(bypassed). A stage is enabled when its interchange The fault model for the E'S( assumes both switching ele-
1) hoxes are being used to provide inmterconnection. It is ments and links can fail. However, the input and out- .
disabled wvhen its interchange boxes are being bypassed. put ports and the multiplexers and demultiplexers
Enabling and disabling in stages n and 0 is accomplished directly connected to the ports of the ESC are always

- with a demultiplexer at each box input and a multi- assumed to be functional If a port or the stage at
- plexer at each output. All deniultiplexers and multi- demultiplexers or stage 0 multiplexers were to be faulty,

plexers for stage n share a common control signal. as do then the a.sociated device would have no access to tie
those for stage 0. Fig. 21a) details an interchange box network. The fault-tolerance criterion for the ESC is
from stage n or 0. The demultiplexer and multiplexer retention or full access capability [5I. Full access capa-
are configured such that they either both connect to bility is the abilit) to connect any given input to ally
their box (enable) or both shunt it (disable) as shown in output. Under its fault model and fault-tolerance cri-
Fig. 2(b) and 21c). respectively. terion the ESC is single fault tolerant and robust in the

respectively, face of multiple faults [2]. and

3.2 Modified Baseline Network

I. FIL. .41N BCX The Modified Baseline network 121] is derived from the
Baseline multistage interconnection network [201. The .-..

M U L T I P Lt X , Baseline network has but one path between any source .

and destination. Thus, any network component failure
i ,, TI L I will affect communication for some set of inputs and

outputs. To lessen this difficulty, all extra stage of
switching elements is added to the Baseline network. . ...-
('ig 3 shows the Mkodified B~ase line network and m idi-
cafes the original Baseline network and the additional

(h) stage. The Modified Baseline network is similar to the .6
ISC except no bypassing of input or output stages is

provided. If an extra stage incorporating switching ilh-
1Ients with f outputs is added at the input side of the

, Fig. 2 (a) Detail of interchange box with multiplexer network then there are t connection paths betweeii any

and demultiplexer for enabling and disabling. (b) /0 pair 1211.

Interchange box enabled. (c) Interchange box dis- Routing it the aselitie network is carried out using des-

abled. lination lags (01 which consist of the address of the
intended destination of a message. If rxr s,,itt h,, are
used (r-2 for Fig. 31 then a (lestiliation addre's I) I;n

Stage n and 0 en.a'bling and disabling is perfornied by a be represented by a base-r niinber d .. d,d, v liIre " %
s)sten control unit. Normally, the network will be set In = logN, This base-r representatioi is used to ,cect :1
so that stage n is disabled and stage 0 is enabled. If path through the network in the following S:ly 'i .lit
after running fault eft ection and location tests a fault is switching element connected to the source %,l u' it,
found, the ESC is reconfigured. A fault in a stage it box
requires no change in network configuration; stage n.
remains disabled, and tle fault isolated. If the fault is
in stage 0, stage it is enabled and stage 0 is disabled.
Stage n then perrorms tile ruticion If the disabled stage
0 For a fault in any link or in a box in stages i-i to I, '- '
both stages n1 and 0 will be enalled. Enabling both ,

stage 1i andI 0 providIes toleraince to this type of falit by U I-

irvIlding two paths between any siirte and de-,tiation. I, T
only one of which can contain the existing fault. "

llouting illthe IS(' is carried out using routing lags 19].
+.- l(,outlng lags tags for the E'S(C, which take (till advan- I" .t, t~i -,,,d , %. i N, ,k."-' .-

tage of its fault tolerant capabilities, can be easily com- t
itputed. The ESC uses n + I bit routing tags where the i"

bit p sition controls stage i. The rounting tag for the T dil-%

fault-free case is given by 'r' ttwhere

. - , -..
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output niumbered d., to link to a :,witching clettent Ii for use. The fault-tolerance criterion is definied all.-
thle next stage. At stage I, do Is used to determiine tie retaining full access capability Under such a fault-
stl-iettiin of switch output, 0 < ,< in-I. For thet tolerance model, an Augmented D~elta network con-
Mwfddied B~aseline network an extra digit can be structed from 2x2 switches is single fault tolerant. If

*appended to the defined destination tags to control the bxb switching elements are used throughout then the
x tra stage net A ork is (b - l)-fault tolerant.

-flitrfult ni-.el fir the, \I.'difivd Ihaseliro- ,bsumez, t~Itiv~-

* t( tiing ceioctits not in the iiput or o)ut put st agi-s fail 3.4 F-Network
* aL~ ~it it-sv are coidered uii iablo Thle fault-

fiiit IIfc l eritervii is. as for thre I .S( full aois. 'Tito The. F-1net work 5( onflei iniputs ito N outputs
NJ ljirci iL.,vlc't rictatirk Is igle fault 1t.lrain! tjid % a ni + I Sta3ges of N Sw itching elemnents % hich are, it,

Fbt! , rks'-w.' 4 itiutij. faults "ith rt-s1.i t' g'iitral .I-iiiput/.I-oitput det 1(1 that corn uit tai iijpct

* .. I,-ranct' iodlI t- ont output A switching elerenrt tin stage j,. P), Is
dl-notedl by a hit st ring l~ . PIPO It is connected

3.3t Augmented Delta Network tt) the: stage ±~ A %Itcliiitg ti-ornts P'~P li'

d. -u ~ Ita et rkI i illu-,tratcd Jir fkg I Qh =, I 11+ PIP, I PIP0,

~" I P"
1  

1 p- i'1 .pp g 5 h(,%s the F-

; 1 2Inetwork for N --:8. Stages are numbered frini left to

. 1 . ~ ~ 1r
p u -~0 --- 0

* U LTlot

J1 I- 3 3 T

All NIlol it I t-ieta network s

in tl dI) throlugh c~ I; h

wit7 sit. I. hibo i s alli Ste 2 3 .-

F I'le[-network for N:-8 [51 -:-- :

l I it( o-gi ..- d lhi-a revsk-1k is rt*Lt carigifig froti 0 t, it arid %stthin each stage, wth
* . t :1-I tis v it ssrk Thv iIstiti ing ileient, dru numbtered frin 0 to N-I.

S It iA( is that tfi- Atigffitcited Delta rit- ' ivt [-n tiwir totairs thle ,triwture oif the ('neralizt-1
* t o- i in 'nte s tr stae an the ub fivt-Lark tini can emulate it using otiy heP

* .ill% .xtr;,-fg at ti uintil to, all ohers
oil 0. t- in t p~ittKs (inl 1. intil ., ine tin, (liite fault toleran, e

* . 1 'g ort nigs ~o tat hisictrk jtjr.iCh 4f the F-nutwork is to add links tit +, anol

!I i- d i tliv ot- ttatrks udisistAliI. t lit,( iteraLedt (Otiw struceture-, utdikt tilt-

-ti -- h i sig- 0 Is-i I. bt. ;id-d 11st.' lodlii I liti anl lgnct-d IDelta netairks
l?' utg in il-, V-net *' -rk is a' omplished through thle.

_:11 lcti it.iirk is iomikir 1, t. he.-( It i-e lf riling tig, 'lit allg. Nthm useid tot alculate tie
... ig~ ~ hrimrnuo-ts Ashret t l.-f 1fir- prulids ',ir the cit--vt- ,f I%%-i of the f,,ur outpiut.

li I' all -a 1 I liki- i.t Ilatv nwn par ts 111k, at aTN~ (v tg .ri iI-s el-t fr an toutrut
* *' , tt tti 'if t fiii~ atiN witiit ll H Aest-r likt- 'ilg .at111 Ill 1is 4lks t114 fi -t ra C d -pa-

I I l-ii. titer is 'io ihypasing 4if fruit -r lhijii .4 (lt 1-1. toAnkr t. i riahzt-.J

It'H i dn in. I,1 1 f - -tlt%(k a-unles (1)'
iin I0,1i,, hf l it -1 in - r at- M-- fliitsl ot An ils %%~It hlog i-i ,t In it'. j2 --tage 0 aii] 11r

I I , '. 11 f.iuit, t irt i iti sa,6it ,hing t I- ait( [trig 110 isl art- "1% 1%s ' ttil-f rte j~I fa ts .ccur
*. in I iik, 2) -ftip 0 id n sa i ung ( tiiifis, iii, linviui in-I 1) I t h. I t prt-tt-nts the. tt

t, till, hi'I tv 3 ilts is ind [wrlitfthi-nrI ,tiut t.Xt. titfiti f -4 u-hu 1011g l t itlit funtit -it st A fakiltN
hill r AtItClllK M(. W1is art- it t itul. sititg~ illril I, 1if ad uiurtd uilable
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The I'- etwork is considered to tolerate faults as long as j k

every input/output pair can communicate. Thus, the a ~ -h d
fault-tolerance crierion for the F-network is retention of
full access. The network is single fault tolerant and u00 0

robust in the pre-once of multiple faults with respect to%
its fault-tolerance model 151.

3.6 Enhanced Inverse Augmented Data - (a-
Manipulator Network NU

An Inverse Augmented Data Manipulator IIADM) net- ii 44 4 U

work ;s an Augmented Data Manipulator (A.DM) net- T -

work 1161 with the order of stage traversal reversed. 5 S

The ADI is derived from the data manipulator network
1H. Fig. 6 shows the IADM for N =8. It consists of

0Stagce 0 I 2

2 2 2 ' 2 Vig 7 Trh, IFhanced Inv erse Augmnented Data Manipu-
laiior liii sork with half links for N=8.

NT

UU
- iieis to add hialf linik s to each or stages I thirough n-1.

6..... 6 ... ... Half links coninect a switching elemient i iii stage i to
%% -sitching evleents (in + 2' 1) mod N and

a q (uti-2W 1) mkod N. This is shown for N=8 in Fig. 7.
f n Adding half links provides single fault tolerance to any

n .%%itching element or link failure. This is because at any
STAGE 0 1 2 switching element (except those in stage n-1, the last

Fig. 6 The Inverse Augmented D~ata Mamipulator net- stage) along a 1)3111 fronm a network input to output
workfor =S.there art- al least two (sometimes three) links leading to
workfor =8.distinct switching elements in the successive stage, each

3N links of which call be used to satisfy the overall routing need
=logN stges f N withingeltientsanIII)h. Again, routing tags as in the IADM can be used.

that are connected to the succeeding stage. Each Sinfcnswthgelm tlocisrqrdoev,
switching element connects one of three inputs to one of intctswchnelm tloiisrqrdoev,
three outputs. Specifically. at stage i. 0 < i < n. tile out- toitrhr tcrungagadalwterdyacmiodif'icationi to achieve the full fault-tolerance capabili-
puts of switching element j. 0 < j < N, are connected to ties of the network. This makes these switches candi-
sw itching elements (I -2') mtod N, j. and (I + 2') mod N dates for VLSI implementation. With a single-stage
in stage i + 1. These links arte known a-, the mintus, hook-ahead techntique the network becomes two-fault
straight, and plus links, respectively. Sitice (j-*" 1) is It-lrant Jill. That is, messages will not be sent along a
congruent to (I + 2' t) mod N. there are actually ol) t nwihallertvephsotleexsag
two distinct logical data paths from each switchuing ele- roienwicalatrniepthtoteexsag

mentin tag n I stae 2in ig.6).Thee i anadd- are blocked by the two faults. Further modifications of
mentin tag n -I (tag 2 i Fi. 6. Thre s a . the hardware enhancement methods given above are dis-

tioiial set of N switching elements at the output stage. tcussed in JiIll,

In Jill performance and fault tolerance enihancemwents of
tile LM)M are discussed. The fault model for tle 3.6 Gamma Network
Enhanced IADSI network is the same as for the Aug- ''~ oo e sokj ~isaatdfot i A)I-
mented D)eltas network. T'he critterion for tolerating a nietwtork (see Fig. 6) arid has reduntdant p~athis connecting
fault is also thme same. N 1" inputs to N ouitputs. It consists of it stages of N

One method of providing fault tolerance wi~th ii I U )\l switchies I lowever, unlike thle IAI, each of the
is adding redundant straight liniks. This allouss Ol switching clumints is, in general. a 3-input /3-oultit

bi pass of a faulty st raight link by using the dlt-mrate crossbar 'swit ch inst e: I of a one-of- tree inputs to one-
straight link. F-aulty plus or iinus links can to a~oided oft hrve outputs selector. sw~itching eletionts in the

by taking the alternate path available at thle stage just Inpuot st age' hmave only one inloi and three out put s. it ile

prior to the faulty link 1111. hlowever, swvitching CIeITIVl out put stige switches have thiree inputs and only one

faults cannot be tolerated. Routing for the Il. I outiput The coinnection pti te-rn cvt ablished by the links

enhanced with straight links is exaitly the S31me as f,,r is Iiil ial to t 1l~ of t he IAJ)\l

the IADNIl net work and is p~erfortmed with routing tags In general, the finiiber of paih. I 'n '"t eii tPut , or6 M
(I source. S. and an output. or (lest mat ion. 1), in an n st age
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Gamma etwork is aul optimistic viev, of hardware behavior. For example,
mod j, aevenother switching eleinent failure modes may well tic possi-

2 ble, such as ones where continued use of the switching
P.(X) +element is not possible. Link failures may also occur in ? ~

2 2
where x :::(l-S) mod N, V1(O) 71 and P,(I) :- 2 The Bene; network can tolerate most single faults, as.-.

Notet~i P 0) toalln. he act hatP~() > defined by the above model, where the fault-tolerance
fo criterion ibs retaining the ability to perform arty permtaxio is the source of fault tolerance in tne G~ammra

LIAIctwrk tioli connection in a single pass through the network.
II ii~tii ntwok "n b cntrlle ~yn igi rot- Thlis is also known ias full connection capability [171. It is r

I , *tnaatoknb utol~r yi ii ot the itiost stringent fault- tolerance criterion of the net- 7.
* og tgthe value of whit-h is the difference miod N works coiiodered. but the Bend network is the most

lwoi en ~INA ninbers of the nsetwork input and output c oal f all the iietworks considered, in termns of
* t e c,viected. The digits oif the tag may be 1, 0, or perinuting; capability. Som~e multiple switching element

* I. corre'sponding to the + 2', straight, and -2' links, faults nut in the centur stage can be tolerated as well, so
ri > (~,vely Control of the Gainia network when the netwoirk is robust However, if any single switching

f ocuris ut epli ity secifed it 131elemlent in the center stage is stuck at the exchange set- A
.\ fultimioI tat an b usd fo th Gama ntwok 1g then the identity permutation, which connects each
a ,sne,~1)fauts ccu ony inswichig eeiieims, .1) input to) the identically iiumibered output, cannot be per-

formed. Also, if any center stage switching element istite Input and output stage switching elements are stuck at thfe straight setting then the uniform shift con-- -

-'7 a'~t-fee,3)f~ils ocurnectiug each input i, 0 < i < N, to output N/2 mod N is
mlation '[le fault- toleran -e criterion appropriate for thepssle

if,., ;. ::etwrk is full access without the stipulation Any center stage fault can be corrected by a
ifiat .A iput be able to connect to the identically num- modifi(Ation that involves adding a single switchinF ele-
IirA : jut. as there is only' one way to perform this ment at the input or output stage 1171. The ilenes; net-

.1.1k 0 1.1W Under this f ault- tolerance model the net- work without modification cart tolerate a switching ele-
"urk I-, single fault tolerant ment stuck-at fault at all but the center stage. The -e

addition of the single switching element overcomes this '

Wi i ult-Tolerant BEnei Network difficulty. The configuration of the fault-tolerant net-
.~ te wok ) cnnctsN S~'inutstoN otpts work with the extra switching element at the output is A

ntwork 14 ec w t N2' inputs t Noutput s hw in Fig. 8t for N=8. Tolerance of a fault is
A. li,,ts. The switching elements can be set to one

0* w ,t:jte3. straight or exchange. '[he Benei network i --- I z
"aiein that any idle Input/output pair can

''octd Lyrerouting any estabLished one-to-one N

*,,tiikiii, a. ai-cessary. :if other words, a~ny one-to- 14 1

* ... ,.*. I.,n can he es-tablis hod regardless of ally T

i.,- : e lr-nuct ons Tlti, the llenes net-

I., rim. atiy pvtu . 1 kf m~put.i to outputs

, . I I mt- i o, 01 b-~ tet~..rk i l1. I g S~ I-ault-tolerant lem network for N 8.
i.ij n; 0. i rvhai. vtrgN f all the

ii 'te It: li,! thitti Il:Ipinki that state' 1,11 It, e it ho'ed b% uitngre the extra switching elet n t to corre'-t
ilIi cir, ii, k pter ,Ailch 't .C fi- fi)r tfle it - ,ruwi g jif any) causi-c by the fault Ftarthcr

ir ,Ij I- tiniv pr- ,riion:i l ti t-e ilit. 4, f idili-, l of fifthe fee iu'% r allowimig nitilc-.
t i.41 f:_1 ,l it i . Art 11I ai ,'Iilei 1171 ' hit, flu id i 1,) wit ching elclinetit stuck-at fault- Ili,

Ifvo b .- II g ('.f,!) :Oi! tedl to il b h e Ileui Ai I ii irt, ildt tlew fin j171 -

f ~I. 11 I aij 'u t(Ilcs 11111 t ', t '

I !,rrtw tIf) m l 1414 14 3.8 1 Network,

7"2 f

-II II A I - W -mi ' .1111 . i it .k I P- I-- -

*. . . . ... .. .. .. .. ;i, -----oa. t ftflt t f lljI

.'n~l fn lt s% i.h i 41 -) \h.! It,
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3.0 Summary or Network Survey .

0 0 Table I summarizes the network fault tolerance informa-
o tion presented. It gives the possible faults that canS 2 2 t occur in each network under the assumed fault model,

N :t:t T the fault-tolerance criterion, the method in which the

U 4 4 tnetwork copes with faults, whether the network is single
T ,5 T fault tolerant, and how it performs when there are mul-

6 tiple faults. Note that in the table the phrase "internal
Y- 7 node faults only" is another way of saying input and

Fig. 9 A simple single-stage #-network. output switching elements are always fault-free.

4. Network Evaluation -. r.
sidered in this paper. This provides a more complete-. --sidee in ths ptaer Th prvid t-tean moretcomplte There is a growing literature on fault-tolerant multistage -

view of the state of the art in fault-tolerant multistage interconnection networks. However, as pointed out in
networks• 1101 many of the results to date have several limitations,

A #-network is defined as having the dynamic l/ll-accea including (I) unreasonably optimistic fault models, and
property if each network input can be connected to each (2) increased data routing complexity. As noted earlier,
network output in a finite number of passes through the the choice of fault model and fault-tolerance criterion
network. Between passes it is assumed that each output plays a key role in determining the fault tolerance
can connect to its corresponding input (i.e., the input characteristics of a network In this section the ES(' is
with the same number as the output) via a path outside compared with the other networks surveyed. Table 2
the network. The #-network is said to tolerate a fault if summarizes that comparison. The facts and reasoning
tit! fault does not destroy dynamic full-access capability, supporting Table 2 are discussed below.
'his is a considerably less restrictive fault-tolerance cri- 'SC fault tolerance is evaluated in light of a fault mudel
terion than is used in any of the other networks sur- [veyed. Thn pispuse in aino the otherynetwork su- that presupposes the possibility of failure of any network
veyed. The purpose in using the dynamic full-access copntecpthesaend utileradsagcomponent except the stage n demultiplexers and stage .. ..
measure is to better characterize the connectivity
requirements of computer systems thian either full-access 0 multiplexers which are treated as part of the networkre u re e ts o c m ut r sy t m s t a n e th r r u l ac e s in p u t/o u tp u t in terface. S tage n m u ltip lex er a n d stage 0 , . '", -
or rearrangeability (full connection) capability[l4. How- leutupunerface tae n m tpee and stage 0
ever, the multiple pass method of network operation deinultiplexer failurs are treated s stage n and stage I
implied by the dynamic full access criterion may be link failures, respectively. As can be seen from 'rables I

and 2, this fault model is stricter than the fault models "unsuited for some, if not many, applications. of the comparison networks. That is, it assumes at lea.t
The fault model used for #-networks is the same as many possibilities for failure as the other models
assumed for the Fault-Tolerant Benes network. Thus, (both switching elements and links) and dire conse-
fault tolerance in a /9-network is considered to be reten- quences for such failures (any faulty component is unus-
tion of dynamic full-access using 13-elemnents even with able). The ESC fault model may well he the most real-
stuck-at faults. istic of these fault models.

There are two important disadvantages to the t-network The fault-tolerance criterion for the ESC is the same as
approach to fault-tolerant networks. One is the compu- that for most of the networks surveyed. Basically, what
tational complexity of using the dynamic full access cri- is required is that one-to-one interconnection capability
terion. Even when faults have been detected and be uncompromised. The Fault-Tolerant Bene; network
located considerable work remains to determine the uses the more demanding criterion that permuting capa-
oierational status of the network. Specifically, the set bility be unaffected: all permutations should still be per-
of located faults must be tested to see if it comprises a formable with a single pass through the network. It is -

critical fault, one which destroys dynamic full access. appropriate to use this strict criterion because the
The second disadvantage is that by allowing a finite Fault-Tolerant Bcnes network, unlike the other net-
number of passes through the network, data transit time works considered, is capable of full connection capabil-
becomes widely variable. This will impose burdens on ity.
an SIMI) 171 system attempting to maintain synchroniza-an. M [sye atpntmiana The fault-tolerance criterion used to study #-networks is
t ion.

a much less strict test to pass. All that is required is
Routing in a 3-network can be accomplished using that it be possible to connect any input to any output in
binary routing tags with as many bit positions as there a finite number of passes through the network. Succes-
arc stages in the network. Ilowever, li-networks consti- sive passes are performed by returning data from a net-
lute such a broad class that there is no one routing tag work output to the same numbered input. In a fault-
scheme generally applicable. Also, realization of free condition a #-network may require multiple passes
dynamic full access capability may incur significant com- for data to reach its destination, so the chosen fault- -'-

putational expense for routing tags, since a set of tags tolerance criterion is appropriate. However, since the
leading from the original source via a finite number of class ofr -networks is so broad, it is important to note" "
passes through the network to the ultimate destination that this forgiving criterion may inflate the capabilities
must be generated. attributed to more complex #-networks. The fault- -

"
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tolerance criterion of the (im a nfet work 1113 ayle lic h.3 F autlt t 'Ii r iiicc'v:1ali ti' of t he n it ii crkN
usialfosoecomputer syst em-, a!; it does not tjocg th 1ii' I(' not %irk fault modelil ando

consider iniability tocnnc an inpu to11 I he iden tic ally(iitlcr~,c ciiln
numbered output (an identitfy connection) to li'- a
failure. If the same device, v' g . a, proc'ss~ir-no'nory
pair, is connected to thle sameto numbeiired itput andl out- A~il'futtcrci sn > al
put then this i% not a problem. infce a deicc' "hiu-id not in,,del midi fmiili 'tiiratici' critiricin

need to comitun ic.te wvit I itself it rmh it tjc-rirt if lK.' fail ii lil

For miozt it the iiLtwurkN. routing lin tdic pri-sueli f I, rcli\cd t- i-uaicc itijt mid llitii

faults is little more complex than inl the ah-wnci' if etic c icci liiii'rts are' failt-frii'
faults. ihe notable excepi on to t his is 3-nei orks
The dyniic full acies-s Iprocediure re'qu ires clii sig a %(I
,,r intermnediate outpjut, %%hich c rti ach bei ri'aihi'i i'ccf- \ti r I.*
Neiutivel) . such that thle Ulfiiat v. dit' mlati in canllice I rai tg'l ;p cIdii is t"c
reached inl one pass from the lilcit cill lie( antic Iciii t'lti 1c C
numher (addire'ss) as the last inti'rociii Miut1fict .lwil It) I '

general -solution to tisl, prolin I, niot kniiii Rolitingf *A ugiocoil D1.i1 11 )Vi is
complexity for tl,'- Fauiilt'lcrant IBeiii nit ork is- 1.1wr ii '

higher than for the LS( bieriisi' cit tii'( itiiri of tilt-i'i
Be'nt- network 1121. It is not due to thie moificliation11 for 1*111:ilitmcd lADl)l lio nii
fault tolerance. Nrmgtlns

5. Comparison to the Extra Stage Cube Liianiiiid LUlM [o yes

The faiult tolerance 'aplii lit i's ift heI( neft ci rks (-ciii- (c fli
sider'd are all reasonably similar giveni the variiccus bastis ( aitu it n
Icy uhlich (hey are- ceti'ritintt'i. llj i, ipalirctit fromti
tile colutiin ccii fault toieraiici' ecaabilitiies fi 'Table 2. lFaidt.'I'craiit ii i

There shoild be no surpirise that this is so It i, easy to Blwi
agree iiitli the idea that aI teotrk should iaci' what- itcrkli

i er fault tiolerance capabilit ies are feasihle, and single I- ____

fult toleratnce is mjore feasible than i-fault tolerance, 4 
Nlt avodif% -,,ntrJl iiciii to at-ic'ii'e fault tclcrincc

I> I. H owever, because each network is studied usIli.g ud il i(.dl
its own fault-tiolerani'e model sightiicant differenices III li li ii

capabilities might appiear if a comiton fault todel is '' jial ibtilliiiuntii n
adopted.

The I-'SC faiult modeil ail( fatilt-tideraince criterion can lhat fault) iii'tork cciiliciits icare iilii (thei gic ci
li-applied to the other sun et) i'd ni'tccirks fi cirdler tic algorit tli tisi's faulty cicriiconcitis(

relate thei fault ticlerancte to that of the LS( . This
iiiformiatiui is givini in the first ccciircin or 'Talc 3. ''elniiic ~lN iil ulrcatts a~c iisi
Uinder the LS(' fault inodel aid fault- toleratice criterion lutsigifltidrit lcitl'IK('altclcili
none oif the siirveyed networks is single fault tuoliranit. rcbiet-bcause it still cannot tolerate all scini'hiicg cli'
MIany of thle networks fail to bet single faulIt tolerant nii h fail uris. 'l'i, in iicluideis thle sikit chi i iinci t

liiaiethey cannot tolerate atn inputt icr oiutput switch- filicsiiii 'mc tae liwduiirtlettdhcl-
itig u'le'intt fault, as can thie E-S( . This is why so many fault miodi'l. 'Ilii' addiit ional straight links Icr vicic faltl
oft ieI( fault imod els refer only' to iti termial sw itchi ng ele' toltira iici apg ist ilii' los i if aI sir aighit linik, biillii it, A

nti faults. If the E-SC fault mtodil is ainiided to s~itch. Theii finhit -uchracic'c c;)ialhliy -wit i rieu .

a1s.sume fault-free switching clenetits in tilt- Input and iittsistesucasti'll),:iillcrac'liic
cci tput stages, sonie of the ne'twocrks bc'coni' single fault. c'sli''sith(inwill clo: iiiiutci moI-
ticlerant as shown inl the table.lii auliot iks t ig'tl clciiiitn-

tiit- niasci 1-:s(' fiuilt-t cii-raicci ioccic'l liccitisi' it Is,
Theii Fa~ult-'I'iceraiiL Iliii tic- wirk is caliai ot sinigle' cull) cclii' jit frcit :ii itnput I(- the' iiii'itlicily) tiumbcc'ic -- N
fault tihiratit opleratioin uiidier thie relaxedl IKS( fault icltptil A.. siraiigit-liiik faulti ccill pirevent kt iilpiult friom

moicdel. Althugh faulity componenct.c',t cainniit ii'iii' tic iiii1iiiuiatiii g with tlit' ileicilly tiiiiiiri' l tiut 1ws

pw-~~ data Under thn' lC-' fault moi-I (iiilike' tOiw Fauilt- it %iouildill iiiIlii' IAI)NI tici work iii "hlicli the Gatiita
Tloleranit lienes fault model), con ly ccii'- to-otte conctio -i ns ne t wo rk is bcaseid). 'Thius, tilie (.aini ia net wiork idliis not it

mied hie siippjorted (as co t, pa red toi pirmiltat cin co nnec- satI is fy thle I'>( fault.- t de rancc' c rit erio n of full access.
tiofs for thic lault-Tolerant iik'mme fault miodel). T'le

j Faitdt-Toleratit lIenei network can pe(rfocrmi any ont- 6. Conclusions
()'Cliiitcc lion w ithoi ut usinrg a given fa 1 ty1 ccc~l ctii litrk avbei

llccwevc'r, the c'ontrocl method give'n in [171 must lii i ght faiilt-t ilratit intc'rciictiioiitcrnliie(cl

modified to achieve this fault. tolerance capability SO de scrilbcd. All have mnultipli' stages, but there are widi'
vriatioins itt topolocgy and switching element, design. .
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THE LOCO APPROACH TO DISTRIBUTED TASK ALLOCATION
IN AMDA BY VERDI

V. M. Milutinovie, J. I' Crnkovid. L.-Y. Ching. and H. J. Siegel
School of Electrical Engineering

Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907 .',%*

(317)-494-313

ABSTRACT As the application requirements are getting more and more corn-
* A systemn of special purpose processing resources shared by a plex, the overall computational capabilities can be further increased by

*number of general purpose processing resources is considered. We adding more SPPRs to a OP host. Several experiments of this type
* assume that special purpoor processing resources are dedicated to 'were reported (Mar&rd I. This trend is very likely to continue, rspe-
* differrnt tasks typical of complex artifiil intelligence multitash jobs. cially given the great importance and massive computational require-

*Possible type* of special purpose processing resources include pipetined msents typical if the general area of Al. Consequently we expect that
errar processors, SIMD parallel processor syestems, or AEMD mullipro- in the log&h systemsw oriented to Al Will Consist of hundreds of SPPR9. -
cessor epstesli, with associated data bases or knowltedge biser, for As the SPPRs will still be costly, it will make sense to share them
numeric or siniac computing. Each specific type may be represented among a number of GP hosts, It is very unlikely that all SPPRs in
by several units. Such a structure may be found in tile large local aer such a system will be of tse same type, and it is even more unlikely
networks of' the 1990s which are used predominantly for artificial inleil that each one will be different from the others. We expect that they
gences, or in high-end computers of/the 54h generation. Given such a pro. 'will be of a variety of different types where each type is represented by
cessing environmcnt. in this paper an approach for effiient dist ributed an appropriate number of unitsa. Different SPPRs will be of different

*took allocation it introduced. It is referred to as the LOCO approach, levels of specialization. It is reasonable to expect that the whole sys-
*because an analogy with a locomotive engine (and appended wagons) is tern of OP hosts and SPPRs will span an area the size of a typical

Neued to describe it. An analytic model of the LOCO approach is university campus or military base (up to about I mile in radius).
developed and used for performance analysisi. Resuilt. of the perfor- A similar type of processing environment may also be found in
nance analysis are presented comnparativecly with these ofload balancing high-end computers of the SOh generation. Input/output (in the wide

*applied to the same processing environment. Althosgh our primary con- sense) will include natural language processing and computer vision.
cern is a Processing environment for artificial intelligence, we find that Memory (in the wide sense) will incorporate a variety of data bases and
the LOCO approach can be used effictenty in other types of processing knowledge bases. The processor (in the wide sense) will incorporate the

Senvirosnments, as Wed. capabilities for both information and knowledge processing [TreLi82[.
* Ito both cases it 'will be extremely important to have an efficientKEYWORDSs Distributed Task A4llocation, Loosely Coupled Mul. Mechanism for the dynamic allocation of different tasks belonging to

tiprocessor Systems, Artificial Intelligence Oriented Systems,.ope ljb Dvs3.Franme fraos hsmcaa

L INTRODUCTION must be distributed in nature. It might exist as distinct and
- Covenionl gnerl pupos (C) cmpuers re ot bleto identifable blocks of rode, or only as a design philosophy [Enslo7g.

Meet the complex computational requirements typical of artificial JellSI he pcoteaimty of the robl s high ea whatkmay in -
*intelligence (Al). However, the overall processing power of the coe- mtiprogrbe mexpece, iasnmst, ofwher hoserts maycebes wrkning ina
*tiocal GP computers can be considerably enhanced if appropit se mtiprgammooig enviromnt wihetskriendt different oes s unin so
- ~~cial purpose processing resources (SPPR*) awe attached to them. In tesm otwl aejb ihtssoine odfeetSPs

* tht csetheOP cmpuerssere asthehoss ad th SP~s s teir Also, the allocation requirements will change in time. Obviously, the
couatonal tenhacmuenrs. su as preossng tevirnmt the solution of this problem should involve the following two basic aspects;
coputsatiea orentaedt@. rou seciaredtsksin typionmo ntophe 1a) System architecture that supports an efficient task allocation
muttsh al obt. thes askspemayize wsn al rocing (b) Dynamic task allocation procedure which is distributed in nature. ..nul tural A l anguageT processing/undersitandingo[esg., [e.g.. With all that in mind, in this paper a system architecture is considered
visinbocesingudtnigl~. rdgl nelgn rtria Which consists of OP hosts and logically clustered SPPRs, all con-

visin pocesin/unersendig [~g. BrdyS, inellgen rerieal ected by a shared multiple access bus, possibly but not necessarily of
from knowledge bases within the expert system [e.g.. HIWaLS3,e. lothe CSMA/CD type [e.g.. ShDaR182[. Such a structure iswell suited to
Internally. the SPPRs may be organized as special function prcsos the execution of complex multitask jobs typical of Al and will be
systolic arrays. pipelined array Processors. SIMD machines iFlynu72[, referred to an AIDA fArtillcial Intelligence Directed Architecture). For
or MIMID machines [Flynn72[. Each SPPR will have an asoiae this type of system architecture as efficient approach to dynamic and
data base or knowledge base, and will be oriented to numeric or sym- distributed task allocation is introduced and analyzed. It is referred to
boie processing. We have many examples of internal organizations a h C prah eas naaoywt oooieegn

orinte t deicaedconrol[eg..MilaI, Mlisa3. sgna poces. (and appended wagons) is used to describe it IMilSi841. As will be seenM L-
* ug [e-g.. McDMnS2[, speech pfacessimg/isderstaniding (e.g., Lersefiol later, this approach is quite general in nature, ad can be applied to

smage processiag/undersraading le.g.. SiSiK$IJ, efficient retrieval from processing environments other than the one descrmbed here.
relational data bases [e~g., MKAM831, combinatorial seas It It should be noted that the emphasis here ison a system that cont-
(WahlMaA41, inference (LUshid83. SuSHOS8l[. etc. A single SPPR may sists of a large number of heterogeneous classes of SPPRs, made acces-
consist of a large number of processing elements (PEe). As an example., il oavr ag ubro sestruhalrenme fhss
the WPP processor for image processing (Batchfiof includes 2"1 I'E. Furthermore, due to the variety of SPR, the types of computations
The DADO production system in supposed to include on the order at to be performed are unlimited - the system is mot restricted to any sift-
magntituide of a huadred thousand PFa [StoShI2I. A large number of gle task domain. This makes it very appropriate foe environments.

*PEN is sed to speed up a special-purpose computation, and not to such as Al. that require many different types of tanks to be executed.
acquive general processing power. This can be contrasted to a parallel processing system like PASM

L Cnkwsd - ~ . ~ SiSiKS1[ in the following ways: (1) PASMsa computation engine con-
__"uO MM os 6k. fri H4 sists of a set of homogeneous processors. (2) the PASM processors ase
I~uvsmyd ksan. c~ tsks. ts~ 5324.interconnected by a multistage network [Siege&41, rather than a net.

T11 r-ssaseb 981 ParsUsIY 06ossussd by ike U S. Arsts Reasekc 0&s.o Dsansemst work of shared busses. 13) when operating itn Slls mode, the PASM
46 Ass ay, sode csrus DAAG25-55-K8l01. mad the Sces l of lectAWs ~s. processors exploit instruction level parallelism, while the iot-SPPR

Pam"*& Pardee Usivewasy. parallelism is on the task level. (4) PASM is intended for image under.--
Ptlseip 1is ib 1= lgU ssmssat Costsresee so Dwtiisied Cespsag S. standing [KuSiA84J. where LOCO/AIDA is much more "general per-

W. Deaver. Colorado. wasr 15.11,1USpo. in nature, (5) PASM is intended to support a much smaller set of
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1-r,-t ban 1, 0C )1. .11) 4And (6) P XS \l itself ztauld be in 5PPR io 5 The duration -it -i ak eaccution is considerably longer than th.
C- X)()'~f< time needed ito transfer Ata to the SPPR that will execute the tank

fln ei -elI-nt sutjin of listraboited rroreiaigis gin-n in Tetrans
4

tr timt-e inrluides the time to access the communications ~
rwtw-ri irrhitieture nbas-d on aI isine sharied bus. in) LOC.') As a pro- tic. On isv hand. 6in c-,! tier optic technology is enabling local

ci ire oih an addressing meehaanm distributed in the network area rimonication% tit reach gigabit./second speeds je g.. PoCoS83 .'

i.V--i the lirO! lk i nitronment is charactertred be a number of On the other hand. the en otion time or V
1 

task may be extremelv
-c ie:Tnnts c 'v ic al ir the -Ia~ iLii eo n ut~rin afle t i.,. uPas zi2

1
. high This s iti to nt, si data tjuantities itzsks with 21" pixels -

This p.a-er S5 i;1antir1 onto iix se-Lions Asumptions cIt h andl ) it2 logic ries are not incrommon) and extensive comPutltion[ -3

Aaus si5 ire -aIi rsril in Sc ttit !I The system arc hitrcture (AID A) is iest) if-ir both timd - nrocestng and logic Search). As known m J

d-- luc a >--ctiun !11 Th, Ifistributed procedure for Iynamic t"s from pr-nitiis -srk 'e g %Yab ii .. I the task transmission time is small .*

ill. I -Itin (1,0)1 il n- due-4 in Section li, . Srit through an exam- comreii' t" thII tas.k ne r ime. ".1e $-ile bus approach !3 the best -

.i ni then gecalirc A- model if the LitO) approach basned o approaich. IThis wn Lhs u~fct~f o st onetaei u
k!1i sr4rc ire sc, i-ed ri Section V' For comparison pur- reisearch -)n the 'ingle bin ' -tom arch~tecture for itupport of the tasnk

- 9. ti , esie ii tion, A moat-i of soad balancing (LBI ipphied to alloc-atioin
n. AM, -i'n-t- 1"-Isqectsr is antritilced, an welL Performance 6 Eat-b task in eK"citton -an be treated as a secondary process Jrun-

At 1, r H, 1,0: i. i i. prrenach and ii comparoson to the LB approach sing .)n tps- i'PR Ithat can gcnerite a numbehr of secondir ' jobs, each
* t ; n ,. ertion VI -'a. eonsisting olf -i number -f neeondary tasks. The nestinig can coo-

tinue as necessary We treat this issue as a \lgRtically Distributed - -
1.1. IIASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF THE ANALYSIS Intertasking, or simply l-l-IZI Conseq1uently. the system arcittecture

7j- -t-sc niation to foll-,,w wsill be based On the following atnsump_ ;5 referred to as the 4l1)N b, V'ERP We mention this nesting as an
n, I 11int-eeSting property 4 th- Li)tCO ipproach. H-owpner, that issue will

k-s .s(n mtAh -o~ls , cmputaton bhat can be per- not; be futhr aisal--i in thiis -ok
fra--ht-I'I withbout iny intermeimate ateractoa be the host. 7 M tasks boith ibis. predominantly oriented tm rumeric and svm-

*ins .[5cI'-ro - ace an cl"IPR ins loaded with the program. its parain- biilic processingt arm characterized by large execution time variations
i nd !tie I ata it 'an jtitisornously exect- Li' the task until its com- ;BradyA2. GrmsnitQ The name conclunion has been derived by a recent

*i'ii The as.ks ire ighty speciality) (Lm)nsquently. A great study RcbenO . t .miseqrienttv. the correlation between past expect-
is fl-r i,-t 1uPtl1 it i ecesstar For the niumber i P rice oin execititis time for a given t) pe )f task and its future execution
-t. RIlI v. p,-I we assume t~ Iimne is low Thin fact repres3ents one of the essential differences

- u ui i art ifthe job trA that belongs :o a process !P) roin- tuetwmeen typical Al asnks, and the tasks typical of the "conventionar

all- a--i -le t. ! !su -ll k number -i4 processes can run coo 1-P pr.-mesxinq env ironment.I ir of ce-ra! i mportasnce for the analy1 st*
tiie ite tn-.1 A ede procese ma- n !idrtl a number nii :o 'jitoos -Xs wtil te spen later, this fact has a major induence on ourt

stn-e 1ri ~ esiialisnt, .:r <on-irrointly). A ningle job consists of a, choice -if the task allocation procedure,.n h udryn system
* ~ . -it-, I-er f 11fen 9ak 1rtmstitng setluentially it cotncurrently)I. This achttue

1 it s-*'hit.- illy .epre-.ef~tei as is the example of Fig 14. Con- 8 Programming of the ,P'PRs is very complex. Although the user can
- den-lop -s twa -(tt- ae. tvpicasley pmrametric library routines are

- Used The users9 Mator '-Ifort is to ipecify the software parameters. -

-- - - - - - - - - -~ -The liilrary rosin's- ire Aussumemi to be relatively short, as they control -

~----.- - t.- -----iTinnsit-c'pecalmrzed pr ing c-tireen These, facts Influence the choice of the

syte arctetRr' ftir the efficient suppotrt or task allocation.
- ~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ I ~ ts.* r-i~ ol ~ he a rcA tiner w itch the system is spanned, as well 31; the bandwidth-

-- - - -- ____ ofthe nommuini-aLtons medium, ensure that the propagation time -

btweten Any twot ptiintsn in the system in negligible in comparison with

tduration if ber -rtrst tiossihle rneisage We assume that enotigh

tion is ytm odn hsasmto permits uts to neglect the 7
mtns~a access And handshaiiing Pffects in the analysis to follow.

ifa Cofi'il Niiitt. III Job 10 Thin paper ,-',ni-cvistes in the cAe when SPPRs are the

1. tii'aiatures binitleneik in the nIntem The case *nes both SPF'Rs and intereonnec-

iie7 Rini' inpt; citles tion neLi.-.rk ire 'he b-outlencck na .- e system is not considered A a,
i -c -Built ,nrtiie, partintthiswt'rk

Si i - itinuDr'tiit--- it ril :'t ,11 'itntilthee assumptitons will he used
-hoii -u l~ t - tir to rJ0

i- 
t
I, rui- ii -lt-iee In the -nainopie

* ~~r~ r i-K _'o a;.n ,'reiirriny .,n i-s i) -s
sint . iat f,ur T~iiK: to be completedi. since it M. SYSTEM AACHITECTURE
1ut -ltI The name iask ma ' exist in Inarious con- One possible approacht to a syiem architecture for the procesing

- .'- :h 'n ' '4ti e lo'b-, tan be sets large, it may help if .5irti-ninrent tteated here implies onnerting of SPRs to the- back-
-- ~ -e s tresesiei by more titan ane it F-or the sumber entnis f the hosts and cnnecting of hosts into -a single shared bus net-

* -r . i- - . P -te eassume N.. > I or, s niliirte in Fig. -'a This .spproach permits load balancing
'h umitiirin- 4i PI'fs in the system (.t;, is given l-y e .urt2 reliability and expandability may b e problematic

-- .'.- c-i.-~mtethat -n real systems ort the 1994ts this 44 e filtItib- another aproaq~ch according to which the 5PPRs aace
1 1 - hse, -n-y get 'io be -ii' the t rier at %everal hundreds The number 'it atoned in the fro;nt-end and share the same bus with the hosts, as

',- I I~- u., , ist-c its -in sitied to be of the tame mr of ndietil in Fig 2h This approtwhi has good reliability and expandca-
;e!i -ae -~ fir! s tirv the -I if -itn infinite Populatioo miAsel tinitt ' t nuppoirs loal balancing and several good papers exist on that '

ti : a ti nI ,s to foio .n t-olii' - q . WatiJiiil Wthl-fis821 Load balancingl in very efficient it
%s .-- 1itieerlier t he ,PPf ma 'coi t iore ir less spe-tamitzed A -nec-ir -it time- if the taks wailing for irocessing can be precisely

pet-tic :'3--n run oin tine SPI't iype only. or -in one it a number it esttinoaei This -stioitit man not be possible or man require inten.
-lrs T!'i't vpen In 'he ,eeonil ease. however, tine of thre SPPRI Sine Coit-itaitn ii ianT-sil So iltimation typically relies on pant

* nci~ willi- - e ai t uit i In the presentation01 to follow I t&At esPerienceP Abo-t he enetintime ft-r a1 given type of task It the
iiuis ii'.-i,- ire) with .ini PPR type, r-igardless of if it it the corn-tat onb nn h pant sail future -sedition time is relatively high.-

'iiisitC-. -it the Mott tittitle porssibilty This assumptio the liatt baiancing. prnos to wihiene A very gonad performance leg q
m ipite;s 1he ir-nritatitin wittitiit affecting its generality NilIwiAul Choiiii'Ji I -nfortuaiel - this im-umptiom is not satislied In
... 5,i,)r3Pid--no s the wsitting reriltm I wer forced rto

n~mt~~ici 5. i umtinhesosin.cu 05 i*evllii hl If %~ t earchI for approp r iate taii-ki atioca3t ion proced ure- and a sy stem arc hitec-
* ~ltre that ire -:.I-- -St sat jn it no'4ri.1 el;. nu 130C recniion time, %.-
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in that cluster is stored. Knowledge bases and data bases can exist.
within SPPRs. in the mass storage units associated with the cluster, or

sr L sprit in any other suitable form. The SPPRs are interconnected by a system
of buses. Separate buses are used for task allocation, for data and

----------------------- parameter transfer, and for the transfer of the library routines. These
-------------------- buses will be referred to as the allocation, data. and software bus.

respectively. The allocation bus is a singli-line bus (bit transfer). It
1}~*connects the hosts. the SPPRs. and the mass storage units. as the

Figure 2. Some Possible System Architectures for Distributed Pro- software libraries have to be updated occasionally It includes the clus-

cessing on a LAN (Local Area Network). ter branches. Each cluster branch is separated into the
INPUT.BRANCH and the OUTPUT.BRANCH. The

(a) The SPPRs in back-end of the hosts, with load INPUT.BRANCH is daisy chained. as indicated in Fig. 3. Given
balancing, assumption #8. the software bus can also be a single-line bus (bit

(b) The SPPRs directly appended to the LAN, with transfer). We assume one software bus per logical c uster. The
load balancing. software buses connect the SPPRs of the cluster with the correspond-

(c) Logical clustering of physically remote SPPRs. ing mass storage unit. Given assumption #5. the data bus should be a
The SPPRs are assumed to be physically remote. multiple-line bus (word transfer). It connects the hosts and the SPPRs.
However, they are connected by a high-speed link. An identification number (D) is assigned to each host (H.ID). process
and they behave as if they were locally clustered, (P.I), job (J.ID) and task (TID). Identification numbers are also
i.e., logically clustered, associated to the clusters (C.ID, SPPRs (S.ID), mass storages (,f.1!), -' .%

and library routines (LI). All these identification numbers act as
Fortunately, the exisencec of a higA-speed communicntione processing environment specifiers. The way they are used is indicated

medium gives an important new dimenslion to distrihuted procesin. It in Table 1. The short specification can be used only if the missing
enables the introduction or the concept of logical clustering of physi. specifiers are known from the context.
cally remote SPPRs of the same type. Consequently, given a fast ._.,-__.__..-_

enough communications medium and a small enough local area, it rbki 1. P1-" --. .... 4i SeMr.f.n

makes sense to interconnect all SPPRs of one type into a single logical u, u.., p.s .,ses.. sh. .. ,&a.. E--pi

cluster, as indicated in Fig. 2c. Although physically remote, thes CLUS-Rt c cIc M, CIC V C"-
SPPRs behave as it they were logically local to each other. Cons. HOST H HIM ED) HiM lDI MITI

-- ion I IH 10?I P 10 4) 10 IIal JI3 liii '
quently, we have N,: logical clusters, with NU SPPRs of the same type LInRARY ROUTINE L tIC fiD l I. 101 J.70 11 J41

in each. WSSOAX % 1c0 fcD 14
Logical clustering means that all SPPRs of the same type are PROCESS P Pill If P ID) PiP io0 P1? 51o, Pis)

treated as a single multiple-server service station. No load balancing is TSS r Tii D P n In T si IT An1 T..il -"

n e e d e d a n y m o r e a s it im p lie s t h e e n v ir o n m e n t c h a r a c t e r i z e d b y m u lt i. -. _ _ rT illLIDPIDJ__ _T__ _ _ _T IT__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ T il l

pie single-server service stations. Also, the lack of correlation between The following identification numbers and related pieces of infor-
past and future is of no importance any more. The task is simply sent mation are needed to allocate and run the task: cluster ID (C.ID),
to a logical cluster that consists of all SPPRs which are best suited to library routine ID (L.ID), program parameters (or their locations), and
cluster until after all tpreviously arrived (in the case of FF discip- memory block of one of the system resources (host or SPPR 1, or in a

lines) or higher priority tasks lin the case of priority disciplines) have number of memory blocks, possibly some in the hosts and others in the
been served. Note that the concept of clusters in our approach is cos- SP processors. Each system resource containing a data block keeps a
siderably different compared to the concept of clusters in Cm* list of all tasks that will need or that might need that data block (until
fSwFuST7), Ultrac.smputer [GoGrK83). or Cedar [GaLaKS4j. permission is given to delete that data block). So. if a task needs a data

Now we willosribe the Artificial Intelligence Directed Architec- block it must know the ID of the system resource currently holding
ture (AfDA), whirh is based on the above described principle of logic that data block. When requesting the data block, the task has to
clustering,. It is given in Fig. 3. The system consists of NH hosts and specify its own MD fT ID). Each task is associated with a vector ID), .
Ns SPPRs organized into N. clusters with Nu SPPRs per cluster, the elements of which define the sources of input data for that task. A
Each cluster is .tiawiated with a mass storage unit M(j); j1...a' -- Mar E is liso associated with each task Its form is either E = X or
This is where the soltwsae (parametric library routines) for all SPPRs E = C ID S IDI. It specifies which SPPR executed that task. Initially

r. 361
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0 .the Vas of F is indefined. i e .E =X When a task is assigned to as %l~O flfiSru oi
0 S'I'lt, this pr--isor will set the value 4i E.to point to itself. i.e. E %
41IC 11) i M )ire a task is execulted, the output data will bne stored in IfO'T""~i' Hil7 if %

Each hnst and SPPR has attached to it a task allocation co- O diCTfONID

troller This i~introller isahardware device which exctsspecial TSFTl.Ii* -

puirpose ,Iiediratedl itiftw-irr to interface the host or SPPR to the inter-
crnaeirtr nctisrk and) to the rest of the s 'ystem Th, controllers ace Figure 4 Str i -,ire of th- [ii'omnotis e and Contests of Different%
irs.'rtl het-n the hot or SPPII and the netwo.rk The 7,ictroller Lo-comitive Sectwin,

- ~can he implem,,rte'l as a ".'hip and wvill be, hereafter, referred to s
* u~s :ihL (r) i iii Sn The 1, C) station controls the access to all the '-S.,uiis ,s -neir

hoesP liii . xe. it es t he Last aillocatio procedure So husts and SPPR s
ait- fr~- Al I h-se ictisities. =-hich has a number of positive imic~ations t-STI SLtp 1

0
% i aos~'en - s rxiand.ai iy reliability, and compatibility or various 7.(~Jk~O 1'T D

* ,~e..is ':TRs Different access schemes can be used on the L13RARY-tOUTINI SEiCT[) "LLIa
o5. ii.enc'rptiof the -artier sense multiple -access with crsllision Ai oi''O

- Ic rali'.' oeerrn to be the most suitable. However, the FNXCTOR.ET \ %
snais -is 4f p.-5' bie acceis scheotes will not be presented as a part of

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~'gt :tssL isle h tto curs ui rac1t h esg . . Structure of the Watgon and Contents of Different '. ~istth 'he levunciin iLdires in its beading. The message is accepted Wao Sections Depending on the LOCO version. the
*,niv * he -1101ou that matche, the address from the message header DATA SECTIO': may contain either data or pointers to

as ic at I anl software, buse the station re-pnils only if i recog --
site, -Iis n lle in the mesag lieadingt Q the allocation bus. data________________________________

cia, ntati, n i responding to three type- of addresses- (31 cluster Now we describe the way to which the LOCO procedure will
adilies IC ID),I li itato, drs.ie.SP drs CI A) and treat the -above vpecifie'i job. Once the job J(31 is defined in the process
irl the ilires 4f the train (to be dlefined Iatr currently located at P! , i.the hiost s station corresponding to H-IT) will create the message
that ,t itios if! II) P ID.J "D), if the address in the message beadpr itrairii thst coinsists if as number of suhme'iages. One of them is dedi-
ciisiist. if a (7 ID -isly. the mes'age will be accepted by the station cited to the job J(31 an a whole (f~r LOCOmoit. The others are

'55aei tshe lirst dl,' 0'IR is the chain of the cluster C a)D (this Je-ficateil to different tasks ithe iL'Sforil.
can 1,. essureil cny appriipriate 13is) chiaining) If the addr-ss in the The structure of the locomotive is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of
moessage heaider eonsisti of both a C [I) and S ID, the message will be four sections. Sec'tions IIOST.SECTION. PROCESS SECTION. and

ac''ie' hyii peehes SPR I theaddessin he essge eaier OB.SECTION define the priscessing environment of the correspond-
-,ois4 'i at ll) P 1l). and J ID, the meisge will be accepted by the ing job Siection D s1T iiSECTION dlefines; the tasks that produce the
5i curtpwly .ai pisspssion 'if the train (ti be defined laterl. final data needed by this job (other tasks are producing the intermedi-

aite data only). Sinsce the locomotive is playing the vital role in the taskIV. TASK ALLOCATION PROCEDURE allocation approach under consideration here, it is referred to as the
the hait ie i ieLlitap'ahto'itis' task a'loca. LOCO approach. Note that the above description of the locomotive

ri- the p~encessing environment spe-ifleris (see Ta.ble 11 in implies the case when the job source and the job destination are the .
-i-titin iamong dlifferent taski For the SPPRs they need. The saime For the case when job source may be different thian the job des-
'6,-, inton. "hich )ob is coospenn lt which SPPR type lindi' tination. isulv aL minor modific.ation of the locomotive is required. '.---

[DII. () he PP'R isa .segned to a job. in order tis The st'ructure of the wagon is shown in Fig S. Each wagon W~k).
I fit, ta.-li -b, SPV'F is iiia'ld with the! necessary library k-= I _'-- coCsistg of Six Sections. Section CLUSTER.SECTION

;O- par mptrr i-il IOta and the -e:eastio of the task can specifies the cluster in which the task corresponding to that wagon hast 4 -.

he, s'-hr xe-iii ;f the task i -,rmpiete the ob will colrs- to be executed. Section TASK.SECTION specifies the task
The 1 ' Ie et oP procdut il hce Sitpoindtrog and Pit un. -irresponding to the wagon. Since the wagon is always appended to , -

The - ~ 4 r~ceurewillbe int esened hroun a exaple the locomotive. the short specification of the task can be used. The fal',.
"I :e5! -t .sii 6i, 7eiieraire.-sum, that the host Ill ID; aHl7i is 4pecifiration can be otainedt by combinting this section and the first

; Ill~-~-- M, PT ID :- P(7.7( o re fii")' P0'), with a, jo b three sections of its locomotive The
S- .- iiaitrciaed I. -ii'me that J1(3) can- LIBR XH Y R Ot'TINF. SECTION specifies the library routine to be

a s~ , -itr ced s i i-i~inil aibre-t"ia as- Ti I), used in the task exec ution. Typically, this section will also contain the -
i ie i tass Tj I li-.v ro lie b xecuieto in ims- iirarrtee to bie paissed to the routine, or ;Lt least, the pointers to these

7t -hiJ'b .ifltr - 'it ;,, .t'i T(-, :a r'l4I parameters The D)ATA SECTION qpectii the tasks that produce
- .. tc'i t ' awt TI 

4
t in (70 l under Li.13,j d atas or the task corresponding to the wagon. The

-- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~L E i I o his- s akT irsd nhs 1 1 O Z<CI;TOfR SECTION specifiei the particular SPPR that executed- '-

0 ~ ~ :! .- I t. u 1. S 1 H otha i ei aTII). n o Tei ina the rash correspondling to that wagon. Before the execution of the job

-- 'ih cli-? f' r-A ni te Pc tatuto d T (3)ai Tl. h lina starts, it is not known which SPPR will do the execution of which task.
it.,c.'li-'-ta o li re.'l is he PPRtha excutd TI) nd o. -in indicated earlier, the contents of this Section i initially E=X. as

- i. Mentioned earlier Thbe IN Aft ON-STATUS SECTION contains theSif the abose 'pel lfied job may he as pecifier IN that indicates if the task corresponding to this wagon is
* , 0',, S I.'. " h- tras,iimnatwn 'if a lyving object image and currently unier execution somewhere in the system IW=IMAG) or not

tij trite P.FRi 'if the AMD tY pe T(21 refers to process-. (WRE Ad If W = REAL -ad the wagon is behbind the locomotive
he ,i-,~c t~sa (tht my 'i~am someinfrmatin s execution is completed If W = REAL and wagon is in the front of

C"'r-1; . AI ri 1 L, thte 1ei iun~-hivgt and as bwit extecutedi on a 4pe. the locomotive its execition did not start yet.
AIC. ''i .frai .ri-sof. T(:ll refers t,_. usage understanding For the particular case of Fig 1, the initial form of the train i

ores : ": ire sirrpriateP SPPR .f the MIl.- ID type. Output data giues tn Fig. ij
5

. Initially, the locomotive is pushing the train. Thej
r--. fthis~ i tir some reason needed by the tols source. Finally, front wagon .correspsrnis to Til1i, the next one to T(21. etc. Or course.
T i, -eeI.i'Iei't.,ice trim I kniswle ige b&"s within an

-tee Ylstrm .. ,. 1 iS irentel ti) idestiticition ai flyng )bhjects The the appropriate preamble ihouid be appended to the front, ad the
'': rt nsiesiect .tut ~a om l~i TI)).andthejobsouce ts approprniate cyclic redundancy check ICRCI fot error detection pur-

tataire i'eed i the -Ietinaii~n or nothr hoti, poses to the owl1 As the train. ince the train is created, the host's star
- -. titl If 5-edi h ob (stntiafame o ntehi), tion will compete for the allocation bus and after accesing it, the sta-e

* ma 11h a.'--p i sorce g fo spitin ofede antinfrmaion tios will haroadrast the train. The CLU..STER SECTION of the front

-,,','sit' ro'. 711le 'iterurtTI i.) refe th do ain -if the metdical wagon (now, WI H)l has the function oif the train dlestinaitio address.
4. .iee~est-sis'- t I~ird IO eferto pocesingand ndestaning and the train will end up in the first currently idle SPPR of the clusteriiU

of the ,ianner ;rrige 71'')l i- processing oif -tn EFG signal. amid T(4) to C12) When the train is accepted an acknowledgement will be sent to
snteiligest retrie-1i friitapr'ipriate knowlvvedgep 1-s- within an c pert tbe train trans4mitter The ID 'if the train transmitter can bme found by ''~ ' -"

-7.. -.



r-~ - - r-' -,- h,- 'w Note that a wagon will be destroyed when it is not seeded ay more.
Finally, the locomotive is pulling the wagons. Once the train from Fig.

'- 6g is accepted by P(7.51 it will request the final data from S(2.2-) and
SSi1.37). At last. P(7.5) will broadcast the permission to delete all

lu memory blocks corresponding to J(7.5,3)
, 1.Our ex3ample described the basic idea of the LOCO approach. A,fb 7--b more rigorous definition can be easily derived from this example. How.

(If u:n. .. e. ever. note that the LOCO approach is more powerful than indicated by
1j"v the example. Instead of the topology from Fig. 1. any topology can be

used. Next, in the example used here, the schedule of the train and its ,-
' -, load ti.e.. which type of SPPRs will be visited and what will be the

-'' data sources) is set up at the time when the train was created. How.
ever each task can be given the possibility to change the contents of all

--... the wagons corresponding to the tasks not yet executed. In that case
.. the task execution is made conditional, as well as the data to be used.

.E5- tr each accepted task as a secondary process which can generateL....... secondary jobs and secondary tasks, where a new secondary train has
D to be associated with each secondary job. Also, it is very important to

aa ge that under assumption #.5, .a possib paralelism an the task re-
Zion level can be fully e ptoited by the LOCO procedure. The actual
extent to which the parallelism will be exploited depends upon how the

Strain is composed when it is generated. i.e.. the way in which the job is
decomposed into tasks and the way in which the wagons are ordered. r

Figure 6. Different Forms of the Train During Execution of the Note that the LOCO procedure can exist tn various versions. In
Job from Figure 1. one version. the train first competes for the appropriate SPPR and

PRE - Preamble CRC - Cyclic redundancy check then collects the input data (specied by the pointers in the train). In a
variation, the train first collects the data needed for the task ana then

examning the contents of the locomotive. If the nrst SPPR in the competes for the appropriate SPPR. The former version was explained "
chain is currently busy, it will pass the train to the next SPPR in the in the example, since we reel it ts simpler. It needs a smaller queueig
chain. If none is available, the train will "wait' in the queue until the buffer in each cluster, but is less time-efficient. The latter version will
-first SPR becomes available. This "queue" may physically exist in be treated in the performance analysis to follow. It needs a larger
the form of the closed cluster-dedicated loop within which the train is queueing buffer in each cluster, but is more time-efficient.
propagated until allocated. This is indicated by dashed lines is Fig. 2e.
The station that transmitted the train will wait for the acknowledge- V. MODELLING
ment. When the acknowledgement is received it will clean up the buffer We first develop a model of complex multitask job (intertask
in which the train was stored and will use it for the other purposes. model) which is applicable to both the LOCO and LB approaches.
Here an error-free channel is assumed. Then we develop the models of the task execution time (intratank

Assume one of the SPPRs is free (e.g. S(7)). Using the allocation model), separately for the LOCO and LB approaches. Load balancing
bus. the SPPR S17) will acknowledge the receipt of the train and at the has attracted a lot of research interest, and some very good work has s
same time it will request data from all the sources specified in the been reported recently [e.g., ChoAb82. Nillwall. TaTog4. WahJuS31
DATA.SECTION of WII). i.e.. from P(7.S), Using the software bus. However, here under the term LB approach we consider the approach
the SPPR S17) will request the library routine specified is the program which is obtained by applying the principles of load balancing to the
section of W1 1l, i.e., L(5). In the meantime, before the data and pro- system architecture of Fig. 2b.
gram arrive, the SPPR S(7)'s station will examine W(2) to see if T(2) -
can run concurrently with Til). This is indicated by the contents of A. Model ofth Multltank Job (Intertank Model)
the DATA.SECTION of W(2). In this example. concurreney is pousi- We assume a complex multitask job that consists of J tasks (run-
ble. Note that the wagon must be in the station while the SPPR works ning serially and/or concurrently). Each task is serviced by a general- -
on its load. It will have W=IAAG during that time. So, W(I) will be ized service btation (GSS). Activities of the GSS include allocation of
removed and the imaginary copy of W( 1) will be appended to the back the task to one of the appropriate SPPRs. collection of input data from
of the train. A copy of the locomotive will be saved at the station along appropriate data sources, collection of the library routine from the
with the wagon. The train fse Fig. 6b) will now be broadcast and appropriate mass storage unit, and execution of the task. The only
hopefully accepted by one of the stations in C(4). e.g.. S(17). The sta- difference between the GSS for the LOCO and LB approaches is in the
tion S(17) will acknowledge the receipt of the train, will request its data allocation of the task to one of the appropriate SPPRs. So the
and program and will examine W(3) for possible concurrency. This differences are within the GSS and are not visible on the level of the
time concurrency will not be possible, since T;3) needs data from T(1) intertask model. Consequently, both procedures can be represented by
and the wagon corresponding to T(1) is imaginary which means that the same open queueing network model jKobay781, as indicated an Fig.
T(i I is not yet completed. So. the train will sit in the station S(17) for 7.
some time. So far, our example clearly points to the ability of the Our analytical model based n queueing theory incorporates only
LOCO procedure to exploit maximally the existing parallelism on the the most essential parameters of two procedures under consideration
task level. Other more sophisticated forms of parallelism could be han- We are forced to such an approach by the inherent limitations of
died by the LOCO procedure equally well. queueing theory.

After some time, T(1l will be completed. The station S(7) will We assume am infinite population queueing network. Task gen.
place the output data into its local memory and will "remember" that erstion does not depend on the sumber of tasks currently existing in
the data will be needed by T(7,5,3.3). That informatiOnl is obtained the network. Task generation i governed by the Poisson process.
from the train while it is at the station. The station 5(7) will set up Routing of tasks abides by a first-order Markovian chain. Queueing
ES() in the wagon W(l), will append W(I) to the train, and will discipline at each GSS can be say work-conserving one. Service time is

* broadcast at (see Fig. 6c). exponentially distributed. The task destination is capable of absorbing .-. ,.
The message from Fig. 6c will be accepted by the station which is all tasks departing from the system. The observation interval is long .. '- ,

currently in the position of the train. i.e.. S(17). The station S(17) will enough so that the system can reach a steady state. Under these condi- -- '%
now exehag the imaginary wagon with the real one, and will reexain- tions. Jackson s decomposition theorem Kobav781 holds, and the

*'. in* if T(3) can run concurrently. Since sow it can, the train of the form steady-state ditribution of the probability that the network is a stateindicated an Fig. Sd will be broadcast. Assume that this train will be a is given oy:
accepted by S(2.27) and that T(4) will be executed in S(I.37). In that P i1 Jl pinJ
case, the train will have the forms indicated in Figs. Ge. 6f. and 6g. glo
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q~i The value of gH~ican easily be measured as: P

CMKt

/ q~jwhere DKi refers to the average number or instructions executed during
In ~data retrieval, and CKI to the average number of instructions executedso it

in a unit of time. The utilization factor is given by: LK

The waiting time p d. . at the host is given by:

Isj Fin ally, the response time p dfI. at the host is given by:

Figure 7 open Queueing Network Model of A Multitask Job for 0fIt) f:'40 0 f:40 ~lp~ " 1>0
the OCOandLB pprachs.-here 0 stands for convolution. The Average response time for data

'lj- Branching probabilities for different tasks retrieval at the host is given by:
within the job

- Generalized service station ;FR f t - .T"(t)dt
*- Number of tasks iii the job
,= S(Source). 1:2 ... JA(Destination).

- Posso ariva rae atthesouce odeNeat, after the data are requested and obtained, the task is allocated to
_____________________ -arrival___rate__atthe __source __node a SPPR according to the existing task allocation procedure. Note that

where pi~n.) is the marginal distribution of the variable a, (i= i._Ns). our model of the LOCO procedure concentrates on a single cluster. So
and N5~ refers to the number of possible states jKobay7f) Elements of the parallel execution of different tasks in different clusters is incor-
the ecror 6~ refer to the number of tasks in 'each of Ns SPPRs of a porated only indirectly
givpn 1uster This rc'~lus:on implies 'hit execution of different tasks In the case of the LOCO approach, the task as sent to the queue
.ithin A complex multitask job -an be analyted independently one corresponding to the appropriate logical cluster. An indicate earlier.
from another, regardless of the itrer*ask data dependen;-y and other this queue may physically exist in the form of the closed cluster.
retry ant parasmeters The same holds for both the LOCO and LB dedicated loop withina whichI the train is propagated until allocated (see
Approaches On the basis of this conclusion. in the next subisection the Fig. 2c). So the logical cluster can be modelled as a single multiple
ittratxak models for the LOCO and LB approaches are introduced and server service station. The FIFO queueing discipline is assumned. We
useod later for their comparative performance analysis. Assume a Poiatson arrival of the tasks (due to the decomposition of the

complex multitask jobs with Poisson arrivals) with the arrival rate at
B. Model of the Task Execution (Intratask Model) cluster j(j =tI....,Nc) equal to X.J, We asume an exponiential seirvice at

We -Lisider ai task which belongs to a complex (multitask) job. Pucb SPPR in the cluster, with the service rate equal to ji~j Thus, an

10nd Lv- x-scution is the CSS. In general, input data (or the task reside SI/M/m queueing system is assumed, where m = NU. Both la~j and ji.j
," , or Moroe of the hosts or SPPR s. Now we Assume that input data can easily be measured in real Systems. The traffic intensity of the
re-i .n A given host tAbo. we Assume that when the task in ready for cluster is given by 1

vj = >vJse.J and the utilizationa factor by
Ise, a, * be~i.'r its allocation. drit the input data have to be PvJ= )~j/(rjs 1 ) ajm.where mj is the number o( SPPRs in the
re j, -. I ff"o the host The same -applies for both the LOCO and LB cluster j. Note that m, = Nt; under the assumption that each cluster

S., ar I- The model ,r th, host as a source station for data retrieval contains the same number of SPPRs. Now we are temporarily remov-
* s a.'n Fig ii The Y'LFO queueisgt discipline is assumned. If the ing that assumption in order to make the results more general. The
* daia i.jivst the host I. (1 ,..,) is a Poisson process characterited response time p d.f. at the cluster j is given by convolution of the

iv A, irriv 4 :r- , I he probabifity density function (pod.f.) of the, appropriate service time p.d.f. and waiting time p.d.f.:
1: -~~ 1eif l 1t"1 sgiven 6Y. f.V(tp =.1 0 r..t)

= ) 1 e~" t OIn expanded form this reads:

iie i f.,'n camsly be mneasirf-d as.

numb ofdta r..sue~si~ i~lpE(nj t>O: p~>- * n

rnt(= ~ l-mr~j1-.4sj 1) ->0 m1
it - varri a)a h hs i( .a l'-mlm-

.:vtil -- 5a 'h.irActzed by the service rate p~i then the mt~ j~,m~-s 4 rl~mil
pf t th- .,Prsi time is givn0 by

'N Fishly, tbe average response time for task execution in the logical .
-' rlust-r as gives by

-~t (zJ- ,''LOC? )I f t -fTtdt

K) - \it ie ht T'L CCoi refers to the iverage time that a task spends in
the LOCIO lustttr 3fter the tata are retrie-ed r

As already mentioned we considet a task which is part ofa corn.
F 1,, '-rrinas i( le I at l-ocutoxo Modlel. pinx miultatast job ';,o the model has to incorporate both the response

tame toe data retrieval And response iome for task execution. Passing
i The sit as arvce sttc oedt eaivlt output data, from the task ander consideration, to the following
rli The L' BC ipproach task is Incorporated into the nodel of the rollowing task! In eaoecs.

W Ji- I N ! saarn tedl wating time N...& t.. Iu .a. hot., ot is od it. . b dititssa.u N..... ibis ces
A' I - It Ai xS.onag time .,goa. % -t too, -5.-Cr -- 1 ..t".ulr ,,t~.ui5 isgn.@

e.'.
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sion. the GSS in the case o( the LOCO approach can be modeled as 3 where: . _
cascade of the models from Figs. 8a and 8b. Thi issue wil be 

2 mu(I-} )
a d d re s s e d is S e c t io n V I. C _ " '_" -_- '

In the case of the LB approach, the source of the task lrst Aso:+3

inquires about the load of different SPPRs appropriate for that task. Finally, the average re.ponse time for task execution (after the data
After that information is obtained, the data for the task are requested are retrieved) is given by:
and obtained and the task is sent to the queue of the SPPR which
reported the minimal load (in terms of the total estimated execution TJ(LB) f tf44t)dt
time of all tasks currently waiting in its queue). Note that the reported
load represents the estimated value (W), and not the real value (W).
The minimal reported value is not necessarily the absolute minimal Another possibility for dealing with L3 approach is by using the %

value. This is indicated in Fig. 8c. In conclusion, the GSS for the case following assumption: If the load estimation is nonideal (oao0l, then the "- %,

of the LB approach can be modelled as a cascade of the models from average task execution time for the LB approach should be given by:-'61

Figs. 8a and Se. Under the same conditions as in the case of the LOCO TALB;:a0) = T' LOCO) - f(o;mj)
approach, if the load estimation is ideal, the average task response time fM"o.fl_,
at the SPPR should be given by the same equation for both where Mlcam) is the modification function for the LB approach, in the

approaches: case when the data retrieval time is not taken into consideration. The
function fn characterizes the load estimation. The form of function

;fj(LB:IDEAL = TjjLB:a= ) = T-lLoco) flk:m) depends on the type of estimation. We assume that statistical

where e, refers to the standard deviation of the task execution time characteristics of the estimation error p, = W-W (i =I....M,) at each

estimate. In this case. the LOCO and LB approaches are characterized station are the same and given by the zero-nean Gaussian dtstribution : ..-
by the same performance. of the form: -2

For fair comparison of the LOCO and LB approaches, a model I ,2
for the LB approach has been chosen which maximally favorites the 

=  -30 <.pf < + ,0

LB approach. Consequently, a multiserver model has been chosen,
with information on the standard deviation of the task execution time As already indicated. i is equal to the standard deviation of the load
estimate incorporated into the service time p.d.f. estimation. It is very difficult to obtain an analytic form of the func-

According to the Kingman-Kollerstrom approximation [lein761, tion fl(a:mj). The family of curves in Fig. 9 is obtained by simulation.
. the waiting time distribution in a GG/m system to given by: In this figure. the value of o, is treated relatively to the average exe:u-

tion time of all tasks involved in the simulation (T). The level of detail
in our simulation model was chosen to correspond to the level of detail

W(t) e -• in our analytical model.

where a2 refers to the variance of the interarrival time, and e, to the Using the method of empirical-functions smoothing and applying

variance of the service time. The waiting time p.d.f. f.4t) is a deriva- it to Fig. 9. it is possible to derive analytical expression for D(u/T;ml). -
tive of the above given W(t). Using this approach we evaluate Tj(LB) We assume that the function n could be given by the following analyti- #.?-

for the M/G/N u system. Note that the LB approach is characterized cal formula:

by: mI , = Nu= m. jsej = u, and Xj). For G we select the gamma fn(x) = K • ' + t
distribution defined by: Coeffic depends on ml. It has been determined that it is equal to

e
"'  

9 0 0.77, 1. 2.24, and 2.83, for inj equal to 2. 4. 8 and 16, respectively.
r6) • The standard deviation is less than 2-.. in all cases. Using these

f1(t) 0 < 0 results, we get an estimation for coefflcient K which is characterized by
a standard deviation less than $%. for all selected cases. This value

with I = 3 and a = Aij. We have chosen an integer I to simplify the reads:

analysis, without affecting its generality. The value J=3 has been
chosen as it is the case wben the gamma distribution closely K =

corresponds to the normal distribution [Klein761. Parameter A has us)

been incorporated to enable more flexible variations of the mean and
the variance. For the gamma distribution, the mean and variance are - . -
equal to $/a and ,/as. respectively [Kobay78f. For selected values o(/ i
a and J. the service time p.d.f. is given by: ni./T.Ni)

f (sa%
2 ~'4.01 2 .".'.- :.-:{ A j ) st e - A " t > 0 : 3 ' ' '

f,4t) = 0 t<0f leT..4usl3.0 '." C

3 3with the mean equal to a-. nd the variance equal to - Note

that f fs(Odt = 0.575, and for the exponential distribution we have: 10S/ t iI:f-----o l/T..Nu:2l-

f oe"tdt = 0.83. This approach allows as to evaluate the LB system

performance for different values of a, (a was defined earlier), and for
various appropriate valses of A,

The response time p.d.f. rot LB system is given by convolution of
appropriate service time p.d.f., and waiting time p.d.f.:

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.: 1.4 1.8 lA I.t

where I...,Nu (number of SPPRs in a cluster). In expanded form Figure 9. Modification Function for the LB Approach. obtained %
this reads: from the Simulator.

- A se'C <<xAA a - Standard deviation of the task execution time

(A#-C) estimate
f44t) IAso3CR C-Ap)L2tjC-Ap) T Average task execution time (execution only, so

L C-A~~es-A C > Ali waiting)
,Ni - Number of units in the cluster
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11.It Is possible to use this approximation only in the cases when we have lot l
01. ~ values for the LOCO 'Approach and we need to generate tbe values for v

01. the LB 3pproach, under the conditions of out simulation. Our
losimulator is of the "self-drivenl type jKobilj and is implemenrted in A a****4L

the SLAM language We have fully followed the methodology of 131
15LB

jKisbay7Rf for simulation model formulation, simulator implementa- 2 A a 8 10 1 11 to A A£AA

tIon", design or the Silaltlon experiments, validation of the simulationa
molvI1. and anal of the simulation data Throughoul Mhe simulation, A-
the trafc if iridivildsil SPPRs was kept caonsifal.

V1. PERFORMANCE ANALYSISI
We consider first the model of the LOCO approach developed in 1

the previous section iFigs- dla and 8ib). According to jKobay7ff!. the
average time that a task spends in the system is given by- al z

.3 A LB LOCO

TIJLOCO% ftfmnjAt;dt S :.eii 0Spi 11 *

-here 0 a a Asi£'ii =;pl4 Z 3.96t 6 a

fm,"Ilt) = fTt) 0 rfft)1A
'i..isurre that thc input data reside in the host i II.... N~J and 0

that the tAsk is -xeiuted in cluster j I. .J-.). After applying 3
Srtel 4f trirnformations we get:1A-

1An

A sA(LOCO)
-mA. ~ ~ C. i-.i~.,i..i I .1 81 AjLOCO)

I ~A A1 LOCO)

* ~ ~~ >~'j 2  T ~ , F igure W0. Average Time that Task Spends in the LOCO and LB

* ilC,.,w i-,, J p~ !.I ~NU - Number of units in the cluster

whe~iAverage total Lime spent in the system. averaged over all possible data

* - ~>.~jsources and task types, is given by:

Jl as drhscdel r l it the text. -Ihe lirnt_ two rormulas LC/S TM)= T4OOp 1
3,raiY to the :asi m: I The dependence of the log1.4Tj(LOCOlJ on
iii.is pre~pri Loi in FIll. ill for the case when ml = N,,, and for different where p~j refers to the probability that input data reside in the host i

s-iiof -AHI and om 1 Nvie a tAt total tcsiffir in Fig. 10 i kept con. and the task is executed in cluster j. Average queue length of the clus-
4inl igard cyle of ?he -rn/se 'i/N-, Co

7
nrequln/c .. s-, Nj increases, ter j i= I...,.N,) in terms of the number of tasks waiting in the queue

..Ie :'oiiulraffx v! eaih SPPR decersci Vr~aac.e of the tota associated to clusterj is given by lKobayl (
lr. ta a task. spends in the LO0C0 iysters is guveit by

for njm)p. p

* Se4ries -If transformations we get

e~lwu~i di-.~j~~v.i-C.-i .Ji~..1The varianceoif the queue legth is given by.

where p. is defined above. and ps is the probability of having n tasks is
* ,r)--

1
--. niedi..,<,r.i ,.,jthe cluster.

We consider sow the model of the LB approach developed in the *,

j*f(21~r11"4 "11 "'1-I.EA previous section (Figs. go and i8cl, According to queueing theory, the '.

~ ~A-p.JiI~~£-p~ilaverage time that 3 task spends is the system a gives by:-

Tij(LBI f t f1Tt),lt A..

~~i~iLC~r~~i~.ii~hA4.t;-A.~ C'~~.Ji,~Ec.i here:

I.< 0, MA<ulAl frrijot) = f4r'1t f4(t

7".. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .



We assumfle that the input data reside in the hoot i (i= I..NH), ad the [a the environment under consideration, as already mentioned in Sec.e'',~
task is executed is the SPPR of the type j (j= L.Nu). After applying tbon 11, the values of a, aie relatively large due to the fact that, in the Al
a series Of transformation$ we get: environment. the correlation between past values and future values of

c . execution times for the same type of task may be very low. This isdi-
.6 cates that, for realistic values of a, the performance difference between

ncthe LOCO ad LB approaches tan be relatively high. For example.
C~ 4 . according to our simulation, for a/T=1 (standard deviation of the ,

neVC estimation is equal to the average task execution time), and Nu8a

t,,Lti * ~(case of eight SPPRs in each cluster), the total time that the task
S spends inthe system is 2.6 times shorte for the LOCO approach, corn- . -

________________________________ *pared with the LB approach. Note that out simulator neglects the time
.__________N_______________ needed inthe LB approach for the inquiry and processing of the infor-

mation about the toad of different SPPRs.
A number of observations have been derived from our analysis.

where: For example, with the given conditions, the higher is the value Of Nu.
2A'mul -A) the larger is the performance difference between the LOCO and LB

C Ap ad D = UbiPl'0ti) approaches. However, the step of the performance increase is smaller
for the higher values of Nuj.

The dependence of the log~of, (LB)I on mij is presented in Fig. 10
* for various values of Uiti and #I,.- 1he plotting is provided for A =VII. CONCLUSION

*-1.75. Note, that total traffic is Fig. 10 is kept constant, regardless of tn this paper a problem was recognised, one of having a large
* the value Of Nu. This is the same as is the case of Fig. 10. but different number of special purpose processing resources (SPPRs) shared by a

compared tip Fig. 9. When NU increases, the individual traffic of each number of hosts. Processing structures of this type will arise in 199(M
SPPR decreases, but slower (Fig. 10). around Al and other computationaly massive applications. Similar

Variance of the total time that a task spends in the LB system is processing structures may arise in the high-end Computers of the 5th
*given by: generation. In such a processing structure, it is of crucial importance

- to have an efficient procedure for the distributed allocation of different
a04B)= f "jjj1 t)dt - 1,(LBJ tasks among different SPPRs.

n Under the assumptions that affect the above described processing
Afte 3 eris o Lrnsfomatonswe et:structure, a distributed task allocation procedure was introduced which
Afte a eris o trnsfomatonswe et:is efficient in a large range of circumstances. Both the task allocation

procedure (LOCO) and the underlying system architecture (AIDA)
effLBI z were presented and analyzed.

* ~ a5*i~ftji 0c ~ askOne of the most desirable features of this approach is that the
*clc~i-cpD ts allocation controller (the LOCO station) can easily be imple-

mented in a single VLSI chip. The LOCO station acts as an interface
______C <c As between the SPPR and the tasks to be executed by it. The LOCO sta-

ftj1A.j C c tion enables SPPRs of different types to be incorporated into a monol-
,'~,'*D- C , A thic task allocation scheme.-
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MIMD ALGORITHM ANALYSIS:
LOW LEVEL ALGORITHM DESCRIPTIONS
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Abstract The Shared Memory (or Global Memory) Model

This work identifies salient features of MIMD consists of a set of N Processing Elements (PEs) with no

algorithms. A set of language and machine independent local memory. These are connected through a network to

MIMD constructs is proposed. In analysis, algorithms are a global store. Examples of this model include the NYU
reduced to an equivalent description composed of these Ultracomputer' and C.mmp 2. The major advantage of

constructs. These constructs are at a low level, thus one the Shared Memory Model is that all processors can

can analyze the algorithm performance in relation to access all of memory. This is important in the analysis of

several MIMI) architeci res. At the same time, these algorithms for this type of system. One of the critical L
constructs are at a high nough level to retain the basic design problems in such a system will be the arbitration

structure of the algorithm. The paper focuses on issues network. Much research has been devoted to data
* of communication and synchronization. Examples from storage schemes to improve efficiency of the data -

Ada, CSP, Edison, and Path Pascal are given, accesses3 4. .' .

The Private Memory Model gives each processing
element its own memory. The PEs themselves are

Introduction connected directly through a network. An example of
This work addresses problems in the analysis of this is the PASM system5. The advantages of the Private

MIMD algorithms. Especially in the area of application- Memory Model include fast exclusive memory access for-C .
driven or algorithm-driven architecture design, one would each PE to its own memory. The associated cost is the
like to be able to predict the performance of MIMD inability to access all of memory directly. Again, this will
algorithms on different MIMD architectures. Since few appear in later discussions of algorithm analysis. Siegel
MIMD machines exist, direct execution is generally not et al.6 give a good discussion of the relative benefits of
possible. Simulation of MIMI processes at a low level is each model.
possible but difficult. The work here is intended to These two models identify one of the largest single
provide an extension to traditional algorithm analysis. differences between various MIMD architectures. Many ..-
r eatures such as inter-process communication and designs contain aspects of both models. These models are
synchronization, which are critical to the performance of not, therefore, meant to divide MIM architectures into ..

MIMI) algorithms, are mapped from high level languages two classes. These models merely identify two of the
, to common, relatively low level representations on which most common approaches. For instance, the Texas

analysis can be performed. Reconfigurable Array Computer (TRAC) combines the
The underlying approach will be to extract a few two given models by providing both private and shared

primitive features of parallel algorithms. These features memory .T 1. For the purposes of the analyses presented
should be comprehensive enough to cover a wide range of here, it is sufficient to show that results are valid for both
language constructs, while being simple enough to models, so that mixtures of models will also produce valid
correspond to hardware capabilities. The major areas of results.
interest are communications and synchronization. Models These models are fairly simple. Thus, they are not

o are developed to describe many forms of these operations intended to take all aspects of a parallel architecture into
in a uniform notation. In the following sections, some account. Yet in their simplicity, they distinguish features
high level language constructs to express communications of an architecture that have a major bearing on its ability
and synchronization are surveyed. We then identify basic to run parallel algorithms. These models will be useful in
representations to which the high level constructs can be mapping language constructs to actions in the hardware.
mapped. These low level representations are close enough
to the hardware level to allow analysis of the effects of Implementing Language Constructs
hardware on the execution characteristics. Just as In Parallel Architectures
importantly, the representations encapsulate the meaning
of the original algorithm. By developing these simple Assumptions
constructs, analysis is simplified and unified. In this section, assumptions made in the subsequent

MIMD Architecture Models analyses are outlined.
There is a distinction to note between tasks or

In MIMD machine designs, two memory processes and their relationship to PEs. There are several
oran ton e m n the P e Memory Modelapproaches. Each task can be statically assigned to a

PE. For Private Memory, this approach is always ..-
__________ reasonable since it takes a significant amount of time to

This material is based on work sup rted by the U.S. Army Research copy a task in and out of a PE's local memory. For
Office under Contract DAAG29-82K 01. Shared Memory, this approach is ideal when the number
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of tasks is less than tbe number of PEs. Fur Shared -danigero~us' formi of global variables since care must be
Memory, another option is to assign a task dynamically taken to avoid conflict by one task reading the variable
to any available PE. Over a much longer timre frame, and another task changing it simultaneously. Adas: .

this is feasible for Private Memory as well. Throughout supports a library (if implementation-depeadent routines
the following discussion, it is assumed that a process .is which it calls thoe STANDARD package. To update these
provided with memory resources and a PE In Shared globally visible variables in a reliable way, one must use
Memory, the wssigned PE may change over time, but the the S I AR ED-VAR LMILE-UPDlATE generic procedure '

memory resources; are unchangeable by external events, defined in the STANDARD package. This is a procedure
For l'riv.ite Memory, the mnemory is associated with each which insures data integrity in a multiprocessing X

Pso this is fixed. So, to simplify analysis, it will be en'iroununt To do this, it may have to perform some . -

mssuticd that once a iniory resource is allocated, it sort iif software interlocking. A.1ternatively, global
-fays s Wh the process until the process releases it. No variables can be imjp!emented as local variables in a
exl,'rnal artion c,,in take away or move this resource. spe(cial task. This task does nothing except repeatedly

A&nolor assumption s that all communication to ac7cpt requests to access the dlata. That "data manager'
thcr pr,!cv'.is or ta.,ks will he performed through Some akmtthncepterndvosbtepoess

Vgeral me, hankin. Tfhis mechanism will have to handle requesting the -global" data.
"ho. ,fJs tran-ferring data from one process to Similarly, Concurrent pascall"'t 2 uses monitors to
anoth'-r uwing the available facilities. In a Shared access global variables Alternatively, Modula 13,14,16
Nlemr)r systeni, data is transferred through a global assumes all variables declared within the main program
,ti'rv. s o all data transfers are accomplished in the same block are global variables. All other variables are local.
ilner. lIn a !'rivat,! Memnory systemi, interpi'ocess Tlhese languages all explicitly provide for global
c'rnmmunicat ion may imply data is transferred between variables. The variables may be accessed in a limited
two physical PEs. This would not necessarily be the case scope or through a special mechanism, hut they are
wL:"f there is more than one process pe r PE. For the readily available.
..ak- or simplivity, the foij,w rng dizci,ssion will assume
ha t L siimilar c'.et-tion penally is incurred 'or both Interprocess C.ommunication

(UExcep5t'l for a t7ivial MNIDI) sstem (2 l'Es), or There -ire some languages that do not provide for
When tratlic patterns are tauplicidy dlescribed, theie is a global variables explicitly. An example of this is CSPt6.

hi;hrr 1-:to&t) that11 a tca.,sfer wifl requirc accessing a This language is a so-called 'message based" language.
pl) si: u11 distinct lPE. Omitting the global variable construct forces the -

Stonimiing, to provide fojr a more concise analysis, programmer to use other methods to transfer information
a :,. L. 'r process i, as~urined to be mapped to a logical PE between processes. CSP requires all shared information

a I gici! niprn-y. In moost cases, this will correspond to pass between p~roceses on clearly defined channel.
to A physiical PE and physicalinrenlory. Future This performs a similar function to the traditional shared
c"t is a', 3,Of this :knxl~sis may relax this assumrption. variable. In fact, through the use of a semaphore and a

1L. 0," folloiiog1 S ,ctioas, two f(vatures of parallel glebal variable, a similar operation could be performed in
are mnv igiated. 11;kobal variables and a language thiat does not support message passing.

.war 1'3 i' 3s qri ni'1hods for processes to ('oa oi~st.(omncto
1it1'10a1on themsi.elves. Concurrency GlblVrals.Comnctn

iden.. . tifyt code which can be executed (lolial variablles, by definlition, contain information
'I Jt ni'. Y,nriiizativa allows4 processes to r' kaimi to mnore than one process. This may be in the

,ti c r- algorithms These faeiitt,~ tire expressed f,'rin of a global varial-le name, a monitor, or a
aiv dffret angag'sTh gal channel. 'Ibmi'. inter-li' communication cnbe

9. 4 titilc Jf fr !iris of expressions into a iormil s 'ro f global storage. Conversely,
'Mi rrI alt liysis This form shoul i he close glo!sal storage ran I)P interpreted as a form of inter-PE -

*l, irivr ime toalo analy-iqo th COMUmn rualio Thus, global variables and
r Tir ir.jv atre ,nthie vxv.ciii,- e'larracterist ic3 Just -'inimuriirations can twe used for similar purposes and can -

41:,rrin shoalil cticapsulate the rkieaning het imipleimented iii the same way. In analyzing parallel
i iiiai algori; Tim 3algorillins., this t~quiaknce can be used to unify many

langriage cionstructs into a common analysis framework.
C ioha; Varlailea aind (ommiunicatIons

1, tii' em'on, a number o' high level language Imnplemenhtation Examnples
.1,o. i.for v.r,sidi'ig shared memorry and inter- To illustrate this further, consider implementing an

its .'rt~inwtc~iare surveyed Implementations Ada compiler for a Sha-red Memory system. In order to
,v:ei.%o MIMIL) myodels are discussed execute a SHARED_ VARIABLE _UPDATE the code

must access memory set aside for general use. This area
.,ri t. r;I(ital Variables of memory is designated as a global storage area and all

Io- art il, are cnstidored to be those variables PEs access it whenever necessary. The hardware
b .1i. one PE %%hil, gliibil variables are accounits for the arbitration and insures that a memory

* .~. f. rte l~ai trt FE Thi dos ot ecesarly operation lby one PE cannot be interrupted by another
,i-kti :j' a loeA or global variable s kept in a local or Pi: If thtis immiry is accessed often by several

iivmrI Whe.n speaking ofvariables, local and lproo'~se's the arbitration can introduce a significant
r" i ds igicial assoiation with processes. delay (}s crall, thm .,cheme is a quite direct

I) lro't an,' gisupo~lrt this in different was irnterpretat ion oif the langliage construct

-aQ sir 'laft is loca:l to tasks. As a consequence Now co~nside'r iilemeniting the same compiler for a
4f Tlip '.IN' rules, an obj'ct declared in a parent task Prtivate Menmiry systein There is no memory accessible
is sitbio by 6 !- childreni, thus moore than one task can by all PKFs In this casep the inter-PE communications
sccesis a variable in some situations, this is a network plays a key role. Options include designating a
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spare PE as a global memory handler, spreading the Semaphores
global memory among the PEs randomly, or keeping the Concurrency specification is another facility with ."

global memory with the (parent) task where it I many forms of expression. A partial list of mechanisms
declared. When a PE needs to access a memory location, in use includes semaphores 7 , test and set s , guarded "
it must pass a short message to the appropriate PE commands"o, replace-add 2° , fetch and add', fetch and
describing the memory operation. The remote PE may 021 path expressaons22, interface modules' 3" 4' 5

return a value or perhaps a write confirmation. This is a fork/join", cobegin 2
3'

24'2 , monitors2 , rendezvous' event
somewhat more complicated issue than merely using a counts and sequencers27, channels1 , and messagesas .
hardware arbitration scheme as in Shared Memory.. ~~Obviously, there are many ways to express •'"""

Conversely, suppose the task at hand is to develop a
CSP"c mpile'for• Priv te Me ory m chine cs synchronization in algorithm s. To allow analysis, the
CSP compiler for a Private Memory machine. CSP goal is to identify a common form which can describe any
pnfrmatonond i ed chans. orthee assinatural of these synchronization mechanisms. This form shouldinformation on defined channels. There is a natural be close to hardware implementat ions so that further
mapping from the use of channel specifications to the use eh rna tof a inerconecion etwrkalgorithm analysis can correlate the algorithm with the
of an interconnection network.arhtcu. architecture.'"""" -

On the other hand, to provide for channels on a One of the oldest synchronization methods areShared Memory machine, one would have to set aside Dijkstra's P and V operators"T. These provide a basis for .- .- "
areas of memory to simulate the hardware channels. For n pT ervdass foran algorithm with heavy inter-PE communications, it modern proposals for synchronization mechanisms.
important that the compiler place these memory areas in Briefly, a semaphore is an integer valued variable which

memory access conflicts. The can have P and V operations applied to it. The V(S)
memory conflict problem is an area of research in itself3 4  operation increments the semaphore S in an indiusible
so it is sufficient to note here that this could be a fashion. The P(S) operation decrements the semaphore S
sinifict prosiem. owhen the result would be non-negative. The last test and

subsequent decrement is an indivisible operation.
Language vs. Algorithm The classical use for semaphores is in regulating

In the case of "conventional" languages, it appears access to shared resources. However, the semaphore can
that the "natural" mapping of global variables is to a also act as a low-level, "common denominator" notation
Shared Memory machine. Likewise, CSP and other for specifying concurrency. For instance, Edisons, 2 4,2s

"message based" parallel languages "naturally" map to a provides a cobegin statement in which a parent process
Private Memory machine. It is proposed that this so. creates any number of processes, then waits for their
called "natural" mapping is actually artificial. In analysis completion. The cobegin statement can easily be
of parallel algorithms, we wish to analyze the algorithm, expressed using Dijkstra's notation. Suppose three sub-
not the language. In particular, the language should not processes are all concurrently executing, or ready to
introduce a bias in favor of one of the two MJMD models, execute given any scheduling constraints. Also suppose

that the main process is running. This would require twoIn order to accomplish this analysis, an algorithm semaphores, start and end , both initialized to 0. Fig. I
must be stripped of its language dependencies. This ca shows the code for the main process and one of the sub-
be accomplished with a generic set of MIMD operations. processes.
Every language construct must map to an equivalent path paScal2 provides another good example of a"'" ~~M1MD operation or set of MIMI) operations. ThesePth asl poieanhrgodempeoa..-.

Soperation orll setiofy a oeas Tesy language that can he translated meaningfully to P and V

access/communications operation. From this common notation. It has a very complicated syntax to describe
intermediate form, a cost model for performing the the concurrency of the program. This involves path
required access on a particular architecture can then be expressions which specify when processes can be invoked-.
applied. By mapping the high level language constructs in relation to other processes. For instance the path
to this intermediate representation, we can migrate the expression
analysis away from language dependencies and towards path procI ; proc2 end;
the relationship between the algorithm and the target signifies that proc2 should run only after procd has
architecture. completed. Any number of these sequences may be

Concurrency Control active at one time. Likewise the path expression
Two aspects of concurrency control are the path 3:(beginproc; endproc) end;

specification of when processes can proceed concurrently
and the converse operation of preventing (presumably process main
harmful) simultaneous access to shared resources. In Do initial processing;
relating these concepts to the performance of an Vstart-
algorithm on an MIMD architecture, it is profitable to Vstatl;
focus on the fundamental mechanisms by which Pend;
concurrency is regulated. In the next section, the use of Pend);
the semaphore as a viable concurrency primitive for use P(end);in algorit m analysis is outlined from two points of view: Ming;

(I) Semaphores can be used to express the end proes.s
synchronization/concurrency indicated by higher level

" language constructs. Thus, independent of [an age, process rocl;

algorithms can be mapped to a representation which uses Postart);
semaphores. (2) Semaphores can be implemented on both Do useful work;
Shared Memory and Private Memory machines. Thus V(ed;
the algorithm can be evaluated with respect to different end process
architectures. Fig. 1. Edison Coroutine Example
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signifies that endproc may only follow beginproc, and procedure P(semaphore)
there may be up to three concurrent executions of this sendmessaget-oCU(PE, PMESSAGE, semaphore);
sequence. Concurrency limitations even as complex as end semapor"-
Path Pascal's can be described with semaphores. The en
condition that proc2 must follow procd is insured by a procedure Vtsmapore-
semaphore S with initial value of 0, such that prodl send_, aeoCU(PE, VMESSAGE, semaphore);
executes a V(S) at its end, and proc2 executes a P(S) end
before it begins. Likewise, to limit the number of
currently active paths to N, a semaphore S is initialized procedure handle-eventas
to N. A P(S) is placed at the beginning of the path, and readmessagejfromnet(PE, message, S);
a V(S) is placed at the end. came message in° PMESSAGE:

It is important to note that the definition of a S . th
semaphore describes a behavior, not an implementation. a end S._ephore P E P S);
As such, it is an appropriate construct for describing the S.semaphore = S.semaphore - 1;
(oncurrency-related characteristics of an algorithm. As ele

discussed below, it is model-independent in the sense that enqueue(event.queue, PE);
- there are implementations suitable for both Shared end if

. Memory and Private Memory machines, so an algorithm VMESSAGE:
whose synchronization and concurrency requirements are S.semaphore = S.semaphore + 1;
expressed in terms of semaphores can be mapped to if S.semaphore > 0 and
either model. NOT_.EMPTY(S.queue) thendequeue(S.queue, PEI; •..

In the subsequent step of evaluating an algorithm de.repyt PE(PE, S);
ith respect to a particular architecture, the S.emaphore S.emaphore - ;

implementation will be of interest. Commonly, the end if
semaphore notation is associated with a variable in a end cme
global memory system. This follows the definition closely end procedure
for the V operation. The implementation of the P Fir. 2. P and V Implementations
operation is highly dependent upon the machine in a Private Memory System
archize,(ture and even the operating system. The __-._--_

* definition does not specify what a process is to do while it a P on that semaphore and are waiting for a V from
is waiting on the semaphore. Depending on the another PE. It puts the PE into a queue associated with
circumstances, the process may loop continually testing the semaphore S through the routine enqueue(S.queue,
the semaphore. Alternatively, the process may "sleep" PFE). Likewise, it removes a PE from the queue
and allow another process to use the same CPU. In this associated with S through the routine dequeue(S."ueue,
case, the P operation is responsible for "waking up" the PE). The queue length must be as large as the number of
"leeping" processes. The sleeping and waking is often poceqses. ,ht-r h .

accmplishd by intervention by the operating system. F'.' The second implementation is prevalent in single CPU For both Shared Memory and Private Memory " ."-
implementations, semaphore access can become a

time-, harfng systems. These implementations seem bl c o ic g t m e i'suited for a Shared Memory machine. The major bottleneck. For specific algorithm/implementation
suite fo aared Mem mac in he environments, simulation can be used to assess this; for
pr,,blei is guaranteeing the mutual exclusion during the the more general case, statistical and queuing analyses
iidi% isible operations. can be applied. Techniques to avoid the bottleneck

likewise, there are implementations of P and V best involve distributing the load. An example of this in a
smit(d for a Private Memory machine. In one Shared Memory machine is the use of Fetch and Add
ii:,p,'t.ntatian, a single PE would store the semaphore hardware in the NYU Ultracomputeri. In a Private
in Ots pro. :i,. memory, and keep a queue of P requests, Memory machine, various PEs (rather than a single CU)
then rti-pond to the I's whenever a V is performed on the can be responsible for semaphores. To allow a process to
"aimme -n mapliore. The example in Fig. 2 uses this know which PE controls a given semaphore, the compiler
i"ithod. A single iE has exclusive access to each could associate a simple tag with each semaphore. The .
seniphore and any other PE must communicate with distribution of the semaphores across the PEa would
that one FE to gain access to the semaphore. This reduce the likelihood of bottlenecks, and the tagging
guarantees the mutual exclusion needed for the would not add a significant cost to the implementation.
semaphores. This implementation would well take imlm-a-n"
advantage of a separate control unit (CU) or PE to Ertensions to Semaphor-' -
handle Ihese actions. In Fig. 2, note that only the In the previous section, the feasibility of using
lprovdure "handle-events" can actually modify the he pri stio th asb ly sing
semaphore. A simplified implementation for P and V is semaphores as a primitive for algorithm analysis was
also shown in Fig. 2. discussed, in terms of the mappings from both high levellanguage to semaphore representation and from

lere the ('U has to reply to every P operation. The semaphore representation to architecture. With some
requesting PE waits until it receives the reply. No special minor extensions to P and V, more general mechanisms
restrictions need be placed on the accessing of the can be provided that more closely correspond to modern
semaphore, since all the accesses are done by the single day architectures. In the Edison coroutine example, the
CU. If the value of the semaphore is greater than 0, a P parent process executes three V operations and three P
operation is immediately acknowledged with a reply. operations. These operations could be done just as well
When the PE receives the reply, it continues its with slightly expanded P and V operations called Pn and
execution. When the semaphore is less than or equal to Vn. The Vn(S, N) operation adds N to the semaphore S
zero, the CU keeps track of Ps by keeping a queue for in an indivisible fashion. The PnIS, N) operation
each semaphore containing the PEs that have performed subtracts N from the semaphore S when the result would
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be non-negative. The last test and subsequent following conditions: (1) P and V can be simply defined in 1 :''y
subtraction is an indiesaible operation. The cobegin terms of the mechanism. (2) The mechanism can be
statement in the Edison main process would simply be simply implemented in terms of P and V.
implemented as Vn(start, N) followed by Pn(end, N), First, in any analysis, it will be necessary to
where N is the number of parallel branches of the recognize the P and V operation in its basic form so it
algorithm, can be analyzed in a consistent manner. Secondly, for

Po and Va can be used in this context as a superset those machines not supporting the provided constructs
of P and V since P(S)=Pn(S,I) and V(S)mVnJS,N). Pn directly, the defined operations should be easily
and Vn retained the meaning taken from the higher level implemented using only common machine instructions ..
constructs. In the Edision example, the Pn and Vn and P and V operations.
implementation is more direct than the P and V .'e
implementation. There is a trend to put higher level A Generalized Semaphore Notation
synchronization facilities in parallel languages and It has been shown how the P and V operations can
architectures. A set of notations which includes P and V, be extended to the more general Pn and Vn operations,
but which also includes more complex synchronization based on the stated restrictions. There are numerous L
mechanisms may therefore be useful in analysis. A higher ways to extend the P and V operations to various forms.
level notation must, however, be able to map directly and In developing the NYU Ultracomputer ,21 , a generalized
equivalently to the low level notation (P and V). Only notation was developed to describe Fetch and Add and
then would it be applicable to an architecture which does other similar synchronization constructs. This notation
not support the higher level capability, will be borrowed, then extended. The extension shows

In order to show that this extension to a larger set of how many general semaphore mechanisms can be defined
primitives is valid, possible implementations of Pn and in terms of two functions.
Vn are given. Pn and Vn can be implemented using only The Fetch and Add operation is defined as shown in
P and V as shown in Fig. 3. The semaphore S becomes a Fig. 4. The part of the operation between the braces is
variable containing two parts. S.semaphore is a considered indivisible.
semaphore valued variable which contains the value
associate with S. S.simplesemaphore is a semaphore FetchAndAdd(G, L)
which can have only P and V operations performed on it. Temp - G
S.simplesemaphore is initialized to 1. Then accessing G -G + L
S.sernaphore is bracketed by P and V operations on RETURN Temp;
S.simple-semaphore. This insures that only one process
may access with S.semaphore at any time. Fig. 4. FetchAndAdd Definition

One must take care in blindly converting groups of
P operations into a single Pn operation. A problem This is equivalent to Vn operation described earlier. Pn
occurs if two or more processes have outstanding Pn can be defined in terms of Fetch and Add as shown in
operations on a semaphore with different values of N. Fig. 521.
The process with the largest value of N may be locked
out by the other processes, since they can continue when procedure Pn(S, N)
the value of the semaphore reaches some value smaller loop forever
than the largest value of N. Pa could be defined if S - N > 0 then begin
differently to account for this condition. In translating temp - FetchAndAdd(S, - N);
the joining of concurrent paths into a Pn operation, only If temp > N then .-.-.
one process may execute the Pn, so for this analysis this RETURN;is n o t a p ro b le m . e ls e•, . • _ - , ,

FetchAndAdd(S, N);
Since many languages and architectures provide end if

mechanisms for higher level synchronization constructs, it end loop
is desirable to use a higher level mechanism where end procedure
possible. This higher level notation must satisfy the two

Fig. 5. Pn in Terms of FetchAndAdd
procedure P(S, N)

loop forever There are many possible hardware facilities available
If Ssemaphore - N > 0 then begin to support similar operations. Rather than picking one

P(Sim. plejemaphore); facility as a basis for all synchronization mechanisms, a
temp = S.emaphore - N; class of mechanisms is defined based on the two
If temp > 0 then restrictions previously given. The goal is to define

S.semaphore = temp; operations which correspond to P and V, but which can
V(S.simplesemapbore); account directly for a wider variety of high level language
If temp > 0 then constructs and hardware implementations.RETURN;

end If The first operation corresponds to V, and is the
end loop FetchAndO operation propoed in Gottlieb and Kruskal&.

end procedure It is defined as shown in Fig. 6.

procedure Vu(S, N)
P(S.Simplejemaphore); FetchAndOI, L)S.semaphore = S.semapbore + N; (Temp .- G -':-:::

V(S.imple..semaphore; G .- (G, L)" .
end predur RETURN Temp; 'p.

Fig. 3. Pa and Vn as Defined in Terms of P and V Fig. 6. FetchAnd# Definition
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Table 1. Common Uises or FetchAnd# A generalized notation for basic synchronizationmechanisms has been presented. The corresponding

ioperainn Expression in FetchAnd examples in Tables I and 2 show four pairs of
I - TestAnhSct(G) " |  It - FetchAnd)r(G, TRUE) mechanisms that can be described in terms of the -
It - FetchAndAdd(l.G) 2' I t - FetchAndAdd(G, L) generalized notation, including P and V themselves. This
V(S) -- FetchAndAdd(S, I) model unifies several of these types of mechanisms into a
V N S, t FetchAndAddfS, N common notation. These mechanisms may be realizable

in hardware for some architectures. They can safely be
0 is a suitably defined function, G is a variable, and L is used in analysis, since they can also be realized using only '"
a value. Only a few 0s have proven themselves useful in P and V, the basic semaphore operations. It is desirable
synchronization statements. A few common Os are given to have a number of these mechanisms available for
in Table 1. A * in the expression indicates that the analysis since software specifications of these mechanisms
%alue is not used and need not be returned, can be mapped to the most natural hardware

Logically, this notation can be extended to describe implementation, rather than to a lems obvious and more
a class of (peration.s that correponds to the P operation. artilicial implenentation.
Thus, the notation is expanded here to include WaitFor.
This has two equivalent definitions/implementations A Simple Set of
based on the capabilities of the hardware. These are Language-Independent MIMD Operations
shown in Fig 7. As before, G is a variable, L a constant. An MIMD algorithm will consist of portions that
The new argument C is a condition that must be satisfied execute simply as serial code on a single PE along with -
before the function will return. The first implementation several operations specific to MIMD operation. The
asssumes the hardware is capable of performing a test and principal such opt-rations have just been described.
conditionally performing the equivalent of FetchAnd. Throughout the discussion, it has been argued that the
"The second insists only that the hardware be capable of common language operations map into a few simple
the FetchAndO operation. Note that the second form generic operations. The operations map as given in Table
may perform unnecessary steps. It decides that the 3. Attempts to map features into more complex
operation should probably succeed and then in another operations result in counter-examples of constructs from
distinct step, it attempts the 0 operation. In case its some languages that will not map into the low level
assumption was invalidated, it checks afterwards and mechanism.
'undoes" the 9 function with 0-1

WaitI'orOG, L, C(G)) 'l'able 3 Mapping to Generic Operations
loop

if ('(G) then L l,.g level o 'ration l.ou level opration
Temp G- G; Aritlhmetic/l.ogical Same as serial analysis .-
G - fG. L); } I Conditional Branchio Same as serial analysis .,

if C(Temp) then Clobal Variable .cce.s Communications/Memory
RETURN Temp; Interprocess Communications Comm unications/Memory

end loop i Concurrency Control P/V or
L and Svnchronization FetchAnddlWaitFor.

loop
if C(G) then begin

Temp FctchAndf(C., I.) Traditi,,nal analyis techniques exist for enumerating
if ('(Temp) then the time/space costs of simple arithmetic statements and

RETURN Temp. Io ,p control statements The most significant problems
else %ah MIDMI algorithm analysis stem from global

FetchAndO"(G, 1I variables/commu n icat ions ((;V/C), concurrency, and
end Ioot synchronization Because of the generality of the GV/C

and concurrency/synchronization primitives shown here,
Fig 7 WatFor0 Definitions it is possible to map the high level constructs from a wide

variety of languaf'sj into combinations of these
Tale 2 shows some examples of synchronization primitives. Thus, in a.Jysis, the occurences of any given

operations that can be expressed in terms of WaitFor9 high level construct would map to a series of these
functions A binary semaphore can have values 0 or I generic operations.
(free or rtserved). The Wait on a Binary Semaphore Exple
operation waits until the semaphore is free (0) and
reerves it (sets it to 1) in one indivstible operation. The A simple example of an analysis using the proposed . -
other constructs in the table are familiar. In all cases, primitives is presented. Although the example is very
the choice uf 9, C and 9"1 functions must be consistent simple, it illustrates the mapping of the high level
and mu'it guarantee reliable operation. language algorithm to a set of primitives. The example is

Table 2. Common Implementations Using WaitFor"

Opration result G . L x) G,L
Waiton Bin. Sem. * OR G I x 0 G
P(S) * Subtract S I x> I G+"
Pn(S, N) a Subtract S N x> N G+N
R WaitAndSubtG. L,) R__ Subtract G L I > L G+L
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From the Proceedings of The 12th Annual International Symposium on Computer 1 wArchitecture, June 1985, pp. 116-123.

MODELS FOR USE IN THE DESIGN OF MACRO-PIPELINED PARALLEL PROCESSORS

Bradley Warren Smith and Howard Jay Siegel

PASM Parallel Processing Laboratory
School of Electrical Engineering ,.. ,\o,

Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47007

Abstract the database because they specify architectural information that
An approach is proposed for modeling off the shelf is unneeded here. - *-

hardware and for modeling parallel algorithms, aloe, with a The information in the database will be used to select
design methodology to use the information provided by these hardware to perform a given task within cost and. time con-
models, to design a class of macro-pipelined special purpose straints. Time constraints are in two forms, response time aud
architectures. Nine parameters to form a model of the charac- throughput. Response time is the time between receiving an
teristics of parallel/distributed algorithms and the environment input and completion of the corresponding result. Throughput is
in which they must execute are presented. In addition, a set of the number of data sets processed per unit time.
tuples to model the characteristics of computer architectures is Consider a task that is composed of severa sub-tasks. An
presented. By combining the tuples with the parameters, the example of such a task might be isolated word recognition 17 ,
execution time of the algorithm modeled by the parameters on 19 co [23s, and t371h For isolated word recognition, a typical pro-
the hardware modeled by the tuples can be approximated. The c an d 3e Fr isted d recgnitin, atycpro-
combination of these models could be used as a basis for com- analysis, linear predictive coding (LPC) analysis, linear time
puter aided tools used in the design of macro-pipelined warping, and dynamic time warping. Each of these processes
parallel/distributed processors. (sub-tasks) represents. a portion of the scenario. Each of these

sub-tasks will be called a layer. Using information about each
sub-task a special-purpose architecture can be developed to per-

1. Introduction form the sub-task within some time and cost constraints. The
For certain applications, such as speech processing, time is special-purpose hardware that is assigned to each layer will be

an important factor. In such applications, there is a need to pro- called a level.
cess maty .data sets in the same way e.g., continually performing For simplicity, only scenarios in which there is no feedbackan FFT for every frame of ipu data. Previous analysis, such asta FFTformeery ame of] inia s sh a will be considered. Initially, the layers will be chosen according
that performed in [41, 151 [34, o to conceptual differences, i.e., digital filtering is different from
many types of tasks, conventional general purpose processors autocorrelation analysis, so each should be a different layer.

* are insufficient. In this paper, an approach is proposed formoeing et off ths hapwe and for odeling pralle algor This uses the simplifying assumption that conceptually different
modeling off the shelf hardware and for modeling parallel tion- portions of the task (the layers) will require different hardware
rithms, along with a design methodology to use the information resources to produce an initial configuration. The layers and
provided by these models, to design a class of macro-pipelined their associated levels of an isolated word recognition system are
special urpose parallel architectures. The ultimate goal is to shown in Fig. 1.1.
use models such as the ones proposed here to develop computer
aided design tools. Special purpose processing systems (such asIt is the goal of this scheme to achieve a higher throughput
those used for dedicated real-time analysis) are typically sold in by decomposing a scenario into layers. Because each layer
small quantities. As a result, the cost of the design can make the requires fewer computations than the entire scenario, connecting
resulting system prohibitively expensive. Computer aided design the levels in a macro-pipeline and pipelining the data sets
tools for this process would reduce the cost involved and are through the machine should increase the throughput of the
therefore desirable. resulting system. This type of parallelism is referred to here as

verlical parallelism. Furthermore, each layer is executing on spe-
This paper uses nine parameters to correlate the hardware cially designed hardware, which may employ multiple computa-

to be designed with the applications software to be executed and tional units, so the response time of the resulting system is
the 1/0 environment in which the machine will operate. A decreased. The parallelism occurring within a given level, where
macro-pipelined layered approach to task decomposition is multiple units are performing operations on different portions of
demonstrated. Each portion of the decomposed task is then the data set simultaneously, is referred to as horizontal parallel-
assigned to a special purpose processing unit. This implies that ism. This vertical and horizontal parallelism is similar to the
each processing unit may either be a traditional serial type techniques of subdivision and replication discussed for pipelines
design or a parallel design. Once this initial decomposition is in [14] or the "purely pipeliued" and the "purely parallel" archi-
established, techniques such as those used to adjust the execu- tectures discussed in 1301. Throughput constraints may require
tion time and throughput of a pipeline in [14] can be applied, that a layer must be further divided into smaller processes.

In this approach to reaching the goal of computer aided These will not represent new layers, but sub-layer, which will
computer design, functional descriptions (models) of the correspond to sub-levels of hardware, consistent with the previ-
hardware components that may be used in the design must be ous nomenclature.
combined into a database. Included in such descriptions are By developing a model to transform a task description i o
information about the cost of the device, an enumeration of all a potential macro-pipelined architecture, a machine can be buit
the operations that it can perform, and the pathwidth and exe- with the necessary characteristics to execute the task quickly
rution limes for ihose operationq, More complc taxononies, and withoui excessive amounts of hardware. A basis for such a - . -

suh a th,,se (,,utI in [J. [i). [hit, 1;, 1l01 ,re not nead1,l for model is proposed and analyzed in this paper. The information
provided by the nine parameters mentioned earlier will allow
each level to be designed for a specific sub-task, having a special

This research wsu supported by the U.S. Army Research Orte, Department hardware complement to perform that sub-task more quickly.
of the Army, under Contract No. DAA2-92-K-0t01, and by the National Each level can use SIMD and/or MIMD 161 parallelism. The
Scence Foundation, under Grant No. ECS-Sl-2089.
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is possible to determine the exact calculation time of all opera-
Level I Laye, I tions whose times are constant. For example, by combining the

Specialized Hardware Unit I Preemphums uumber stages in a pipelined uuit with the single operation exe- -

cutiou time of the unit, it is possible to determine the
throughput Of the unit

Because dlferent processors have different instruction sets, '. ".m i x n i x N is not the same for all processors. Consider the case of a sim- 'V."
pie processor with an instruction set consisting of an 8-bit add, a1 16-ht add, a return on zero, a move memory to register (8-bit), '

Level 2 Layer 2 and a move register to memory (8-bit). The first 6-tuple would % -"
Specialized Ilardwaue Unit 2 Autocorerlatum Aslysis look like: 'P%

(UIRAND/MODEL, $5.00, 1.3jusec, 8-bits, 1-bits, 16-bits) '' 
, -

The tuple describing the type of machine instructions would r -I
look like:

8-bit add register to register
16-bit add register to register1 return it zero

Level 3 Layer 3 8-bit move memory to register
Specialized Hardware Unit 4 LPC Analysis 8-bit move register to memory

dP For this tuple, both the source and destination must be
enumerated. This allows for processors like the 8085 in which

registers can only be added to the accumulator.
The other tuples contain the types of information men-

tioned earlier, where information in the i" element corresponds

I I to the it" instruction. By including this information in the data-Level [ Layer 4 base, it is possible to recreate the timing information stored in
Specialized Hardware Unit 4 Linear Time Warping the architecture description set forth in (12. .

For the purposes of this paper, the units considered for thedatabase are either single chips or small boards. The underlying

assumption for this scheme is that there is no shared or - -

recoufigurable pipeline units on board. When this assumption .. P
becomes false, two N + 1-tuples will be required to represent '.%.P

shared pipelines and their reconfiguration times. Other factors -
rdarel Uni S LynayTe arping that should be included in the data base are power consumption,Spe,:IAI~ted Ha~rdware Unit 5 D~ynamic Time Warping , '.,./Decision Boee heat dissipation, and size. While these last three factors do not -

influence performance, they do provide necessary application
information about the possible environment in which the chips
can operate.

Flg. 1.1 Layering of Isolated Word Recognition System A functional description, such as that found in 121, can be
used to accurately categorize each unit according to its func-
tional capabilities. To this point, only processing hardware has-
been considered. The hardware database can be divided into the

result of the technique is to design a machine that can perform a functional units of processor, memory, input/output, vector,
processing scenario within some time constraints, and array processors. This is consistent with 121. Each frne- -

It is the goal of this paper to introduce methods of model- tional unit will have its own set of tupics used to describe its
a ,t hardvware and algorithms so that an reasonable approxima- performance. The tuples will be used with the characteristics of - ."
i~on of the execution time of an algorithm on a special-purpose the application algorithm to choose specific hardware for each .-.
5ystem is psmible. The hardware model is discussed in Section 2. level of the system. ".-.
An oversiew of the proposed design scenario is presented in Sec- Included with the hardware descriptions of the processors - .-
tion 3 In additiou, types and limitations of various forms of in the database would be a routine that can simulate that pro- -
parallelism are discussed. Section 4 presents nine parameters e6Nsor. By €ombining the simulation procedures with the archi- -
that model an algorithm and discusses the calculation and tectural information of other components in the database, e.g., -
significance of each of the parameters. An example of the design memories, it is possible to create a simulator for the proposed
methodology is given in Section 5. macro-pipelined architecture. Such a database with simulation

routines for each relevant component would be a useful tool for
2. The Hardware Database the research community interested in the design of macro-

A processor description in the database consists of two 6- pipelined special purpose systems. These tools would be used
tuples, two N-tuples. and three N + 1-tuples, where N is the according to the approach presented in the next section.
number of assembly lng uage instructions (the "+ 1" is used to
describ the instruction fetch unit). The first 6-tuple consists of 3. The Design Scenario - . -
the processor name, cost, clock speed, data pathwidth, address After the initial layering is performed, an exact statement
pathwidth, and virtual address width. The second 6-tuple con- of the application algorithm to be performed at each level is
sists of the size and speed of on-board cache, the size and speed needed. This is done using nine parameters that are discussed in -
of ou-board memory, and the size and width of the registers the next section. This information is then used in conjunction
The N- and N+I- tuples must be able to answer uestions with the hardware description to evaluate the performance of
regarding the execution time for all processors in the datas each processor in the hardware database. Then information
Thus, the tuples must provide information about the type of about the desired throughput and average desired response time ..-.machine instructions, the execution time for a single operation (T,,, ) of the system must be gathered. These will be the
for each instruction, the number of stages in any pipelines, the evaluation criteria, ie., can a proposed system process the data
replication of units, and the overlap of operations. The tuples with the desired throughput and response time.
corresponding to the last three information categories are • t d
N + 1-tuples to account for any pipeliniug, functional overl.ap, The first step in the modeling process is to choose all levels
and parallelism that can occur within the instruction fetch unit, to process their incoming data as fast as possible without using
By combining the information contained in the various tuples, it vertical or horizontal parallelism within any given level. Since -
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this type of design is a macro-pipeline, the throughput of the to be T, = T,/L. After the initial design (all levels designed to
pipeline is limited by the slowest level. perform their layer as fast as possible with no vertical or hor-

Macro-pipelined architectures produce a continuous Dow of azontal parallelism), the data processing rate of all the levels will
data. The time to process a single data set (the time for data to be known. If the designed machine meets or exceeds the
go from the first level to the last level, i.e., the response time) in throughput and response time qualifications of the scenario, fas-
such a vertical architecture is same as for a single-processor ter levels that are adjacent can he combined. Faster levels can ' " -,i

-

eserial system because the data must be prcessed by the multi- also be built with slower and less expensive hardware. This will

pie levels of hardware. The throughput for multiple data sets is still maintain the throughput of the system, however, the--.s-
greatly increased because new results are completed at a rate response time of the system may be increased. Such a process ,-. ..-..-.-.

equal to the processing time of the slowest level or sub-level. If can be repeated as long as the throughput response time n

the time to go from the first level to the last level is too slow, requirements are met. This will lower the cost of the overall sys-
since the levels are designed with the fastest serial processors in tern.
the database and only off the shelf parts are allowed, horizontal To propose and evaluate candidate architectures for levels,
parallelism, such as that found in SIMD or MIMD machines, a mapping is required between a layer and its corresponding
must be applied. For exam le, if the processing time for all yev- level. Included in this mapping is the description of the Iayer in -.
els and sub-levels of an architecture were halved, the time to go terms that relate it to the computatonal requiremuents that it
from the first level to the last level would also be halved. Thus, places on the hardware. It is this mapping that is the topic of
vertical parallelism can be applied to increase throughput, while discussion in the next section. U-siug information from the
horizontal parallelism can be applied to increase throughput and hardware database discussed in section 2, the perforwance of
decrease response time. candidate architectures can be evaluated by some measure such

If the required throughput is I job/TT seconds, than each as those in 1281.
level must execute its layer in at most TT seconds. If the After the architecture of all the levels have been proposed,

machine fails to meet the throughput qualification, the execu- the approximate performance of the system is known. Simula-
tion speed of all levels not meeting the time constraint (TT) lion is required for an exact evaluation of the performance of the

must be increased. This can be accomplished with the previously system. This is required to insure that the system will perform.
discussed horizontal and vertical parallelism, as desired.

The maximum amount of horizontal parallelism that can 4. Nine Evaluation Categoriea:
be applied to a task is the inherent parallelism of the subtask to Their Relationship to Hardware and Software
be performed (the minimum horizontal parallelism at any level
is a single unit). Further, horizontal parallelism is affected by When designing hardware for a specific algorithm, charac-

precedence constraints of the subtask. Typically, each addi- teristics of the algorithm must be "mapped" onto the hardware.
tional processor used for horizontal parallelism will not increase To build hardware to execute a given layer, a user must supply
the execution speed linearly, i.e., the speedup may be less than a each of the of the following evaluation parameters about each
factor of P using P processors for any P. This is discussed in (311. layer in the system.

The minimum vertical parallelism is one processor and the max- (1) Type, rate, and amount of input
imum vertical parallelism is up to onue processor per instruction. (2) Type and number of operations per input datum
Using one processer per instruction will not only cause a poteu- (3). la
tial architecture to be prohibitively expensive, it may require an (3) ange and accuracy of arithmetic data to be used

exorbitant amount of overhead to implement. Vertical parallel- 14) Algorithm to be used
ism is not affected by precedence constraints because they are (5) Type, frequency, and message length of processor-to- U W
still enforced; however, vertical parallelism will not reduce the processor communicatio s
response time. Thus, there are associated costs and limitations (•) Amount of memory required
with both vertical and horizontal parallelism.

There are two additional limitations on the type and (7) Type, amount, and benefit of parallelism

amount of parallelism applied at each level. The first is that (8) Type, rate, and amount of output
there is an upper bound on the cost. An additional limitation is (9) Evaluation criteria
placed on the type and amount of parallelism by requiring that
all parts be "off the shelf." This second limitation forces the These parameters form a model of the algorithms in the task.
architecture to be buildable with present day technology. These The information they supply can be used with the hardware
limitations assume that an algorithm can be structured for hot- model of Section 2 and the design scenario of Section 3 to
izontal parallel execution, If an algorithm is unsuitable for bur- develop a macro-pipelined architecture for the task.
izontal parallel execution, vertical parallelism will be required. Category (I) places restrictions on the input buffering,

It is required that there be some form of coordination input data rate, and the internal data format of a level, The
between the levels. This can be either (a) a waster system clock type of data sixecifie3 the format and word width required to
that tells each level when it can proceed to the next data set or process the incoming data. Combined with the rate, the type of
(b) a unit that keeps track of all levels and, when all levels are data specifies the speed of the input unit. Beiween levels, either
done, signals each to proceed to the uext data set. A system double-bultering or triple-bufferinig [S1 may be used; i.e , two or
executing with a master clock will typically execute more slowly three memory units may be employed to between adjacent levels
than a system where each level reports its status to a control to allow the overlap of computation and I1/0. If the application
unit. If T, is the time required for level i to complete its subtask does not require real-time processing, then the system must be

such that the incoming data rate of the first level determines thegiven its current data set, then the waster clock cycle time T¢ stedstethogp. orra-ieppctoshenu-
must he set to the maximum value of f1, over all levels for all eady state throughput. For real-time applications, the incoa-
data sets. The implementation suggested in (b) for an L level ing data rate of the first level determines the minimum data rate

system will require an execution time T. of: for the system. The difference is: a non-real-time system can
stop the incoming data stream as necessary; however, a real-T. = max(T,T2,T.,T T h time system may not be able to stop the incoming stream of

scheme (b) in terms of control hardware and signaling time. data without losing data.
Thus, if it is expected that there will not be a significant
difference between Tc and T,, method (a) would be preferable. Evaluation category (2) determines the specific number of
In the extreme case, TC = T,. Normally, T, will be much less operations that must be performed by a given level in time T,.
than Tc. From one data set to another the required processing may vary, %

so an exact statement of what operations must be performed '.
To fully utilize the hardware in the system, it is desirable may be unavailable; however, a reasonable estimate may be cal-

to match the speed of all the levels. This can be done in anL culated for either the average case or the worse case through
level system by forcing the average response time of level i, T,, either simulation techniques or statistical analysis, as was done
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I A N DeiI I ~leI o onl LIt#. ..giI it) u of hI li tardla rc, ri I her an cal range requoired for various calculations is small, but out of
*average value for the onmber Of calculations or a worst case the range of specific hardware, e.g., underilow. normalization of

value way be usted. data can eliminate tile nered for special hardware at the cost of
The numl-r (if each olitratiou cama be multiplied by tile some procevoizg Gtae. The arithmetic range associated with a

currespondaitg rsecutiuns tiuse for asingle instructiun (from the set of operations greatly affects the hardware required 1301.
first N-tuple) If tile rr!,ultinjg Ialues are summed anti multiplied Approaches to dyniamic word size machines, such as those in 111,
by the clock speedi of & pjrocessor, the worst came executionte aud 1181, can be employed an cases where arithmetic ranges .1 N..

-can Le di tc rmaisid for that porocessor To yield a wore precise vary from loop to loop. 6
bound on the execution time of a processs with procesaors that The numerical range and accuracy of a sub-task is a func-
contain pipelines or parallel units, either simulation or task Lion of algorithm and data. For an algorithm, it is necessary to
analysis such ais that shown in 1161 wust be applied to the algo- determine the maximum and minimum values of the range or

ritbw.the calculations. The range of the calculations should be divided
(ls-xof algorithms of conceru for this parameter are according to the range of index values, range of integer arith-

those algorithms that perfurui the same operations on each data roetic, and the range of floating point arithmetic. This specifies,
element (dat.A AndkJpeilni) anti those algorithms that treat In the SIKI) case, the word size of the control Unit, and the word
each data elementl differenitly (data dependent). For data size of the integer andi floating point units. In other cases the
oadepentdent algorii haiisI lie number and type of each operation word size of the integer utit Is set according to the maximum
performed are contabsle from the algorithm. For a data depen. range required for Integer and indexing arithmetic.
den-t algorit Inn, lte number of operations can be determined With knowledge about the algorithm a level is to process

*through simulation on satiple data sets or, tin some ca.ses, (4), SIMD and/or MID horizontal parallelism can be intro-
through analysis mia.king certain ahssumpltionis about the cliarac- duced. Special parallel anlalysis techniques, such an thosie di.
teristics of the rlata Typically, data dlependent algorithms cussed in 131. 1101, and 1221 can he employed to utilize "extra"

- ~ require var) Ing resources and processing times, parallelism. This can be accomplished by breaking the algorithm
* The Data D~epetndency (DD1) of an algorithm is: down into multiple btreams, using MIMD parallelism. Applica-

D D=Iaia Defiendt Operat ions ble loops are those containing variables that can be calculated .

Total Operations independently of other variables within the loop. The "break-
down" occurs when a variable can be extracted from a loop and

-and can be used as an indicator of what percentage of the calculated in a separate environment (either a different proces-
expcted ex-cui in time is fixed (i e., data in~dependJent) and sor or processors) (3]. Other techniques for parallel processing
what pr-ccutaigv may vairy (i e , data dependenit), It also iudi- such as the use of 'recursive doubling" for calculating sums or
catrs thle appropriateness of SINIL) or NIJMD parallelism, maximums 1321 using SIMD or MIMD parallelism can be

* 1Icraiions can be divided into five groups. IA) arithmetic applied.
%1and logic. (It) addressing, (C) Index calculation (loop variables), The algorithm is required to obtain timing information

ID) couduiouial, and (E) inter-processor data transfer. TIhese from the previously discussed N-tuples describing the hardware
classes were chosen to yield parti.l Information about which database. By multiplying the number of each type of operation
operation, cars be overlied.Freape nsm IDss by the corresponding operation time, an upper bound on the
trums, oper~at i n (C) and some in (IB) can be done in the con- execution time can be obtained. The algorithm must be
teal unit. ove-rla&pped with the parallel execution of the rest of scanned to determine %%hat percentage of the operations can be
the a o , oloc fly (t I. procesing leoicits. 1informnat ion pipelinied aud/or ovvrlapped. This iu.st, be dotne for eachI proees-
ibout rL., (L.) ia,.h1c.lii ow miuch lte- toetwork will be used sor in the databas4e. Afier the amount oif time saved by the -
()u a svseuahere all processing is, done by the sanie unit, the parallelism And pipelines is determined, this time is then sub-
dilitictti,t wceuen types o peratiows is diminished; how- tracted from the execution time for the processor. For systems
eter, to Luis.irUet Special purpose hiardwiare for real-time pro- with reconfigurable pipelines, the reconfiguration time must be
cvasing. the dlistinction, is useful. multiplied by the number of reconfigu rations required by the

lisforilation about [lie (A), (DI), and] (CI must be further algorithm.
sub- dividedl to provide informat ion necessary to choose suitable By deriving hounds on execution time as described in13,
proces'itng iiardware. For example, (v.) aridi (C) should be levels requiring large amounts of time can be analyzed. This will
divided into. floating polint aoldiiions, subtractions, wultiplica- indicate where each level is spending its execution time. If con-
tions, duvisoous, coi;arlsonsj, and epecial functions; and fixed sistent variable names are used from layer to layer, similar task
Point &asiuhi s, subt ractions, multiplicat ions, divisions, cow- decomposition to the above can he apsplied across levels to allow

-aion. di' special fwictions. (11) should be divided into load the combination And /or sub-division of levels as needed. Con-
aud sore.sider the scenario in F'ig. 4.1. If level three calculates a, b, and c

The numbesr of apier.tmaons in eaich of the above sub-groups independently of thie output of level two, and the throughput of
gives the ah',uluite slum her of each operat ion to be done. From level three is too low, the portion of th algorithm calculating
thLis, it Is possible to calculate the relative importance of the ab, ;ad c can be moved to level 2. If this makes the throughput
speed of eca h operation. [or each floating point or fixed point of level two too low, a sepiarate unit can be employed for the cal-

special functisun, the number of times each operation is expected culations. The result is shown on the right of the figure.
to be performed is specified along with an equivalence relati, The type, frequency, and message leiigth of the processor-
giving the number of 'standard" fll operations needed to to-processor communications within a layer (5) will dictate the

*iniplemint the specified function in software. If a unit cannhot topology of a level aiid the design of the interconnection net-
perforni a specified function directly in hardware, the time work. There are two types of interconnection networks. A glo-
required to synthesize that function (specified by the hal interconnection network allows a given processor to com-
eqluivalence relation) must be calculated. If a special dev ice I(e.g., municate directly with any other given processor within a given
coprocessr I is availuible to perform t ile special functions, the horizontally parallel structure (e.g., SINID or NIIMD portion of

*need for mnliiling this device can he determined. By using this machine). TypIcally a mulItistage arrangement is used for such a
approach, various unmits can be ranked b) their execution speed network [2t$ (although it does not permit &I possible SIMD data
for a giveni algoritIlia nermutations) The second type of interconnection network is

'rhe unicricil a ange anid accuracy (3) places various limi- lclinterconnection network., which allows a processor to com-
cttions on the hardware l'ypically. moi~re accurate hardware munacate with a specific number of its neighbors (e.g., 4- or 8-

*(larger wordls) will be slower and/or more costly thain hardware nearest neighbors) 1301 aiid 13) In this case, the processors can
with sumalle-r wordls. Thos, it would be advautagous to use the be viewed as either a one, two, or three dimensional array when
niiallest word ,ite mueeting the range and accuracy constraints, determining the conneci ions to be made by the network. A net-

Hloating poinit alueraiiaii are typically slower thantile work niust be capable of making the desired connections
*corresponudinag iiiteger operations. lIi certain cases, if the uineri- efficiently and with minimal collisions, to avoid significant
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| CaculLte VEL I culation of the stack size is straightforward, based on the max-
, Information Information imum number of calls times the space needed for each call.

nd d n.t The data memory size is composed of the index memory
nd site and the process data memory size, where the index memory

and o is the memory required to store loop counters and some index
variables. The process data memory is the memory used to

----- --- store the parameters, working data, intermediate results, and
- V£- a index variables that could not be stored in the CU of an SINID

other Other system. For a data independent task, data set size is trivial to
* Cai~ultro . ceOutera Cnlculate a, determine from a algorithm. A data dependent task may

calultinsA0 clclaios . and C reqtuire simulation.
The particular divisions of Memory stem from where the

data must be accessed. In an SIMD environment, the stack,
index memory, and program memory must be associated with
the control unit, while the process data must be accessible by -)ANEW,
the processing elements. In other environments, this memory is

Calculate a. Other, associated with the processor, so the divisions do not matter so
. n C. lulto much as their total.

othm The type and amount of parallelism (7) will specify the
calculations nature and maximum number of processors associated with a

given level. The benefit due to parallelism is specified in two
area: (I) speedup due to P processors and (11) the maximumFig. 4.1 Sees,. before ad after application of techaiques i 1131 value or P.

The type of parallelism is a fuction Of the algorithm. Cer-
delays during transfers. It would be desirable to have a data- tan algorithms may be written (or an SIMV) machine, thus
base of known global connection networks and the permutations SIMD parallelism should be used. For a general algorithm, .
that they can perform, so an appropriate connection network determining whether an algorithm is best suited for a specific
can be chosen. environment can be done by looking at the DD, as discussed

Prom the type of communications required by a layer, above. For a typical parallel algorithm, the lower the DD, theinformation can be gained about the type of processing that more likely an algorithm is suited to SINMD type processing.infouldatake placon ae gain evelt the, the ore ran the Typically, MIMI) parallelism is more flexible; however, SI NDshould take place on a given level, i.e., the more random the paralelism has the advantages of built-in synchruaizalion andcommunications, the more likely that a horizontally parallel the ability o overlp CU control operations with p~rocesig ele--'.....
level should use MIMD (asynchronous) parallelism, as opposed ment instruction execution. orto'wh-csa el
to SIMD (synchronous) parallelism. Knowing the length of the
transfers will aid the design of the network. For instance, the The amount of parallelism can be determined by several
longer the transfers, the more suitable a circuit switched net- criteria. Typically, the larger the number of processors, the les"
work becomes. For small transfers, a packet switched network processing each processor must perform and the more significant
is desirable. The number of network transfers and the length of transfer and wait times become. As transfer and wait times
the average transfer provides information about the loading of a become more significant, the processors will spend a larger por-
network with a given transfer speed. tios of time idled, so the utilization of a processor will decrease. .....

"* Determination of the type and amount of processor-to- A variety of performance measures are discussed in 1281. These
can be used to determine the relative benefit of each additionalprocessor communication for a highly data independent task is processor, allowing one to calculate the number of processors

straightforward and can be obtained from analysis of the paral- associated with a given level.
lel structure of the algorithm statement in (4). For data depen-
dent tasks, the required transfers may vary in length and con- The speedup due to P processors (I) can be obtained by
nection, dependent solely on the data set being processed. analyzing the algorithm. This figure can be used to determine
Simulation may be required to achieve accurate estimates. To the decrease in respose time hy using F' processors. The max-
minimize the need for simulation, analysis of the data set can imum value of P (11) is the ceiling on the amount of parallelism.
yield information about the required connections. For example, This represents the maximum amount of inherent parallelism in
if a process performs edge tracing on an image containing small a given task and can be calculated by analyzing the task. For
objects (relative to the image size), global connections are not both I and II, data dependent tasks simulation may be required.
required, only local (nearest neighbor) connections are needed Knowledge of the type, rate, and amount of output (8) will
134]. If the objects are large, then global connections may be be required for any formatting that must be done to interface
needed. the data to the device gathering the results. In addition, it

Memory site (6) is an important factor in the design of a places constraints on the output data rate.
system and is a function of the proposed data set size, data type, Finally, the evaluation criteria (0) define how the merit of a
and algorithm. The data set size, processors in a level, nd algo- system is to be calculated. Ilere, the evaluation criteria will be
rithm chosen have no important bearing on how much memory speed and cost, i.e., the execution must occur in real-time for the "I, is associated with a processor in a given level. This will be con- minimum cost. For non.real-time systems, other criteria such as
sidered in addition to the buffer memory associated with a given those considered in 181 and 1281 may be used, e.g., elficiency, util-level. ization, and power consumption. By incorporating the evalua-

Memory usage falls into three classes: program, stack, and tion criteria into the design procedure, proposed designs not
data memory. Program memory is not determinable from the meeting the evaluation criteria can be avoided. In addition, this
algorithm, although an estimation is possible. It is a function of provides a way to rank various designs.
the machine and the compiler. The stack memory contains -. -.

arguments to subroutines, return aldresses, and temporary 6. Example of Approach
infurmatio. It is a function of the Iesling of subroutini', along Consider the Upplicatiou of the nine paramrters to a tAal -
with the itifurmation that is passed to the subroutinets. For data such as I)) c i " "lie WV.,rping (il)*'% ), shuch is perfurued in .'..
dependent recursive algorithms, simulation may be required to speech processiug. Tis algorithm warps incoming utterances to % %
determine the appropriate amount of stack memory needed. An find the best watch in a list of teol.lates of kuuwn words. It
ahteruative to simulation is to place a maximum lepth (in terms represents the most counputittionally intensive portion of theof calls to specific functions) on the stack. It each specific fudc- proposed speech processing scenario and corresponds tu onetin is called with given arguments (each with a given size), cal- layer of the task (Fig. I).
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bod = 00; template =OJ* initialration 0/ Ill. Rang end accuracyf a ritImetic datefrot = I to 10000(/. for each template S/ * 2 t, -1 *
for j -1 to I(/. iitializatioa 0/ %

for i - to ( IV. Type, amount, ond requmncy lproceeser-to-processer
1liji= : romnunr.eten -
dljljjj=oo; Type: Global, capable of recursive doubling 1321} end i e/ Amount: 2 axed point numbers , '.C-

iSend j Fe..2.o rnfesprwofot I Ito 80 ( /* for each frame in a and blki "I Freq.: 2 log2P tnfer per eond
for i - j-r to j+r {/* each frame within window /V. Amount -memorreqredif(g0) i = 1;/ force i to be valid v f mutommqrg~e, .7 ..if(i>0) i 1f; Memory: (14.5/P)+0.01 Mbytes of data per processor for

else I reference (template) and incoming utterance storage
else 4 10 Kbytes of program and stack

dilil =O; Note: one copy of the program is required perfor h = I too( processor for MIMD machine; ont copy i e ontrol
/0 conpute 'distance' between unit for SIMD machine.

frames alil and blklljI 4I
dliiiji= dlijiJ + VI. Type, amount, and necfst of paralleclm '

(alillhi-blitiijib)..2; Type: SIMD or MIMD
} end h 0/ Amount (max):

sl i c-+ n -tjJj-2j + 2dil - lJ l +dji~j10,000 (utteran ce in database)
£il'i- lj + 2dl,-li-tl +dliIIliJ. Benefit:gli-2J+jl+ I 2dli-tljlj+ dliJllj;."-"- -

}/. end i speedup = T
/end j T + ((ogP) (IC + 2xNO)D(z~blkl = g801180I; P Vgp

if(D(a.biki) < hold) {/ store minimum value 0/
hold D(a,bfkl); where a single processor takes time T, IC is the time
template =k; for an integer comparison, and NO is the time for a

/s end if 0/ network operation.}l. end k~l"'-
* -unknown word (UW) VII. Algorithm to be used
:1, (ii rame iof UW,1,1 -frame, of UWAlgorithm: See Fig. 5.1..'-" -
aillihi - element h of vector describing frame i of UW Aloitm.eeFg..1
blk - reference word k (IIWK) VIII. Type role and amount of output
bILIN -fraine i of R WK Type: I English word
bI[ilhi -element h of vector describing frame i of IHWK Rate: I per second
DWabiki) -ditance between UW aed ItWK
ll~iJ -curclsetive distance between a and biki Amount: 100 characters maximum (arbitrary) ...

ld distance number of best fitting reference word IX. Evluatfon criteria
template number of best ftting reference word d t

Speed and cost N t
Fig. 5.1. Sample DTW algorithm

These nine evaluation categories represent an analysis ofA D'I W algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.1 1371. The input to the algorithm. Evaluation category !1 is directly determinablethis algorithm consists of 80 frames of speech, each represented from the algorithm. The range and accuracy is determinableby vector of nine 18-bit integers (80). There will be one 18-bit from the application. 1241 states that 2' -1 is a reasonable
quantity used to identify each word. Assume there are 10,000 range and accuracy for this task. To apply a parallel machine totemplates in the database (meaning the system can understand this algorithm, each processing element would need to execute1000 words since ten templates are required for each word 1251). this algorithm on its own portion of the template database com-The variable 'r' is the amount the algorithm will be allowed to puting a local D(a,blkl). Recursive doubling 1371 would thea bewarp the incoming template. For the purposes of this paper, used to combine the results; i.e., the word associated with the
r=3. The nine evaluation categories are as follows: smallest d(a,blkl) is the chosen word. This requires 2log2P

transfers for the d(a,b[kj)'s and the identifiers for their associ-
I. Type, rate, and umount of input ated words.

Type: Fixed point data The amount of memory is expressed as a function of P, the
Rate: 1 utterance/I 0 second number of processors. A "C" language program was coded andcompiled to estileiate the program size. The DD is small, soAmount: 720 fixed point numbers/utterance either SIMD or hIMI) parallelism can be applied to the pro-

gram; however, the maximum parallelism is 10,000 processors,i. Type ad ,,urber of operalions/input datum assuming each IPE executes the algorithm for one or more tem-
O.8M index variable assignments plates. Application of P processors will yield the speedup shown0.M index variable additions n VI. The output of this system is one word. It is imperative*. IM index variable additions ( + 1) that the system keep up with the input; however, it is desirable
617.3M index variable conditional branches to do such with a minimal cost. -I. C-"
132.7M address Calculations The number of each calculation can be multiplied by the105.SM fxed point additions sinle-operand execution times of the tuples for each processor5.8M fixed point assignments in the database. The sum of the products yields an approximate
I .3M fixed point conditional branches worst-case execution time for a single copy of each processor in
0.7M fixed point multiplications the database to perform this algorithm. Actual execution time*6O.7M fixed point subtractions could be better due to clever software or special hardware fuae-
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tins. For example, software that is written to ignore redun- ing approaches to bridging the gap between hardw are and algo-
dant calculations (e.g., calculating the address of blUIikI only riti.ins, computer aided special purpose machine design comes
oace ia the expression: bjljkbti1(k.1+5). Also, by applying closer to being a reality.
pipeline analysis techniques to this algorithm and using
structural information about each processor, such as functional Acknovcdgcrnents: The authors of this paper wish to r.
overlap, stages in processing pipelines, and the multiplicity of extend their deepest thanks to M. Yoder, without whom the dis-
units, a more precise approximation of the single processor exe- cussion on the isolated word recognition system could not have
cution times can be obtained, been done in real-time, and to M. Franklin, G.J. Lipovski, P.

Based on the desired throughpt and response time, addi- Swain, and A. van Tilborg, whose careful readings and com-
tional processors of the same type are repetitively added until a meats helped to organize and clarify the ideas in this paper. ,"j" -

level composed of such processors could meet the time require- Reerncs - "
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